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R EFINED
Refined - improved by introducing subtleties or distinctions. There is perhaps no better way to
describe the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
Their technologies are derived from both the No.33 Reference Amplifier and it's half power sibling,
the No.33H. Cyanate Ester voltage gain circuit boards, previously reserved for " Reference" and " S"
class products, are now used in each of the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
New output devices and higher output power extend the amplifiers control over the loudspeaker.
The result is afast, open and detailed sound with the texture and feeling of the music preserved.
Building upon the design of their predecessors, we have even added afew subtle curves to
refine their appearance. You will be tempted to display them as sculpture.
Visit your authorised Mark Levinson dealer to audition the new 300 series and
experience the very definition of the word refined.

ianlir

Evnson

For full details on Mark Levinson components please contact:
Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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apparently never-ending upward spiral
n the late 1920s, the movie
of digital processing power. But there
industry needed equipment to fill
will always be enthusiasts who prefer
theatres with the sound of the
the simple life, even if it is rather
talkies; designers created systems that
expensive. For them, the quest still
were far more powerful and of better
ends, and the magic still starts, with
quality than domestic users could
the throbbing filament of adirectly
dream of. They used the technology
heated triode.
of the day, which meant directlyheated triode amplification, with
BEWARE THE WHITE VAN MAN
horn-loading to get the most out of
We don't usually go out of our way
the loudspeakers.
to praise the efforts of rival magazines.
Rapid developments in the 1930s
But in apress release, What HiFi?
and 1940s made the single-ended
has announced that its next issue (on
triode obsolete. Inside any valve, there
sale 9July) exposes the companies
is ahigh voltage between the anode
behind ' the white van scam'. Like
and cathode. Electron flow from the
What HiFi?, we've had anumber of
cathode to the anode is controlled by
calls from people who have been
the voltage on the grid, which is
duped into buying large and
interposed between the anode and
expensive-looking speakers under such
cathode. In single-ended working, the
names as Omni Audio, Acoustic
grid voltage moves up and down
about its middle value to produce the
Studio Monitor, Linear Response and
most recently Dynalab (no connection
alternating waveform output required
with tuner maker Magnum Dynalab).
by the audio signal, but the electron
The 'scam' is simple. The van driver
flow is never shut off completely:
approaches likely-looking prospects in
there is always current flowing
the street, offering a pair of highthrough the valve. In ` push-pull
quality studio monitor speakers at a
working, the alternating audio
fraction of their real price. His story
waveform is split into its positive- and
is that he has one pair left in his van,
negative-going parts, and two valves
left over from alarge order, and he
are used, one for each ' half'. This
will dispose of them, not for the
means that when the signal value is
£1600 they are worth, but for £300
zero, very little current flows through
in cash. In fact, as many bargaineither valve. The result is higher
hunters have found to their cost, the
power output from agiven valve type,
speakers are not worth much at all.
less power consumption and heat
What Hi-Fi?'s assessment is that
output, greater efficiency and lower
they're worth no more than £20 in
noise. So 'push-pull' became universal
components,
and ' any £ 100
for good quality audio amplification.
loudspeaker from amainstream hi-fi
Even through the 1950s, the movie
maker comprehensively outperforms
industry was arguably the driving
them'. What HiFi? says it has passed
force in sound recording quality, at
on its findings to the police, and urges
least for popular music. Westrex,
readers to report any similar findings
which as Western Electric had
to the police. Hear, hear!
pioneered movie sound in the 1920s,
was responsible for the 45°/45° stereo
JOHN WRIGHT
LP format. In the 1960s, the music
Everyone who knew John Wright,
business boomed and started to go its
whose sad passing is recorded
own way. As the 1980s wore on,
formally on page 17, will have their
high-end audio went its own way too.
own memories of him. I was
Amplifiers got bigger and more
privileged to meet John Wright back
expensive, until only American houses
in the 1970s: at atime when his IMF
and Far East bank balances could
TLS80 transmission lines were among
support
them.
Reaction
was
the most covetable big British
inevitable. In 1976, Punk punctured
speakers; when in his spare moments
the overweight complacency of the
he reviewed classical LPs for HiFi
music industry: in hi-fi, adecade or
Answers; and when he had passed
so later, afringe element discarded
some of his deep knowledge of pickup
the tenets of the high-end establishcartridges on to others in the most
ment. From an outsider's point of
helpful, practical way, by producing
view, spending huge sums on handHiFi Sound magazine's test LPs.
built products using 1920s valve
Countless hi-fi show regulars will
technology may seem just as lunatic
have pleasant memories of meeting
as going into hock for afloor-filling
John as he enthusiastically demonsolid state monster amp that makes
strated the TDL speakers he'd
the lights dim when you switch it on.
created. Sadly, as we look forward to
Today, the movie industry is once
this year's Show, we know that John
again providing the new technology
Wright will not be with us. Except,
impetus to the audio world, with
perhaps in spirit.
multi-channel
sound
and
an
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22 TRON NUCLEUS/
PX25 POWER AMPLIFIER
s:ngle-ended amplifier with a
choice of PX25 or 300B
output valves
Steve Harris

26 B&W NAUTILUS 803
Nautilus engineering and
industrial design in a smaller
package, the third in the series
Martin Colloms

30 TRAXDATA CDRW2260
computer CD-RW drive,
cables, blank discs and software
all in one complete kit for
creating CDs at home
Andrew Harrison

32 SPEAKER CABLES part 2
second in a three-part study of
15 loudspeaker cables, tested
subjectively and with innovative
new lab techniques
Ben Duncan and
Andrew Harrison

43 PIONEER DVL-919E
COMBI PLAYER
combined DVD-Video and
LaserDisc player to handle
silver discs big and small
Ken Kessler
4

45 TANNOY R2 SPEAKERS
the second revolution as
Tannoy speakers become
fioorstanding
Alvin Gold

46 PATHOS TWIN TOWERS
AMPLIFIER
hybrid valve and MOSFET
integrated amplifier
Ken Kessler

49 McCORMACK MICRO
PHONO DRIVE
phono pre- amplifier for both
moving magnet and moving
coil cartridges
James M Hughes

54 PRO-JECT 9.2 TONEARM
the Pro-Ject 9.2, now available
separately, fitted to a Thorens
TD 160B Mk II
Tony Bolton and
Andrew Harrison

51 LJNN CD12 PLAYER
SUGHT RETURN
HFN/RR editor and music
editor meet the CD12
Christopher Breunig
and Steve Harris

56 HI-FI SHOW '99
CHICAGO REPORT
return to the Windy City for
the US Stereophile show
Ken Kessler

19 WIN ATC SCM7Q STUDIO
MONITORS final part
third and final part of this epic
competition to win £ 10,000 of
superb ATC loudspeakers

66 CLOCKLESS AND
BIBLE BLACK
the CDI2 undergoes some
incisive investigation from the
Prof at the University of Essex
Malcolm Haueksford

54 East and West
Europe meet — Project
arm on a Tlwrens deck
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when expensive hi-fi really is
nothing more than a rip-off
Steve Harris
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compression and limiting,
essential broadcast techniques?
John Nelson
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liacharcch by Colin F,scott
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NEWS

how to fill the gaps caused by
missing issues or reviews

products, innovations, events

21 TECHNOLOGY
the chaos of conflicting
standards of internet music
Barry Fox

53 HEADROOM

104 ACCESSORIES CLUB
holiday reading

103 CD SERVICE
order Compact Discs by mail

Kessler Snr, inspiration for Jnr
Ken Kessler
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subscribe now and save money!

65 BLACKBOX
challenging claims from
cable manufacturers
Ben Duncan
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find the best hi-fi bargains here

Tony Bolton, Christopher Breunig, Martin Callous:, John Crabbe, Ban Duncan, Barry Fox, Alvin Gold,
Steve Ham's, Andrew Harrison., Malcolm Hawksford, James M Hughes, Ken Kessler, John Nelson, Reg Williamson
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Robert Dearling, George Hall, Julian Havleck. Antony Hodgson, James M Hughes, John Kersey, Calton MacDonald,
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The Krell Playback System KPS 25s is the new reference standard integrated
transport/digital processor/analogue preamp that beats the performance of separates.
A pro-grade transport feeds ultra-quality data to dual
80MHz Motorola DSP chips in adigital filter system
driving separate UltraAnalog' dual-converter

irl

4..—

DACs for each channel.The result is the
world's first x16 oversampling 20- bit
decoder/converter.The fully-balanced
Class A integrated preamp is
among the finest Krell has
ever produced. Small
wonder then that the
KPS 25s has been receiving
rave reviews like Robert
Harley's in Fi magazine (Sept
1998) —"amasterpiece of aesthetic
design, functionality and musical
petformance.To see, touch, and hear the KPS 25s
is to want one. Don't say Ididn't warn you."
Krell amplifiers are internationally acknowledged as the
very finest solid-state designs.The range of Full Power
Balanced designs has re-written audio history. Current mode gain design was first

Academy Advancing High
Performance Audio & Video
Golden Note Awards ' 98
Krell KPS 25s— Audio
digital source design
Krell FPB 650M — Solid-state
electronics design

%Fe

The Leader in Audio Engineering

implemented in the KRC-3 preamp. Unique in the audio industry, current mode gain is
afaster, more linear method of amplification achieved by designing gain stages that
operate in the current and not the volute domain.With fully regulated outputs, pure
Class A operation, true balanced configuration for acleaner, more secure relationship
between the loudspeaker and the amplifier's driving force, Sustained Plateau Bias II,
direct coupled signal paths and full complementary circuits the FPB amplifiers are at the
very limits of music technology. Available in 600, 300 and 200-watt outputs each stereo
power amplifier ( FPB 600, FPB 300 and FPB 200) uses output devices manufactured
exclusively for Krell by Motorola.The result is an unprecedented level of speed, current
drive and musical accuracy, in other words the FPB amps are musical, fast and incredibly
strong. Martin Colloms, reviewing the FPB-300 in HiFi News (
Dec 1996) concluded
that Krell's zero feedback design carries with it 'greater neutrality and musicality' yet
making no concessions to the '
traditional amplifier virtues of blockbuster bass, huge power
and adverse load driving muscle'. FPB monoblocs in 650,350 and 250-wart configurations
(FPB 600m, FPB 350m and FPB 250m) are available in handed pairs.
The natural partner for the FPB range is the Krell KRC-HR High Resolution Remote
Controlled Preamplifier which offers uncompromised audiophile sound with ease of
operation. Digital logic circuits operate gold-contact relays for positive switching with
absolute signal integrity. Power supply and gain stages are refinements of classic Krell
Class A complimentary circuits with extraordinary levels of transparency and resolution.
Supporting Krell's outstanding KAY- 5 Home Cinema Director (
Dolby 7ro-Logic,
THX, DTS, and AC- 3) are Krell AV amplifiers — arange of 100 watt per channel multichannel amplifiers (the KAV-500/3,14 and /5), the 2,3 and 4-channel arnpliilers can be
extended with an optional add-on channel (the KAV-S00 Rail).
The KAV-300i — Krell's first integrated amplifier — an integrated two-channel 150 watt
design has been rapturously received, cleaning up awards around the world.This fully
discrete, wide-bandwidth, low-feedback design features full Class A dual mono output
stage. Its supplied remote control give access to the basic functions of Krell CD players.
Those seeking amore powerful integrated should consider the aew KAV-500i.
Matching CD players are available.The KAV-300cd features HDCD, 2x20 bit BurrBrown DACs and Class A direct coupled output stages with both balanced and single
ended outputs.This model is now joined by the KAV-250cd.
The KAV-250a stand-alone power amplifier offers 250 watt at L3145; amatching
preamplifier — designated KAV-250p and avaitable at the fantastic price of E1999 —
features one balanced input, three single ended inputs and one tape loop. One single
ended input can be configured as atheatre throughput for use in surround sound
applications. Joining the KAV team is an affordable and versatile two-channel, bridgeable
150-watt amplifier — the KAV-150a.
The Master Reference Amplifier introduced at the 1998 International CES will
begin production in 1999.1t has undergone several engineering enhancements making
it the finest amplifier in the word bar none.The
expected 'six digit' price apair reflects an
unprecedented engineering
achievement.
To discover where Krell
components can work for
you — contact
Absolute Sounds.

o
CO

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SVV20 ODE
Tel 0181-971 3909
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email info@absolutesounds.com
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DIGITAL RADIO PREFERRED
Dear Sir, The coverage of digital
radio in HFNIRR is depressingly
reminiscent of the coverage of
compact disc in the early 1980s,
where the removal of the familiar
artefacts and deficiencies of the
predecessor system were seen as a
loss of 'warmth' and ' ambience' in
the new one.
For digital radio, the main artefacts
that have been removed are dynamic
range compression background hiss
and multipath effects. The first of
these has aprofound effect on sound
quality, intwective of the quality of
the FM receiver installation_ Ihave
carried out careful comparative peak
audio level measurements between
FM and digital radio using
professional equipment. The results
may suprise your readers. Radio 3
FM typically has peak levels
squashed by 8dB in the evening and
11dB in daytime relative to Radio 3
digital. For Classic FM, the figure is
rarely less than 12dB. For FM pop
and speech stations the compression
is far greater, and Ihave measured
figures well in excess of 20dB on
occasion. The use of split-band
Optimod compression on all main
BBC FM networks leads to amidbass congested sound, the absence of
which on digital radio is probably
responsible for Eric Braithwaite's
criticism [
HFNIRR January] of the
Arcam DRT-g) digital radio tuner: ' a
very ill-defined, loose and shortchanged bass component'.
It would be apity if readers like
your correspondent Philip Tyler
['Views', May 1999] were put off by
the inability of HFNiRR reviewers to
tell the difference between natural
and highly processed sound, to say
nothing of the curious prejudices of
your columnist John Nelson. I
suggest that readers instead compare
an FM and digital radio broadcast of
anaturally recorded, wide dynamic
range CD which they have in their
collections. Iwoukl be surprised if
many high fidelity enthusiasts opted
for FM afterwards.
Alywn Seeds, London
AMUR! 1199

ANTI PIRATING SYSTEMS FOR
DVD AUDIO
Dear Sir, Ithink that the proposed
anti-pirating systems for DVD Audio
are flawed conceptually as well as
commercially. Commercially, they
will disadvantage or destroy the
launch of the new format, and
conceptually they are both
ineffective and unnecessary.
Ineffective because the large-scale
pirating that would seriously affect
software company's revenues is
already endemic in the Far Fast,
especially China, where the pirates
will simply ` chip' round the
watermarking and SCMS regimes.
Similar illegal activity has already
been mentioned in your pages,
where Ken Kessler has advocated
modified DVD players that get
round regional coding to play lowercost US DVD discs. Now, I'm no
advocate of regional coding or
artificially high prices in the UK, but
the law is the law, however asinine.
In any case, the very nature of DVD
Audio — ahigh-quantity audio
format without moving pictures —
makes it alimited and enthusiasts'
format.
Enthusiasts pride themselves on
the range of recordings they own (at
least those who are more interested
in music than equipment do) and
listening to 'pirated' copies will
probably encourage purchase of the
original and others like it!
They are thus far less likely to
copy originals beyond the 'one-off'
for the car or personal stereo, unless
of course the 'generation gain' found
in some CD recorders is repeated in
DVD. It seems, therefore, that anticopying regimes for DVD Audio are
asolution looking for aproblem: a
solution that may shoot this new
format not in the foot, but in the
heart.
S Linton, Loughborough
KK has advocated the personal import of
aRegion 1player; he has NOT advocated
`chipping' Region 2DVD players - Ed.
UNBALANCED REPORTING?
Dear Sir, Three cheers for your
correspondent Sendu Bala in your
June issue, who must have expressed
the thoughts of the vast majority of
your readers (not the minority, Mr
Bala) in lamenting the lack of any
balanced comments, in so many
equipment reviews in your magazine,
on the all-important subject of sound
quality.
It amazes me that in so many
reviews, in issue after issue, your
reviewers pack their articles with
technical detail and jargon that
baffles so many of your readers, then
toss off afew lines at the end on the
subject of sound quality, which is the

precise issue of paramount
importance to all your readers.
Like, Isuspect, many readers, I
now read such articles backwards,
commencing (hopefully) with
whether apiece of equipment
actually delivers the quality of sound
which aprospective buyer is seeking,
and only then looking at the
technical aspects of the review. If the
reviewer says that aproduct is
basically flawed then sometimes I
read no further.
Ken Kessler is merely the worst
offender, as most of your reviewers
are guilty to agreater or lesser
extent. After all, if Iwant to buy a
car, my main interest is in how it
runs, not how it works. If purchasing
acomputer, my main interest is in
its versatility and performance, not
the technical details and
measurements of the hardware. Why
should hi-fi equipment be any
different? Are reviewers writing
articles for your readers, or other
reviewers, technicians and designers
in the industry?
Perhaps in future we may see
more balanced reviews and less
waffle and techno-jargon!
David Morgan, Guildford
This is abit unfair, especially on KK,
who points out that we do have limited
space to devote to any one product - Ed.
ESOTERIC IS FINE!
Dear Sir, Reader JF Sharland told
us in 'Views', April, that he was to
become an ex-reader because you
spend too much time reviewing
esoteric and expensive lottery
winners that only Bill Gates can
afford.
I'm writing to argue the case for
keeping it 'the way it is'. We all like
to dream: I'd love to drive an MGF,
I'd like to live in avery large house
with awell-appointed music room;
I'd like ahugely expensive cinema
and be able to eat Marks &
Spencer's chilli con came every day.
Ican't afford these things, but Ido
like reading about them.
Similarly with hi-fi. The
boundaries of our fascinating hobby
are continually being stretched, and I
want to know about it. Iwant to hear
— from people whose views Irespect
— what the stuff sounds like. Iwant
achance to experience it (which Iget
at the annual HiFi Show), if only
just for ashort while. It keeps me in
touch with what is possible, even
though I'll never own it.
HFNIRR isn't the only magazine
on the market. There are at least
three others, and all of them devote
many pages to reviews of equipment
at the other end of the financial
scale. And quite often, so does
HFNIRR, but what the others don't
7

views
do is give us achance to drool at the
outrageously expensive.
Ithink it is possible to own highquality equipment even if you don't
earn afortune. I've been ' into' hi-fi
since Iwas 13, and listening with
fascination as musical reproduction
became more lifelike. There are
remarkable bargains to be had, and
with very careful purchases from
both the new and second-hand
market during the last 12 years, I've
assembled atop-flight (and at
today's prices, very expensive)
Linn/Naim system that gives me the
kind of musical pleasure you can't
tear yourself away from.
Carry on reviewing the Krells and
the Magneplanars. Iwant to hear
about them, even though I'm pretty
certain I'd actually stick with my
Naims... Incidentally, I've taught
myself to cook apretty good chilli
con carne, too!
Mike Kent, London
MEMORIES STIRRED
Dear Su-, Ever since the Krell
KAV300i came out Ihave been
interested in buying one — rave
reviews by MC in Stereophile and MK.
in HFNIRR seemed to confirm it
was afine unit. KK only seemed to
question its bass performance. Well,
there were other things to buy, like
the computer Iam using to write
you, so Ihaven't bought one yet.
Then came the Conrad-Johnson
CAV50, and maybe it was even
better, if you didn't need the power
of the Krell. Iwas interested to find
your mini-review of the 300i and
Musical Fidelity A1001 [Oct ' 98]
where you said switching to aKrell
made the sound leaner, harder and
brighter — it sounded as though you
were saying it was better. Ihad
always thought these terms to mean
poorer sound! Is this what you
meant, or do these terms mean
different things on different sides of
the Atlantic?
Krell is now out with areceiver
which would be anice compact
component for me, but from the
time Krell announced it would be
made, the price went from $ 3,250 to
$3,750. For this amount Icould put
together anice home theatre setup.
Working in abank Isee exchange
rates daily. One must have very deep
pockets indeed to afford these
products in the UK.
Page 49 of the October HFNIRR
brings back memories. A Garrard
301 was the first piece of quality hi-ft
equipment Ibought, though mine is
apebble-grey finish, not the cream
shown. Inow use aVP! HW19iii
turntable and the 301 is in the
garage. Ihope some day to use it to
play 78s — Ihave old 78s left by an
uncle that are pressed on one side
8

only that Ihave never heard. Any
thoughts on the 300i you wish to
share will be appreciated. Iwill be
61 in April and any purchases of new
equipment will probably be the last,
as you may be able to tell Ido keep
them for along time. Ihave been
considering something in the MF
line like the X-A1KK reviewed a
while back. Although Istarted out
with tubes, Idon't know if it would
be wise to go back to them now.
Remote control is agreat feature,
makes it easier on the old knees. In
his column in Audio awhile back,
KK mentioned something about a
last Decca London pickup. Iwonder
if he was talking about the greycased spherical-tipped one Ihave,
though not used for some time,
along with a4RC. KK also
mentioned an RCA tube manual as
if something to die for. Yes Ihave
one! We have gone to the summer
CES from 1986 to 1995, the last one
in Chicago; Ihave seen KK on
several occasions but never
approached him to talk. We will
keep alook-out this year too.
John Romans, Illinois
In my `Brief Encounter' Iwas really
trying to say that the Krell was, in many
respects, obviously better; but at the same
time, Ididn't actually find it as musically
enjoyable as I'd hoped. KK reports on the
Chicago show in this issue - Ed.
PRAISE FOR AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Dear Sir, About 12 years ago, I
shopped around and purchased a
Sony 552/702 CD player, a
Cambridge pre-amp/amplifier and a
pair of TDL Monitor speakers. The
resultant sound was detailed but
cold and often fatiguing.
Having recently retired, Idecided
to renew all except the TDLs, with
musicality the top priority. Iplanned
to hear an Audio Analogue CD, preamp/amp combination; plus the MF
X-Ray and the Golden Tube
Integrated, but was staggered when
one dealer said the only way Iwould
find out if these matched the TDLs
would be to take the speakers —
each weighing about one cwt —
some 50 miles to his shop, where he
would arrange ademo.
On looking in HFNIRR, Ifound
that all but the X-Ray were stocked
by Audio Consultants of Camden
Town, so Iarranged an appointment
with proprietor Stephen Harper.
Armed with some of my own CDs, I
arrived in Camden where, for three
hours, Stephen demonstrated and
discussed the relative merits of AA,
Golden Tube and Conrad-Johnson
equipment. In my opinion, all offer
exceptional value for money, but I
eventually purchased the C-JDF2
CD player, PV1OAL pre-amp and

M55 power amp: acombination
which brings out the best in the
TDLs, offers exceptional sound
quality and simply encourages
longer-term listening.
These units were delivered and
installed by Mr Harper who made
the round-trip of over 400 miles not
once but twice, because he wanted
to change my connection leads and
ensure that all remained well after
`burn-in'.
Iam thrilled with my purchase
and remain absolutely staggered by
the wonderful service of Audio
Consultants. Here is acompany
which provides exceptional service
and deserves to succeed. Iwholeheartedly commend it to your
readers.
Brian Ward, Yorkshire
THE KEF MAIDSTONE
Dear Sir, With reference to your
review of KEF's new Reference
Series Model 109,The Maidstone, in
the May ' 99 issue. While thanking
Martin Colloms for athorough
technical analysis of the product, I
think Ican add some comments
which your readers might find
helpful.
For the Maidstone we decided to
abandon some KEF ' trademark'
techniques such as coupled cavity
bass loading and conjugate load
matching in the crossover network.
The reasons were simple: we listened
to all sorts of prototypes and chose
those technical solutions, which
sounded best — and we took anocompromise approach. One example
is the bass enclosures. Martin
correctly points out that there is ano
damping material; this wasn't just
done to eliminate material: we tried
all sorts of combinations of stuffing,
and the bass was always the poorer
for it.
One thing we have found is that
the choice of amplifiers and cable is
absolutely critical. Bi-amping with
high current power amplifiers is
essential but on ano-compromise
product we make no apologies for
this. The Maidstone's image, width
and depth are outstanding but Ifeel
that in Martin's room, for some
reason, this just didn't come off. The
HF response also suffered as can be
seen from the ' room averaged
response' shown in the technical
report. In our listening room the HF
response is flat, giving alot more ' air'
and 'space' to the sound picture.
In conclusion Iencourage readers
to listen for themselves. Hopefully
you might take asecond look at the
Maidstone in adifferent room and
with different electronics. But please,
Iimplore you, bi-amp only!
Steve Halsall, Marketing
Director KEF Audio (UK) Ltd
AUIRIST
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Full 4 way system • 5th generation UniQ technology • 15" dual

REFERENCE SERIES MODEL 109

suspension LF driver • individually selected crossover components
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3dedicated separate enclosures • 25mm braced MDF construction
bespoke gold plated hardware • fine veneer and lacquer finish

Designed on computer • fine tuned by ear • hand built by music lovers
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Benz-Micro - the very
pinnacle of the contemporary
moving-coil phono cartridge
design. For one of the best
analogue sounds you will
ever hear

KUZMA turntables and
tonearms have been widely
endorsed as one of the
obvious choices if the best
soundfrom LPs is what you
are lookinglbr
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NEW-SEASON LINES FROM MARANTZ
MARANTZ has announced its product range for 1999/2000. Fans of the CD63 and
CD67 sound can take heart that the popular design will live on in the guise of two
new models, the CD6000 and CD6000 OSE. At £249.90, the ' 6000 uses a pair of 1bit SM5872 DAC chips in dual-differential mode. It will show CD text from a suitable
disc, and is able to play CD-RW discs reliably, thanks to the use of a Philips
VAM1201 disc transport. (Marantz is of course a subsidiary of Philips.)
In the ' Original Special Edition' version,
an uprated chassis holds an additional

integrated amplifier with six inputs (including

HDAM for I/V conversion after the
converter stage, with HDA/V1 modules plated
with copper instead of chrome. The power
supply of this £ 299.90 edition has also been

m-m turntable input), two-speaker switching
and tone controls. Sporting HDAM modules,
meanwhile, the PM7000 is a 95W/ch pushpull amplifier, with relay-switching at the seven

upgraded with a larger transformer. The

inputs provided.

long-standing CD63 KI Signature will
continue in its present form, until Ken

Marantz has also been developing new
accessory remote handsets with full learning

Ishiwata finalises the improved version.
For CD recording enthusiasts, the DR700
[reviewed Dec ' 98] remains Marantz's
machine of choice until the DR- 17 appears
later this year. This is advertised as an

capability. Last year's RC2000, a large
handheld remote with backlit LCD display,
has been modified to Mk II status with a
selection of new buttons and expanded
memory capacity, and is priced at £ 149.90.

HDCD-capable ( copy and playback) highresolution recorder. A DAC 7 chipset

At £ 79.90, the RC120 is a new slim multifunction remote with convenient macro keys,

decodes data retreived from a diecast
CDM36 mechanism. Price of this machine,

and automatic display illumination.
Topping the range is the RC5000, priced

is a 5 x 140 watt Dolby
Digital/DTS amplifier,
THX certified, with a
three-band RDS tuner. Weighing 26kg and

Windows
PC
and
downloaded via a link
cable.

Heading

the

Marantz range of audiovisual products is an AV
receiver of generous
proportions. The SR- 14

styled to match the CD17 KI CD player, is

at £ 279.90. This broad handheld unit carries

yet to be announced.
A range of new amplifiers will include the

a large backlit LCD touchscreen, and is
designed to operate anything that receives

PM4000 at £ 149.90 and the PM7000 at

infrared

£299.90. The ' 4000 is a 40W/ch ( 8ohm)

customisation, software can be edited on a Marantz (UK), 01753 680868.

signals.

For

complete

PROAC ADDS TABLETTE 2000
FOLLOWING the recent launch of the
Tablette 2000 loudspeaker, ProAc has now
introduced the Tablette 2000 Signature
model (£899), replacing the existng Tablette
50 Signature. Although its external
dimensions are the same as the Tablette
2000, the Signature version has a much
more heavily- built cabinet, with more
damping. The all- new bass driver, built
specially for ProAc, is a 165mm coated- cone
type, crossing over to al9mm dome tweeter,
as used in the Response range. Both drivers
are magnetically shielded to allow home
cinema as well as music use; the crossover
has high-quality components and internal
wiring is oxygen- free multistrand copper.
Celef Audio International, 01280 700147.

DENON'S AFFORDABLE DVD PLAYER

user

costing £ 2499.90, the SR- 14 also includes
the new RC5000 remote handset. Contact

REGA PICKUP AND SPEAKERS
REGA'S latest pickup cartridge, the Super Elys, retains the
stylus tip and body moulding (though in blue) of the Elys,
but with a hand-wound coil like that of the Exact, making it
more efficient. The Super Elys is described as ideal for the
'value for money' P25/RB600 turntable/arm combination.
Rega also has a new baby speaker, the Ara, a two-way
design measuring 320x170x200mm ( hwd). Used with
Rega's own wall bracket, the Ara is said to give a warm
and full bass. When placed on stands, the Ara is said to
give an 'open' sound, but bass response can be improved
by moving them near to a wall.

SILVER SENNHEISER
HEADING the open-back mid-price 'Four Series', Sennheiser's new
HD495 headphone (09.95) comes in a metallic silver finish.
Technical features include Sennheiser's exclusive Duofol diaphragm,
using two Mylar films to create one light, stiff self-damping structure;
alloy driver coils and Neodymium iron magnets in a long-excursion
design are said to deliver exceptionally deep bass with low distortion.
Frequency response is quoted as 17Hz-23kHz (- 10dB) with a
maximum loudness of 106dB. Gall Sennheiser UK, 01494 551 5'1.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS

AUDIOPHILE-grade capacitors are used in the audio circuits and power
supply stages of Denon's new DVD-2500 player (£499), which is

28 AUGUST-

(23rd and 24th are trade-

S SEPTEMBER

only days). Contact Janet

Internationale

Belton, 0181-774 0847.

Funkausstellung 1999,

14-18 OCTOBER

Berlin, Exhibition Grounds.

IBTS '99, International

Contact 0171 886 3103.

Audio, Video, Broadc

10-13 SEPTEMBER

Motion Picture &

designed to offer superior sonic performance. Other key points in this
design are an advanced digital servo for the laser pickup, for improved

TOP Audio show, Quark

Telecommunicati

Hotel, Milan, Italy

(professionals

data retrieval and overall performance, and a clear on-screen display for

23-26 SEPTEMBER

6-9 JUN

operation and setting-up via the remote control. DVD-Video features
include Picture Ratio Adjustment, Multi-Angle, Multi- Sound, Multi-

The Hi Fi Show ' 99,

Broadc

Novotel, West London,

Sun

Subtitle, Frame/Field Still, Repeat Marker and Playback Memory. For

sponsored by HFN/RR
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more information, call Denon's UK brochure line, 01234 741200.
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another world- first.
hi- tech home cinema for the audiophile
1

Latest DSP Technology

?

Powerful I6- Bit

World premiere in an

Microcontroller

oud o product of the 32-bit
60MHz Analog Devices

The 16-bin Siemens C161R1
microcontraller controls th
AV32R and its Set-up
Wirza -d provides most
comprehensive on- screen
user interface, making se.up extreme y
wihout pr rted manuals,

ADSP-210651. St- ARC.'"'"
Digital Signal Processor;
decodes., as standard, all
current movie formats with
capacity to cope wih
:uture.

3

96kHz/24-bit DACs

Wit, ts multiple
961(Hz/241-bra DAconverters,. tie AV32R is
egu pped to hondle - he
firre -resolLtion and more
spacious sos.nci recini-dings
of CVD Audio.

4

Minimal Jitter/
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TAGtronic" Sync Link

Future-Preof

Al software is s•cred
in Fiash Memory andl is
entirely user upgradeble,
with upgrades
dovsnloadabte from the
tinter net va a FC ondl
the TAGtronir."
Communist
:atoms 3us.
This bus also allows the
easy transfer and sharing
of information for mJltiroom installations and

The precision twin phase.
locked loop red'uces ; her
to an alersolJte minimum,
%/shire the umigwe
TAGironic'm Sync Urals
sends 3 signal to products
designed for ti- is advanced
technology fe.g. the
fortlaccirrring DVD321I to
synchrDnize its clock to thn
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AV32R. DVDs - ill sr:Lind
better han ever bec' e.
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five-ehannel ernpl•fler 100x5R
(launch summer ' 99i)
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Learning Remote

/

Gold- Plated

8

Mixed Technology

Broadcast- Quality

TAG McLaren

Control

Multi- Layer IPCEs

Construction

Video and Premium Grade

The powerfil back-lit remote
control operates all our home
cinema products. It con
also oc eser-progrgmoned to
control almost any produc.
'hat uses an infra- red
mote, 5.1ch as our auaio
"ducts so ¡ rust ti- is one
dset will control you 'e system.

Surround Sound

The gold-plo ,ed multi- layer
printedl circuit boards
control retu-m currents,
provide controlled
impedances and minimize
couplings, with tFe groundl
planes split between audio
and digital processing.

SlIt'OCE mount componentr.
for fcst aig
rcuitty and
leaded components for
per'ect audio signals, .cs
optimize pe"formanca,
requiring both - eflow ana
wave soldenirg production
tecFniques. Anything less
would be inferior.

Audio Compone its

An oudiopnile process ng
mode for IStening
to stereo and mono
sources in suirroJnd
anode. TMS-Serround is
capable of process ng
24-biit/9ók Hz record rgs
without artefacts..

No-compromise brooccasrquality videc ccnponeitls
and Dremium gracile audio
comporternts for maximum
clarity and transparency.
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SONY SACD HEADS SEPARATES RANGE
THIS year Sony's forthcoming ultra-high-end audio system, centred on the SCD1
Super Audio Compact Disc player, provides a flagship for the brand's main hi-fi
separates ranges. Most of the pure-audio models in the upmarket ' ES' audio range
continue, with the new MDS-JA555ES MiniDisc player (expected to sell at around
£500) joining the existing MDS-JA2OES and ' 30ES models. But also added is the
'9000ES Hi-Fi Series', consisting of the TA-E9000ES AN pre-amplprocessor and
TA-N9000ES five-channel power amplifier (at around £ 300 and £ 1000 respectively),
intended to bring ' a new level of performance' to home cinema.
Sony's ' QS' hi-fi range for the 1999-2000
season includes three new models exclusively
designed or tuned by Sony UK at its
Brooklands, Weybridge, headquarters, as part
of the continuing ' Brooklands UK Sound
Project'. Accordingly, the TAF-B73OR
amplifier (expected to sell at around £200),
MDS-JB930 MiniDisc recorder (around

AN receiver (around £500) is Dolby Digital
and DTS compatible and offers many
improvements over the previous '925 model.
Also, Sony has launched the Pascal SAVE705 system (around £ 500), aradically
' different' 5-satellite/subwoofer speaker
system, using advanced design, technology

£300) and the CDP-XB930E CD player
(also around £ 300) will all carry aunique
`UK Special Edition' badge which will clearly

and materials and intended to capitalise on
growing consumer demand for smaller
speakers in the home, without compromising

identify them as products of the UK Sound
sound quality. In diecast aluminium, the
Project. They are available in black or silver
Pascal satellites are just 169x86x130mm
finish. With remote control, the TAF-B73OR (hwd), and each contains a 19mm tweeter
offers 50W/ch (8ohms); the CDP-XB930E
features Sony's fixed-pickup mechanism, coax digital output and CD Text functions;
the MDS-JB930 MD player has an R-core
transformer and current-pulse D/A converter,
Returning to home cinema, the STR-DB930

and 50mm main driver, both using
Neodymium iron magnets. A new `repulsiontype' magnetic circuit design replaces the
usual single magnet with two magnets
separated by aplate, which greatly increases
efficiency; extended low-frequency response

is also assisted by anew butterfly-damper
surround, which allows greater diaphragm
excursion. The subwoofer has a200mm unit
powered by a 120W amp, with level control
and auto-off. More information from Sony
(UK) on 01932 816000.

THE ' UNBORN' LOUDPANEL

SOUTH COAST
MERLIN

IN an unusual exhibit at the Royal College of Art's
Sculpture Show (26 May-6 June), artist Anna Hill made
good use of a custom-built 2.5m diameter Wharfedale
LoudPanel covered by a layer of water. In Anna's
exhibit, the sound emanating from the speaker is what
an unborn baby hears in the womb, and projected on

SOUTHAMPTON- BASED
direct- supply specialist South
Coast Speakers Ltd's new
nearField monitor, the Merlin
100, combines a 165mm
polypropylene-coned bass unit
with a 28mm hand-treated
fabric-dome tweeter. The
hand-built cabinet is damped
internally with absorbent linings and lambswool wadding. The tweeter has a
large Hexatech aluminium voice-coil, FerroFluid cooled, and has its own tuned
rear chamber. Crossover components include MKT low- loss capacitors, aircored inductors and high- power ceramic resistors, wired with '
7 mes' OFC
copper. Dimensions are 350x250x300mm ( hwd), with sensitivity quoted as
89dB/1W, impedance 8 ohms and frequency response 40Hz-30kHz. As with
other SCS models, the Merlin 100 is finished to customer's order in a choice

to the water is a video of what a baby sees in the
womb. One of more than 100 companies to license
NXT's flat- panel ' SurfaceSound' technology, Wharfedale
now offers wall-hanging picture speakers and ceiling tile

of real wood veneers. South Coast Speakers, 01703 703221.

CDM with monolithic glass laser assembly, independent
fully- regulated power supplies for digital, analogue, disc
motor, and control/display stages, and it may be used
with a system remote via the Cyrus MC- BUS system. For

COMPACT SOLUS FROM RUARK
USING many of the innovations
developed for the big Excalibur
speaker system, Ruark's new Solus
(£1200) is a compact, high-quality
two-way speaker system, the bass
driver being reflex- loaded with a
rear-facing port. Bass/mid unit is a
150mm type with a ' resonanceeliminating' ribbed diaphragm
propelled by a 38mm aluminium
ultra-long-throw voice coil on a
Kapton former, while the tweeter is
a 28mm treated lightweight textile
dome, the voice-coil immersed in
'low viscosity' Ferrofluid. Crossover
point is 3.6kHz, and internal wiring
is silver-plated OFC. Dimensions of
the Solus are 330x206x330mm
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speakers in its LoudPanel range. For more information
contact Wharfedale International Ltd, 01480 447177.

UPGRADE FOR CYRUS DAD 1
CYRUS has upgraded its £398 DAD 1CD player os the
DAD 1.5. Revisions include improved DAC linearity and
'additional development' of the filtering circuitry. The new
player also features the Cyrus Integral Isolated Loader

more details call Cyrus, 01480 451777.

PHILIPS DVD HAS DTS
AN ' entry level' DVD player with
h DTS
digital sound as well as Dolby Pro- Logic and
3D Sound, the Philips DVD710 (retailing at
050) can produce a ' virtual five- channel
output' from only two loudspeakers. Multichannel PCM, MPEG and AC- 3 output iP
also possible. The specification include(hwd). With aslate-textured centre
section, the side cheeks come

10-bit video D/A conversion and a de
optical pickup, which allows the DI

finished in achoice of Natural Oak,
Black Oak or Natural Cherry, with

(unlike many other DVD machir
CD- R and CD-RW discs as we'
CD and Video CD. Call Phil'

other finishes available at extra cost.
For further details call Ruark on
01702 601410.

Electronics UK Ltd, 0181
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TECHNICS OFFERS DVD-A
AND ' SILENCE' AT SALZBURG
'SILENCE TECHNOLOGY' was the theme for new audio products announced at Technics
Digital World Seminar in Salzburg, Austria this May. Putting all its might behind DVDAudio, Technics' prototype player, the DVD A-1, was demonstrated to agathering of audio
journalists, along with a host of ` DVD-Audio Ready' hi-fi components, optimised for the
wider bandwidth and increased dynamic range of the new format.
New and revised amplifiers included the flagship
SUC3000 control and SE-A3000 power
CD audio, are reprocessed and up-sampled to 24amplifiers [reviewed May ' 99], the ' 1010 series
bit format at either 961tHz or 88.21(Hz sample-rate.
pre/power amplifier, and three integrated stereo
This type of process has already been found to
amplifiers, SUA909, SU A808 and SU A707.
confer better perceived quality on some CD discs.
Several techniques are used to increase signal-tonoise ratio. In a 'Variable Gain Control Amplifier',
two-stage attenuation in the feedback loop of one
gain stage gives aclaimed lift in S/N ratio from
around 100dB to 124dB. Battery-power is used
in the top two pre-amplifiers; others use Virtual
Battery operation. All amps use revised Ta-keh II
(bamboo) capacitors, and new metal-film/copper
audiograde resistors.

Technics also showed its support of the emerging
Digital Radio systems by revealing aDAB signalprocessing LSI chip, the MN66710 (capable of
handling MPEG 1Layer 2 and MPEG 2 LSF
data), as well as a DAB front-end tuner for
European standard broadcast. A ' World Space
Receiver' was seen (and heard): a ' lifestyle' tabletop radio to receive digital satellite radio. Technics'
development of an MP3-type codec was heard,

A range of speakers designed to exploit the
increased frequency response were also

and compared to the latter. On the Fraunhofer
Institute scale of ' annoyingness', sound quality of

demonstrated, including the SB-M800 Mk2,
advertised as having a response of ' 30Hz to
1001tHi; closer investigation, however, showed
these were figures were the - 16dB points.

Technics' AAC was tabulated above MP3.
Finally, as areassurance that DVD-Audio was
being supported by the music industry, Peter 011iff,
Vice-president of Universal Music International,

Digital technologies were highlighted by several
gave an address to pledge support of this high
product types apart from DVD-Audio; DAB radio;
resolution format. UMG's labels include Polydor,
anew ' Super ATRAC' encoding for MD; and
Island, A&M, and the classical labels of Deutsche
Technics' application of AAC (part of MPEG-4),
Grammophon, Decca and Philips.
for low-resolution MP3-style coding. Of particular
In abrief Question and Answers session, fears
interest to audiophiles should be the possibility
were expressed about the DVD-A ' watermark'
for increased quality from regular CDs played on
added to the analogue music signal to discourage
the Technics DVD-A machine. It features a piracy. Designed to lie beneath the noise floor of
sample-rate conversion process, dubbed 'Precision
Re-master Processing'. Audio recorded on to a

the music, this signal is to be robust enough to
withstand broadcast by AM and FM radio, or MP3

DVD disc in any of the high-sample frequencies
of 88.2, 96, 176.4 or 192kHz will be passed
directly to a24-bit/192kHz DAC. But DVD audio

compression. Questioned whether this will have an
audible effect on music, the Technics experts panel
answered that it was the content provider's option

of 48 or 44.1kHz, as well as regular 16-bit/44.1kHz

to leave out this ' inaudible' watermark.

SNELL'
S SMALLER TOWER
SEE HEAR, UK distributor for Snell Acoustics

Forget the 24/96 kHz battle
— but enjoy the benefits by
upsampling your whole CD
collection to 24/I92kHz...

SweeLer
CD

Sound

Make no mistake — this is not a
tweak, it's aREVOLUTION, anew
technology. Every listener is
staggered. There's aworld-wide
waiting list for the dCS PURCELL.
The benefits of upsampling are:
great naturalness, fuller richer
midrange, sweeter and more
extended top and abigger sound
stage. You hear not just the note
but the CHARACTER of the note.
Both the dCS Elgar and the Pass D I
DACs accept the higher rate data.
Save money and improve the sound
by cutting out the preamp: drive
the amplifier directly from the Elgar
with its digital volume control.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES,enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR AND PURCELL,
PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL:BASIS. CROWN J
EWEL,
DNM ,GRAHAM. LEHMANN. MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE,
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.
AMPLIFIERS :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,DNM .LUMLEY, NACRA, PASS,

(USA), has given details of a ' smaller brother' of
the five- element XA-90 tower speaker, designed to

SIRIUS, SONNETEER, SUGDEN, XTC .LOUDSPEAKERS :

give virtually no change in response within a +/- 15°
vertical listening 'window', yet with a desirable
drop in response outside that area. The new XA-75
(£4300) is a three-element design with controlled
directivity down to 400Hz, while a powered
subwoofer is provided with level and corner- shape
switches for room optimisation. The driver line-up

MAGNEPLANAR, NEAT,TOTEM. TUNERS :ACCUPHASE,

includes a 25nun black- anodised alumnium dome
tweeter flanked by two 60mm midrange units,
with a 150mm lower-mid unit below. A soft-dome
rear-firing tweeter is included for ambience. A
250nun bass unit with its own 200 watt amplifier
provides bass down to 34Hz (- 3dB). For more
details call See Hear on 01233 813111.

PLINIUS IN UK
NEW ZEALAND'S Plinius amplifiers are now available in the UK through Absolute Analogue.
Current models listed are the 2100i and 8150 integrateds (£995 and £ 1895 respectively); Ml6L
and Ml OP pre-amps (£2995, £3295); M14 phono pre-amp (£2595); SA50/3, SA100/3 and
SA250/3 power amplifiers (£2750, £ 3450, £5850); Jarrah phono stage (£450); and an optional
remote for the M16 (£ 160). Absolute Analogue can be contacted on 01425 654488.
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AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS.ETHOS, HARBETH, LUMLEY,
MAGNUM DYNALAB. CABLES :ARGENTO, CHORD Co..
DNM ,NORDOST, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC
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SHOP

Sonographe SC26 pre- amplifier with
remote special price 800.00
Sonographe SA25o fet power amplifier
(2 xi25wpc) special price floo0.00
1N1

CU

conradjohnson PVIOAL valve line
pre- amplifier £ 1095.00
conradjohnson MV- 55 valve power

o

amplifier ( 5owpc) £ 1995.00

.0
111

o

'
E
o

Y2

EAR 834P valve phono pre- amplifier
from £ 350 deluxe model shown f700.00
EAR 834L valve line pre- amplifier from
£450 deluxe model shown £ 800.00

Q)
o

Golden Tube SI 5o MkIlvalve
integrated amplifier ( 2x5owpc)
with remote line only £ noo.00
with phono stage £ 13oo.00

E
co
o

Leading specialists in valve
amplification. Our selected

10
.0

L)

components are designed to
produce atrue image, with
layering and depth. The tonal
presentation is always natural
and unforced, with aliquidity
that can be listened to at
length without fatigue.

The new Actus turntable from AVID
stunning looks to match the sound.

Book ademonstration
and hear for yourself.

£40oci.00 plus arm of your choice.

Amplification
Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad—johnson
Ear/Yoshino • Golden Tube
Graaf • Muse Electronics
Pathos • Unison Research
Vinyl Replay
Nottingham Analogue
Benz- Micro cartridges
Kuzma • Lyra cartridges
McCormack & Trigon
phono amplifiers

Digital Replay
Audio Analogue Paganini
conrad—johnson • DPA
Marantz • Resolution Audio
Wadia
Loudspeakers
Audiostatic • Avalon
Acoustics • Beauhorn
Virtuoso • Charlo
Diapason • Musical Technology
Opera • Powell Audio •
Zingali Omniray

Accessories
Barnatt & Oswald bespoke
furniture • Cardas cables
& power cords • Esopower
mains stabilisers
finite elemente pagode
equipment stands
Harmonix • Nordost cables
shun mook • V- Damp
isolating system
Tuners
Magnum Dynalab

Home trial schemes available. All systems

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:30

installed by us. Mail order carriage free.

Camden Town, London

Efficient tax-free export. Ex—demonstration

FAX: 0171 383 5028

and used equipment always available.

EMAIL:

Demonstrations by appointment only,

NW1

stephen@audioc.freeserve.co.uk

news

DYNAUDIO'S ' SE' BABY
LATEST in aDynaudio line that began in the early 1990s with
'The Special One', ano-compromise version of the Contour 1,
is the Contour 1.3SE, reflecting the company's ability to
produce all parts of the speaker in-house.
It supersedes last year's Contour 1.3 Mk II, which in turn
replaced the Contour 1.3 of 1993. The SE is described as an entirely
new speaker design, built into the cabinet of the 1.3. which measures
380x204x293mm (hwd). In this highly developed
two-way bass reflex (ported) system, the
bass/mid unit has a170mm one-piece
moulded MSP polypropylene cone, with an
extra-long 75mm aluminium voice coil and
Neodymium magnet.
The 28mm soft-dome tweeter is charged
with magnetic-fluid and has a4mm thick
diecast aluminium front plate. Sensitivity is
gven as 85dB/W, with a6ohm nominal
impedance, with at least 80W amplifier
power recommended for medium-sized
rooms. For more information, call Dynaudio
(UK) on 01732.

MP3 MUSIC FROM SCHNEIDER
GERMAN- BASED home entertainment brand Schneider has announced it
will launch its MP3 music player throughout Europe: expected UK retail
price is £ 159. The palm- sized MPMan F20 player can download MP3
music files (or other data files) from the Internet, storing them in its 32MB
memory — which can be increased by inserting 8, 16 or 32Mb Smart
Media cards in an expansion slot.
Without extra cards, the F20 will store up to 30 minutes of MP3 audio
(60 minutes at lower quality). Measuring 70x90x18mm and weighing
just 95g, the MPMan F20 comes complete with 25-to- T8 pin parallel
port cable, earphones and software installation CD. Minimum PC system
requirements are Windows 95/98, Pentium 100MHz processor, parallel
port, CD-ROM drive, 10MB hard disk and 32MB of RAM. For more
information, call Schneider UK, 0161 374 0101.

JOHN WRIGHT ( 1939-1999)
THE DEATH has been announced of John Wright,
an audio-industry stalwart of some 35 years, and
founder of TDL, which is today one of the few
British speaker companies with an international
pedigree to remain in private ownership.
John Stuart Wright was born in London on 11
May 1939, into an academic and musical family:
both parents were music teachers, his father a
headmaster. His early interest in music was
overtaken by an enthusiasm for audio engineering, which came to
fruition in the 1960s when John became ajoint owner of abusiness
which imported and distributed microphones and tape recorder
mechanisms. An interest in transducers led to the design of pick-ups and
record cleaning machines under the name Audio & Design, and in
1968 he was engaged by Goldring and worked on cartridge and
turntable technologies. But in 1970 he set up in business himself,
producing high quality loudspeakers on the transmission line principle.
IMF Electronics Ltd (named after Irving M Fried, its first US distributor)
was formed, and soon became asignificant force in the loudspeaker
market. IMF then entered into ajoint venture with its major drive unit
supplier, ELAC, and this was named TDL.
Having helped set up TDL, John sold his interest in the business in
1979 to join an academic research project in surround sound (which
led to 'ambisonics'). He also worked as afreelance audio journalist for
the leading magazines and as aconsultant to the National Research
Development Corporation (British Technology Group). John rejoined TDL
(then part of ELAC) in 1984, and in then 1991 (after the purchase of
ELAC by Harman Motive) organised amanagement buy-out to restore
TDL as an independent hi-fi operation. As TDL Electronics, the company
concentrated mainly on affordable floorstanding loudspeakers employing
a 'reflex' version of the transmission line principle.
In the late 1990s John Wright began to suffer ill-health (he had
developed cancer) and this, combined with the financial failure of TDL's
main supplier, made it necessary for the company to be restructured,
John selling his commercial interest in the business but continuing as a
consultant and providing valuable technical support.
John Wright died on 1June 1999. A qualified science teacher and a
member of the Audio Engineering Society, he will be remembered as a
charming, deeply knowledgeable (but profoundly unassuming and
modest) man of the 'old-school' of the British audio industry.
He is survived by his wife and three children.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
CELEST1ON's Cl Improved offers several
design enhancements over the original Cl,
with an inductor change for 'outstanding
detail and clarity'. Magnetic shielding makes
it atrue multi- media speaker. Call Celestion
on 01622 687442.
CHORD amplifiers have been chosen for
monitoring by West London studio AL
digital. Studio manager Scruff says he was
'completely blown away' when he heard the
Chord 1032s.
JVC's sales declined just 0.1% in fiscal
1998, to Y592,356m, with an export
growth of 5% countering adomestic sales
drop of 6%. But net income crashed to
Y51m, compared with V3102 for the
previous year. Primary factors were rising
product costs and declining market prices.
MORDAUNT-SHORT spares and servicing
(for speakers sold prior to the brand's
acquisition from TGI by Audio Partnership
earlier this year) are now handled by
Lockwood Audio, Imperial Studios, Maxwell
Road, Borehamwood WD6 1WE, tel 0181
207 4472, fax 0181 207 5283.
PANASONIC's mini- systems SC-AK17, SCAK27 and SC-AK47 ( pictured) all come with
afive-CD changer, auto- reverse cassette ,
FM/AM radio and ' sci-fi visuals' from the
3-D spectrum analyser display. Meanwhile,
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Panœ,onic's ultra- slim RC) SX8OV personal
cassette radio offers astaggering 70 hours
playback on one set of batteries. The autorevere one-battery RO E2OV and low cost
RO C1
OV play for 24 hours before a
battery change is needed.
SONY's latest recordable MiniDisc blanks
will accept up to 80 minutes of recording, to
allow conumers to record even their longest
CDs. Previous MDs only accepted 74
minutes. The extension in playing time has
been achieved by reducing the track pitch to
to the minimum allowed by the MD format,
and ', sing anew magnetic coating.
RECOTON Corporation brands including
Ross, Sole Control, Acoustic Research,
Perfect Case and Ambico are now
distributed to the independednt UK trade by
Lawton Trade Supplies.
ROSS has launched three new headphones
with anew ' safety feature'. A mute switch

built into the volume control cuts the sound
instantly, when, for example crossing the
road or making apurchase. Volume is
restored at the flick of aswitch. Models are
the NXGO3 (£7.99), NXGO4 and closed back NXG 06 (£ 14.99).
TEAC's T- R460 tuner (£ 119.95) offers 20
FM and 20 AM station presets as well as
RDS facilities and is designed to match
TEAC's forthcoming A-600 integrated
amplifier.
TOKYO Video Festival, the annual event
which is open to all producers of video
compositions, offers major prizes including
the JVC-sponsored '20th Century Award',
for the 22nd annual event next year.
Closing date for entries is 5October 1999,
application details on JVC's home page at
http://www.jvc-victor.co.jp/ivf
VAN DEN HUL's Storm II Hybrid interconnect
(£29.99/0.8m pair, also in 1.2m pairs and
special lengths to order) uses asingle- strand
copper centre conductor with ahigh- purity
silver layer and aspecial Linear Structured
Carbon coating. Low capacitance is ensured
by the foamed polyethylene insulation, and
the shielding is made From 112 silver-coated,
Matched Crystal oxygen-free copper strands,
over LSC-saturated tape. Call van den Hul
UK on 020 88 99 42 80.
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Opal designs ltd
high- end audio

home theatre

multi- room audio

consultants
2vinson
MADRIGAL

AUDIO

LABORATORIES

DIGITAL
No.39
integrated cd processor
£4,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor
£3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier
Arriving...
No.334 dual mono 125w power amplifier £5,495.00
No.335
dual mono 250w power amplifier £7,495.00
No.336 dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00

PRO C E E D"
Proceed AVP audio video processor
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS

£4,700.00

Proceed AMP5 five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL
Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker

Opal designs Ltd
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockvvare Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex
UB6 OAA

telephone 0181 930 7972

fax 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jaseopal.co.uk

COMPETITION

WIN!

ATC's £ 10,000 SCM70 monitors
"25 years of sound engineering"

Part 3
HERE at last is the third and final part of our summer
mega- contest — your chance to win apair of the most
advanced active monitor speakers ever to emerge from
leading British loudspeaker specialist ATC. To win,
you'll need to put together the complete set of three
entry forms (June issue, page 21; July issue, page 67, and
this one) and send them off to the address given below.
And yes, back issues are still available in case you're
missing the June or July pages.
This year, in case you hadn't already noticed, ATC
celebrates its 25th anniversary, and it's partly in celebration of
aquarter-century of expansion, development and technical
innovation that the company has announced its radical new
flagship model, the SCM70. ATC has always maintained that
good loudspeaker design starts with the drive units — and all
ATC speakers are built ' from the gound up' using its own
units. In fact, ATC's first products were super-rugged drivers
for the professional market.
The latest driver innovation from ATC is of course
`SLMM', now applied to bass/mid units in most models —
designated This is atechnique using ATC's Super Linear
Magnetic Material as part of the magnet structure. In a
conventional moving-coil motor system, the current flowing in
the moving voice-coil induces eddy currents in the
surrounding magnet material. These in turn affect the
response of the drive-unit itself, resulting in third-harmonic
distortion. The proprietary SLAM material, based on iron
dust in aspecial binder, gives the necessary magnetic
permeability but is not an electrical conductor. Thus aring of
SLMM material can be used to block eddy currents in the
magnet structure, with areduction in distortion that leads to
worthwhile improvements in sound quality.
And the SCM70 Active Monitors? You'll find the whole
story in our forthcoming review, or, better still, you'll win a
pair — along with the matching SCA2 pre-amplifier. Just add
ahigh quality source to create one of the most enviable hi-fi
systems in the world today. Enter now!

THE QUESTIONS -

art 3

third and
final part of athree part competition.

1. For what did ATC become known before starting manufacture of complete loudspeaker systems?

Parts 1and 2appeared in the June

a) cabinets

How to enter: This is the

and July issues. To enter, you must

complete all three entry forms and
send them all in together, to arrive
before Friday, 10 September, 1999.
Entries must be sent to: ATC
Competition, HFN/RR Editorial, PO
Box 531, Croydon CR9 2ZA.

b) amplifiers

a) crossover

b) cones

c) suspension

Photocopies of the entry Contre are acceptable, but only one set

Address

THE ANSWERS

the prizes offered. Winner(s) will be the first correct entries
opened. 3) Employees of link House Magazines, ATC or their

emceed into regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinners will be
notified by post; the results will be published in HIN/RR,
December 1999. 6) Entry forms received become the property of

Name

ATC Competition part 3

disqualified). No other correspondence should be enclosed with
the enuy form. 2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to

decision will be final and binding No correspondence will be

d) magnet

3. Which type of non-linearity (due to eddy currents) is obviated by the use of SLMM?
a) intermodulation
b) slew rate limiting
c) channel phase errors
c) third-harmonic
distortion

of entries per reader is allowed (multiple entrants will be

by first post on Friday, 10 September 1999. The Editor's

d) power supplies

2. In which part of the loudspeaker is ATC's proprietary `SI-MM' material used?

RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.

agents, will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received

c) speaker drive units

1

2I

• If you would prefer NOT to receive fursher
direct mail, please tick this box

3

E

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

Link House Magazines Ltd.
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• " Inever believed in a million
years that changing an amplifier •
could make such adifference"
David Hurries at George Martin's, Air Studios, London

SPM 1200C
The 3rd Generation Power Amplifier

CHORD ELECTRONICS at Musical Images
Chord amplifiers have stunned hi-fi critillind sound engineers alike.
Now you can experience thanith of British
Britain's finest audio y
Come, see and hear the
Abbey Road Studi
Vis .
•

ineering at

ton of amplifiers chosen by
e BBC and the Royal Opera House.
difference Chord can make.

mo'Ammr‘

•

•

dIMIFTt
47M\ \-

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
Musical Images has branches al:

18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB. Tel: 0171 497 1346.
173 Station Road, Edgware Road, Middlesex HA8 7.1X. Tel: 0181 952 5535.
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1RH. Tel: 0181 569 5802.
126 High Street, Beckenham, Kent BR3 lED. Tel: 0181 663 3777

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
0%

APR available subject to status. Ask for written details. E&OE. Not valid with any other promotions or offers.

technology

While the
record
irdustry
strives to
regulate
Internet
music, we
still await
SACD's
hybrid disc

Spearheading
SFDMI: Leonardo
Chiariglione

p

eople

will not routinely buy
music via phone lines until the
cost of calls into the Internet
comes down. But it is impossible to
predict the way the telecoms market
will move, so the Secure Digital
Music Intitiative which aims at
controlling music copyright on the
Internet has to be taken seriously.
The
SDMI was
born
last
December when the music industry,
led by the Recording Industry
Association of America, was panicked
by Diamond MultiMedia's launch of
the solid-state portable, Rio, which
could store an hour of MP3 music
downloaded from the Internet. The
RIAA tried to sue Diamond, but rost;
Diamond cross-sued. This prompted
other makers to launch Rio clones.
The RIAA promised to have
something agreed in time for SDMIcompliant product to go on sale by
Christmas. This seemed crazy, but
SDMI has one thing — or more
accurately one person — going far it.
The Executive Director is Dr
Leonardo Chiariglione, who is Head
of TV Technologies at Telecom Italia
and since 1988 has chaired the
international committees which set
the MPEG standards for audio and
video compression.
MPEG-1 was set in 1992, and
used for Video CD; MP3 is Layer 3
of the MPEG-1 audio standard.
MPEG-2 was set in 1994 and is the
standard used for DVD and digital
TV. MPEG-4, agreed in 1998,
compresses video tighter for the
Internet or future mobile phones.
MPEG-7, targemd for 2001, will
allow systems to search for audio and
video content, like awordprocessor
searching for keywords. MPEG-5 and
6are reserved for future options.
'The SDMI standard is not as
proscriptive as most standards, like
MPEG', says Chiariglione. `
I
Iis more
a framework, defining minimum
conditions.'
MPEG-1
had
no
copyright
protection. ' At that time nobody
thought about the possibility of lowcost copying on to blank CDs', says
Chiariglione. MPEG-2 introduced
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EMM and ECM, encryption control
and management messaging. Space
in the bitstream is allocated for deencryption keys. MPEG-4 allocates
space for data that controls and
manages the content. SDMI builds
on MPEG-2 and 4.
The SDMI framework will set a
standard for coding or encryption.
providers
can
choose
Service
whichever system they prefer. SDMI
will merely set basic requirements.
Essentially,
when
music
is
downloaded from the Internet onto a
PC's hard disc, SDMI wraps it in a
secure digital package so that it can
only be copied and played by a
compliant portable. If the package is
copied onto another disc or sent over
the Internet to someone else, it
cannot be unwrapped and played. So
SDMI could bring some semblance
of order to the chaos of conflicting
standards on the Internet.

SACD AND THE HYBRID DISC
Old enemies Sony and Matsushita are
at it again, in an audio re-run of the
Betamax-vs-VHS video wars.
In Japan Sony is now selling Super
Audio CD, the first super hi-fi system
to use avariant of DVD, the high
density video disc. Philips will help
Sony launch SACD in the US and
Europe before the end of the year.
Matsushita, maker of Technics and
Panasonic equipment, will launch the
rival and incompatible DVD Audio
system, worldwide, before Christmas.
Neither company has been willing to
back
down,
or agree
on
a
combination system.
Sony's
first
SACD
player
['Comment', June] costs $4000 and
only delivers stereo, but DVD-Audio
will give multichannel surround from
Day One. Matsushita also believes
there is afatal flaw in the hybrid disc
technology which Sony and Philips
have dubbed a ' defining attribute' of
SACD,
and
which
promises
backwards compatibility with the 600
million `legacy' of existing CD players.
The SACD hybrid disc will have
two recordings of the same music, at
different depths in the surface. The
lower layer, beneath 1.2 mm of clear
plastic, carries a conventional CD
recording to the so-called Red Book
Standard. Another layer, at 0.6mm,
conforms to the new Scarlet Book
standard and is made of semireflective material like a two-way
mirror. This layer carries the very
rapid stream of single bits that makes
up the Direct Stream Digital (DSD)
recording used for SACD.
The laser in astandard CD player
or ROM drive focuses at 1.2mm, and
should ignore the semi-reflective layer
of ahybrid disc. A DVD Video player
can focus at either depth, but is not
equipped to decode the SACD

recording so it should ignore the
semi-reflective layer, focus down to
1.2mm, and play the disc as a
conventional music CD.
At the Technics European press
seminar, held in Austria in May,
Matsushita's engineers hardened
concerns that had surfaced at the
Audio Engineering Society's recent
convention in Munich. They warn
that if the laser in aCD player detects
the semi- reflective layer (either
because the player is cheap or old, or
is new and designed to read eraseable
CDs discs with lower reflectivity), the
player will reject the disc as
unplayable. Also, DVD players may
not switch to the CD layer when they
fail to decode the DSD signal.
Ted Abe, head of Matsushita's
Audio Technology Group, is not
surprised that Sony is launching
SACD in Japan without hybrid discs.
His engineers have made hybrid discs
and tested them on awide range of
real-world players. They found that
many CD players, from the countless
firms round the world now making
them, do not exactly meet the Red
Book standard.
'We have very serious concerns
about backward compatibility of
hybrid discs' says Abe. ' Our tests
suggest that 30% of legacy players will
not be able to play them. It's
impossible to predict which ones will
reject hybrids and it's impossible to
do anything about it when they do
fail. We stopped research on hybrid
discs and said No Way.'
David Walstra, General Manager
of Sony Europe, accepts that it is
unfortunate that Sony's own music
division is not releasing hybrids, but
he believes other companies soon will:
'We are 100% certain that hybrid
discs will play on players if they
conform to the Red Book CD
standard. We have checked our own
DVD players and they play hybrid
discs. We can't speak for other
manufacturers'.
Paul Reynolds, Philips' director of
new business development, says the
company is now starting pilot
production of hybrid discs at
Eindhoven in the Netherlands to
`perfect the technology'.
The next few months should tell
whether Philips/Sony's confidence is
justified or misplaced. If Abe is right
and 3out of 10 players refuse to play
hybrids, Idon't envy Sony and Philips
the job of telling their owners that,
although their CD players happily
play CDs, they won't play hyrbids
because they do not exactly meet the
Red Book standard. More to the
point, Idon't envy Philips and Sony
the job of persuading the record
companies to release discs in aform
that costs more to press and generates
customer complaints.
Barry Fox
21

II

n the late 1980s and early 1990s,
the audio underground in the US
and Europe finally picked up on
the efforts of Japanese audiophiles two
decades earlier, and started arevival of
single-ended triode amplification. The
American interest really got going
when enthusiasts started salvaging
dusty pre-war systems out of old
movie houses*. Western Electric's
300B triode, dating back to the dawn
of cinema sound systems, became the
tube to use. Soon, the originals were
like gold dust, but modern Far East
and Russian equivalents filled the gap.
Such was demand for good 300Bs
that, in 1996, Western Electric
(Westrex Corporation) started
manufacturing the original tube.
Compared with the alternatives, the
Western Electric tube costs an arm
and aleg (it was announced at $250).
But there's no denying that this is the
real thing. It comes in superb retrostyle packaging, which will go straight
to the heart of anyone who ever owned
aHomby train set, reason enough to
feature it here! The packing is not
quite the same as the original: before
the war, before plastic foam, the tube
was suspended in the middle of a
larger box, by anest of cloth bands.
Single- ended triode operation
means single- figure power output,
demanding high- sensitivity loudspeakers. This in turn means hornloaded speakers. In America, there are
Klipschorns, and various others
derived from the cinema tradition. In
the UK we have variations on the
Lowther theme (Beauhorn, Carfrae
and others). So in this country, if you
couldn't quite get on with the Lowther
concept (basically, afull-range papercone drive unit with rear horn loading
for the bass, crossing over to front
horn loading for the mid/treble), you
would have lost interest in singleended triodes too.
Yet there is aEuropean alternative.
Germany has its own tradition of horn
speakers, but development there there
did not get stuck in the radiogram era.
Of several companies to have
developed modern horn designs,
AvantGarde seems to have been the
most conspicuously successful: or
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A small British manufacturer
makes a single- ended bid
for the high ground
by STEVE HARRIS
Graham
Tricker, who
already had
long
experience of
rebuilding and
restoring
classic British
valve
equipment,
built his first
single-ended
amplifier in
1990

* Here in the UK, as
far back as 1988,
visitors to Tim de
Paravkini's workshop
found that the
background music
was provided by a
radio hooked up to an
ancient Western
Electric cinema amp
and loudspeaker.

should Isay, the most exportable. The
AvantGarde speaker range was initially
brought to the UK by Peter Qvortrup,
who got some stunning results from
them with his AudioNote amplifiers.
But UK distribution of AvantGarde
speakers has now been taken on by
Graham Tricker's company GT
Audio, and this ( in case you were
wondering) is where Tron comes in.
Graham Tricker, who already had
long experience of rebuilding and
restoring classic British valve
equipment, built his first single-ended
amplifier in 1990. He realised lowpower SETs could be unbeatable —
provided that they had been designed
for good reliability, very low noise
output, and an input sensitivity
matched to other equipment. These
aspects, he felt, were not adequately
addressed by existing commercial
products. So it is no accident that
Tron power amplifiers are singleended designs — just what the
AvantGarde needs.
Tron's first products, the Nucleus
line and phono pre-amplifiers, were

launched at The HiFi Show in 1997,
when Graham Tricker also showed a
prototype 211 single-ended. But the
211 needs avery high-voltage power
supply, which made the amplifier big,
heavy and hard to make. Then the
appearance of the Czech-made highpower KR300B tube made it possible
to design apowerful yet manageable
SET. The 211 design was abandoned.
The Nucleus tube pre-amplifier is
actually a line pre-amp and phono
stage in two matching boxes. These
are achunky 155x140x225rmn (whd),
neatly and ingeniously constructed.
The front and back bolt on to the
extruded sections (finished in black)
that form the corners. Flat aluminium
sections space the corner pieces, the
array of ventilation holes in the top
forming the `Tron' name. Each unit
has its own remote mains transformer,
in a sturdy 100x60x230mm ( hwd)
box. Connection to the pre-amp units'
flying leads is via indestructiblelooking 8-pin locking connectors.
The line pre-amp circuit is designed
around asingle 5687 double-Mode,
with ECL85 valve regulation for the
power supply. There are five line
inputs ( all 100k ohms), and a tape
output. Maximum output is 14V,
from a600 ohm output impedance.
Frequency response is quoted as
3Hz-38kHz (+/-3dB) and signal-tonoise as better than 90dB. Distortion
is loosely quoted as typically 0.5%.
Apart from the absence of knobs,
the Nucleus phono stage looks
identical. It caters for moving-magnet
and moving-coil cartridges, extra gain
for m-cprovided by transformers: the
purchaser can choose from two
different ratios, said to cater for all
moving-coil cartridges. Flexibility in
the amount of overall gain is provided
by achoice of valves. With ECC83s in
use, the output is 1.8V, but by
subsituting 6072 valves, the output is
cut to just over IV. This helps match
to other amps' inputs, for optimum
operation of the volume control.
Passive circuitry is used for RIAA
equalisation. Like the line preamplifier, the phono unit is built using
custom-made components, mounted
on aspecial circuit board via turret
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100dB/W sensitivity. Custommade components are used,
hardwired between stages
using
copper
wire.
Traditional hardwiring
methods used for all signal
wiring can be seen in the
'internal' view. This also
shows the neat, allSINGLE- ENDED POWER
chassis
In Tron's Type 300B amplifier, a aluminium
the
5842 triode valve drives the directly- construction:
black- finished case
heated 300B output tube, connected
members are made
to loudspeaker via the specially-made
from
a custom
output transformer from Partridge.
extrusion and are
There are no capacitors in the signal
sandwiched
path, nor any overall feedback. The
between the top
power supply rectifier is a 5Z3 valve,
and
bottom
which is connected in turn to a pi
plates, which are
filter. The valves are heated with DC
brush-finished and anodised.
to eliminate hum problems. Although
Transformer covers are also of
high-sensitivity horns will make the
aluminium. The unit measures
most of a few watts of amplifier
460x235x335mm ( hwd), and its
power, by the same token they reveal
functional, well-proportioned looks
any noise problem in the amplifier,
are complemented by the high
which might have remained inaudible
standard of finish and, finally, by the
with conventional boxes. It's claimed
delightful Tron badge in which ared
that in the Tron Type 300Bs, hum on
orbiting electron (or is it amoon?) is
the output stage has been reduced to
actually the power-on LED. On the
around 5mV peak- to- peak, low
back are IEC mains inlet (Tron
enough to be inaudible even when
supplies a fearsome- looking heavy
using loudspeakers of well over

tags, using hardwiring between
components. Once again, the power
supply is regulated using an ECL85
valve. In practice, GT Audio will be
able to advise and make sure the
phono stage is set optimally for the
customer's cartridge.
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Above: inside the
Nucleus line
pre-ampler.
Component choice
and constructional
quality are both
exemplary

cable for this), one pair of goodquality phonos for the input,
and two sets of high-grade
4mrn binding posts for speaker
connection.
The amplifier doesn't actually
look too bulky in the home, but
it is heavy: depending on your
personal health, this stereo chassis
comes close to the limits of
liftability. When moving it around
many users will enlist assistance
rather than risk agroin strain.
Power output is specified as 9W
per channel, this being the limit for a
Western Electric 300B operated
within the maker's specifications.
However, it can be supplied with Kron
KR 300B valves, claimed to produce
18W/ch. Another way to get more
power is to contemplate apair of Tron
monoblocks, on asimilar chassis using
two 300B tubes per channel.
A casual follower of hi-fi trends
might still think of the 300B as the
most famous and desirable triode for
single-ended purist amplifiers. But the
cognoscenti have moved on, and there
are now many devotees of another
directly-heated triode, developed in
the 1930s. Tron's Type PX25 stereo

THE MILLENNIUM MASTERPIECE
"IT'S NOT LIKE CD, IT'S NOT LIKE VINYL,
irs...irs JUST MUSIC!"
THE GREATEST ADVANCE IN CD REPLAY EVER,
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THE TRULY AMAZING, THE LEGENDARY, THE ONE AND ONLY
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AT
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RING 01483 504801 or 01903 245577
FOR THE AURAL EXPERIENCE OF THE MILLENNIUM

Side- by- side
comparison
certainly
revealed a
quite different
balance. If
you'd become
accustomed to
the PX25,
you'd probably
say the 300B
was soft;
yet Ifound
that for
myself, in
Tron's
application,
it gave me
the classic
single- ended
virtues
in a more
completely
enjoyable
form
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power amplifier, which actually
appeared before the Type 300B
version, looks exactly the same but
with apair of the straighter-looking
PX25s instead of Western
Electric balloons. Inside, the
rectifier is now aU18/20
valve and supply voltages
are adjusted to suit the
PX25. You would not buy
this amplifier for its power-toweight ratio: as Tron says: ' in
spite of its generous dimensions, it
produces 5W'.

SOUND QUALITY
For this review, I was loaned a
complete system, consisting of
Nucleus Line Pre-amplifier, Nucleus
soundstage
was
much
Phono Pre- amplifier with both the
Type 300B and the Type PX25 power
less forward. I
amplifiers, along with Tron's own
would say it
was between and
interconnects. Iwas able to listen to
behind the speakers
the units over aperiod of many weeks,
now, rather than level with them or
and with a variety of ancillary
projecting — but this might give a
equipment. For compact disc Iused
somewhat misleading idea of the
mainly the Exposure CDP and
Musical Fidelity E624; vinyl replay
AvantGardes, because whatever
was via aRoksan Xerxes/Artemiz and
source you use, these speakers seem to
bring the music into the room, rather
various cartridges; the Avid Acutus
than leaving it outside the window
[reviewed last month] with SME
behind, and without ever being too
Series V arm and van den Hul Frog
`forward'. The 300B sound really did
cartridge; and (briefly) an SME Model
have more of that ' liquid' midrange
20 turntable with SME V arm.
smoothness, a generally warmer
Speakers used included AvantGarde
balance and one that would perhaps
Uno horns and avariety of others.
be kinder to rougher sources.
Istarted, in act, with the NucleusTrype
When it came to signal-to-noise
PX25 combination feeding the
ratio, the Tron pre- and power
AvantGardes, and with the then-resident
Avid record deck as asource. The sheer
amplifiers all performed as advertised,
class of the Tron amplification was
and were superbly quiet with the
99dB/W-sensitivity AvantGardes. I'm
immediately obvious. It created abig
soundstage, with tremendous detail and
sure there are other valve- amp
manufacturers whose hearing has
that unmistakeable single-ended virtue of
developed anotch Ster at 100Hz, and
abundant life and excitement.
(Remember the AvantGarde speaker has
asevere treble roll-off, as they don't
seem bothered by levels of powerits own active bass section, operating
supply buzz and sizzling hiss which
below 150Hz; although driven via the
would upset any normal person living
main amplifier's speaker terminals, this
means that you cannot really use the
in this world of silicon semiconductors. With Tron, though, there
AvantGarde to judge amplifier bass
really is no compromise in this respect.
quality.)
You switch on, and the music comes
Ididn't find it hard to understand
with no more fuss than with any solidwhy alot of users have fallen for the
PX25, but here Iwas being offered the
state amplifier.
During the review period, Iwas also
choice between this and the
300B. Graham Tricker, a able to compare the Tron '300B with
awell-used AudioNote Conqueror,
shrewd judge of character as
well as of valve sound,
using AudioNote-branded 300Bs.
quickly decided that Iwas a Although in its day aless expensive
'300B type' and immediately
product, the Conqueror stood up
shipped over the Type 300B.
quite well in this comparison, if not
actually living up to its name. ( It
Side-by- side comparison
certainly revealed a quite
usually does when put up against most
different balance. If you'd
solid-state amplifiers.) It was certainly
not as quiet as the virtually noise-free
become accustomed to the
PX25, you'd probably say
Tron (the sample may or may not be
the 300B was soft; yet I typical), but it seemed to have, if
found that, in Tron's
anything, an even greater feeling of
application, it gave me the
freedom, an effortless quality, like an
classic single-ended virtues
engine that has been well run-in. Yet
somehow the Tron Type 300B could
in a more completely
enjoyable form. The
produce an amazing soundstage,
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where things could happen in the
'back corners'; some subtle limitations
of staging which Ihad previously
ascribed to my listening room were
magically overcome. In this aspect, it
showed its superiority, and Isuspect
that all the careful work that has
gone into making it so very quiet
has also helped in low level
detail and ambience
retrieval.
A very common
criticism of singleended triodes is that
they have no bass. To
assess this aspect, Ihooked
up the Tron power amplifiers to
the Rogers Studio 7. In theory, afar
from sensible combination, as
sensitivity is well below 90dB/W, so
you cannot expect realistic concert-hall
levels. You can get nice sounds,
though. Predictably, the bass was light,
but had anatural, unforced quality. On
the other hand, the combination of
300B-type midrange and the Rogers'
well-tuned dispersion characteristics
allowed them to produce abeautiful,
airy sound stage.

CONCLUSION
Summing up the achievement of these
Tron products is not easy, especially
as at this point the rather alarming
effect of accumulating price tags has to
be taken into account. The Type
PX25 power amplifier is £5150, but if
you are already for that kind of
expense the £ 5750 of the Western
Electric-equipped Type 300E version
will not and should not dissuade you.
(In the middle, at £ 570, comes the
KR 300B 'high power' version.) The
line pre-amp and phono stage are now
£100 each, which is not asmall sum.
So we are looking at an amplifier
system costing, by the time you've
treated yourself to a couple of new
audiophile LPs to play on it, very
nearly £ 12,000! It is akeen enthusiast
who will pay such a sum for an
amplifier that offers less than 10W
power output, no remote control and
in which the active devices amount to
atotal of less than adozen valves.
So the question is not whether such
products are good value for money, but
whether they justify their existence. I
think they do. You can get most of what
the Trolls do for alot less, but you can't
get all of it. Graham Tricker set out to
produce avery high quality amplifier
that would do justice to the best highsensitivity speakers, and he has
succeeded. If you are lucky enough to
be able to afford the big AvantGarde
models, the Tron provides the perfect
match. And for the rest of us? In their
combination of meticulous build
quality, sound and general integrity, the
Tron products set standards for others
to match. We can at least be glad they
are British.
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Still with agood deal of 'Nautilus 801'
technology, the 803 is pitched as a more
practical, high-end domestic speaker
by MARTIN COLLOMS

T

hird in the new Nautilus 800
line, the 803 has grown
beyond its older 803 Matrix
namesake in terms of power, low
distortion, peak sound level and
build. At £3500 it's certainly more
expensive, but at least on paper
specification it comes closer to the
original full-size 801 than did the
older 803.
Standing just over a metre high,
locked down with floor piercing
adjustable spikes, the 803 is a fair
lift at 661bs ( 30kg). A three-way
system, it has all the drivers in line,
allowing for an elegant, slim profile,
the curved wall enclosure topped
out by the exposed teardrop
housing of the new generation
Nautilus tweeter. Grilles are
provided and unlike many, this
speaker works almost as well with
them in place as without them.
The finish is real veneer, satin
finish, with a choice of Black Ash,
Natural Cherrywood and Red
Cherrywood.
Reviewing the specification, this
is aquoted 8 ohm speaker but with
an admitted low impedance
minimum of 3 ohms, which is
below the IEC specification for a4
ohm rated design. Ican't say I
condone the current fashion for
optimistic interpretation of speaker
impedance values. In Germany it
would simply be a 4 ohm product.
As such, the quoted sensitivity of
90dB/W is fair enough, with a true
4 ohm figure of 87dB per watt.
Nevertheless the full quoted
sensitivity will be available with
most of the more powerful, high
quality amplifiers which are likely
to be used with this speaker.
Tight response limits are quoted,
+/-2.0dB 42Hz to 20kHz, with
-6dB points at wide limits of 28Hz
and 30kHz promising a full-range
performance.
B&W gives an amplifier power
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range of 50W to 250W, though I
venture to suggest that it is likely to
sustain rather more than this
judging from the engineering
quality.
Electrical connection is by
clear shrouded, gold plate
WBT connectors, with a
bi-wiring
capability
dividing the system at the
bass—mid crossover point.
Speaker placement is
simply free space, the
precise positions adjusted
for the best balance and
low frequency uniformity
in the listening region.

TECHNOLOGY
Those on the lookout for
Nautilus
technology
points will eye up the 803
to see just how much it
has inherited from the
original concept model,
and for that matter, the
flagship of the series, the
801 [
HFNIRR, Nov '98].
The
distinctive
spheroidal head of the
bigger models is absent
here, though it does share
with them the 25mm high
frequency
tweeter,
acoustic line loaded,
mounted once again on
top of the enclosure.
Another Nautilus 890
series feature is the large
mid-range driver, 170mm
in diameter, of yellow
Kevlar. Finally there are
the two 195mm bass
drivers.
This is atrue three-way
system and the bass
section is reflex loaded by
a 50mm diameter ducted
port,
140mm
deep,
located on the front
baffle. A tuned 30Hz

resonance is established with the 50
litre bass enclosure volume, the
alignment approaching fourth order
Bessel, intended to deliver a
tapered low frequency response
matched to typical gain in
the low bass in alistening
room.
As befits a speaker of
this price and quality the
enclosure is of high
rigidity
construction
employing a very strong
curved profile. This form
only requires the planar
front baffle to complete it
aside from the top and
bottom
sections.
Fabricated from 18mm
multi- ply ( 18 plies) its
great geometric stiffness is
further reinforced by
B&W matrix technology
involving multi-sectioned
multi- plane interlocked
bracing,
filling
the
interior. The result is
substantially
inert,
particularly in view of the
higher matrix density
installed for the mid-range
section.
Loading into the usual
sealed, acoustic foam
lined enclosure, the mid
range driver itself has
some special features.
Avoiding
resonant
interaction with
the
enclosure, it has decoupled mounting, a
resilient gasket of Isogel
polymer at the front and a
de-coupled stabilising bar
at the back of the
enclosure. Here a bolt
may be installed to
prevent damage to the soft
mountings
while
in
transit. Thanks to these
resilient mountings, those
AMU 1999
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reaction forces which can result in
quite strong vibration of the frame
or chassis of adriver are prevented
from exciting cabinet resonances.
Their low ' Q' factor is adjusted to
absorb this energy harmlessly.
A similar technique is used for
acoustic energy arriving at the
perimeter of the mid-range cone,
following its transit from the central
drive
point
or voice
coil.
Considered as a travelling wave
traversing an impedance matched
medium, the selected vinyl foam
ring at the cone edge is precisely
tailored to match resistively the
cone and absorb a high proportion
of the energy arriving, avoiding the
all- too- common standing- wave
phenomena. Potentially very
smooth frequency response can be
attained.
Built with low distortion magnet
geometry,
the
cone
is
a
development of the resin-bonded
woven fabric type using Kevlar
fibre, a material with a good
combination of high tensile strength
and internal damping. This unit is
built on an open diecast frame.
The 25mm ceramic ( alumina)
layered aluminium alloy dome has a
Nautilus pedigree, and is reinforced
to extend its first break-up mode to
well beyond audibility: there are no
obstructions, phase plate rings or
discs applied to it which could mar
its overall multi- axis frequency
response or its transient quality.
Effectively housed in ano baffle,
diffraction free alloy ' Teardrop',
this tweeter has a neodymium
magnet centre bored to allow
graded, terminating acoustic line
loading to the back of the dome. A
lowered resonant frequency and
smoother low range are the results,
together with an avoidance of
higher frequency cavity colorations.
A smoother, more extended
response gives the designer greater
freedom in blending its output with
that of the mid-range driver.
For the bass, the 150mm
effective diaphragm size, long throw
units follow the design practice of
the larger models in the range.
Here operating in parallel with a
common volume, they have custom
diecast frames, high power capacity
31mm motor coils. The cones are
made of highly reinforced resinbonded fibre, while the voice-coil
former is extended to bond
mechanically to the inside surface
of a rigid centre dome of carbon
fibre. This structure stabilises the
voice coil former and adds
additional stiffening to the
dome/cap and the cone. The
intention is for essentially pistonic
behaviour over the working band.
To reduce audible distortion the
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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bass port has adeep flare to control
turbulence at the mouth, and the
dimpled surface moulding is said to
further quieten the airflow by
helping the air stream to remain
detached from the duct surface.
Built using high quality, well
toleranced
components,
the
crossover is specified at 350Hz and
4kHz crossover points, with
acoustic slopes in the range of third
to fourth order.

SOUND QUALITY
The system: power amplification
included Krell FPB650m, Meridian
605m and Naim NAP250. Signal
control was via a Conrad-Johnson
ART, pre- section of a Krell
KPS25s and an Audio Synthesis
Passion. Signal sources comprised
the KPS25s, Marantz CD- 7 and
Naim CDSII, with analogue from a
Linn LP12/Koetsu RSII/Naim
ARO on three-tier Mana stands.
Cables were by van den Hul: The
First, The Second and Revelation,
plus Transparent, Music Wave Plus
and Reference XL. Comparison
speakers included the B&W 801,
Wilson System 5 and WITT II,
KEF Reference Three, Theil CS2.3
and Quad 63.
Physically the 803 installed easily
on its spiked points, looking tall
and elegant, with the softened
curves adding interest but not
looking too unusual or out of place
in my room. The sound was in a
similar vein: I fotind it subtle,
unobtrusive, well blended and
finely balanced, very easy on the ear
from first listening. In fact this
speaker sounded even smoother
and better integrated than my
review flagship 801. There was a
sense of delicacy and refinement
reminiscent of the reference
electrostatic; the sound was
almost featureless with barely
any
prominence
or
deficiency to single out.
In the bass the
sound
was
well
proportioned, but
not
overtly
powerful
or
extended. Yes,
there was low
frequency
extension but it
didn't go as
deep as either
the 802 or the
801 particularly
when
driven hard.
The last half
octave was a
little restrained and under
duress
it
became
still

B&W gives
an amplifier
power range
of 50W to
250W though
Iventure to
suggest that
it is likely to
sustain rather
more than this
judging by the
engineering
quality

more so. Fortunately the mid bass
remained on song and the 803
could be driven really hard before
the bass drivers themselves gave up.
The bass was very tidy, stronger
on tune playing, fast percussion and
transient definition with alittle less
of the low frequency power helpful
for a convincing sense of weight
and scale. In consequence Isuspect
that
this
speaker
is
more
appropriate for smaller and more
rigidly built European rooms than
for the greater space and attendant
low frequency losses of many US
homes.
As noted with the 801, this midrange unit is one of the best in the
business, offering exceptional
smoothness and vocal purity, allied
to
high
transparency
and
resolution. Virtually no detail, no
matter how subtle, escapes it.
Moreover, the absence of that big
spheroidal
mid- range
head
enclosure of the 801/802 does not
seem to have affected the mid
smoothness or its generally high
quality. It may sound a little less
`open' but on the other hand it
enjoyed a finely wrought, almost
imperceptible blend to the bass
section, which aspect Ithink is
superior to that of the 801.
Through the treble, the 803 was
also skilfully blended — to adegree
that Iwas less aware of the 'bullet'
tweeter's sometimes distinctive
aural presence and signature.
High frequencies were also the
best yet for a B&W design, free
from nasality in the low range,
correctly sweet and well extended
•
Nit,_ to the highest audible frequencies

(
-•;
\

441.i
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(at least 20kHz!). Early
incarnations of this tweeter
had mildly ' feathery' effects at
r- the upper limit, perhaps due
to phase discs and the like.
No such odd sounds or grain
were detectable here.
Despite minor reservations concerning the low
bass projection, the 803
was found to be very
graceful under high
power drive. Short
term Imanaged to
clip the big Krell, at
over 1.8kW per
channel into 4
ohms, with no
signs of damage
limit protest from
this
highly
capable
B&W
system.
Looking back
on my notes,
perhaps
this
speaker is almost
too polite. On
rock you feel the
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LOUDSPEAKERS
need to wind it up to get it going,
and even then it refuses to let its
guard down.
Much as I admire its overall
attainment, finding it particularly
satisfying on classical programme
of

almost

any

weight

and

complexity, on rock I felt it
imposed a degree of remoteness

Stereo images
were very well
formed, well
focused,
not just in the
centre but

B&W NAUTILUS 803
LAB REPORT

indicated, the peak

frequency response
and individual
driver outputs are
shown. The bass

power handling was
very high, and if

was well extended if
showing the

used with some

Fig I. B&W Nautilus 803: axial frequency response,

intended tapered
response [Fig 1].

drivers (dashed line, nearfield correction)

As the sound
quality section

from the drama. Bass lines, though
well damped, lacked ultimate slam

degree of commonsense, 500W plus

and attack, while mid percussion
was a touch dry — almost too

amplifiers may be
utilised. Iagree

smooth — rim shots were softened
and vocals too sweetly laid back
into the mix.
As a result, even with the finest

with the 50W
minimum rating,
as some initial stick

source and drive electronics there

is required te get
them on the move.

was a reduced feeling of pace and
foot-tapping involvement, while on
rock the sound was almost too

As aresult of this
power handling and
the good measured

perfectly nice. Perhaps it would
sharpen up with rougher, meaner

90.5dB voltage
(2.8310 sensitivity,
genuinely high

As claimed the
off axis responses
were also excellent,
superbly integrated

result showed a
significant notch at
the upper crossover
point Apart from
the expected ringing
in the tweeter

electronics than Ihad used.
Stereo images were very well

Stage width
was very good
as was depth,

formed, well focused, not just in
the centre but right across the
virtual sound stage. Stage width

allied to fine
perspective
layering

was very good as was depth, allied
to fine perspective layering. In its
slightly restrained way, it was

frequency response
was even better
than B&W's

satisfyingly transparent, and
unquestionably showed high

ambitious daim:
measuring +I-1dB

fast early decay

resolution on some of the highest
quality programme Iused for test.
The quality of tonal balance was

80Hz to 15kHz,
something of a
record. No wonder

confining the pure
transient definition
heard.

never in any doubt. Even-tempered
in the musical sense, its evidently

response was also
excellent, falling
50dB in 1.5ms
[Fig 3]. In Fig 4,
the transient speed
waterfall was near
state of the art, the

smooth natural frequency response

[Fig 31 showed a

with system

very even +I-3dB

coloration. A low fatigue index is

resonance at 30Hz

assurred.

and peak port

•

output down at

the 803 contains a powerful sound
engine, capable of working with
some of the world's largest and best
power amplifiers.
With a mildly sweet and relaxed
tonal balance, it convinces by its
evident purity, fine transparency
and focus, its natural perspectives
and general even handedness. It
has a wide bandwidth for the size

23Hz. That alloy
tweeter dome peaks
pretty strongly
rising + 14dB at its
cap resonance of
25.8kHz, but this
is generally held to
be inaudible ta the
vast majority of
listeners. This peak
helped extend the
response te 30kHz
but Ifeel on false
pretences. As it is,

trend from 35Hz to
7kHz, correctly

cume suggests that
the speaker is a
touch restrained in
the ' kHz to 5kHz
range, compared
with the low
frequency baseline,

.,

..
,

, ,I

.•

Fig 3. B&W Nautilus 803: impedance versus
frequency, scale 2ohms/division (
upper trace) and
phase versus frequency (lower trace)

a more

by 20kHz,
although this

compact scale, this Nautilus
nonetheless embodies much of the
qualities of the bigger models and

wasn't really
evident on
audition.

deserves notice in its own right.
Rockers might prefer designs which
are more up- front and directly
involving, bût the 803 sets a most

Pair matching
was excellent, while

spectrum of energy decay over time, 5dBldiv (see text)

Fig 5. B&W Nautilus 803: MLSSA 'waterfall',
spectrum of energy decay over time, 10c1FIldiv (see text)

design, both the
crossover

Taken overall and
not forgetting the

components and the
designed for
minimal distortion.

speaker did very
well on test.

and easy listening
texture of this
design.
Typical values
for mid range
distortion were a
low 0.05%. While
the mid and treble

the grille barely
affected the results,
its effect confined to

sections are
specifically designed

asingle, minor 2dB

for their low

dip at 10kHz.

distortion and are

Both the axial

Fig 4. B&W Nautilus 803: MLSSA

low distortion
performance, this

tweeter is +3.8dB
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bass drivers are also

smaller model.
Although built

and

-...

adrop of about

continues, fully evident in this

engineering

axis 30' lateral (dashed), and 45* lateral (chain dash)

balance the room

2-2.5db, which

sound

axial (solid trace), off-axis 15° below (dotted), off-

The smooth bass

partly explains the
mildly rich, sweet

industrial design, comfortably
winning my recommendation.

.... •

drive continued to a
useable 30Hz in
mom. On energy

output of the

both

.-.•

Fig 2. B&W Nautilus 803: response family at 2m,

tapering away at
high frequencies.

the direct, on axis

skilled and civilised standard for

‘...;

average response

and cost, while the high calibre of
the Nautilus mid and treble units

on

c.,---- --.........}.-\ -s-,..

The room

was partnered by very low levels of

Make no mistake, this is a high
calibre speaker. The slim, elegant
and yet unobtrusive enclosure of
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it sounded so

response the
energy/time

smooth. -6dB came
in at afine 40Hz,

CONCLUSION

B&W
Loudspeaker
Ltd,
Marlborough
Road,
Churchill
Industrial Estate,
Lancing,
West Sussex
BN15 8TR.
Tel: 01903
750750

114dBA in room.
On axis the

•••• , •••
•
... , 7
.... .
•
....

for awide range of
angles. Only the
steeply below axis

right across
the virtual
sound stage.

maximum levels
are possible:

Im, also showing individual responses of bass and mil

mn 'lightly' in this

Test results

B&W Nautilus 803

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
1064x285x431
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
50->300W
Recommended placement
floor standing, free space
Frequency response
±3d8 ( 2m)
501-1z-20kHz
Bass frequency roller, (-6d13) at lm
40Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
33Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
90.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
> 114d8A
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
2.9 ohms/4 ohms/below average
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £3500
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Making recordings
on CD- R and CD-RW is
now cheaper and easier
than ever. Traxdata's
CDRW2260 comes in
a kit - just add a
computer...
by ANDREW HARRISON

,T

,here's more than one way to
make Compact Discs. The
simplest method is to use a
CD- R recorder, such as a Philips
CDR 880, connected to adigital or
analogue source. Another way is to
use acomputer.
In recent years, the price of CD-R
computer disc drives has dropped
while performance has gone up,
thanks to the computer industry's
voracious appetite for a resilient
medium on which to archive data,
and transfer files and programs. For
the computer-literate music lover, it is
now easier than ever before to 'burn'
an audio CD.
There are several important reasons
why one may prefer to compile an
audio CD from acomputer. True, it
is not initially as straightforward as
connecting a hi-fi CD- R recorder
directly to an audio source or preamp. But if you already use apersonal
computer, whether aWindows PC or
30

an Apple Macintosh, the possibilities
for digital audio manipulation become
very attractive. Once set up, recording
with acomputer-controlled CD-R or
CD-RW drive is cheaper, faster, far
more versatile, and even capable of
improving sound quality by allowing
one to re- master and ' clean up'
vintage recordings.
To date, there has been some
coverage of computer audio, mostly
focused on the PC format. For this
feature, we found aCD-RW drive for
Macintosh, acomputer platform that
has been astandard in publishing and
the professional audio sector, and is
becoming increasingly popular thanks
to the colourful iMac.
Traxdata's CDRW2260 drive is
available in two versions, for internal
or external mounting. The external
version was chosen, amore versatile
option that allows it to be easily
transported and connected to an
Apple PowerBook. Connection here

If you already
use apersonal
computer,
whether it is
aWindows PC
or an Apple
Macintosh, the
possibilities of
digital audio
manipulation
become very
attractive

was via SCSI, although iMac users
will need adrive fitted with USB, a
new standard for joining small
devices to both Macs and. PCs. The
CDRW2260 comes packaged in a
£199 kit with everything needed to
get started, including SCSI lead
(Centronics 50M to DB25), SCSI
terminator, blank CD-R and CD-RW
discs, software for label-making, as
well as the software for the allimportant CD burning — Adaptec
Toast.
With a program like Toast
(Adaptec's equivalent software for
PCs is Easy CD) you can extract the
audio from a music CD, convert it
to aform that can be stored on the
computer's hard drive (still in a 16bit, 44.1kHz format), compile a
playlist of tracks and then transfer
this data to the CD-R drive, where it
is burnt onto a blank CD- R disc.
The full version of Toast supplied in
the kit also adds demonstration
AIIRDST 1999
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COMPUTER AUDIO
versions of some audio editing
software, notably Peak LE from
BIAS ( Berkeley Integrated Audio
Software). With this kind of software
you can scan through music data
graphically, and make cuts, fades —
even reverse samples or complete
tracks of music. Unfortunately, the
version supplied on this CD-ROM
disc is ' save disabled', but it does
provide a taste for what is possible
with the full version of Peak LE
[around £ 75, call SCV London,
0171 923 1892].
The instruction booklet with the
CDRW2260 drive is brief, especially
the external version, which is packed
ready to go. With aPowerBook 1400
as the mastering computer, powered
down, the drive was connected by
SCSI lead using a 25-to-HDI 30
adaptor at the PowerBook SCSI port.
The supplied version of Toast, 3.5.3,
was loaded from the PowerBook's
internal CD-ROM bay, although this
is not sufficient for the computer to
control the attached drive: it will
require an update with software
specific for the Traxdata. This can be
done either with the supplied floppy
disc, or by downloading a free
software upgrade from Adaptec's
website (
www.adaptec.com/supportfilesltoast.html), where a complete
update can be found to version 3.5.6,
which will automatically recognise the
Traxdata. Interestingly, the Write
window in Toast recognised the
CDRW2260 as aPhilips CCD 3600,
perhaps betraying its OEM origins...
Once the software is installed, it is
straightforward to create CDs by
dragging an AIFF sound file to the
open Toast window, where the track
length and size become listed.
Complete albums can be compiled
this way by introducing new tracks.
Then it is recommended to check that
both drive and computer are
communicating data at sufficient
speed — if there is any bottleneck in

data transfer there could be 'glitches'
recorded on to the CD, making it
worthless. Testing the system can be
done in one or two ways. The first,
Check Speed, checks that the
computer is fast enough internally,
while Simulation Mode actually sends
data to the recorder, albeit in standby
mode. Using the first tool, you can
also check the cache size, where data
is buffered to allow a ' reservoir' to
keep system data flow constant.
The 1400 PowerBook does not
support SCSI Manager 4.3, so disc
burning was reliant on Recorder
Cache alone, although most modern
Macs support SCSI manager, which
allows setting aRAM Cache for faster
disc burning. In the event, using a
preset Recorder Cache of 768k3, the
1400 was able to burn discs at the
Traxadata's top speed of x2. Other
CD- R drives that burn at higher
speeds would almost certainly benefit
from RAM Cache.
Creating a new disc at double
speed becomes very useful, when you
realise that real-time copying is as
time-consuming as listening to the
complete compiled disc.
Of note is the fact that music
recorded onto CD- R will play
immediately on any regular CD player
— the finalisation procedure used on
standalone hi-fi CD recorders, to
burn aTOC on to the disc to allow
non-recorders to recognise the disc, is
not necessary on this computer CD-R
drive. Once the tracks have finished
burning, the unit seems to
automatically makes aTOC, then
ejects the disc, after asweet chime has
informed you that it's ready.
In use, the Traxdata proved to be a
simple machine to use, once the
software had been loaded and the
procedure understood. The only
problem Iencountered was in the
Simulation Mode, where the
PowerBook would crash in its final
stages. Avoiding this mode and

GLOSSARY
AIFF

Audio Interchange File Format. The file type used by
Macintosh for digital audio. Compare with . WAV used
by Microsoft.
Cache
storage area for data
Capacity
An audio CD can hold about 747MB of music; data
formats hold around 650MB after error correction
sectors are used.
kb, kB
Kilobits, KiloBytes; where 1Byte = 8bits
Mb, MB
Megabits, MegaBytes; see above
Orange Book The standard for CD- Rdiscs
RAM
Random Access Memory, for electronic storage of data
Red Book
The original standard for creating digital audio
Compact Disc
Sector
The division of data on aCD, where one sector contains
2532 bytes of data. Audio discs use all 2532 bytes for
sound data; data discs use some of these bytes for error
correction
SCSI
Small Computer System Interface
TOC
Table of contents, the start area of the CD that data
about each track present on the disc
Track
Used loosely to describe alength of music but more
technically the smallest logical unit on aCD, containing
aminimum of 600 sectors ( about 4secs)
Transfer Rate The speed of data transfer. An audio CD transfers at
around 1411 kbits/sec
USB
Unversal Serial Bus
burning directly proved to Be a
workaround.
There is no manual supplied with
the software: all the Toast instructions
are provided electronically as an
Adobe Acrobat PDF ( Portable
Document File). Get this printed to
paper from the outset, as it is far
easier to refer to amanual on paper
than trying to switch windows while
Toast is running. It is also avery wise
to optimise the hard drive on the
computer, defragmenting the hard
disk to ensure that audio files are
written to the drive contiguously, thus
keeping system speed up and reducing
the chance of clicks and glitches
appearing in the data stream. This is
easily done on a Macintosh with
something film Norton Utilities, which
allows problems on the hard disk to
be repaired, followed by the supplied
de-frag utility, Speed Disk. Other tips
for good performance include
switching off unnecessary system
extensions from Extension Manager
and switching off Virtual Memory; the
1400 had 32MB of physical RAM
installed which proved sufficient for
x2 burning.
In terms of sound quality, the discs
made with this sytem proved as good
as ever — there was no discernible
difference between those made here
and those aPhilips CDR 880. Once
the operation had been mastered, it
was faster than the latter recorder,
and of course the blank discs are less
than one-third the price. The
Traxdata drive even includes asimple
D-A converter to monitor audio —
headphone socket at the front with
volume control, and apair of RCA
sockets at rear for line out. Overall, a
very good package for anyone wanting
to make CDs from aMacintosh. +
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Creating a
new disc at
double speed
becomes very
useful when
you realise
that real-time
copying is
as time
consuming as
listening to
the complete
compiled disc

Toast Audio
Extractor (left) `rips'
digital audio from a
CD prior to dragand-drop placement
in the Toast 'burn'
window

1E
Traxdata
(UK) Ltd
The Tithe Bunt,
Tithe Court,
Langley,
Berkshire
SL3 8AS
Tel: 01753
586655
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n this second episode, we present
subjective and objective test
reports on another group of five
cables. But rather than leave all the
test analysis to Part 3 — and create a
cumbersome and magazine-filling
article — we start the analysis of all
15 cables here, with Ben Duncan's
discussion of the phase test results.
Next month, as well as afinal group
of five individual cables, we will
complete the test results summary
and offer overall conclusions.
AH

TRIAL BY PHASE
The 15 cables' phase responses were
measured in a series of fine steps
over a narrow frequency range,
where the test set-up itself was found
to have the least phase shift and the
shallowest slope. This includes the
phase shift in the two-core shielded
cables linking to and from the test
set, and the phase shift in the Audio
Precision test set, which is made
significant solely by the compulsory
high- quality input and output
transformers, otherwise welcome
additions for their EMI rejection and
protection properties. The tests'
chosen frequency range was lIcHz to
1.51cHz. Notionally just upside of the
dead centre of the audio band, this is

ON TEST: PART 2
Jenving Supra Ply
3.4 £6.95/m
Kimber 4VS £15/ne
QED Qudos £5/m
Nordost Blue Heaven
£54 95/w
DNM Reson
£6.95/m'
The price guide
above gives '
raw'
prices per mono
metre. Most finished
cable sets incur
additional charges
for plugs and makeup (check with
supplier).
*Russ Andrews
only supplies
Kimber in made-up
lengths. Price here is
based on a3m pair,
terminated with
banana plugs.
Price given is per
metre, but we
listened to a
doubled-up set, ie,
‘13.90Im
Supplier details
Jenving do Glaive
Ltd, 01622 664070
Kimber c/o Russ
Andrews Ltd
01539 823247
QED 01276 451166
Nordost UK Ltd
01352 730251
DNM c/o Virtual
Reality Audio
Systems
01277 227355

In this second part of our epic
speaker cable investigation, another
five cables are tested, and we begin
the analysis of the test results
by ANDREW HARRISON
and BEN DUNCAN
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a psycho- acoustically intense yet
neutral area. It is the area where all
phase shifts through the generic
music production chain are at their
lowest. In this frequency area, the
cable's contribution ( here) of
typically afraction of adegree is not
so completely swamped by the tens
or possible hundreds of degrees of
shift, that accumulate down the
traditional (non-minimal) recording
chain, at the audio frequency
extremes.

4

Equally, on the conventional
logarithmically- scaled frequency
response graphs used by some of the
more informative audiograde cable
makers (
eg Jenving, QED, Tara and
others) to illustrate skin effect, this is
the root — the lowest frequency —
with the relatively coarse scales used,
of an observable effect.
Looking at the first plot, by way of
familiarisation, the same phase scale
(left side), spanning just 1°, in the
form + 800m° to -200m° (+ 0.8° to
-0.2°) is used in nearly all the plots.
For one cable (DNM Reson), exactly
double the scale has had to be used.
Each phase plot is heading south at a
small rate of °/Hz (
le, '
degrees per
Hertz'). Note also that the frequency
scale is linear'.
This 'negative-going phase' shows
that the conditions are dominantly
inductive. It also shows that the
nominal 'surge' impedance (based on
A../C) of the cable, is higher than the
load's. See Table 16 (next month)
for a comparison of this basis.
Meanwhile, the rate of ' heading
south' is the sum of the cable's true
series
inductance
and
also
'inductoidance' (signature of skin
and related effects) in the Cable
Under Test ( CUT), plus any
reflected inductive qualities in the
source and load parts of the circuit
loop. Except the latter are aconstant
for all the cables.
For consistent visual referral, a
constant reference plot is included in
all the graphs. In all but one of the
graphs [Goertz, low level, in Part 1],
it is uppermost. Looking at this
reference plot, it shows that the test
set-up has aphase shift of + 0.32° at
lkHz. The phase contribution in
each cable is the amount by which
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SPEAKERCABLES
TABLE 1

type/geometry

series DC resistance
(ohms)

shunt DC resistance
(Gohms)

series inductance
(pH) at lkHz

shunt capacitance
(nF) atl kHz

1Audioquest

Hyperlitz pipe

67m ( 7)

180 ( 9)

3.0 (= 8/9)

0.75 ( 9)

2Chord Co

2- core

72m 18/9=)

200 ( 9)

3.0 (= 8/9)

0.1 9 ( 4)

3DiMarzio

2- core

64m ( 6)

450 ( 3)

2.5 (=5/6/7)

0.50 (= 7/8)

4Ecosse

2-core

72m 18/9=)

800 ( 1)

2.6 (=5/6/7)

0.501=7/8)

5Goertz

close, broad Cu foils

50m ( 4)

250 ( 6)

0.2 ( 1)

6.6 ( 15)

6Jenving

tinned, close braids

62m ( 5)

20, falling ( 11)

2.2 (4)

0.88 ( 11)

7Kimber

insulated weave

96m ( 12)

300 ( 5)

1.2 ( 2)

0.83 ( 10)

8QED

figure-of- eight

85m ( 10)

240 ( 7)

3.2 1=10/11)

0.26 ( 5)

9Nordost

4x4 Foils ---/---

171m ( 13)

400 ( 4)

3.7 ( 12)

0.16 ( 2)

10 DNM

widespaced, thin

626m ( 15)

500 ( 2)

10.2 ( 15)

0.05 ( 1)

11 Sonic Link

star-quad (
4core)

25m ( 2)

17 ( 12)

1.6 ( 3)

0.98 ( 12)

12Shinpy

2- core

23m ( 1)

0.1 7 ( 14)

5.1 ( 14)

1.1 3 ( 13)

13 CableTalk

3- core

41m ( 3)

170 ( 10)

3.3 (= 10/11)

0.41 ( 6)

14 Tara Labs

close, narrow Cu foils

222m ( 14)

0.018, slow- rising ( 15)

2.6 (= 5/6/7)

1.44 ( 14)

15 Triangle

spaced tinned braids

87m ( 11)

15 ( 13)

5.0 ( 13)

0.1 7 ( 3)

+/-1mi2

+/-10%

Measurement tolerances
the lower plot lies (usually) below the
reference. This amount varies
independently with frequency. Other
than indicating different degrees of
inductively- dominated conditions,
the fact that each phase shift is
negative and heading south towards
and through/past zero degrees at
different slopes is, in terms of ` phase
distortion' (the dispersion and hence
signal delay that varies with
frequency) apparently harmless insofar as each plot is straight. The
different plot slopes signify different
rates and stages of the inevitable HF
roll- off process, while the average
amount of distance from the
reference shows in effect, the degree
of ' surge' impedance mismatch.
Looking carefully at the plots, you
will see both fine and coarse
irregularities.
The
general
measurement ' grain'
is
the
impressive phase resolution limit of
the AP test set, degraded as little as
possible by the test set-up, with an
end result of about ± 0.002° (± 2m°).
The larger, coarser disturbances are
literally ' phase noise'. These are
caused in part by true stochastic
noise, viz, '
hissy' thermal noise and
`burbly' 1/f-noise, made within even
the world's finest oscillator and
amplifier circuits, and so irretrievably
mixed in with the swept test-tone.
There is also non-stochastic noise, or
'interference' ( EMI reception), eg,
RF, and the usual induced and
varying mains harmonics. Then there
is noise made by any spurious microsignal generation ( as caused by
ground/ floor/building vibrations), or
internal mechanical instabilities
affecting the cable's properties as the
cable ' relaxed into' its lay, during
each of the tests.
All of these sources can result in
unfortunately-timed spurious signals
that can ' faze' the phase (zero point
timing) detector, by displacing or
WI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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+/- 0.3pH

+/- 15pF

Table I (above)

'blurring' the zero- crossing point,
uniform reference plot chosen at the
shows the
hence upsetting the timing reference.
outset, turned out to be close to the
fundamental LCR
To overcome this, very particular
average for the test period.
data for all cables
settings, including an optimum
tested. The numbers
in brackets show
combination of averaging methods,
SMALL SIGNAL PHASE BEHAVIOUR
ranking order.
have been used in order to achieve
The first graph in each review shows
(Generally and
high
resolution
and
session
phase shift under small signal
ideally, the highest
repeatability, within about ± 0.01°
conditions, with each tested cable
position is best, but
(10m°) or less. The penalty is that
passing about 65mA RMS, ie,
see text!)
every plot involves in the order of
subject to 1.05V ( true RMS) into
Individual data
10,000 phase measurements(!), and
16.05 ohms. When studying the
columns for each
each cable's plot takes over an hour
plots, it is very important to remain
parameter are
to run. In this period, and thence
repeated below, this
aware that while they do look
time listed in the
over the total test period of several
superficially like frequency-amplitude
ranking in order (so
days, the room, the amplifier, the
response plots, we are looking into
for example, the top
cable and the test load can all change
'the phase domain', where the
cable in Table 2, at
temperature. Environmental EMI
significance and results of effects can
23m ohms, is
levels may also vary.
be counter-intuitive after a lifetime
Shinpy. To find the
Such sensitive phase testing
studying
amplitude/frequency
second lowest, scan
therefore requires ideally a screened
response plots. One phase-domain
col 3, table I (Sonic
room or else needs to be done in a Link), etc.
effect has already been hinted at: the
'low EMI area'. It certainly needs a
graphs show different amount of
stable temperature to be maintained
'phase noise', or ' jitter'. In the three
throughout the lab, over the several
cases where individual plots were
days taken to perform the 32-plus
slightly jittery, even appearing to
plots. These then contain the results
have a curvature indicating nonof about 330,000 individual phase
TABLE 2
TABLE 3
TABLE 4
TABLE 5
tests! In the event, ambient variance
series DC
shunt DCR
series (loop)
shunt
was held within ± 2°C. The amplifier
resistance
resistance (Gil) inductance (pH) capacitance (nF)
and test set also had to be warmedup, and kept running for several day
23m ( 1)
800 ( 1)
0.2(1)
0.05 ( 1) ( 50pF)
before the testing, to establish
25m (2)
500 ( 2)
1.2 ( 2)
0.16 ( 2)
thermal equilibrium. Attempts to
41m ( 3)
450 ( 3)
1.6 (3)
0.17 ( 3)
perform the testing without such
adequate thermal pre-conditioning
50m (
4)
400 ( 4)
2.2 ( 4)
0.19 (4)
showed clearly how even the simplest
62m (5)
300 ( 5)
2.5 (=5/6/7)
0.26 (5)
analogue
equipment's
phase
64m (6)
250 ( 6)
2.6 (.5/6/7)
0.41 (6)
response ( and equally, micro67m(7)
240
(
7)
2.6
(=5/6/7)
0.50
(=7/8)
frequency response) can fluctuate in
complex ways over the first 12 to 72
72m (=8/9) 200 (8)
3.0 (=8/9)
0.50 (=7/8)
hours of warm-up. But of course,
72m (=8/9) 180 (9)
3.0 (=8/9)
0.75 (9)
many audiophiles already know this.
85m
(
10)
170
(
10)
3.2
(=
10/11)
0.83 ( 10)
In addition, real rooms have many
different ambient temperatures 87m ( 11)
20, falling ( 11)
3.3 (= 10/11)
0.88 ( 11)
including those around the cable,
96m ( 12)
17(12)
3.7(12)
0.98 ( 12)
around the test amp, and around the
171m
(
13)
15(13)
5.0
(
13)
1.13(13)
test set - which fluctuate
222m ( 14)
0.17, slow rising 5.1 ( 14)
1.44 ( 14)
independently. In between the tests,
the reference was re-plotted, to check
626m ( 15)
0.018 ( 14)
10.2(15)
6.6 ( 15)
for deviance. Fortunately, the

(
12)

i3

linear phase, the plots needed only
one re- run to get the fairly clean,
straight traces shown. Although the
cause(s) remains uncertain, the
tendency to smooth plots at second
attempt gives good confidence in the
test method and equipment.
In previous ' Black Boxes' Ishowed
(after the work of the late Deane
Jensen) how true phase linearity
could be determined literally, by
plotting the ' right kind of graph' —
as here — and checking for ` nonbenditure', using a6in straight edge.
Here, you will find that with every

Starting with Table
6 (below), the tables
on these pages reveal
the comparative
phase test data.
(Note that the cable
reference numbers I15 in these tables are
for identification only
and are NOT to be
confused with the
ranking order
numbers given
elsewhere)

TABLE 6: NET PHASE SHIFT AT lkHz
cable ref no
maker
units of shift
5
Goertz
-0.4 ( minus)
Kimber
2
7
2.5
11
Sonic Link
8
QED
4=
4.
Jenving
6
Dimarzio
4=
3
14
Tara
4.5
4
5.5
Ecosse
1
Audio
5.5
7
9
Nordost
7
Chord
2
7
13
Cable talk
10.5
12
Shinpy
11
11
Triangle
DNM
19.5
10
-s.
TABLE 7: PHASE SLOPE RATE IN */HZ, AND SPAN IN °
maker
average slope rate* span' .
cable ref no
1
Audio Q
106 % ( avg'd)
«5m°
5m°
14
Tara
111%
5m°
6
Jenving
113%
9
Nordost
114%
10m°
10m°
Ecosse
118%
15m°
13
Cable talk
121%
11
Sonic Link
125%
5m°
30m°
12
Shinpy
129%
35m°
I1
Triangle
132%
7
Kimber
133%
5m°
25m°
2
Chord
136%
75m°
10
DNM
138%
3
Dimarzio
150%
20m°
20m°
8
QED
163%
-20m°
5
Goertz
200%
•compared to ref slope: 100% = 1:1 = level; 200% =2:1.
".

mdli-degrees (rounded to nearest 5)

TABLE 8: PHASE SHIFT, SPAN IN
maker
cable ref no
Goertz
5
Audio Q
1
Kimbe
7
11
Sonic Link
14
Tara
6
Jenving
2
Chord
9
Nordost
4
Ecosse
13
Cable talk
3
Dimarzio
QED
8
Shinpy
12
15
Triangle
DNM
10

span (from ref)*
-20m°
Om°
5m° =
5m° =
Sm' =
5m° =
Sm° =
10m° =1
10m° =1
15m°
20m°
25m°
30m°
35m°
75m°

•
m millidegrees (rounded to nearest 5)
•

plot ( and acknowledging small
wiggles due to jitter), if astraight line
is drawn between the ' ends' (based
on the average value) of each cable
plot, there is no consistent deviance
trend or curvature either side of the
straight line, le, any deviations seem
random. This indicates that, strictly
subject to the limits of the
measurement, the tested cables do
not show any true phase nonlinearity. The other, seemingly less
important aspects to consider, are
each cable's contribution in the
forms of initial phase shift, and the
slope and span. These features are
analysed in Tables 6, 7, 8.
In Table 6, the phase difference
('shift') from the reference is
considered ( arbitrarily set at lkHz)
and using arbitrary units (fractions of
a degree). Although a ' formality
measurement',
without
great
meaning by itself, notice how the
cables can be clustered into groups.
A new group might be considered to
begin when the total shift value more
than doubles. At one end, Goertz is
on its own: while still heading
'south', it's loading is predominantly
capacitative; equally, it is the only
cable in the group with a ' surge'
impedance slightly less than the test
load resistance. The outcome is an
initial phase shift of insertion that is
positive ( upwards). Being the
singleton, it is helpful to call this
position minus, so that the other
minus values — below the zero
degree reference line — become
pluses. This polarity flip is simply to
avoid putting minus signs in front of
the other 14 figures. This is agood
moment to realise that a negative
(minus) phase number is positional
(like 20 miles south), not anegative
thing (like minus money). As for the
other 14, there's agraded continuum
from Kimber through to DNM.
In
Table
7,
the
cables'
contribution to the average, overall
rate of slope is examined. If the slope
of the cable is the same as the
reference slope, this is indicated as
100% = 1:1. The slope differences
are again of comparative interest.
They show how ` quickly' the phase is
changing, irrespective of any existing
phase difference. Again, there are no
discrete groups, but a fairly smooth
continuum. Such finely measured
slope differences are of most value as
points of comparison against the
slopes predicted by different cable
models, using circuit simulation —
see later.
The third column details the
numeric total change of phase (span)
between the left and right of each
graph, le, over the 500Hz. Notice
that a high percentage slope (high
rate of change of phase percentage)
does not necessarily cause a large

TABLE 9: NET PHASE SHIFT AT 1KHZ
cable
maker
units of
shift'
ref no
5
Goertz
2
Kimber
7
8
Sonic Link
12
11
14
Tara
16
Jenving
17
6
Audio 0
23
4
Ecosse
24
26
8
QED
26
3
Dimarzio
27
13
Cable talk
9
Nordos
28
30
Chord
2
12
Shinpy
38
11
Triangle
39
44
10
DNM
"rounded up to nearest whole numb,'

TABLE 10: PHASE SLOPE RATE
IN °/ HZ AND SPAN
cable
maker
average span**
ref no
slope
rate*
5
Goertz
110% < 1m°
7
Kimber
133% 35m°
10
DNM
141% 360m°
1
Audio Q
146 % 105m°
12
Shinpy
147%
180m°
4
Ecosse
150%= 120m°
8
QED
150%= 130 m°
2
Chord
150%= 150m°
3
Dimarzio 150%= 100m°
9
Nordost
152%
145m*
14
Tara
153%= 85m°
15
Triangle
153%= 205m°
11
Sonic Link 154% 5m°
13
Cable talk 155%
145m°
6
Jenving
156% 95m°
•compared to ref slope:
100% = 1:1 = leve1;200% =2:1
•• in milli-degrees (rounded to ' wawa st

TABLE 11: PHASE SHIFT, SPAN IN °
cable
maker
span
ref no
from ref'
5
Goertz < 1°
7
Kimber
35m°
11
Sonic Link 65m°
14
Tara
85m°
6
Jenving
95m°
3
Dimarzio
100m° (=D.1°)
1
Audio Q
105m°
4
Ecosse
120m°
8
QED
130m°
9
Nordost
145m° =
13
Cable talk
145m° =
2
Chord
150m°
12
Shinpy
180m°
15
Triangle
205m°
10
DNM
360m°
•in milli-degrees (rounded to nearest 5)

span over the tested frequency range;
those at the foot of the ranking have
ahigh rate yet medium span. The
DNM has an even higher span, but
lesser rate. Kimber and Sonic Link
have a very low shift, but a fair
percentage rate. The top three here
— starting with AudioQuest, Tara
AMU INS
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SPEAKERCABLES
and Jenving, combine the lowest
percentage rate with the lowest
amounts, with runners up behind,
neatly graded until we reach Sonic
Link.
Finally, Table 8, the span is relisted in ranking order. This clearly
shows up the cables with lowest
phase shift. The hidden significance
of this is least HF roll- off ( at any
given frequency), yet also the best
RF rejection, and lowest 4../C surge
impedance. There are also several
distinct groups: negative; below 5°,
below 15°, and above 35°. But to
judge these accurately, we need to
reconsider the preceding information
on how fast that shift is increasing.
Alternatively - but alas not possible
within this series - the tests would
have to be repeated over another,
higher, frequency range, eg, 5kHz to
6kHz, to evaluate the actual results
against the predicted accelerations.
LARGE-SIGNAL PHASE BEHAVIOUR
The second set of 15 graphs (five still
to come next month, of course) show
the same sequence of phase-shifts,
but now under moderately large
signal conditions, with the cables
passing about 4.5A RMS, le, subject
to about 18.5V (true RMS) into 4.1
ohms. The test current level is thus
now about 70 times larger. Due to
the usual limitations ( noise vs
headroom) on practical signal levels
in both directions, the load
impedance has had to be changed
downwards by a relatively small
factor, circa four- fold, to get a
current difference as high as seventyfold without unduly reducing signal
voltage, which would increase the
jitter, creating aloss of measurement
resolution and certainty. The
reduced (quartered) load impedance,
alas, also changes - increasing the
phase- shift in a given cable. The
amount of increase in phase varies
widely and without obvious
proportionality.
A
minor

TABLE 12: LOW LEVEL vs HIGH
LEVEL PHASE DIFFERENCES
cable
ref no

maker

span, low to
high level'

5
7
11
14
3
6
1
8
4
13
9
2
12
15
10

Goertz
Kimber
Sonic Link
Tara
Dimarzio
Jenving
Audio Q
QED
Ecosse
Cable talk
Nordost
Chord
Shinpy
Triangle
DNM

20°
30m
60m
80m° =
80m° =
90m°
105m° =/
105m° =/
110m°
120m°
135m°
145m°
150m°
170m°
285m°

•m milkdegrees, rounded to nearest 5

complicating factor is that the test
load's own small, residual inductance
changes downwards - because the
load values used are made from
series (then shunt connected) 8W
resistors. But the contribution of this
is minuscule. In any event, all cables
under test are subject equally to
these small variables. The results of
testing with the higher current are
shown in Tables 9, 10 and 11.
Table 9 shows the cables ranked
for their 1kHz phase shift ( in the
same arbitrary units, of about 10m°,
or 0.01°), with the seventy- times
larger current. Compared to Table 6,
there are some swaps around the
middle of the list which are
interesting, but the top and bottom
three remain the same. In Table 10,
the slope rates are compared. Here
there are some rather pronounced
differences. First, the order is quite
different to that in Table 7. Second,
the slope rates are much more
similar, le, there is less spread. Third,
there are two clear groups: Goertz,
then the continuum with just a117%
gradation from Kimber ( second) to

TABLE 13: EXCESS PHASE SHIFT DURING LOW LEVEL TEST
cable ref no
measured
calculated
error°
phase shift
phase shift
and maker
at lkHz,'
at lkHz,'
2Chord
0.07
0.066
0.004
Ecosse
0.055
0.059
0.004
11 Sonic Link
0.025
0.029
0.004
7Kimber
0.02
0.0252
0.005
12 Shinpy
0.105
0.110
0.005
6Jenving
0.04
0.048
0.008
15 Triangle
0.11
0.108
0.008
9Nordost
0.07
0.08
0.01
13 Cable talk
0.07
0.0816
0.0116
3Dimarzio
0.04
0.054
0.014
10 DNM
0.195
0.212
0.017
8QED
0.0176
0.04
0.0576
1Audioquest
0.04
0.066
0.026
5Goertz
-0.04
0.042
0.084
14 Tara
0.045
0.056
0.11
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When studying
the plots, it is
very important
to remain
aware that
while they do
look
superficially
like frequencyamplitude
response
plots, we are
looking into
`the phase
domain',
where the
significance
and results of
effects can be
counterintuitive after
a lifetime
studying
amplitude/freq
uency
response plots

For Tables 13 and
I4 (below),
calculations are
based on comparing
test results with
lumped LCR models,
values from Table I.
Models simulated
using MicroCAP V.
In Table 13, low
error figures show low
skin effect. In Table
14, low error figures
show low skin and
proximity effect, and
small changes
(against small signal
figures) show low
phase change with

Jenving. On the other hand, once
again, this ordering has no
connection with the spans' total
'slope differences'. Table 11 rounds
these up. Here, the five cables with
the lowest phase shift remain the
same - although relative changes do
vary. Moreover, the middle seven do
vary, the Audioquest makes the most
dramatic change.
CRUCIAL DIFFERENCES COMPARED
What we've seen so far shows how
the phase differences between cables
are complicated, in that they vary
depending on how you look at them.
However interesting or even
perplexing this is, nothing in Tables
6-11 proves anything is badly wrong.
The different phase shifts and rates
may well be reflected in different
rates and points of high HF roll-off,
but that is not abig deal, as it is not
the sole nor a major part of what
audiophiles hear when they exchange
cable types. There is moreover no
evidence of non-linear phase. The
differences that really matter are 'the
differences between the differences'.
Table 12 compares the degrees of
phase shift at the low and high levels.
This, the first crux of these phase
tests, broadly follows the ranking of
fig 11, though with some interesting
differences with some of the middle
ranking cables. The range of
differences shows clearly that in
some cables far more than others, the
phase ( timing) of signals will vary
instantaneously with the signal
current level. Looking at the top and
bottom figures, the extent to which
this happens varies over afactor of
about 140:1! Although not measured
on this occasion, this effect will also
likely be quite different at different
frequencies - which only goes to
complicate relations and intensify the
unnaturalness of the effect to the ear.

level, te, low
dynamic phase

ONext month we present BD's conclusions: now

modulation

read on for individual cable reviews

TABLE 14: EXCESS PHASE SHIFT, HIGH LEVEL TEST: RANKING ORDER
cable ref no
measured
calculated
error°
and maker
Phase shift
Phase shift
at lkHz,'
at lkHz,'
8QED
0.26
0.27
0.01
5Goertz
0.03
0.0156
0.016
6Jenving
0.17
0.186
0.016
11 Sonic Link
0.12
0.018
0.138
9Nordost
0.28
0.3
0.02
7Kimber
0.075
0.096
0.021
4Ecosse
0.240
0.216
0.024
1Audioquest
0.225
0.255
0.03
15 Triangle
0.39
0.422
0.032
14 Tara
0.16
0.204
0.04
2Chord
0.30
0.252
0.048
13 Cable Talk
0.265
0.3168
0.051
12 Shinpy
0.38
0.432
0.052
3DiMarzio
0.20
0.330
0.15
10 DNM
0.44
0.75
0.31

JENVING'S Supra Ply is an
established design that
reappears here as acontrol
from the last cable round-up. It
is lightweight- feeling design,
made up of two rectangularsection lengths laid inside an
overall sheath, using apale blue
rubbery insulation to give great
flexibility, and which leaves it
very easy to lay. The supplied
connectors were high- quality
banana plugs featuring snuggripping terminations.
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Phase test, high-current (left) and lowcurrent (right)

SOUND QUALITY
First impressions suggested a
delicate and controlled midband,
with frequency extremes rolled-off,
leaving attention focused on a
somewhat dry and narrow window.
Plucked and strummed guitar notes
from Rodrigo's Concerto were left
distinct, with a strong mono focus
to the soundstage. This gave amore
a sense of a ' vintage' sound than
strict ' full-frequency' fidelity.
The lost bass was aproblem with
the Tori Amos and Oscar
Peterson
numbers;
the
insubstantial foundation
left the rest of the mix a
little jumbled and
strained. The Peterson
especially came across
as ' peaky' through the
small system, with
over- exaggeration in
the midband and illdefined lumpy bass that
left the sound distinctly boxbound. The drum break here
showed the poor overall imaging.

Supra Pty 3.4
The high treble did not offend
unduly in either system, but the
sense of a limited extension
may be connected to
mediocre imaging and
two- dimensionality.
This was never more
evident than with the
now- seemingly flat
and
undynamic
Tubular Bells extract.
Not the most inspired
speaker cable in the test,
it held some fluidity
through the midrange, but
overall was disappointing.
AH

LAB REPORT
Starting in 197 6, Jenving of Sweden
was among the very first specialist
cable makers. SupraPly 3.4, astable
design, is unique: it begins with 192
braided 99.999% pure OF copper
conductors, but has a special tin
content to reduce skin effect, and
rectangular cores to reduce series
inductance. Cross-sectional area is
3.4mm 2.The insulation is a soft
PVC, with an overall transparent
sheath. Care is needed in soldering
to allow the plastic to re- harden.
The maker states that the inner
PVC is ' ion stabilised' with low
chloride emission, and, with the
tin-impregnated conductor surface,
is designed to resist sonicallynegative chemical degradations.
In tables 1-5, the resistance and
inductance were better than
average, and in with the top third.
Capacitance was higher than
average — but there is no lab
evidence this is a bad thing.
Insulation resistance is amongst the
lowest, suggesting that static
charges will be below the norm, as
the maker intended. In tables 6 to
9, and 11, Supra is in the top third.
Only in table 10 does it come
bottom. In the more significant
tables 12 to 16, Supra appears
consistently in the top six, and is
third in table 14, with alow level of
excess high-current phase shift. In
table 15, the performance measures
near perfect — one of the top three.
Overall: Amongst the top end, while
the performance/price ratio is one
of the highest.
BD
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THIS Kimber cable follows the
same geometry as the TC range;
compare with, for example, the
8TC seen in the last group test.
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The family resemblance is certainly
strong, sharing avery well controlled
grip on the whole musical picture.
When Tori Amos sings and plays
piano on 'Winter', for example, there
is strong sense of integration between
the two main threads of the song.
Peterson, likewise, bops along with
well-preserved image location, good
stereo width and that same natural
balance between instruments.
Tonally speaking, there is an
impressive sense of bass weight, but
at the other end of the spectrum
there was amild sense of high treble
'rolling-off' plus ahint of grain across
the whole mix. But what was most
curious was the midband, which had
a rather unusual coloration around,
for example, Amos's vocals — akind
of ` cuppiness' also evident as aplinky
piano in Oscar Peterson's `Waltzing
is Hip'. The massed strings in the
Beethoven Violin Concerto had an
overly reedy quality, with edginess
added at transient crescendoes that
added a ' recorded' hallmark to the
experience. Most curious was the
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450.0n
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550.0n

vague phasiness
heard
on
the
electronic mixes from
The Orb, where some
instruments images seemed to
echo forward of the speaker plane in
acurious wraparound effect.
On the larger system the 4VS fared
slightly better, sounding more like its
established elder sibling. Benny
Goodman's band were revealed in an
airy and detailed acoustic, and
even when BG's clarinet
fades away during the
drum break, his tunes
can still be clearly
followed in the
background. At
the start of the
Rachmaninov
movement, strings
and piano could be
easily separated, the
whole coming across as
highly expressive. In all, an
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Phase test,
highcurrent
(top) and
lowcurrent
(right)
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accomplished cable which offers
some of the grip and control of its
TC counterpart, but lacking a little
in purity and honesty.
AH

Comprising pairs of four
strands woven together, this
design uses polyethyleneinsulated copper of '# 13'
(13AWG?) total, or about
2.6mm 2 CSA. These are
said to be of a known,
checked purity and made in a
controlled, particular way
['Black Box', Nov/Dec ' 95; Ray
Kimber interview, July ' 99].
Kimber's weave cancels RF, and
working like ' Macro Litz', lowers
skin effects without inciting strong
proximity effect. The UK literature is
friendly to non- technical users: it
simply details optimum connection
direction, suggested burn-in period
for best sonics, and the 30-day trial
system. Usually supplied terminated,
re-termination will be easy enough in
the hands of someone used to
twisting together stranded wiring and
handling heatshrink tubing.
The LCR figures in tables 1-5
show arelatively (but not absolutely)
high DC resistance, the second
lowest inductance, averagely high
insulation resistance, and one of the
higher capacitances (which may be
no bad thing). In tables 6 through
12, 4VS is averaging around second
place. The table 7result (4VS in the
lower half) is possibly anomalous. In
the most crucial tables 13, 14 and
16, Kimber comes 4th, 6th and 2nd.
In table 15, the response is only
marred by the pre- oscillation.
Overall: excellent, one of the ' pack
leaders'.
BD
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COMPARED to some of the
chunky hoses in this test, QED's
silver-coated variant on the
Qudos theme is one of the
smallest offerings, making it
perfectly discreet in domestic
rooms. Conducting copper is 4x
20 strands, twisted into arope-lay
and coated with translucent
insulation. Originally released as
alimited 25th anniversary
product, it proved successful
enough to be retained as a
favourite in QED's range.

SOUND QUALITY
Qudos Silver has aclear open aspect
that can invite the listener in — good
at capturing the timbre of violin from
the Beethoven piece, drawing
pictures of Kyung-Wha's delicate
fingering across her instrument.
Oscar Peterson's piano held good
pitch even if the mix was somewhat
consumed by cymbals during the
drum break. The ` detachedness' of
high frequencies was repeated on
The Orb tracks, where hi- hat
patterns were found to stand too far
forward. Bass was usually taught, in
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the small
system,
while
not
exactly seismic
— Morcheeba and
Tubular
Bells,
meanwhile,
playing
through the large sysiem, came
across with plenty of expression
although low notes could lack control
and precision.
The ' clear and bright' theme was
followed on most music, electric
guitar and orchestra/ strings showing
atop end that could lean toward the
sharp and grainy. Timing was not
this cable's forré either,
Rachmaninov%
Piano
Concerto failing to
maintain
listener
interest for long
periods.
A contradiction
between systems
here, sounding tight
and bright in asmall
system, yet looser and
more expressive in the
full-range set-up. This is
abrave cable which certainly
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Phase test, high-current (top) and low-current (above)

performs beyond its remit, and
sounds impressive in the
detailed `hi-fi' sense initially,
but it won't always have
the
most
relaxed
presentation. Should
work very well in
smaller, ' warmer'
systems.
AH

LAB REPORT
Like previous QED cables,
this model's geometry is
figure-of-eight, with little spacing
between the cores for moderately low
inductance and not too much
proximity effect. Conductors are
cited as 99.9999% ( 5 nines) OFHC
copper, silver plated. Covering is a
low- density polyethylene sheath,
theoretically a superior plastic for
audio, against PVC. A special feature
is perhaps the way that the
conductors are made from four
'ropes' of spiralled wires, themselves
spiralled (' spiralled spiral').
The basic LCR values (tables 1-5)
are around the average, except the
capacitance is in the top ( lowest)
third, which may or may not count
for much. In tables 6-11, Qudos
comes at best fourth, else below
average. In the more important tables
12-16, the majority of results are
again in the lower half. The
exceptions are in table 14, where
Qudos has the least excess phase shift
in the high current test, and the pulse
response in table 15, which is in the
second best class — marred mainly
by the pre-oscillation. Overall: largely
below average but still delivers a
strong performance in two of the
most important areas.
BD
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BLUE HEAVEN consists of 72
high-purity OFC strands, with 40
microns of silver plating, laid in a
flat extruded Teflon ribbon.
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Extraordinary clarity in classical pieces
— audiophile considerations aside, the
piano in the Rachmaninov was heard
with ` thoughtfulness' in the performance. Strings seemed to fill in the
rhythmic spaces left by the piano and
had an extended reedy resonance that
was judged full of realistic hartnonics,
yet without the synthetic glare that can
go hand in hand with this.
Acoustic solo guitar in the Rodrigo
took on realistic dimensions, set in a
remarkably wide stereo field,
woodwinds and strings imaging behind
and around it. As the first movement
fills out, the congestion that can
sometimes test the flow of playing was
never aproblem. Acoustic guitar again,
this time on Tubular Bells III had
beautiful texture and the reverb fell
into a large, if synthetic, soundfield.
Through the less compromising
'3/5As, Tori Amos's voice seemed to
be arriving from a rock- like point
between the speakers, a palpable
image which couldn't be upset
by even the `hiss' on sibilants.
Definitely a light tone
overall, bass was heard
rather than felt, but
those low registers could
still be heard clearly —
like the fluid fretless line
in ' Perpetual Dawn'.
Similarly, ` Little Fluffy
Clouds' was fleet of foot,
in glorious wide stereo, even
if bass
was
lightened.
Confirming that this is more than
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just a cable for image- spotters, the
comparatively lowfi Goodman piece
was heard with a new-found easyflowing musicality, the chord
progression traced by the pianist's
right hand now laid open for
perusal. Fader changes here
were ruthlessly revealed;
surface noise seemed
louder, though without
overtly intruding.
A superb cable that
manages to straddle
the divide between
revelation and clinical
exposure. Very pure and
grain- free, and able to
present awealth of detail in a
wholly believable manner.

LAB REPORT
Nordost is a US- based maker of
esoteric cables for military and
aerospace contractors. Its access to
special plastics and conductor
manufacturing technology is not
rivalled by many. Blue Heaven's 36
paralleled conductors per side are of ' 7
nines' pure copper, plated with silver.
The amazing part is that each
conductor is individually insulated in a
very thin layer of Teflon (alias PTFE).
As send and return aren't interleaved
(though you could try this), the overall
cable is like a ` flat' or uncoiled sort of
another maker's 'hyperlitz'. That's to
say, unlike Kimber or generic RF lirz,
the conductors are not spiralled or
plaited in any way. This should still
reduce skin effect, and proximity effect
is kept down, but series inductance has
less potential to be low. As ameasure
of this geometry's low skin effect alone
perhaps, and therefore high signal
transmission quality for RF/video/
S/PDIF, the maker claims transit times
of `above 95% of light' — but without
pointing out the direct irrelevance to
audio! Downside is that termination
requires almost watchmaking skills and
special tools, so pre- termination, at
least to bared ends, is amust.
In tables 1-5, Blue Heaven has the
second lowest capacitance, and one of
the higher leakage resistances. Alas
these attributes may be of no great
value, while the more important series
resistance and inductance are firmly in
the lower half. In tables 6-10, the score
is below average except for coming 4th
in table 7. In the more important tables
12-16, the score is well below average,
except in the possibly most crucial
tables 14, where it has 5th least excess
high-current phase shift, and table 15 where it comes equal first. Overall: the
`Q ship' — seems mundane in early
tables, but managing some of the best
results in the later tables that count
most.
BD
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Plugged in to the large system, two
aspects of the sound were highly
evident. One was the amazing tonal
purity — hardly a hint of grain or
cloudiness in asuper-wide soundstage
which showed endless nuances of any
musical performance. The
downside was a faint slowing
of the tempi and slight
mildness to the bass,
discernible in rhythmbased pieces like the
Morcheeba.
The latter piece
showed
excellent
stereo width and depth,
a good vocal delivery
and oodles of percussion
detail zapping left and
right. The Rodrigo piece
epitomised ' nimble, clear and
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ANOTHER surprise for me, Ihad
already rated this cable the least
aesthetically acceptable, and most
impractical to lay and manage. It
just won't lie flat! The two solid
strands are separated by awide
ribbon web, so the whole cable
mimics awarped and rather
unsightly 300 ohm FM ribbon
antenna.
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incisive', the massed strings coming
across bright and colourful without
treble strain. Solo guitar here
showed excellent detail in its
playing. Piano tone in ` Winter'
and the Oscar Peterson piece
were heard with commendable
purity and pitch definition.
'Little Fluffy Clouds' had its
`...many different layers of sound on
top of each other...' pulled away to
reveal the inner workings of the mix.
One of the most detailed and
revealing cables of the test — truly
excellent from the midband and up.
Even the understated bass was more
than capable of showing
percussion impact and bass
and cello fundamental.
AH

LAB REPORT
DNM's
cable
is
another stable design,
and
effectively
a
reference harking back
to HFNIRR's speaker
cable tests over a decade
ago. To recap briefly, it
comprises a single core of OF
(oxygen free) copper .-- 0.2mm 2
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I 71It

I . Zbk
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I erlt

I 10k
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CSA. This small size is precisely
defined by the aim of defeating skin
effect in the metal, up to 20kHz,
based on theories first described in
these pages ( 1984-6) by then Dr
Malcolm Hawksford, as well as
DNM's Denis Morecroft. The
Reson's other key feature is its wide
spacing, for a very low capacitance
and low proximity effect. This and the
thin plastic used (no technical info
was supplied) mean that the dielectric
space between the conductors is
largely air.
The downside is that series ' loop'
inductance is high. Then again,
Morecroft's ideas concern subtle
areas, so they do deserve an open
mind. Termination is fairly easy, but
to avoid work hardening and
eventually breaking the individual thin
conductors requires careful dressing.
Individual 4mm plugs are not ideal
ends.
Looking at tables 1-6, Reson has
easily the highest DC resistance, the
highest insulation resistance and series
inductance, and easily the lowest
capacitance — diametric to ' best
practice' chosen by some makers. In
tables 6-11, Reson is mainly at the
bottom, excepting table 10, that
happens to be possibly anomalous. In
the more crucial tables 12-16, Reson
remains largely at the bottom. In
figure 15 the risetime is by far the
lowest, and has aporch. Else it's tidy,
but in fig 16 the impedance mismatch
is the largest at over fifty-fold.
Overall: disappointing for its lack of
evidence for the Hawksford/DNM
thin core theory, likely cancelled
mainly by the spaced geometry.
BD
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Audio Philosophy continues with arange
of amazing single-ended triode amplifiers, which will
take your breath away and give you goose bumps.
Unequalled performance in the single-ended domain.
from the 5watts 2A3 monoblock to the 100 watts
double decker, with prices from around £2000. And
we have 4ranges of speakers to match
The Eannax Pro Headphone Amplifier continues as
the reference single-ended all valve model for all
available dynamic headphones, head and shoulders
above the competition.

TOS

TRUE DIMENSIONAL SOUND
RESTORES STUDIO SOUND STAGE
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SHINPY
805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club

PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 020 8882 2822 Fax 020 8372 3772
e-mail: saleseaudiophileclub.co.uk
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AIR HEAD
ISOLATION STANDS

LIQUID CABLES
& SPEAKERS

SOTA
SOLILOQUY

TURNTABLES
& RECORD CLEANERS

SPEAKERS: A SINGLE-ENDED
INSPIRATION FROM CARY
including adesign for the Cary 5W 2A3
monoblock; will match amps of 2to 20W.

SOLILOQUY 5.3

PHONO AMPLIFIER
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or once, I've decided not to
berate acompany for upgrading
a product so quickly. Why?
Because only last week, Ibought a
computer game for my son and
yesterday it was reduced from £34.99
to £ 24.99; the colour printer I
purchased in February was replaced
in April by acheaper, faster model. So
I refuse to fret because Pioneer
updated the DVD/LD combi-player I
reviewed last August.
My primary reason for loving the
'909 is aneed to access both DVDs
and Laserdiscs — and having both in
one player ( CD compatibility is a
given) makes life much simpler. Then
events overtook me and Igrew rabid
in my hatred of regional coding, going
so far as to propose aboycott. So,
instead of buying the Region Two
'909, Ibought aRegion One Pioneer
DVD-414.
But I've just learned of acache of
PAL Laserdiscs for atenner apiece,
and my LD player is NTSC-only.
Plus, in my new role as HFNIRR's
resident film buff, Ican no longer
avoid Region Two if I'm to review
A/V systems. So maybe the DVL919E is the way to go?
Its solid aluminium fascia is
finished in the same Marantz-y gold
colour; the comprehensive remote is
the same; and — most importantly —
the price stays at £899.99. Standard
again are both- sides- play for
Laserdisc, twin pick-ups individually
dedicated for DVD and CD/LD
(which, if you remember, is why
Pioneer's combi-player doesn't
compromise on CD playback), 10-bit
video DAC, 961cHz to 48kHz downconverter providing PCM digital
output from 96kHz music DVDs,
independent CD/LD loading trays
and display dim/on/off.
Like the '909, the ' 919 will never
face an AN receiver or processor it
can't access. The back contains two
SCARTs, one S-video output, one
component video output (phono),
the AC-3 RF output for
laser discs, coaxial
digital outputs for
PCM and AC3/
MPEG/DTS/PCM
(and
an
optical
output for the latter)
plus L/R analogue
audio outputs and a
socket for a Pioneer
system
remote.
You've
probably

It may horrify
guessed that the ` E' suffix means that
this player is intended for the
some readers
European market — hence its dual- to learn that
standard PAL+NTSC Laserdisc
our music
pleasure can
capability and Region Two DVD.
benefit from
Many of the DVD features will be
what was
familiar to owners of previous Pioneer
previously
DVD machinery, including selectable
conceived of as
frame/field pause with auto mode,
a means of
24/96 digital audio via digital outputs
communicating
(unique to Pioneer) and independent
configuration of outputs ( Dolby
grunts from
Arnie, Bruce,
Digital/MPEG/PCM/DTS).
Sly and
What the '919 adds to the ' 909 are
superior audio DACs, 24- bit
Jean-Claude...
processing instead of 20- bit and
finalised-spec DTS. Amusingly, the
only disc out of the inaugural batch of
DTS DVDs ['Headroom', May '99]
without regional coding was the King
Crimson title, but it has a glitch
preventing access to the DTS
soundtrack on the ' 919. Pioneer's
John Bamford got it to work on the
'414 by stabbing buttons at random.
Still, it proved useful because it's one
of the only non- hard-core porno
DVDs on the market with multi-angle
access. It was ahoot to choose angles,
going from, say, the drummer to a
SUPPLIER
Pioneer High
guitarist, then to hear the mix change
Fidelity (GB)
so that the featured player's
Lui,
instrument was fed to the centre
Pioneer House,
channel. Very cool.
Hollybush Hill,
Stoke Poges,
Another ability which the '919 has
Slough,
is the playback of CD-R discs, which
Bucks SL2 4QP.
can cause problems with some DVD
Tel: 01753
players. I'm not too worried about
789500
Fax: 01753
this: Ihave ' normal' CD players
789528
which don't object to CD-Rs. If, on
the other hand, you're considering a
An upgrade but no price hike for
Pioneer's DVDILaserdisc combi-player

by

KEN

KESSLER

combi like the ' 919 to deal with all
your optical disc requirements, and
you own alot of CD-Rs (shame on
you...), then score one more for the
new Pioneer edition.
While the ' 919 is but arefinement
of the '909, it does sound warmer and
more precise. But then, the '909 was
so good that the gains may seem
academic. OK, so the ' 919 is atad
nearer to the sound of a CD- only
player of current approval level, and it
comes remarkably close to the
Musical Fidelity for mid- and lowermid naturalness (especially vocals of
the Lou Rawls/Barry White/Darth
Vader basso profundo variety), nonmechanical bass,
and
treble
sweetness. Its detail, too, is much like
that of a pedigreed CD player,
especially when it comes to preserving
tiny sounds often swamped by the
chaos surrounding them. If this
suggests ablurring of the distinction
between music- only and cinema
audio, then you've pre-empted my
conclusion: the ' 919 is a player of
note because Pioneer has made audio
and video atwo-way street.
Quite clearly, Pioneer has learned
that dealing with dialogue in the midst
of arainstorm or during an explosion
will tax asystem in away that straight
music playback might not. It may
horrify some readers to learn that our
music pleasure can benefit from what
was previously conceived of as a
means of communicating grunts from
Arnie, Bruce, Sly and Jean-Claude.
So, even when playing amusic CD,
the ' 919 sounds like it's putting that
much more into keeping the dynamics
in an ideal relationship.
So should you ditch anearly-new
'909? No way: the gains are real but
hardly overwhelming. The '919 is an
even better device than its predecessor
if you're the sort who agonises about
compromises if buying acombi, but
you won't really know it's better
unless you have loads of Region Two
DTS CDs, CD- Rs — or just an
insatiable need to have the
latest of everything.
So Iguess it's good
news for both current
'909 owners and
potential customers.
Nice one, Pioneer,
even though it ruins
the joke about how
many audiophiles it
takes to change alight
bulb.
e-
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IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO RE-CREATE THE TRUE
SOUND OF A FULL ORCHESTRA IN YOUR
LIVING ROOM!

BUT YOU CAN GET PRETTY CLOSE!!!
AT SOUNDS OF MUSIC WE TAKE YOU
THE CLOSEST POSSIBLE. WHATEVER
YOUR TASTES - WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET
-WHATEVER YOUR DOMESTIC SITUATION,
'SOUNDS OF MUSIC' WILL SATISFY
YOUR EVERY NEED. OUR NUMEROUS AND
WELL EQUIPPED DEMONSTRATION
LOUNGES HOUSE SOME OF THE WORLDS
FINEST HI- FIDELITY PRODUCTS AND OUR

4
,
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VERY SPECIAL POLICY OF ONE MONTHS
HOME TRIAL- EXCHANGE SYSTEM WILL
ENSURE YOUR TOTAL SATISFACTION IN
ACHIEVING THE VERY BEST 'MUSIC IN THE HOME'.

FOR SERVICE AND ADVICE - WE CAN'T BE BEATEN!
Agencies include:
Avantgarde, Argento, Audio Synthesis, Advantage, Audio Physics, Apollo, Audion, Audio Note, Audio Research, Audio Analogue,
:Anthem, Allis, AVI, ATO, Alon, Acoustic Energy, Atacama, Artemis, BCD, Base, Balanced Audio Technology, Bow, Bose, Burmester,:
•DAC,
Convergent Audio Technology, Chord, Copland, Cadence, Cable- Talk, Churchill, Copulare, Clear Audio, Dunlavy,
•
Eggleston- Works, Electrocompanient, Eikos, FM Acoustics, Genesis, Graham, Graff, Goertz, Goldring, Gersnman, Hales,Harbeth,
Helios, Hovland, Jamo, J M Labs, Koetsu, Krell, KEF, Klipsch, Lexicon, Lumley, Lyra, L.A.T, Lavardin, Musical Tecnnology, MIT,
Magnum, Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Marantz, Martin Logan, Mitchell,Musical Fidelity,

Neat, Nordost, Nottingham Analogue,

:Opera, Optimum, Ortofon, Orelle, Orchid, Osborn, Plinius, Promenade, PAD, Passlabs, Pro- ac, Pink Triangle, Primare, QED, Quad,:
•

Refrence 3A , Rockport, Ruark, Rel, Roland, SME, Shure, Sequerra, Sennheiser, Sonic Link, Soundstyle, Sonic Frontiers,
Spendor, Sonus-Faber, Stands Unique, Target, Trilogy, Tannoy, Totem, Talk, Transparent, Transfiguration, Triangle, Unison
Research, VAC, Woodside, Wisdom, Wilson, Wilson Benesch, Wadia, XTC, XLO, YBA, Zingali.
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The rear facing port is equipped with
nder the slightly dodgy slogan
afoam plug which can be removed,
'another revolution', Tannoy
but only at some cost to LF
is at last producing acoherent
tunefulness and control.
three-strong range based on what so
The R2 is 245mm wide, the same
far has been a single standalone
as the RI, and 35mm deeper at
model, the Revolution RI. Reviewed
235mm, while height is 920mm. The
favourably in the Jan ' 99 issue, the
carcass is made from MDF, 22mm
£200 RI in turn was based on the
budget vinyl wrap MI, but with a thick at the front and with 18mm
sides; ashelf brace defines the mass
well-built wood veneered enclosure.
loadable section, and further stiffens
The middle model, the R2 is more
the enclosure: already inherently stiff
of the same — literally. The top
thanks to well- made joins and
section, with its tweeter and mid/bass
narrow enclosure walls. Only one
driver, is virtually identical to the RI,
but this is a floor stander, with a finish is listed, but it's a peach, or
second
bass
driver,
and
a rather a light, full-grained cherry.
The larger drive units have inverted
compartment at the bottom of the
dust caps, giving a very clean
enclosure which can be mass loaded
appearance, and all drivers are flush
to improve bass control and stability.
mounted, which leads to a very
The tweeter is a 25mm soft dome
smooth, good- looking enclosure
unit, and the larger drivers have pulp
with or without the detachable baffle
cones, nominally
130mm in
covers.
diameter. The upper unit's crossover
Electrically, the R2
is at 2.5kHz, with 3rd order high
is standard fare, with
pass, and 2nd order low pass slopes.
an 88dB/watt/metre
The lower unit operates in the bass
sensitivity ( this is
only. The tweeters employ autoldB up on the RI, by
transformers instead of resistors for
the way) slightly
sensitivity matching, an elaboration
enhanced by the
which enhances amplifier damping
and consistency ( Tannoy uses a current
drawing
power of the 6 ohms
number of slightly different value
nominal impedance.
auto- transformers to counter the
The R2 has aclaimed
production spread in the tweeters),
200W
maximum
and this helps produce a simpler,
power
handling
better behaved crossover network.

Bigger than the R1, and
hopefully better...Tannoy's promising
R2 floorstander builds on
the original 'Revolution'
by ALVIN GOLD

N
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The tweeters
employ autotransforrnerf.
instead of
resistors
for sensitivity
matching, an
elaboration
which
enhances
amplifier
damping and
consistency
SUPPL l'annoy Ltd,
Rose/tall
Industrial Estate,
Coatbridge,
Strathc1yde
ML54TF.
Tel: 01236
420199

capability, equivalent to 111dB at 1
metre, but this would be short-term
only, and the recommended
amplifier power is in the 30-150 watt
range. In practice the 30 watt rating
seems rather optimistic, as the
Tannoy can cause even some 50 watt
amplifiers to sound coarse or out of
breath when extended in an only
modestly large room.
Over the last year or so, Ihave had
the, uh, experience of listening
exhaustively to a number of budget
floor standing speakers, some at
around the same price as the R2, and
others costing rather less. Few if any
have been so thoroughly well
balanced. Some have had an
excessive bass, or have sounded very
lean despite their stature. Tannoystyle mass loading compartments
sometimes take up more room than
in the R2s, limiting the main speaker
to an enclosed volume similar to a
bookshelf design, while others suffer
from poorly aligned reflex ports.
Others still have suffered from poor
treble quality, limited resolution or
significant levels of boxy artefacts
due to poorly controlled enclosure
panels.
But the R2's reach is surprising;
there's little dumbing down of the
kind usual with budget speakers.
The enclosure is not enormous, but
any lack of LF is more apparent
than real: the bass is genuinely quite
extended, though the taut feel and
strong damping makes it seem lean,
at first exposure. The treble sounds
a little hard and bright when new,
but smoothes out well with time,
and the lasting impression is of a
musically articulate, highly detailed
and
essentially
colour- free
transducer, with excellent lateral
imagery. Orchestral string tone has
a complexity
that
matches
expectations
when
many
instrumentalists play together,
woodwind is vital and penetrating,
brass has aproper pungency, while
percussion can be surprisingly hardhitting without being over the top.
Rock music too is equally well
served by the R2's essentially even
tonality, tunefulness and control.
Finally, what distinguishes the R2
is its overall blend of qualities. For
once, the designer has not felt
forced to sacrifice sound quality on
the altar of wider compatibility, a
role performed by the M series. The
R2 simply has no overriding
problems other than the purely
physical one of stability (thanks to a
very narrow base and atall centre of
gravity, which provides another
inducement to load the base with
something heavy), and aweakness
for quality partnering equipment.
Don't let this put you off: the R2 is
superb value.
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True innovation
from Italy: Pathos has
come up with a unique
valvelMOSFET hybrid
by

KEN

KESSLER

In OW-US
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has been torture indeed.
On the surface, the Pathos Twin
Towers could be described as a
tube/solid-state hybrid, and our friend
above could argue, 'So what's new in
entire industry suffered from alack of
that?'. But Pathos developed a
imagination and afetish for retro. He
topology to make it behave quite
argued that, gorgeous styling aside,
unlike most of the hybrids I've heard
the Italians contributed nothing
With rare exceptions like the Radford
whatsoever to our passion and that I 71-100 (solid-state front-end but tube
was guilty of glorifying a 'packaging
output), most hybrids use tube drivers
job'. Suffice to say, he was a to add afrisson of valve-like warmth.
manufacturer of boring two-way
It's worked so well that companies
loudspeakers.
like Luxman have been tempted to
Although Icited Unison Research's
use
it
in
near- mass- market
stable and affordable single- ended
applications. And while some have
triode amps, GRAAF's success in
come close to that ideal of ` tube
making 0Th amplifiers which work in
sound
with
solid-state
the real world, Sonus Faber's
convenience/size/cost/cool running',
patented crossover in the Extrema
most have sounded like what they are:
and its prescient sub/sat system of
mongrels. ( Idon't mean that in a
over adecade ago, Audio Analogue's
pejorative sense — any dog-lover will
under-priced electronics and more, he
tell you that mutts are far more
was unmoved. Now that the dispute is
intelligent, friendly and loyal than
long-forgotten by my detractor, Ifind
prissy pure-breeds. What Imean is
proof- positive that the Italians do
that akeen listener can identify the
innovate.
DNA strands.)
Why it took this long for me to get
Pathos' INPOL circuitry is the
around to reviewing aPathos* product
latest in a history of audio crossis down to distribution. But now that
pollination, but this one has earned a
Pathos is handled here by Italy's
world-wide patent, and it seems
virtual British- based embassy —
designed to confront purist prejudices
UKD — Ineed wait in torment no
[see box]. MOSFETs or not, its
longer. Did Isay torment? Sure did:
demeanor is that of atube amplifier,
the Pathos goodies are among the
however minuscule
its
glass
sexiest, sleekest, most beautifullycomplement of two small tubes. As
assembled gems I've seen this decade;
Italians understand the worth of visual
admiring them at shows for years but
impact, Pathos wisely positioned them
having to decline the offer of areview
at the front of the chassis in their own
uring the worst — no, make
that ' during the
most
obsessive' period of my love
affair with Italy* — apompous British
wag railed at me that the country's

THE SECRET OF INPOL
NO SARCASM, please, for the lack of acircuit diagram: INPOL is a
trade secret, so the company does not offer diagrams to reprint. In the
most dry- roasted of nutshells, INPOL is apure Class A, single- ended,
zero- negative- feedback output stage using power MOSFETs ' current
sourced' by alarge inductor and loaded in parallel with acapacitor.
As you'd expect, the latter, while acting as a ' passive' current
regulator, prevents DC from reaching the outputs. A pair of
E83CCs/12AX7s serve as the drivers, and they mate with INPOL in such
away as to determine pretty much its entire sonic signature; given the
near- ubiquity of the ECC83 and its variants, the sound can almost be
described as all things to all tube crazies - both modern and vintage, all
at once. A mix of both strengths and weakness, INPOL's downside is
relative inefficiency and hot- to- the- touch running ( if not quite as poor in
these areas as traditional Class A transistor amps), the requirement of a
massive power supply and the need to face an impedance of anominal
8ohms; Pathos recommends 5-6 ohms and above, and you will hear it
cry if you connect it to anything dipping below that. INPOL also means
that the Twin Towers hears no protection circuitry, so please, be nice to it.

With rare
exceptions like
the Radford
11100 ( solidstate front-end
but tube
output), most
hybrids use
tube drivers to
add afrisson
of valve- like
warmth...

'I've now settled into
acceptance that Ican
never be Italian...
$Twin Towers is
seemingly named after
an American
architectural
achievement. The
company name is
invalid in this context if
you look up the
meaning: to elicit pity.

SUPPLIER
UKD
23 Rickings
Way, 1ver,
Bucks
SLO 8YA.
Tel: 01753
654531

cages, serving as crafty sirens to
distract anally-retentive valve purists.
Behind the valves are four massive
capacitors flanked by enormous black
heatsinks, followed by the mains and
output transformers, all superbly
finished and resting on top of a
chromed top plate. The Twin
Towers' edges are solid rosewood.
At the back, arow of beautifully
appointed, gilded sockets accepts four
line sources plus tapeout ( aphono
stage is in the planning), alongside an
earthing tag, hefty multiWay binding
posts, two userchangeable fuses and
an IEC mains input. Beneath?
Massive cones at each corner. All
straightforward, but ask your dealer to
unload the thing. Packed in a
reassuring solid wooden crate, the
Twin Towers is not something to be
installed on one's own. Its overall
dimensions are a manageable
482x300x450mm ( whd), but they
hide abackbreaking 32kg weight.
A curved front plate contains but
two rotary controls; recessed below
are an on/off toggle switch and ared
power-on LED indicator. At the right
are the input selector and the rotary
volume control, sited on either side of
a small display. Here's where the
palms grow moist and where even
rivals are driven to utter an
involuntary ' Coon': the Twin Towers
comes with the slickest volume-only
remote I've ever seen, awand made
from rosewood and gold-plated metal,
bearing only up and down buttons in
the form of tiny gold dots. The
window in-between provides a
numerical read-out of the level setting
in bright red.
It's here that Imust bring up the
price tag, because the model I'm
describing is the top of three
versions of the Twin Towers.
But, as the price difference
between the non-remote,
24-step entry model, the
same-plus-remote and this,
the remote control-with64- step- resistor volume
control, is only £ 325, or
10% of the £ 3250 total, the
lesser models are not being imported.
The volume control is made in-house
by Pathos, using 1% metal layer
precision resistors, driven by abank of
vacuum reed relays with thorium
contacts. Internal wiring is silver. The
AUOUST
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AMPLIFIERS
explicitly like amodern tube amp of
the Audio Research/C-J variety that
anachrophiles might take it as an
affront. But then, in keeping with the
benefits of being a crossbreed,
upstairs it demonstrates a vintage
tubey-ness through the kind of silky,
sweet, shimmering trebles you rarely
hear this side of aQuad II or aLeak
Yummy...
TL12. Call it judicious use of retro if
Pathos rates the Twin Towers at
you must. It's so luscious that apart
30W/ch into 8 ohms, with frequency
of you wants to go into deep,
response stated as 1-100kHz,
irrecoverable denial, the kind of
+/-0.5dB, and signal-to-noise 90dB. In
psychological state which puts a
keeping with the company's direct and
Porsche in every shrink's garage: you
implied recommendations, Istuck with
just will not believe that the guts of
non-difficult speakers (LS3/5As, the
this baby are solid-state.
old Quad ESLs and Tammy R1), and
Then the bass kicks in and you just
used silver or silver-hybrid wiring. And
know that no tube amplifier — unless
I'll be damned if it didn't ` synergise'
penned by, say, the iconoclastic Tim
better with silver than copper.
de Paravicini — could provide the sort
And, oh! will you hear nuance and
of damping, slam and bass extension
detail — naked enough to help you to
that oozes from Twin Towers. It's not
assess wire. This amplifier is so quiet,
that the sound is particularly
so delicate, so transparent and so
transistory; it's more a case of us
refined that Ihad to check and make
never expecting atube amp to deliver
sure Iwasn't listening to some ultraprecious, non-300B SET. Note that I such chunky, authoritative lower
registers. And the all-tube amplifiers
said ` non- 300B'; I make that
which can match or better the big
distinction because the Pathos does
solid-state amps tend to be rare,
not pee on its part of the valve tree by
expensive or huge. Think Audio /
dialling in excessive warmth in the
Research Reference 600, the
k
mid-band. In this respect, it sounds so
classic EARs with 509 tubes or i w

act of level setting has its own byproduct: audible clicking which at first
seems out of place with such arefined
device. But you soon find yourself
running up and down the volume
scale just to hear those clicks,
reminiscent of the finest mechanical
cameras running on long exposures.
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The Pathos
goodies are
among the
sexiest,
sleekest, most
beautifullyassembled
gems I've seen
this decade;
admiring them
at shows for
the past few
years but
having to
decline the
offer of a
review has
been torture
indeed

rT1)

semi-pro units bearing a bushel of
6550s.
But, please, keep in mind that this
is in the context of easy- to- drive
speakers with sensible impedance and
relative efficiency; Ididn't dare try the
WATT/Puppy system 5.1 or the little
ALR Entry 2s. So, in acurious way,
you have to treat the Pathos as you
would an SET: fit mainly for
sensitive, kindly speakers. If words
like 'kind' and ' sensitive' suggest New
Male warmth-and-fuzziness, please,
spare me: we're talking about
Italianate behaviour here, not
Californian.
Tracks like Dino's Son'er Cela de
Roma' or Willy DeVille's 'Assassin of
Love' showcase its rich vocals, correct
dynamic contrasts, speed to cope with
non-sequitur transients, and asoundstage so deep and wide that you'd
expect pigeons to drop down for a
feeding. Try sparser works — solo
piano courtesy of Otis Spann, for
example — and you learn all about
the intimacy denied us by systems
which overwhelm.
Twin Towers is one of the finest
amps I've ever heard, regardless of
price. Had Inot just sunk my life
savings into my listening room, I'd be
buying one right now. The Twin
Towers is almost too good, too
innovative, too classy to be true.
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PHONO ANIPLIFIER

libleS mac,
Steve McCormack's well- made
Micro Phono Drive aims to get the best from
almost any high- quality cartridge
by JAMES M HUGHES

F

irst reactions aren't invariably
reliable, but McCormack's
£600 Micro Phono Drive oozes
class and inspires confidence.
Facilities are spartan, with just a
single set of input and output sockets
and an earth terminal: there's no
on/off switch, as the intention is to
leave it running all the time. Power
consumption is negligible, and the
unit produces no heat; not so the
plug- top transformer, which gets
reasonably warm after several hours.
The Micro Phono Drive accepts m-c
and m- m cartridges, gain being
altered by fitting a small bridginglink on the printed circuit board.
Sensitivity may be varied between
5mV and 0.9mV ( for 0.5V out);
input impedance is set at 47k ohms.
Although this input impedance is
standard for moving- magnets, for
low- impedance m- c cartridges, it
means that the coils receive little or
no electrical damping, and (relatively
speaking) this should result in a
sharper sound. With a lower input
impedance, say 600 ohms or less,
you could expect a smoother more
controlled presentation, but at the
expense of liveliness and brilliance.
So, for situations where 47k ohm is
too high, provision is made for users
to fit input bridging resistors (or
indeed capacitors for m-m pickups)
to tailor the phono stage to the
cartridge in use.
The two sensitivity settings offered
should meet the requirements of
most pickups, but some
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The Micro
Phono Drive
accepts m-c
and m- m
cartridges,
gain being
altered by
fitting asmall
bridging-link
on the printed
circuit board

The MPD's cover is
easily removed (top
picture) to change the
gain setting and to
allow firing of extra
load resistors or
capacitors if required

SUPPLIER
Audiofreaks,
15 Link Way,
Han:,
Surrey
71t710 7QT
Tel: 0181 948
4153

'impressive' in hi-fi terms. Iused the
Transfiguration Spirit and Wilson
Benesch Matrix m-c cartridges with
here. Fortunately, because of the
excellent results. Surface noise is
McCormack's
high
input
'soft' rather than spiny or hard, while
impedance, it is feasible to use an
dynamics are impressively wideadditional m-c step-up transformer
range. Overall the sound is vivid and
on either m-m or m-c gain settings
immediate, yet warm and spacious.
— which wouldn't be possible with
To be honest, Ifound it difficult
normal low-impedance m-c inputs.
to keep my mind on the job in hand,
At the opposite extreme, very high
and quickly forgot that Ihad a
output m- c pickups, such as
Transfiguration's Esprit, may work
product under test! This is ameasure
of the McCormack's ability to put
best with the m-m input sensitivity.
the music first, rather than draw
However, much depends on the gain
attention to its own qualities. It
of your system. Personally, I'd
makes civilised, agreeable noises;
always go for the higher gain option
detailed yet warm and relaxed at the
because it gives the musical
same time. Bass doesn't quite have
presentation agreater sense of scale,
the outstanding attack and control of
with more powerful dynamics. But if
the Audiolab's, but it has asatisfying
the gain is too great, you may be
weight and fullness. Unlike the DCforced to play with the amplifier
volume control turned down almost
coupled Audiolab, the McCormack
is capacitor-coupled. Isuspect this
to zero, which is obviously no good!
tames the music's sharper wilder
My regular phono stage is the
edges and softens bass drive.
now- discontinued Audiolab sooe
Personally, Ilove the Audiolab's
PPA; subjective comparisons with
the Micro Phono Drive proved
bright, vivid tone-colours and crisply
focus. But the downside is that it is
interesting. The McCormack's m-m
less beguiling than the McCormack.
gain is higher than the Audiolab's —
More demanding too, needing
roughly halfway between the latter's
impeccable source material to sound
lower-sensitivity m-c input and its
clean. Which is ' right' is perhaps a
m-m input.
Ifound the McCormack gave a moot point. Taking CD as a
reference, LPs via the Audiolab
noticeably sweeter, richer, tonal
sound close to silver disc in terms of
balance, with smoother treble and
focus and tonal balance. By
fuller bass — real ' analogue warmth'
comparison, the McCormack feels
compared with the Audiolab's crisp,
slightly rounded at extreme ends of
cool delivery. The 800OPPA ( now
the frequency spectrum, without the
superseded, incidentally, by the
same brilliance and immediacy.
£1495 TAG McLaren PPA20) still
But is this a bad thing? Many
gives outstanding results from LP;
listeners play LP precisely because it
and Ireally go for its lucid detailed
doesn't have the explicitly focused
presentation. But not everyone likes
detail and upfront dynamics of CD.
such sharply-focused sound, and
So, if the thought of a phono stage
some find the Audiolab too
that makes LPs souad like CDs
revealing of faults. And the
strikes you as amixed blessing, relax.
McCormack? Well, by
That definitely doesn't happen with
comparison, this is
the McCormack; analogue rules
altogether
more
here! Certainly, Icould live with this
friendly- sounding, and
component. It's a lovely product,
much easier on the ear.
lively and informative yet easy to
ckground noise is low,
'forget' in that it never draws your
nd the music sounds clean and
attention away from the music and
articulate without seeming overlyperformance by an overly flashy
forward or hard — all told, very
presentation. Ireally liked it!
listenable, and not the least bit
ultra-low output m-ccartridges may
need even more gain than is available
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SONUS FABER SIGNUM

COPLAND CSA515

THE NEW AFFORDABLE MINI- MONITOR

COPLANDS SWEET AND OPEN SOUND THAT

FROM SONUS FABER USING TECHNOLOGY
FROM THE REFERENCE ` ARMATr AT ONE
TENTH THE COST. THESE ARE STUNNING!

YOUR USED TO FROM YOUR CSA 18/28
HOWEVER THIS HYBRID HAS 175 WATTS OF
POWER. YOU CAN JUST IMAGINE HOW
YOUR LOGANS WILL SOUND!

B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES

100%
precision

engineered
to make dreams come true

WE ARE PROUD TO BE AN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR THIS EXCITING NEW RANGE OF
SPEAKERS. THIS RANGE STARTS AT THE DIMINUTIVE NAUT 805 @ £ 1400.00 AND FINISHES
AS THE FLAG SHIP OF THIS RANGE AT @ f8500.00. THEY PARTNER SPACE AGE
TECHNOLOGY WITH ELEGANT STYLING, TO CREATE A STUNNING NEW RANGE THAT
SHOULD BE AUDITIONED.

Lammil1111111111i
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 20

THETA CASANOVA

A NEW RANGE IS HERE. STARTING WITH
THE PREMIUM ' UPGRADABEE' CD PLAYERS.
PREMIUM 20 - A BALANCED CD PLAYER AT
A SURPRISINGLY ORDINARY PRICE!

AT LAST THE LONG AWAITED CASANOVA
HAS ARRIVED. BASED ON THE CINEMA
REFERENCE PROCESSOR CASABLANCA
WHAT MORE CAN WE SAY.
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* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMCNSTRATION ROOMS
INCLUDING 2 CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:

Linn is available from the very best hi-fi retailers and
Linn at Harrods. For further information simply see our
website on www.linn.co.uk or call 0500 888909

APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIOQUEST, B&W ( INC 800 NAUTI, BEYER, BOSE,
BOSTON, CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, DPA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU,
KRELL, MAFIANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL. MICROMEGA, NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON,
PROJEKT, GUADRASPIRE, QED. REL, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER, SONUS FABER, SOUND STYLE,
SUMIKO, TARGET, TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD

Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798 EMail: Acoustic-Arts@FreeNet.Co.UK
From Tuesday to Satu day 10am-5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)
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CD PLAYERS
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early all of my frustrations
with this player stemmed
from
a single
cause:
insufficent attention to an extremely
lucid handbook. Iknew about the
'smart' (but retarded) drawer but
failed to spot, among the 14 ranks of
handset buttons the one marked
`open'. Iknew one could add dither
in varying amounts, but wondered
— in the course of critical timing
checks — why the display kept
reverting to ' sleep' after 21s.
So I sat close to the CD12,
touching the tray to access the next
track, wondering who would pay
£12,000 for a machine which
couldn't replay earlier tracks and was
interminably slow in responding to
finger pressure before the drawer
would re- open. Then, having read
the instructions properly and begun
to familiarise myself with 55 choices
from the remote ( too heavy for
comfort in the hand: it's designed for
atable support, really), life with the
player became more pleasurable.

DITHERING AROUND
Imentioned one of eight user preset
options, the HDCD dither mode.
Some experimentation between 0-3
is worthwhile; AH and Iagreed that
the attack, or ` edges' of notes
become rounded off if you move up
the scale. On headphones, playing a
non-HDCD disc, the apparent stage
width seemed to contract, too. Even
straight out of the packing case the
principal virtues of the CD12 were
evident — and quality continued to
improve up to about four days. Linn
has matched key virtues of its LP12:
a clean- focused soundstage that
allows the listener to follow at will
any strand in a complex musical
texture; it has a wide ' working'
dynamic range. No matter how
quietly an instrument is played it is
still ' present', and no matter how
loud the signal becomes, it remains
clean and effortless. Mikhail
Pletnev's recent Liszt recital on DG
demonstrated this very well.
With Peter and The Wolf [
Erato]
hall depth appeared greater than
ever, whilst you could hear distinctly
that Patrick Stewart's narration was
overdubbed (though skilfully). With
Depardieu père et fils enacting
Stravinsky's Soldier's Tale [
Auvidis]
the musical character of the speech
patterns were well-defined.
But somehow Iwasn't
opening up CD
box after CD box.
No one recording
stood
out
as
superbly
engineered. Iwas
hearing
every
strand
in
the
music, convinced
NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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that in terms of soundstage
projection and timing this player
really offered something unique;
nothing was fatiguing. And yet I
harboured reservations about tonal
quality (instruments lacked richness)
and involvement (Icould certainly
hear every detail, but wasn't very
involved). Ishould say that Iused
my normal DNM interconnects,
although a note in the packaging
from Linn suggests that its own leads
are ' essentially apart of the product'.
A feeling of disappointment then,
which was only reinforced when I
went back to the Meridian 508.24.
All the detail was there, but
something else besides. The
Stravinsky dialogue carried subtler
messages: irony in the voice; patently
false assurances from the devil;
doubt in the soldier's responses. The
long sweeping phrases in the music,
which draw out an emotional
response, had been restored.
And as a piece of industrial
design?
The basic enclosure
suggests, to me, abox with aheavy
lid. A lid that doesn't open, so it's a
grey monolithic slab. Is the dolphin's
mouth fascia sculpting a pleasing
focus... or does it share some of the
contrivance you find in car design
today — eg, the ' smile' on a Ford?
To me, it looks rather cold — but
then, Iexpect my views are generally
out of step!
CB

Many players
were tuned or
doctored to
sound by
deliberately
worsened
technical
performance...
the Sondek
C012 really
does sound a
bit 'more like
analogue' than
other players,
but in a
positive way

SUPPLIER
Linn
Products Ltd,
Floors Road,
Watetfoot,
Eagles ham,
Glasgow
G76 OEP.
Tel: 0141-307
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The crowning pinnacle of sonic
excellence from the Compact Disc?
Linn's CD12 makes a slight return...

by CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
and STEVE HARRIS

MANY Linn products have amenu
of ' user options', which enable you
to customize certain facilities. These
aren't intended for everyday use —
you just set your preferences by
switching the player off, then
holding down a specific key while
switching on again; and leave them.
In the case of the Sondek CD12, a
user option is eight replay dither
settings. Settings ' 1' to ' 6' are for
increasing levels of dither, where ' 0'
sets dither off and ' 7' is triangulated
dither. Like my colleagues, Inearly
drove myself mad trying to analyse
the effects of different settings on the
same
programme.
Malcolm
Hawksford points out [ ClocIdess...',
page 66] that what really counts is
proper application of dither during
recording. But differences were there
to be heard: Ifound that settings ' 1'
or ' 0' were best for most material.
Moving to the higher settings gave a
subtly rounded character, a slight
softening
effect,
with
a
corresponding loss of sharp precision
and focus. This trade-off could help
with some recordings, particularly
those that tend to sound too bright,
brittle or harsh, sometimes actually
giving a more satisfactory spatial
effect through defocusing. AH, who
also listened to the CD12, succinctly
described the effect by saying that
the higher level of dither gave amore
'rosy' effect.
All this aside, Ireally enjoyed
listening to the Sondek CD12.
In the early years of CD, many
players were tuned or doctored to
sound ' more like analogue', with a
warmer
sound
achieved
by
deliberately worsened technical
performance; and, at the other
extreme, there have been some
players which gave drive, rhythm
and ' speed' at the expense of
smoothness and listenability. Ithink
the Sondek CD12 really does sound
abit ' more like analogue' than other
players, but in a positive way: in
other words, through presenting
more information, rather than less. I
think it has an outstanding ability to
present a musical picture, a
believable image, and it can rock.
So, yes, it is as good as they say. I
can't claim home experience of the
latest generation of US high- end
players, nor have Ihad a chance to
explore the Naim CDS II, although I
have been very impressed by
both the Wadia 860
and the Naim.
But the Sondek
CD12 is the best
CD player Ihave
ever had at home.
If only Icould, I'd
buy
one
immediately.
SH
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Sarah Vaughan and more.
Dad, of course, is aproduct of the
11014191930s and 1940s in the same way
ob.
that Iam a child of the ' 60s. His
yardsticks are Glenn Miller, Tony
.
d1.'i liumilliimie,,Tifunmainn Ise
Bennett, Duke Ellington, Gene
. "Lwzmunimminnumum
Wen., . _ _-_.._. lemuntniMitorwn
Krupa, Benny Goodman, Louis
e
1111
/iiTtrlllIgitIl ir .
null' '
.91911. ••• iIIIII IIIIIIII RADOM' " :
Prima, Rosemary Clooney and
''"1"..iI:Ciiiiiiii&"u"ue'rum. .;,.
dozens of others who are returning
Iiiiiio IIIIIII1IIIIIIM1111
..alI
11111111195111finulni•
Amu..
09,91 Asnintimc 'ieuinuninduo
to fashion, thanks to the latest
,equo ,,, gimimr. .niumon .
..1. 11,014111111 _.-, 1111111111101 .
'swing' revival. And my old man
• . tmontw &Imulonnino .
9999 Inini • ,.„,,.. Ininuffiniur •.
along mod' .piimintlittimr.
actually heard all of 'em live in the
1,,,,H, 'min .11111111111111111111 ..
.nt. 11 111% Illtet1111111111111 Z
1930s- 1950s, which adds gravity to
::!;:: ::::111
gell gerl.....
'Wt. : alit\ IIIIMMIIIIIM111
.
statements such as ' Sinatra's been
i11111111;.4\ Q1111111111114111111411p
third-rate ever since he left Dorsey'.
Press him further and you'll be
treated to a discourse as to why
Tony Bennett blows Sinatra out of
ruing about one's father
the concert hall, or while Mel Tonné
is risky, especially when
he's alive and willing to
couldn't.
kick butt. Recently, though, with age
Dad's passion for musicals meant
that, by the age of 8, Iknew all the
and illness taking its toll, some endwords to enough Lerner & Loewe
of-the-millennium soul-searching led
and Rodgers & Hammerstein works
me to recognise more of his
to inflict that most heinous of
influence on me beyond apenchant
childhood crimes on an unsuspecting
for salty language. For readers still
family. It was at afamily bar-mitzvah
mystified by my scribblings, it may
go some way to explaining what a in 1960 that cousin Laurie and I
performed ' IRemember It Well',
non-musician and anon-technician
with me as Maurice Chevalier and
is doing in an audio publication. Or,
Laurie as Hermione Gingold.
more specifically, why Iadore music.
The Kessler household of my
Mom (as opposed to 'Mum') tells
childhood was always aplace where,
me that my memory isn't playing
at the very least, aradio was playing.
tricks when Istate that my earliest
Indeed, my father keeps two radios
memory is of watching Elvis
and two radio/cassette players in the
Presley's first performance on the Ed
bathroom alone, and Isee that he
Sullivan Show. It triggpred aburning
has now taken to spending less time
urge for a guitar, to which she
watching TV and more time
responded with aplastic one of the
listening to his favourites over the
Mickey Mouse variety. She alleges
hi-fi Ileft for him when Iemigrated.
that Iused to shake my little tushie
around the house,. pertbErning a (Anachrophiles should note that Dad
uses a Marantz 1060 integrated
toddler's rendition of ' Hound Dog'
amplifier, Pioneer PL12D turntable,
which must have driven Solomon
a pair of rare ESS Tempest
Kessler nuts: he despised rock'n'roll
loudspeakers,
and the recent
then and loathes it now, still refusing
additions of aHarman-Kardon CD
to accept the global consensus that
— at the very least — Presley had a player and cassette deck.)
Only recently, Ilearned that Dad's
great voice. And forget pointing out
unfulfilled dream was to have his
that Lennon and McCartney were
own swing band. To show you how
so good that even the artists that do
little one can know about one's own
meet his approval covered their
progenitor, Ialso learned that —
tunes: Sinatra, Ella, Count Basie,
before
he
joined
the
Merchant Marines, before he
married Eleanor, before he
got stuck with two sons and
a daughter — Dad played
sax, clarinet, trumpet and
drums. His sister, my Aunt
Bessie, played piano; while
Uncle Louis played sax, too,
and Uncle Joe was good for
piccolo, flute and violin.
Digging further, Idiscovered
that my grandfather played
piccolo
and flute,
and
performed with — how's this
for the name of acool outfit?
— the Richmond Virginia
Light Infantry Blues Band.
Maybe he inspired his
children, or maybe learning
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For all who
wondered
where he's
coming
from: KK
takes a
sentimental
journey lo
explain...

Like son: Solomon
Kessler in 1957,
recording tapes for
`audio pen pals'

W
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to play real instruments was more
common among youngsters 70 years
ago,
when
the
other
main
distractions were books, radio and
early cinema.
Just why Dad abandoned playing
Ican't quite fathom, but I can tell
you that, after the war, he became
an avid record collector. Perhaps it
was easier for him to enjoy his
beloved big band music and show
tunes through records instead of
attending as many live performances
as he did before he had children to
feed. With the advent of open-reel
tape available for domestic users,
Dad became atape enthusiast.
His hobby, before home-taping
became a source of ulcers in the
record biz, was recording records for
what can only be described as 'audio
pen-pals'. Prime recipients were
Glenn Miller fans in the UK, starved
of affordable American records in
the early 1950s, while other tapes
went as far afield as Australia. It
wasn't a one-way street, either —
Dad told me he once got arequest
from a lady in England for some
recordings by a new performer
unfamiliar to him. Ever since, he's
been afan of Johnny Mathis.
Bear in mind that Dad wasn't
then and isn't now an audiophile.
Until the mid- 1950s, my parents ran
a small grocery store before he
closed it to work for the US Post
Office. So he was not in the same
financial position as the ' typical'
hi-fi consumer of the era; in both
the USA and the UK, serious hi-fi
went to high earners like doctors and
lawyers, so aMcIntosh or Marantz
system would have been as
unattainable to Dad as Krell or
Levinson are to most normal earners
today. But Dad was tenacious, so I
can only imagine what manoeuvrings
it took for him to purchase the Voice
of Music open-reel he used for his
recording. Which, by the way, he
still owns. He also told me how he
had to pay off $25 in instalments for
an early Glenn Miller multi-LP set...
now probably worth agrand.
In the photo reproduced here, you
can see him in action in July, 1957,
with four-channel mixer, open-reel
and aColumbia record-player (proof
that CBS made hardware long
before Sony entered the scene). That
was also the first record-player Iever
used, and Dad's stem course on how
to handle LPs has stayed with me
ever since. So it was with no small
feeling of genuine achievement that
I recently accepted his coveted
Mickey Katz library and the original
mono LPs of the Julie Andrews
performance of My Fair Lady and
the film score to Gigi.
In mint condition, of course.
Ken Kessler
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Turntable maker
Pro-Ject now supplies
its 9.2 tonearm as
a separate item, which
gave us an excuse to
renovate a worthy
Thorens classic

by ANDREW HARRISON

p

laying records is still as
popular as ever for anyone
who can appreciate the
advantages of the format —
benefits that include a vast backcatalogue of recorded material (not
just music), superlative resolution
and no-nonsense musicality.
What's more, to hear what musical
gems are locked in the vinyl groove
need not cost a fortune, especially
if some concession is made for a
little hands-on construction and
renovation.
For this review, Henley Designs
supplied the Pro-ject 9.2 tonearm
prior to its commercial ' standalone'
release, so it came without set-up
information
or
mounting
templates. Also lacking was a
tonearm cable to connect the arm
to apre-amp. This left instead only
the naked wires that start at the
cartridge tags to trail from the base
of the arm pillar, and made
installation alittle more challenging
than is usual for an arm
review.
Rather than try to
shoehorn the
arm
into,
say,
an
LP12 —
Pro-ject
arms
are
alleged to have
the
same
diameter arm pillar
as a Linn, though
this was found not to
be the case ( the Project's pillar was slightly
oversized for a Linn collar) —
we decided to start from scratch
by mounting the arm on another

machines from Ariston and Linn,
not to mention the more trendy
direct-drive machines of the day.
The TD160 was always a popular
recipient of various owner- and
dealer- modifications,
usually
starting with the replacement of the
original Thorens tonearm, seen as
the weakest part of the system — so
much so that an armless variant
was available in this country
carrying the ' B' suffix. Hence it is
quite common to see surviving
TD160s with SME or Linn arms,
which
usually
work
very
satisfactorily. Another change from
factory spec, seen on this model,
was the replacement of the original
ringed rubber mat, by a heavier

The TD160
was always a
popular
recipient of
various
modifications,
usually
starting
with the
replacement
of the original
Thorens
toneann, seen
as the weakest
part of the
system

version made from a dense
composite.
The TD160 used here was in
reasonable order, and had recently
had its suspension re- built with
new Linn springs, grommets and
nuts. There is a very small
armboard on the TD160, made
from a soft fibreboard, which had
already seen some service, thus
providing a good excuse to
fabricate a new board from black

supended sub-chassis deck that still
has a loyal following, and provides
an accessible introduction for
recently-converted enthusiasts: the
Thorens TD160B Mk II.
This German- made turntable
was popular through the 1970s
and ' 80s, at a time when the
competition included belt- drive
54
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TURNTABLES
acrylic. Distance from platter
spindle to arm spindle was

PRO-JECT 9.2 TONEARM

calibrated to the suggested 212mm,
also as per Linn geometry.
With arm and cartridge
set up correctly on the
deck,

using

a

Linn

cartridge
protractor
(overhang set with crossing points
at 65 and 120mm), and tonearm
lead- out wires soldered to RCA
phono sockets, chassis- mounted at
the plinth's rear (à la Pro-Jeer), the
turntable was auditioned in
earnest.
The
results
were
remarkable.., remarkably poor. A
boomy, noisy bass chug was clearly
audible through the speakers. It
didn't take long for the finger of
suspicion to be pointed at the
turntable motor, which, while
being acoustically audible before as
afaint whirr when putting one's ear
nearby, had never seemed to
trouble
the
cartridge/record
interface.
The major difference now
audible was attributed to a strong,
rigid arm in control of the
cartridge, able to let the cartridge
more accurately track the vinyl
surface, and in so doing also able to
pick up the very ' coggy' vibration
from the badly worn motor.
(Previously fitted arms, a tired old
Linn LVV and a past- its-best Basik
LVX, had each been felt to be the
weakest
link anyway.
They
certainly made a good job of
masking out low- frequency rumble
and noise from the motor.)

REPLACING THE MOTOR
A phone call to the supplier of
Thorens spares in the UK,
Portfolio Marketing, resulted in my
fitting the revised motor unit.
Whereas
the
TD160
originally ran with a
110V synchronous
motor, similar
to
the
ubiquitous
Airpax, the later
models used an
identical- looking
16V synchronous
unit.
Fitting the new motor
assembly, which includes
the necessary capacitor to set
90° phase shift at one set of poles,
was

quite

straightforward.

PRO-JECT has established itself as apurveyor
of good quality, well engineered and sensibly
pric pc1 turntables. This Austrian company,
based in Vienna but manufacturing in Litoval,
Czech Republic, has now started offering the
Pro-Ject 9.2 Arm — which currently graces
both the Classic range and the flagship
Perspective model — as aseparate item.
It is asolidly-engineered piece of equipment
con,isting of aheadshell bonded to alargebore alloy arm tube suspended in agimball
bearing, mounted in alarge C- shaped
hou;ing. It is this that gives the arm its
somewhat uncompromising looks. Sleek — in
the .inn/Rega idiom — it isn't.
Thearm was mounted on acustom-made
acrylic arm board on amoderately-tweaked
Tho ens TD160 Mk 2. This was made more
difficult by the initial lack of any information
regarding alignment or geometry. However,
the distributor, Henley Designs, assures us that
this will be remedied with the commerciallyavailable examples.
Once the suspension had been reset for the
arm, avariety of cartridges were tried,
including aReson Rica and an Ortofon
MC 25FL, through Quad 33/bi-amped 303s,
Mis,ion Cyrus 1and Chord CPA 3200/SPM
1200C amplification. Loudspeakers included
Kelly KT3 and Harbeth LS3/5A.
The pickup leads terminate afew inches outside
the >Mar, so these were attached to high-grade
phono sockets, with Ecosse Ultima performing
interconnect duties. Once the setting-up
procedures were over, listening began in earnest.
Whether or not the looks please, there is no
den eing the quality of the sound that the ProJect reproduced. Through Four changes of
cartridge the arm seemed consistently to
disappear into the background. The differences
in performance of the various transducers
became readily apparent, and the Ortofon
MC 25 FL showed aparticular synergy with the
arm: not really that surprising since Ortofon
cartridges are astandard fitment on Pro Ject
turntables. There was never any sensation of
the ern losing control; Kyung-Wha Chung's
playing in Beethoven's Violin Concerto [ Decca
SDXL 7508] was apleasure to listen to, with no
shrillness to the orchestral strings. A slight grain
at the extreme top end, noticed when using the

Reson Reca, disappeared when the MC25 FL
took charge. The more surreal sounds of
'Moon Safari' by Air [
Source V2848]
demonstrated the imaging capabilities, with
sounds gliding across an expansive and
reasonably deep soundstage. Surface noise
was unobtrusive, with no apparent loss or
rounding off of the upper registers, and most
importantly, the music flowed. This proved to
be its most noticeable characteristic. Whichever
cartridge or amplifier was in use, the sound
was inherently musical, guaranteed to get the
feet topping and to hold attention with the
pinpoint imaging and effortless dynamics
produced. Gene Krupa Rocks (
Columbia
33CX10133) demonstrated this to perfection
despite being amono recording. The
separation and clarity of the drums, clarinet
and brass were good, without overcrowding or
afeeling of being hemmed in, which so often
happens with older recordings played on less
uncoloured equipment.
The standards set by its sonic excellence are
not repeated in some other design areas. The
finger lift is more ornamental than practical,
being both short and flat. Especially when
using low- slung cartridges such as Goldring's
10 Series, the space between record and lift,
even with the cueing arm raised, is minimal. A
rising curved design would be far more useful.
The traditional antiskate is also fiddly, being of
the 'dangling weight' variety with only three
main alternative settings.
There are very slight imperfections in the
finish, and the little piece of foam which
blocks the open end of the arm tube looks
cheap. These gripes apart, the Pro-Ject 9.2 is
awell-engineered and very musical device
that worked very well with this suspendedsubchassis deck, and seems tolerant of a
wide variety of cartridges. At aretail price of
£350 it offers asound platform for both
moving- magnets and moving-coils, and
continues Pro-Ject's tradition of offering a
well designed and engineered component at
reasonable cost.
Tony Bolton
Supplier: Henley Designs Ltd, The Old
Coach House, The Street, Crowmarsh Gifford,
Wallingford, Oxon OXIO 8EH.
Tel: 01491 834700.

Diagrams are supplied with the kit,
and these show how to orientate
the motor relative to the underside
of the plinth's top plate. A new

The extra revelation heard prior
to formal auditioning, particularly

belt was also fitted as a matter of
course. The other addition was the

in terms of that new-found bass
accuracy, was felt to be a good
sign! With the new motor in place,

mounting of a DC power socket
on the rear of the plinth, to
connect 16V AC from the supplied
wall plug .
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and especially after a few days of
running- in, the deck was rotating
very smoothly and peacefully.

SUPPLIER

Iii End,
11,nil ,
); 22X .V
(11-1S9
-9,s/9

Having the new arm had shown up
shortcomings in the rest of the
turntable, even though boded well
for
the
arm's
absolute
performance. Yet a simple service
with a few new parts turned an old
record player into a respectably
sound turntable.
55
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Chicago provided the
nostalgic venue for the
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American summer

oo

show, Hi-Fi ' 99
by KEN KESSLER

N

ostalgia was an inescapable
sentiment at Stereophile's 1999

event. The last major American
high-end show of audio's first century
had returned to Chicago, easily the
most beloved host city of them all. Any
exhibitor or visitor whose recall extends

;

back a mere six or seven years will

1.21

FLIPER 7AUDI .-0 CD

recall just how the Windy City
welcomed music lovers, how its rich
tradition of blues and urbane pop
created a perfect backdrop to a hi-fi
show. Vegas could survive into the
Fourth Millennium, and it still
wouldn't create as fitting astage.
And yet, in direct contrast to what
could have been retro gone mad, it was
the most vicious arena yet for the
forthcoming battle of SACD versus
DVD-Audio. It permeated the show, it
infected every conversation, it created
battle lines. A canny observer could

Still the biggest news: Sony's Super Audio CD player
your personal level of cynicism, normal
audio CDs sounded better than
expected through the Sony SCD-1,
enough to allow the designated demo
rooms to mix SACDs with normal CDs

watch the guys from the 96/24 brigade

to vivid effect. Iwas knocked out with
what I heard... after having been

— Chesky, Classic and others —
wetting themselves with laughter as

subjected to a well- attended but
contentious press conference.

they launched disc after disc after disc,
every one of them able to work in any

A psychologist would have had a
field day gauging the manners of

DVD player on the market, while the

assorted SACD support personnel,
from Philips, Sony and assorted

giants were scrabbling for credibility.
And to the surprise of many — Icount
myself among them — the Sony/

software allies like Telarc. Nervousness,
genuine confusion, corporate bluster —

Marantz/Philips triumvirate scored a

Dorothy Parker would have had to

decisive first blow against the DVD
onslaught.

concede that their emotions ran the

Ididn't even bother to count how
many ' Mk I SACD' Sony SCD-1
players Isaw, but Irecall hearing them
in rooms of adecidedly fringe nature,
Sony/Philips cleverly forming alliances
with small high-end brands. Enough
pre-production discs were available to
ensure that everyone (trade and public)
could hear actual SACD sound with a

gamut from A to C. But they fielded

And any thoughts Ihad about Sony
possibly embarking on another

— initially 10,000 per month pilot
runs, quickly ramping up to 100,000.
They even managed civility when
morons questioned the intelligence
of launching the format with a

rritliel

been launched at the high- end,

•
er turnta e

Fidelity and Delos to the above — have
announced a total of 40 SACD titles.
Now we wait, to see if Sony, Philips
and Marantz deliver the goods on time.

Deliciously, the high- end audio
DVD-Audio brigade had nothing to

few aimed at impatient Americans
with deep pockets. Duh... like,
uh, hadn't every format in history

1116A

SACD hybrids with a Mighty Sam
McLain 'Best Of' and avarious artists
set called BluesQuest. All in all, the
audiophile labels — add Mobile

discs with an emphatic 'yes': Philips is
already producing them in Eindhoven

more than merely favourable. And,
curiously or amazingly depending on

1

Realm [
WLA-WS-66-SACD] at the
show, and AudioQuest will join in with

Betamax scenario are now tempered
with flashes of, ` You know, they just
might get away with this'.

85000 player pretty much
destined for Japan alone, with a

st.

using Sony's DSD technology for afew
years, Telarc's commitment includes
the promise of adozen SACD titles by
year's end, Water Lily demonstrated
the true Blumlein recording Nature's

questions, they covered their butts on
the issue of the possibility of dual-layer

minimum of effort, and, almost
unanimously, the response was way

..4te--Ir'''

They fielded
questions on
the issue of
the possibility
of dual-layer
discs with an
emphatic
'yes': Philips
is already
producing
them in
Eindhoven,
initially
10,000 per
month pilot
runs, quickly
ramping up to
100,000

with software virtually subsidised
by its inventors?
Suffice to say, my hero-worship
of certain early SACD adherents
like Joe Harley (AudioQuest) and
Kavi Alexander (Water Lily)
remains undiminished; the demos
around the show confirmed their
beliefs. DMP's Tom Jung has been

Wilson Audioi WATTIPuppy
with '5on right for comparison

in two finishes,

NAUSS 1998
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SHOW REPORT
show at all. Or, if they did, it was
behind closed doors and Iwasn't

NEW AND FORTHCOMING AUDIOPHILE DISCS
Three Days' WIllkir [
AP02008]: harmonica

45rpm 4disc sets. Sonny Rollins, The Bridge
[LSP-252 7 -45]: 45rpm version of lhis first RCA

confirming, denying and/or clarifying

blues in the Little Walter idiom

album. Frank Sinatra, The Voice [
CL- 743]: LP

points during along Q&A session. (It
was also the occasion where Iheard

CHESKY Carila Lother, Ephemera [
JD] 83]: vocals
in an Enya vair. Sara K, No Cover [
CHDVD1195]

reiss.Je of 1955 recording.
CLASSIC RECORDS 96/24 ( DAD).Antill,

some of the most stupid questions ever

and Chuck Mangione, The Feeling's Back
[CHDVD194.]: both, full- motion video, no

invited. Its main event was the Show's
press luncheon, with guest speakers

to issue from journalists' mouths.)
What we do know is that the standards
are finalised for both two- and multichannel sound, that the launch will take
place soon, that the number of ' allies' is
large enough to cause a case of the
sweats for Sony and Philips, that —
let's face it, this is the end of the calm
before the storm. And, amusingly
enough, the four-month time difference
between the Chicago event and our
forthcoming show in September means
that

Technics

and

Pioneer

will

probably be demonstrating the real
thing in London. Then we'll have
something concrete to assess.
Digital wars aside, the show was
typical of an event during a holding
pattern, as per the January CES, plenty
of amps and speakers and home
theatre, with cautious releases of new
source components. And if the truth be
known, the most significant launch of
all was the Wilson WATT/Puppy 6,
which Ipreviewed in last month's
'Headroom'. To recap, the company
kept the drive units but refined,
upgraded and reshaped everything else.
The ' 6 is so pretty that it's hard to
reconcile it with its hideous WATT/
Puppy lineage; imagine Salman
Rushdie fathering Gwyneth Paltrow to
gauge this transition from caterpillar to
butterfly. Sonically? A dream come true
driven by Wadia's wild and wonderful
790 Power DAC...
Not to suggest that the rest of the
show was anti- climactic, but other
major league stand-outs elude me. Still,
Ienjoyed the odd quiver here, amild
tickle there, and gladly would Ihave
made space in my luggage for PS
Audio's new AC mains purifiers,
ASR's integrated amp with its cool
light- show, an Oracle CD player
(refined even further...) and abunch of

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS Eornot RaSun,

regional cocing and 96/24 sound.

Corrobortee [
DAD] 029]; John Coltrane, Blue
Train) [
DA0]028]; Lou Donaldsor, Lou Takes Off
[DAD] 06]; Mussorgsky, Pictures At An

CLASSIC RECORDS. Cannonball Adderley,
Autumn Leav,esiAlrson's Uncle [
BST- 81595-45]:

ExAibition/Holst, The Planets [
DAD 1027]: all
96/24 DADs playable on DVD-V players

Vinyl 45rpm. l-rarry Belafonte, Belafonte At
Carnegie Hall [
ILSC-6006-45] box set of one-

CLA3SIC RECORDS PREVUE Ted Curson, Plenty
Of 1-flom .PR27]; Barry Harris, Tokyo 1976

sided 45rprr discs. Bob Dylan Live 1966 [
CK2657591]: 2UP v'ersion of the Royal Albert Hall

[PR'r;4]; Dave McKenna, Cookin' At Michael's Pub
[PR.26]; Marian McPartland, Live At The Carlyle

gig. Boston Pops/F,edler, Offenbach Gaité

[PR25]; Jimmy Raney, The Influence [
PR23]

Parisienne [ iSC18117-45]: 45rpm 2- disc set.
Jascha Heifetz:Chicago SO/Feiner, Tchaikovsky
Violin Concerto [ LSC-2129]: c Living Stereo LP

GROOVE NOTE Jay McShann, What A
Wonderrtul World [
GRV]005llive in Kansas

cut from original 3- track masters. Nathan
Milstein/New vork PO/Walter, Mendelssohn
Violin Concerto [ M_-4001]: 50th Anniversan,
pressing of Cdumbia's first- ever LP. Chicago
SO/Reiner, 'Mmussorgsky Pichrres At An
Exhibition [
LSC22C1-45], Chicago SO/Reiner,
Respighi Pires of Rome/Fountains of Rome [ 1SC2436-45], Chicago SO/Reiner, RimskyKorsakoff Scheherazade RSC2446-45]: all

vibration. Transport is a Philips CD
PRO, conversion is via a 96/24 DAC,
digital outputs include RCA and XLR
balanced. A hefty sucker, the
483x400x120tran (wdh) player weighs
22.51%. (
www.electracompaniet.no)
Linn followed the high- end CD12
with a brace of more affordable CD
players — brave stuff, as DVD renders
CD old-hat. Then again, Linn waited
longer than mast before adding CD to
its range in the wake of analogue, so
this could be amillennial repeat of its
own brand of Ludditism. The Genki

and KK sent you.

SOURCES
Electrocompaniet's handsome, glassfronted, all- black top- loading CD
player, the EMC1 Reference, has an
advanced ' cancellation system' to
eliminate acoustic and mechanical
1141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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[WLA-CS 70- CD]: with and produced by Ry
Cocder; IPhiladelphia Orchestra, Nature's Realm
[WLA-0566-CD]. works by Liszt and Dvorak
reccrdec with Blumlein array.

1011iy tortura
ourselves with
tales of wares
w.
th no
application in
our market
saddled as vve
aie with a
digital
broadcasting
s)stem
obsolete even
before its
launch?

analogue outputs for feeding primary
and secondary systems, optional RS232

AtmaSphere's valve monster

comms module for software upgrades
and connection ta home automation

Ikemi adds to the recipe is a custombuilt transport with precision-machined

before its launch?
Please make your selection from the
following, all appended with web site
addresses if known. Tell 'em HFNIRR

Fest-vol, eaturing Pinchas Zukernan
WAtTER LILY ACOUSTICS Jon Ha.sell, Fascinoma

capability, two pairs of single- ended

HDTV- related goodies, but why

broadcasting system obsolete even

best of the 1998 Santa Fe Chamlber Music

(£995) and Ikemi (£ 1950) are HDCD-

systems,

with no application in our market,
saddled as we are with a digital

Mczart, Neikrug and Elgar [ STPH0014-2] .the

capable players with Delta- Sigma
DACs with 24 bit resolution, Brilliant
power supplies, Knekt multi- room

other tchatchkes. Too tormenting were
all of the hot new projectors and
torture ourselves with tales of wares

Cit./ May 1999
STEREORHILE Bravo!, Chamber Music by

and

possible jitter, balanced analogue
outputs, AES/EBU balanced digital

Linn- standard

320x326x8Omm (will) cases. What the

drawer and shock-resistant suspension,
Linn's ' 2-D' processing for lowest

audio output and TOSlink optical
Below: Marante
SACD player

output. (
www.linninc.com)
Marantz, a company you'd have
thought was preoccupied with a new
format launch, found the time to come
up with acool component which surely
must antagonise the very record
companies it needs ta seduce. The DR17 CD-R/CD-RW reeorder has HDCD
copy and playback capability ( one of
the first, I'd imagine), double- speed
disc finalisation and sleek, low-profile
looks. Said to have audiophile-grade
innards, this thing looks like asteal at a
US price of $ 1499 in black.
Metronome's luscious CD1 is a
Bitstream CD player available either
57

Oxford Audio Consultants
Í.

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
reson mica
rari Cartridge
I85.00

THEULTIMATEIN
SOUND ADVICE
Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING

rac

SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our
favourite Italian company - afull-scale floor-standing GUARNERI that we've
prayed for for ages - we've got our demonstrator's - and - wow!!!
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES - we are very proud to be apremier retailer of this
mould- breaking range from £ 1400 to £8500
NAIM AUDIO CDS MK 2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money - audition an
absolute must!
KRELL FPB POWER AMPS - the new range is out - audition amust!
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS & PICTURE
DAVIS D1.450 LITEBEAM PROJECTOR- fantastic value for money!!!
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA POWER AMP - aperfect match for the preamp
NAIM 82/250 - top-quality British products both in terms of build and sound
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £ 1249
MUSICAL FIDELITY XRAY CD, X-Al AMP & ALL OTHER XSERIES
-superb value for money
PIONEER 717 DVD PLAYER - SETS THE DVD STANDARD AT THIS PRICE POINT
THETA ' DAVID' & VOYAGER' - STATE OF THE ART PRODUCTS
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled
sound; on dem at last after along wait
YAMAHA DSP Al - astunningly good home theatre package
MARANTZ CD17/PM17/ST17 TUNER K.I. SIGNATURE SERIES - hear how
INTEREST
good it is
FREE CREDIT
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT, SILTECH, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
COPLAND CD266/277/288 CD PLAYERS - all superb value for money from this very
impressive company; now joined by the CSA28 amplifier
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

£ 295

SH
SH

KRELL 300i INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

£ 1895

SH

PASS LABS X350 POWER AMPLIFIER

£5995

SH

NAIM SBL PASSIVE SPEAKERS BLACK

£995

SH

£ 10995

XD

WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM

AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 PREAMP BLACK
KRELL KPS25S CD PLAYER

£995

SH

£ 14995

SH

COPLAND CDA288 CD PLAYER
MUS FIDELITY F16 POWER AMP

£ 1295

SH

£ 1395

XD

£995

SH

QUAD ESL63 SPEAKERS BROWN
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3

£ 295

SH

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators ..£2595

XD

SONUS FABER EXTREMAS

£3295

SH

£795

SH

MERIDIAN 500 CD TRANSPORT

£695

SH

MICROMEGA STAGE 2

£200

SH

£9995

XD

£250

SH

MICHELL ARGO HR PREAMP

KRELL FPB600 POWER AMP
EPOS ES14 SPEAKERS
KRELL REFERENCE 64
LINN LP12

P.O.A.

Virtual

Keaucy

dude Syttedd Ltd

P.O. Box

383,

Brentwood, Essex, GF.1114

01277

227355

Fax: 01277

4GB.

224103

THORENS PRE/POWER
YAMAHA DSPA590

SH

£495

SH

£75

SH

£ 495

SH

£ 100

SH

NAIM 22 PREAMPLIFIER

-

reson reca

P.O.A.

NAIM 92R PREAMPLIFIER

TA

MC Cartridge £ 199.00

e-mad:Infoevirtualr.demon.co.ult

£ 1695

KRELL 150A POWER AMPLIFIER AS NEW

• reson aciore

Tel:

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
AUDIOLAB 8000A AMPLIFIER

eson etile
Cartridge £ 455.00

EE EJCPCOFt7- BERVICE

/WAIL - 10IFHJEFI AVAILABLE ClIV 1111,41V•V /7-E/1/1-S-_

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram, Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, Castle,
Copland, Denon, GM Audio Tables. Goldring, Harmonix, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Maranta, Martin Logan.
Michell, Moth, Musical Fidelity. NAD, Naim, Onkyo, Orelle. Ortoton. Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Proac, Proceed,
QUAD. REL Subwooters, Rotel, Sennheiser. SME. Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stax, Tannoy, Target. Teac. Theta,
Thorens. Transparent Cables. Unison Research. van den Hul. Videokron. Wilson, Yamaha.
Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm
WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS

Oxford

Audio

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 11E
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

the new all granite
'nonpareil 16.02' reference
speaker system from
"Listening to this
loudspeaker is avery
different experience"
Gramaphone July '99

hne
systems
www.hne.co.uk
+44(0) 1777 708673

SHOW REPORT
all-solid-state or (as the CD1-V) with a

so it's been around for awhile, but this

valve output stage, consisting of two

was the first time Iwas able to study it

6922 triodes. Its beautifully machined

and ooh and ash over the details. The

black anodised front features a large

Proscenium Gold Signature, especially

Perspex insert containing the display,

when sited on the dedicated Prologue

the

equipment rack, is a room-filler with a

controls

and

the

tray,

the

450x105x375mm (whd) unit resting its
10kg ( 11kg for the CD1V) on complexlooking pointy feet. For transport-only
types, the company has the Philips-

1.nh, Manley with
his new VTL
integrated amplifier

massive outboard air-pump measuring
24x15.5x15.5in and producing 45psi
because the Walker is air- bearing

based T-20B said to be ready for 96/24

everything. The base is cast from
crushed marble, adding to a total

DVD audio, its mate being the C-20B

chassis/platter/arm/motor weight of

movme ennizciser sour channel headnhones

Burr- Brown- based converter with

2451b. The pure lead platter uses an air

massive power supply, tube output

bearing to support its 701bs, the air-

stage, and processing for 96/24. The

bearing arm is a linear tracker with a

tube design — no surprises here —

pair will sell Stateside for under $ 5000.

with four ECC82s on board. Remote

converter,

carbon fibre arm tube, wiring is pure
silver — it's a thing of sheer, Heath

with front panel selection for AES/EBU

Robinsonian beauty. Allow $ 9000-

available, though a full remote is

input via XLR, ATT optical and

$15,000 depending on options...

currently under development. Its

selectable for tube or solid-state, the

APAPUFICATION

front features polarity inversion and the

Art Audio's Jota, named for whatever
reason after an obscure Lamborghini, is

Avalon monablock power amplifier,
rated at 60W.

Also available is the CIA

S/PDIF coaxial. The analogue output is

heart of the beast is an 18-bit, 8-times
Delta-Sigma converter.
Musical

Surroundings

Inc,

coupled single-ended triode
It is designed around

(which they love to point out to
Americans is made from metal rather

Below: ASR's
Emitter I

control of mute and volume is currently

natural partner is the recently-launched

a pure Class A 20W/ch, transformer-

importer of the Moth record cleaner

including XLR balanced. It's an all-

amplifier.
the KR

Electrocompaniet's Nemo derives
its name from the speaker it partners at
Abbey Road Studios: B&W's Nautilus.

Enterprise VV32B output triode, with a

(Be glad B&W didn't call the speaker
`balloon', or Electrocarnpaniet would

pair of Mullard CV378 rectifiers, two

have had to call the amp ` Phileas

6922/6DJ8s in the gain stage and apair
of 12BH7s. A zero-feedback, auto-bias

Fogg'.) Nemo, capable of delivering

design, it is of dual-mono construction

600W into the B&W flagship, is based
on the AW 180 M monoblock, but in

on a single, polished stainless steel

this

chassis. (
rem. artaudio.com)

balanced/bridged configuration, where

ASR's Emitter I Exclusive is a
160W/ch stereo integrated amplifier
with an optional battery power supply

both

case operating in a special
halves

are

fully

balanced.

(www. electrocampaniet. no)
KR/Kron showed the rather unusual

just for the pre- amp stage. Fully

Kronzilla

remote-controllable and pretty much

integrated amplifier, fitted with a pair

customisable for whatever perverse

of the massive KR161D tubes, seen

needs you can imagine, it offers a light
show to rival the dash of a Lexus.

earlier in a Cary design. Rated at

solid- state -tube hybrid

2x150W, the amp is not for sale: it is

Switch on and you get abig numerical

described by its maker as a ' gift' to its

than chipboard...), released anice little

display which shuts off after a short

dealers, who will use it to promote the

phono stage called the Phenomena.

time so as not to annoy you. In
typically Germanic fashion, the ASR is

brand. Go figure...

Launched at $ 600 for an unspecified
initial period, it features discrete

large, black, gilded and built like a

pre-amp, the LL2. Pure Class-A, all its

transistor topology, Class A operation,

tank. (www.ASRAudio.de)
Atma-Sphere's S-30 Mk II Stereo

stages are single- ended.

dual-mono layout, adjustable gain of
40-60dB in 16 steps, adjustable loading

Amplifier reminded me of the nearly-

Offering three line level inputs, one

of 30-100k ohms

steps,

forgotten Carver tube amp, with its big,

tape loop and two sets of outputs, the

in

128

LAMM launched a new purist tube
Gain is

17.92dB, rated output IV RMS.

adjustable capacitance and remote AC

retrostyled meter, naked tubes and no-

LL2 provides a front panel muting

power source; abattery supply is under

nonsense layout. 30W/ch comes from

switch and full protection circuitry

development.

its per- channel complement of five

coupled to automatic mute at turn

Below: Two
Waveform speaker
Transfiguration's latest m- c models, based on the
cartridge is the ' new' Spirit, again a same upper section
yokeless design. Output is 0.4mV,

6AS7G output Mbes and three 6SN7

on/turn off. As the case wasn't ready in

driver tubes, in pure Class-A mode. It

time for the show, visitors could gaze

employs Atma-Sphere's patented

upon its innards in all their naked

direct-coupled OTL stage in true

glory, with parts including Dale metal
film resistors, ALPS pots, Electrocube

made from permalloy, and it

dual mono mode, but it can be
strapped
for
monoblock

offers an improved stylus/

operation. Everything is hard-

Cornell Dubilier electralytics, selected

cantilever interface. US price

wired — no circuit boards.

Graham supplied the internal
silver wiring, the former is

and Roederstein film capacitors,
tubes (two 12AU7s, two 6DJ8s and a

is pegged at $ 1500, with a

The S-30 Mk II weighs a

6X4) and custom- designed power

couple

trade-in

solid 321b and is finished

transformer.

programmes for existing

in a suitably historical

Transfiguration owners, or

`Wrinkletex'

in aBasis/Graham system.

(www. atma-sphere. corn)

Walker

of

Audio

(
no

Audio

coating.

Rogue Audio showed the M-120
monoblock power amplifier, each
chassis sporting a tube complement of

Valve's

one 12AX7, two 12AU7s and aquartet

connection with the UK's

Eklipse

C JWalker) demonstrated

comprehensive

the

of turntable

level pre-amp capable

which calls to mind an

of accepting seven

either ultralinear or pure triode mode.

exploded display in a

sources,

while

The transformers are mechanically

technology museum. OK.

providing two outputs,

isolated, the octets of tubes are

kind
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is

a
line

of 6550s/KT88s. To extend tube life,
the

Rogue

features

a soft- start

mechanism, and the amp can run in

59

capability. The ' 2 and ' 3 deliver

visit ahi-fi show. But we did get to hear

400W/ch, while the ' 5 produces

the company's $ 85,000 statement, a

300W/ch, all at 8ohms; add 50% more

modular

to these for wattage into 4 ohms.

compromise. Standing 82.2in tall but

(www.sonicfrontiers.com)

with a footprint of only 9.6in wide by

VAC's Avatar was seen in shop-

floorstander

shorn

of

22.1in deep, the Evidence reminded

ready form, this handsome integrated

me of JBL's K2 in that in consisted of

amp offering arealistic stab at being all

vertically symmetrical bass modules

things to

its

above and below a mid/treble module.

17.5x8x15.3in (whd) chassis are two

Each of the former contains two new

12AX7s in the all- tube phono stage,

8in woofers with 3in voice-coil, while

another pair in the line stage, and three

the

12AU7s driving aquartet of EL34s for

ferrofluid cooled tweeters and two 6in

60W/channel in ultralinear mode or

cone mids. Construction is of the ` to

27W/ch in triode mode. The line

die for' calibre, the styling decidedly

section provides 24dB of gain, the

High Tech Teutonic, but I'll reserve

phono stage 37dB, and the 611b unit

judgement until Ihear them outside of

supplied as matched sets, all input and

has a direct power amplifier mode for

show conditions. More tempting for

output connections are gold-plated,

home theatre duties. Remote control

Real Worlders is Dynaudio's handsome

and it bears the familiar machined

for gain and mute is an option.

Contour 1.3 Special Edition, latest in a

aluminium faceplate with its signature

(www.vac-amps.com)

line of Contours starting back in ' 86.

circular

motif

in

the

all

people.

Within

mid/treble

unit

houses

two

centre.

VTL's newest integrated is the IT-85

Dimensions are 14.5x7x19in (whd);

rated at 85W/ch. Offering remote

designed

the tubes are protected by a welded-

control of mute and volume, it accepts

emerged as a completely new speaker

five

built into the 1.3's the 15x8x11.6in

wire cage.
Roksan's genuine bid for aslice of
the A/V action is the Caspian DSP.
This comprehensive control unit has a
mix of seven digital and analogue
inputs plus Dolby Digital via RF, tape,
digital, and 5.1 channel outputs, delay
adjustment, video switching, remote

Above: Zany
Archibald of
Stereophile with The
Academy's Joe
Piccirilli
Top: New look from
MEL

line level sources,

sports a

Conceived initially as a 1.3 Mk II
without

limitations,

it

headphone socket and tape loop, and

(hwd) cabinet. The SE weighs 221b and

has the same gain structure as the ST-

uses all-new drivers, including a28mm

85 stereo power amplifier to enable

soft dome tweeter and a 170mm

easy bi-amping. US price is 82500

polypropylene cone woofer.

including remote; an optional phono

cracker is finished in Bird's Eye Maple

stage is planned for late summer.

and sells for an eye-watering $ 3499 per
pair.

This little

control, Dolby Digital and Pro-Logic

SPEAKERS

surround processing and more. While it

Coincident demonstrated the Eclipse,

what it is: a Fontaine minus one

can be used with existing Caspian

a direct descendent of the earlier

woofer. The lin cloth dome tweeter

amplification, the company has also

Millennium. Its predecessor was a

and 6in polypropylene bass unit are

produced the Caspian 5-Channel A/V

sub/sat system with the mid/treble

fixed to a mildly sloped baffle, its top

Amplifier, rated at 5x8OW, or 140W/ch

module perched on top of a bass

in stereo mode. (
www.roksan.co.uk)

section so it looked, from the front, like

Sonic Frontiers, now secure in a

Egglestonworks' Isabel looks like

a single box enclosure; the Eclipse is a

relationship with Paradigm, launched
new models in
ith its Sonic Frontiers

single chassis speaker measuring only

and Anthem ranges, including products

height 42in, the array lending itself to a

marking its further intentions in the

front- mounted lin titanium dome

home theatre/surround sound arena.

tweeter, two Sin polypropylene mids

The Anthem AVM- 1 Surround Sound

and apair of side-firing 8in paper cone

processor/pre-amplifier/tuner

is,

woofers. Unusually, the Eclipse has an

effectively, an A/V receiver minus the

impedance of 14 ohms and sensitivity

chiselled away. The tweeter benefits

power amplifier section. Its facilities

of 92dB/IW, making it ideal for low

from

include decoding for Dolby Digital 5.1,

power tube amplifiers. The mids can be

chamber which ' imitates' an infinite

8in wide. Its depth is 16in and overall

a large aperiodic damping

Dolby Pro- Logic, DTS and assorted

upgraded at a later date to magnesium

baffle, while the mid-bass unit is run

music modes, multi-zone capability,

cone drivers ( as in the Millennium).

full range and resides is a vented box.

upgradeable software, a 12V trigger for

(home.icant.netk-coincidlcstl.htm)

Zones 1and 2, AM and FM reception,

Dynaudio's focus on its flagship

Inside, the Isabel uses wire made by
Transparent, Hovland caps and Vishay

on- screen menus, seven composite

almost obscured the launch of a far

resistors, with Cardasmade rhodium

video and seven S-video inputs and

more enticing, if far less expensive

binding posts for single-wiring. Overall

three outputs for each, two component

model. Indeed, part of the press kit for

dimensions are 9.5x13x14in (dwh), but

video inputs and one output, 10 digital

the awe-inspiring Evidence was a full

the speaker bolts directly to a custom-

audio inputs, seven analogue inputs

review in a German magazine, which

made plinth which makes it look like a

and more. Its natural partners are the

could hardly make the invited press feel

large floorstander. It can be mass-

Anthem MCA2 stereo amp (2x200W/8

ike they were privy to anything new —

loaded with the material of your choice

ohms), MCA3 three- channel amp

the sole reason any journalist would

and spiked to the floor; the stand brings

(3x165W/8 ohms) or the MCA5 five-

the tweeter to the same (ear) height as

channel amp ( 5x150W/8 ohms) or...

Eggleston's floorstanding models.

of course, Sonic Frontiers' solid-state

(www.egglestonworks.corn)

Channel 2, Channel 3 and Channel 5.

Hales' Alexandra, in prototype form

They're exactly what their names say:

at CES, sounded fine in Chicago, more

two,

five- channel

details emerging to help explain this

configurations of asingle-chassis multi-

three

and

elegant if curious- looking system.

mono design with modular, card-based

Upper frequencies are handled by a

amplifier sections.

They're fully

balanced from input to output, offer
soft- start
60

turn- on

and

auto- on

Ro san snew ome cinema
Spendor-built speaker (left)

ribbon tweeter said to be anew design
in case you mistake it for a venerable
Japanese classic. The upper module
MUST 1999
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ACCESSORIES, TOYS AND ODDITIES... PART 1
ARGENT's Room Lens is a 'feedback
controlled, modified broadband Helmholtz
Resonator'. Or, in other words, it's aroom
tuning device which won't take up too much
space or make your partner wish you were
dead. The Room Lens looks like those modern
radiators you find in bathrooms in Sweden, a
trio of vertical pipes on aplinth. They're light,
easy to move around, easy to locate and too
pretty to disguise. If they dampen excess
room resonances as described, then these
could be an audiophile's best friend
Especially one who's married to aBWFH.
ASC, one of the granddaddies of room
tuning, showed the new Proponent line — far
prettier than its predecessors and looking
more like certain loudspeakers than
misplaced elements from ashop's window
display. The three models include the
Cornerstone ( 13x13x6Oin) for positioning
behind speakers for cleaning up bass, the
Fresco ( 6x13x6Oin) to place on the side and
end walls to improve articulation and expand
soundstage, and the Foundation
(18x18x2Oin), acombination subwoofer
stand and bass trop.
AUDIO PRISM's Noise Sniffer is ahandy
power line analyser which detects EMF and
RFI on house circuits, identifies circuits which
may need filtering and detects the effects on
your hi-fi system of appliances used
throughout the house. Naturally, the company
has arange of devices to combat AC noise; I
came back with apair of the new Wave
Guides, luxurious blocks which you fit to any
also houses two 2m metal dome rinds;
bass is handled by two 10in metal

cabres you choose, including AC, digital,
video or line the 'Guides providing common
mace noise filtering. Another one to add to
my lls- of thirgs to challenge my lunatic- fringe
AC rhstallation...
AUREX's AV -Mat is the latest in along hisrary
of, Chi, mats to place on top of a5in optical
disc Nowadbys, though, the vendors can
add CVD and CD-ROM to the appliccmion),
but l's,e yet to see any suggest that youi use it
With cPlaystation, even though it's atoploace-. Whotever the unspecified material" it
is scid to ' provide clearer sound, abroader
sterec field, perceived 20 to 24 bit resolution,
warner highs and tighter bass, better data
reccvery from CD-ROMs and sharper
picturres'. Ihave no problem with any of the
above save for ' better data recovery from
CD- OMs'. Does that mean I'll have an
easier time cr more gore with Quake l' or
more detailed maps with Autoroute? IIThink
we should be told.
DIG TAL ADRENALIN's Intelligent Video
Switch) is clearly aimed at Yanks; who else
could possiby need eight pairs of S-video.
andlcompos.te inputs and three outputs? Hell,
I'm stilll avoiding Sky and refuse to siga or for
digital TV fo:- at least acouple of year≤; Ionly
¡ust received NICAM BBC Whatever, -he DA
IVS provides in addition to transparent
sounce switching automatic conversion' of Svideo, to composite if necessary, two TOSLinks
to coax, one coax to TOSLink, four
programmable SPDIF coax outputs and
ana.cgue audio output via astereo RCA pair

bass drivers and the side-firing 12in,

for SPLs above 115dB and maybe past

ahome-theatre-oriented firm, the MTS
can be augmented by acentre channel

-

copper phase plug and a pair of 8in

flagship's driver array consists of a lin
tweeter, a 4M mid, four 5.25in mid-

woofers custom-made by Focal.
Sensitivity is stated as 94dB/1W, good
120dB. You have been warned. Hales

with 18- bit resolution. Measuring only
1f7inx9x2.2in (wdh), this is just wnat the
coctor ordered if you have toc many sources
cnd not enough inputs; Isuspect tnat afew
MK IA/V receiver owners will find it a
9odsend. (
www.digitaladrenaiin.com)
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES, Drain child of
Mark Schifter of Audio Alchemy Ifame,
launched acouple of digital dev.ces which
carry on an AA tradition. they're so underpriced as to raise an eyebrov-. Tie P- 1A is a
rifty DSP-based loudspeaker and
loudspeaker/room correction] system housed
ii avertical box reminiscent of,
ay, an
outboard modem or ZIP drive. Itiprovides full
band correction using MLSSA files as
provided by individual speaker companies,
supports all home theatre technologies
(ncluding 96k/24- bit, DTS, Dolby Digital
cnd MLP) and can even be used as astand clone jitter reducer. Resolution is 24- bit,
while output data is user seleztable for
48kHz/20-bit or 96kHz/24- sit io suit both
ourrent and forthcoming DACs. PT's DAW-1
Digital Audio Workstation is 3 pre-ampoum-DAC with the capabilities o the P-1 A
I . ncluding the room/speaker correction), a
fill- function pre- amp with level adjustments
in ldB steps and aDAC with 96/24
oapability Oh, and both the DAW-1 and PA break with long-standing Audio Alchemy traditions in one key area: they nave looks
to make you drool rather than despair.
Watch this space
(www.perpetuattechnologies.ren)

aluminium cone woofers, the latter
with four-layer voice coils and 'bumped
back-plate' for large excursion. The
Pearl's name comes from its
`Pearlescene paint rmish, the braced

with its own 1000W amp. As Infinity is

speaker (one tweeter, one mid and two

39x11x16in (hwd) enclosure featuring

measuring 8x20x16in ( hwd) and
housing two 6.5in polypropylene

mid-bass drivers) and the MTS towers,
which lack the active 12M woofer. Also
seen was a stack of active, downward-

gloss wood side panels. Specs? 2520kHZ, +/- 2dB, sensitiv ity of

woofers flanking a4.5in polypropylene

firing subwiaofers, including the HPS-

midrange; above the latter is a
centrally-positioned lin aluminium

250 ( 12ini250W), the HPS-500
(15in/500W) and the HPS-1000

dome tweeter. Contributing to its 311b
weight are panels made of lin thick

(downward firing and side-firing 12in
woofers and 1000W). Oh, and to

MDF and abaffle of the same
material but 1.5in thick.

agitate our friends in Huntingdon,
there's the FPS- 1000 Flat Panel
Speaker with ultra-thin drive

also showed a serious, shielded centre
channel speaker, the Revelation Center,

Finishes include sapele, oak,
black

and

88dB/1W and 8 ohm nominal
impedance. (www.josephaudio.com)
MBL showed ahandsome new small
speaker derived from the ' much
adored' 311C, reminding us that it's
not always apulsating sphere. The mlal
311D is athree-way system housed in a
diminutive enclosure on a dedicated
stand, with total

(unow.halesdesigngroup.com)
Infinity had a couple of

5.25in passive radiator — in a

dimensions

of

1170x200x320mm (hwd). Its driver

unie — a lin rotatable dome
tweeter, a5.25in woofer and a

cherry.

Stanley
Linear Audio
speaker

line-up consists of a 21mm ferrofluidcooled tweeter, a52ntm dome mid and
a 170mm Kevlar-membraned woofer,

rooms containing all manner

641x292trim panel only 38mm

of speakers, with anumber of
standouts. Succumbing to an

deep. (
www.infinitysystems.com)

increasingly popular trend,

odds-on favourite for the ' Best
of Show' honours, launched a
serious high-end contender; it's

finishes including beechwood veneer or

gotta be with a target price of

reminds me: this new, Pleasantville-like
behaviour is also reflected in the

especially

evident

Joseph Audio, always an

in

Germany, Infinity's Prelude
MTS features avery narrow
frontal area but a deep bass
enclosure containing a sidefiring woofer. (Note that these

$15,000. Dubbed the Pearl,
this floorstander uses a lin softdome tweeter in a 'field array of
spaced neodymium magnets'

may resemble the speakers
designed for Infinity some
years ago by Laurie Fincham,

6.5M magnesium cone mid with

formerly of KEF, but that extends
only to the layout.) This new

Left: Coincident Technology speaker
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and with cast zinc chassis, a

fitted to a cabinet made from 20mm
MDF with rounded edges. A variety of
silky black confirm that the company is
no longer bound by gloss black. Which

Below: Winter's Tale
audio chair

hardware, certain items of which were
seen in a fetching shade of titanium
grey. (
www.mbl-HiFicom)
Monitor Audio showed the Silver 5,
apretty floorstander measuring aroomfriendly 31.5x7.75x7.75in (hwd) and
finished in cherry, Rose Mahogany or
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SHOW REPORT
Black Oak. It's atwo-way system with a

ACCESSORIES, TOYS AND ODDITIES... PART 2

lin gold dome tweeter and two 5.5in
Silver C- CAM woofers. It's shielded
for A/V use, and the company boasts
that it delivers ' tons-o-bass'.
Nova's Applause is, despite Texan
origins, avery British-looking, classic
floorstander. A two-way vented design,
it uses the same lin soft dome tweeter
found in the smaller Bravo, but
employs two
7in carbon- fibre
composite woofers to the one in the
Bravo. The drivers are positioned with
the woofers above and below the
tweeter, in the upper half of the
enclosure. Bi-wirable, the Applause is
specified as having 89dB/1W sensitivity
and a 4 ohm nominal impedance.
(www.NovaAudio.com)
Reference 3A's pretty La Ventas is
a phase coherent, time-aligned slopefronted floorstander measuring 810mm
tall and 300mm wide, but 250mm deep
at the base, tapering to 120mm at the
top. Its primary unit is an 8M carbon
fibre- coned driver good for 112dB,
positioned below a dome tweeter
working above 4kHz. Sensitivity is
92dB/1W, impedance is 8 ohms and
power handling 100W RMS.
Roksan demonstrated acute speaker
in collaboration with Spendor, ajointventure we couldn't have predicted.
(Though an audio genealogist would
point out that Spendor made the
original small box speakers for Quad,
and Quad and Roksan once
shared proprietors... ) Set to
sell for £ 1100 per pair, or

PS AUDIO, once krown for no-fnills amps and

pre- amps, retu-ns with acompletely new
concept. PS 'audio ?ower Plants ake control of
the AC mains to astage beyond mere filtering on
conditioning— these devices earn the tag of 'AC
synthesisers' Tie P300, P600, PI 200 and
P2000 ( model iumoers referring to the wattage)
provide between four and eight AC outlets to
drive your components with new.),generated
pure AC line voltage; their behaMour is
comparable to that 'required by 14h- tech
industries requiring ' laboratory grade' AC
power for crtical scientific and medical
applications Among the claims made are ou put
distortion beioN,, 0.'%, guaranteed regulated,
low impedarce/low distortion 1 5V or 230V
output from an:, AC supply ratec between 95V
and 260V, anc oubut voltage flwctuations below
0.3V. Expec- some listening tests. very soon. Oh,
and another th ing: wish there were power
amps as pretty.... (
www.psaudio.com)
RIGHTWAY '
AUDIO PRODUCTS elicited a 'Gee
whiz' from rme, as ii, 'Gee whiz, it's been a
while since anyone showed me something to
support cables off tbe floor'. The Suspendor is a
1.51b device made "Tom electrical- grade
porcelain wi rh agroove in its top to accept the
cables; it resembles. the insulators on top of
power pylons It's set up in such away that you
can rest cables on top, while allowing others o
criss-cross w thout flaking contact, and the
hand-out even liows wacky alternatives, like
wrapping the wires around apair of them to coil
up excess carde. Its raison d'etre? The ' propemanaging oe dectromagnetic fields' (
EMF) which
surround audio cables. Hell, Idom't care if they
work or not they just look so cool...

£2500 for five, the
speaker is a two-way
reflex design finished in

sens ble company, showed abizarre device
aimed at computer gainers. The Sennheiser
Surrounder Pro is acollar — yup just like what
you'd picture on adray horse — with front and
rear speakers so you can wrap yourself in
sourd. Isuppose one'could, if so inclined, use it
with cinematic surrou id sources, Dut — frankly
— most audiophiles would be toc ashamed to be
caught dead in the th mg. In defence of the
venerable German firm, this must surely be
aimed at the sort of human catast-ophe who
woud stand in line fo- weeks for The Phantom
Menace while dressed up as aWookie.
ULTFA SYSTEM takes tweaking tort new extreme
with its Audio Desk S7steme, which — Ikid thee
not — makes your CDs ' truer' to neduce jitter, by
trimming their shape to better approach that of a
perfect circle. The cutting device is made in
Germany; it's attached to amechanism which, in
60 seconds, trims the disc, while bevelling the
edges to a38° angle to reduce laser scatter and
painting ablack edge at the same time. Guys
were running around the show swearing by this,
so investigate it if you' have aspare $ 500.
WINTER'S TALE followed arival's, chair launched
at CES, the one whicl- moves via hydraulics in
concert with whatever you're watching, with a
chair which more sedately merely rumbles,
vibrates and feels nice to the tush. It's a
handsome thing, awooden framed recliner with
nicel padded leather seats ideal for long
listering sessions, but tit contains full- range
transducers and 300W of power ro create a
theropeutic environment. Yup, yow guessed it.
Winter's Tale is basec in California.
(www.winterstale net)

Some unusual floorstanders from
Stanley Linear Audio- feature small
footprints and drive units in stepped

grey, with an MDF
cabinet and sculpted
grille; the centre-channel

arrays to improve time alignment. The
UD-6.5 and Pro 6.5 stand 45M tall,
7.7in wide and 10.5in deep, with an

variant features a neat,
changeable ' base angle

extra 1.5in on the UD-6.5 if you add
the grille. Both use a 28mm Esotec

bar' to adjust the speaker
relative to the listening
position.

SENNHEISER, normally aconservative and

tweeter from Denmark, aFrench-made
100mm aerogel mid- range and an
Esotec 170mm woofer. With crossover

Components

include aVIFA TC20 20mm
soft dome tweeter and two Spendor

points

130mm

Sensitivity is 85dB/1W, aid impedance
is nominally 7 ohm, 4 ohms minimum.

woofers.

Compact,

the

speakers measure 480x156x285mm;
prices include dedicated stands.
(www.roksan.co.uk)

Above:
Dynaudio's baby

14x11x7.5in (hdw). Its curved-

500Hz

and

6500Hz.

The Pro differs from its sister by
providing triwiring, level adjustment
on the mid and treble drivers, no

Soliloquy's SM-2A3 is a small
two-way, stand- mounted design
with an enclosure measuring only
bottom grille protects a 5.25in
rigid poly fibre cone woofer
mounted above a 1.125in

at

Left: Hales
Alexandra
speaker

provision for the grille (doncha just lave
purism?), extra- heavy ballast base
measuring 15x2Oin and weighing 131b
each, extra internal bracing and double
the wire gauge for the bass unit. Prices

400mm tall and 300mm in diameter.
Its own spec, separate from the
supporting systems, is 8 ohm
impedance,
around
89dB/1W
sensitivity and recommended amplifier
rating of 60-350W. In the Mach 17, the
egg nestles on top of a truncated
pyramid bass enclosure housing two

for ' 6.5s, from basic to Pro depending
on choice of finish, are $ 3274 to $ 7670
per pair.

12M treated paper cone woofers in a
unit with a597x597mm footprint. Add
an all- enclosing grille, and you
wouldn't know an egg lurks within.

dimensions, the SM-2A3 weighs
in at 221b.The speaker is aimed at

Waveform uses aclever egg-shaped
module to contain the tweeter and

mounting accessories in the range make

users of low power amps, such as
single-ended triodes, so the quoted

midrange for aseries of speaker which,
for the UK, could have been called

91dB
sensitivity,
10
ohm
impedance and a suggested power

Egg-Cups. The head module contains a
lin silk dome tweeter and apaper cone

can recall, the same basic ingredients
forming the heart of wall-mounts, small
floorstanders,
stand- mounters,

range of 3-25W make this apotential
mate for 300B-equipped amplifiers.

mid with foam surround, fitted to an
egg made of lOmm cast aluminium

bookshelf systems and anything else
you require. (
www.wavefonn.ca)

double
tweeter.

chamber
Despite
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silk- dome
the

small
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Other speakers, active crossovers and
this one of the most fkxible systems I
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blackbox
changed EMI (RF, hum) pickup. Or
changes in static charges due to
touching and rubbing against materials
(carpets, say) en route... If not, then
consider
acoustic/mechanical
vibrations. Speaker cables may be
microphonic, but if transduction is
mostly capacitative as usual, this will
be able to manifest only weakly even
with the poorly damped, highish (say
above 0.05 to 0.1 ohms) source
impedances of most valve/tube amps**
.12b. Returning to PFX, under the

'They hke to
be close to
you.. ': skirl
effect and
proxiwity
effect kick
off the
third and
last pirt cf
this
sumnary of
current
speaker
cable
knowledge

Footnotes
*It's essential to
realise (thank ymi
Malcolm!) that nonlinear phase shift
NOT connected with
the non-linear
amplitude response
that causes 'everyday'
harmonic and
intennod ifistortien,
also lamb,and
ambiguously called
'non linrarity'. Phase
non-linearity with
frequency alters the
timing of waves in
this way, and the
shapes of music signal
envelopes. It' also
essential to realisr
(thank you Mik...)
that `plus.' has NO
connections with
signal polarity or the
so-called 'absolute
phase' of signals or
speaker wring, ese.
** Equally, if voltage
or current clippine
occur to upset the
feedback that
ordinary s,4id-stat.ampkfiers rely upon,
their low output
source impedance will
leap high, but this
condition drouldn't be
often encountered.
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roximity effect ('PFX'),the Ilth
item in our list, is the partner
and a progression of ' Skin
effect'. It arises when send and return
conductors in AC cables are closepartnered, exactly as in many good
speaker cables, arad also when there's
appreciable current. With AC power,
`PFX' may be considered significant
fur high currents in ordinary flex
geometries, but the concern is mainly
over counterintuitive extra I
2R heating
and power loss, due to PFX's
contribution to 'AC resistance'.
PFX is rarely mentioned by speaker
cable makers (thus far) yet for driving
ordinary low impedance speakers, it is
significant in quality speaker cables that
use wide-conductor and particularly
close-spaced geometries, and that will
also inevitably pass currents up to a
few peak amperes — at least. At these
levels, and proportionately more at
higher currents, and with most
geometries (coax excepted), the already
largely axial shaped ' most conductive
path' within eadi conductor is
squeezed lopsidedly, as the current
paths are magnetically drawn to one
another in the way that opposite
charges or magnet poles attract. For
higher frequencies and transients hence
most music, PFX redoubles SFX%
(see last month) 'frequency dependent
resistance increase' into ' dynamic
frequency-amplitude
current
strangulation'. In other words, the
cable' nett AC ' resistance' (DC
resistance + inductive reactance + twin
inductoidances) increases sharply when
ahigher rate of charge flow is most
demanded! The complex phase and
micro timing changes or ' jitters' this
causes, in susceptible geometries, is
explored for the first time, in the
present
cable
testing
series.
Anticipating this perhaps in his July
'88 article 'Chart Material', Paul Miller
says ` Non linear frequency-phase and
amplitude relationships will lead to
amplitude
dependent
phase
intermodulation...' Quite.

STILL UNPROVEN QUALITIES
12a. Changes in sonic quality when
cables are repositioned may be due to
»OUST 11191

kiloAmperes of short circuits, akin to
magnetostriction, it causes the
convulsive flexure of conductors. On
asmaller scale, but also in afar subtler
domain, this electro mechanical rearrangement arises to some extent in
most speaker cables. The 'Running in'
of cables would seem to involve such
vibratory bedding down of the
conductors amongst themselves and in
their insulations. And the many,
varying frequencies and levels in pink
noise and music would be best for this.
So, quite aside from microphony,
speaker cables that sound better when
isolated from vibrations (whether
within the cable's innards, or by
external means like hangage) may be
manifesting an effect not openly
considered by most makers, something
that the advanced speaker tests
(continuing on page_) strongly
suggest: That sound and vibration
causing mechanical derangement of
cable geometry cause (phase) ` jitter'.
Thus sound in the room may ' jitter
itself' — with all the complexities of
the different acoustic delays and
phases. In turn this highlights the sense
of keeping audio wiring out of an ideal
listening room; and also the value of
mechanically damped and stable cable
constructions.
13. Some qualities are hard to test
for, depending on psychoacoustics
more than 'waveform mapping'. One
'hard to prove' quality that's common
to audio path parts, and doesn't seem
subtle or unlikely when seen with the
right mindset is that cable's sonic
characteristics are not necessarily
reduced pro rata by simple arithmetic
length measure. (The same is true of
ideal characteristic impedances.) So a
cable's sonic signature may be there
even when the cable is very short —
and it won't get alot worse if the cable
is made quite a lot longer. Martin
Colloms noted this when testing the
early monocrystal conductors in ' 84.

BARREL DREDGING
Other qualities are being tested for,
still; 14. A US maker's copyrighter
claims that the tiny temperature
differences in cables as the conductors
heat up affect sonic qualities.
Significance is possible but results
remain awaited. What's disturbing is
that the copywriter of limited technical

intelligence didn't mention many of
the over adozen more blatant cable
sonic quality mechanisms!
15. The very high resolution phase
plots in this issue show no evidence of
the `phase non linearity'* that certain
US makers' ad copywriters claim. If it
exists, its either very, very small, as
we're already looking at the small —
or mysteriously didn't affect our
randomly chosen 15 cable types.
Some other qualities that are claimed
by (mainly US) cable makers are really
dubious. Loud ads by makers posing
as US universities and as large
creatures, are not always well informed,
technically.
16. If
speaker cables cause
harmonic distortion in themselves, this
would appear to be below the lowest
levels we can measure. These are at
best 140dB down — but only around
1v levels. At higher and also lower
signal levels, where crystal boundary
diodes might be most active, the limits
to resolution are bounded by the same
noise floor. Thus by definition
measurement limits are notionally
10dB at 130dBr down, and 70dB at 70dBr, etc. If cables exhibit amplitude
non linearities on steady state (note)
signals, they must lie below this
boundary. The far higher levels of
distortion reported by certain makers
and others, are the distortion
characteristics of speaker drive units,
crossover coils or the amplifier, being
'imaged'. This is amechanism of cable
sonics in it's own right, thankfully
already averted when resistance, series
inductance and inductoidance are all
kept small.
17. Some makers claim that their
cable's quality is enhanced because it
passes signal at some x% nearer to 'the
speed of light' than other cables. This
is plausibly helpful in S/PDIF cables,
but for analogue cables, it implies
audibility of signal delays (already
presupposing the delays are of the non
absolute kind at audio frequencies) in
the picosecond, alias 1millionth of a
microsecond. Yet one microsecond is
already at the edge of human musical
timing perception. Irest my case.
Ben Duncan
Further information
Some informative websites: www.dlinaudio.com
(Silver Audio, USA) - fairly good on cable
theory. Interesting Liu technique.
hup:Imembers.xoom.com&on_RischIsl.htm,
and: Isl.han gon Risch, USA) - advanced yet
sensible, professional DIY cable design and
construction. Note: Neither Ben Duncan nor
HFN1RR can accept responsibility for incorrect
or misleading technical information contained in
3rd party website. Caveat &afar! For
information on bound reprints of some of Ben
Duncan 'smany past investigative articles 'Audio Quality Investigations', vols 1 & 2and
'Audio/Studio mains supplies', vols 1 & 2, the
first 50 `Black Boxes', and others, please send
A4 size SAE or 2International Reply Coupons
(from Post Offices) w the author, clo HFNIRI?.
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Linn's 'clockless' jitter performance
and black-silence noise levels made
the CD12 a challenge to measure.

Arm))

Wf

A request for a review lab test led

BIBLF BL-RCK

en thHFNIRR asked me,
or
efirst time ever, to
collaborate in a technical
review of an audio product, Ifelt
that Ihad been dropped in at the
deep-end, especially as the product
was the illustrious Linn CD12.
Would there be anything to reveal, I
wondered, as Steve was in his special
persuasive mood?
Having cleared the ' legal' hurdle
with Linn to make sure Iwas not
currently in the business of designing
and/or consulting for a competing
product, total impartiality being
expected on these occasions, the box
duly arrived from Ken Kesskr*. An
aura of disbelief engulfed me as I
lifted this diminutive goliath from its
transit chest. It certainly felt a solid
lump of lb-bit precision hardware
and for once the word hardware
seemed unusually apt. Maybe this
Red Book-only machine is the last of
its genre, so would it measure up to
expectations?
The unit is HDCD compatible
and uses twin 20-bit converters per
channel in differential mode. Idid
not have a circuit diagram or a
!crowbar so Icannot reveal too much
about the innards, though Ken has
reported the essential mix of
ingredients. Ideliberately did not
look inside the box nor did Iperform
any subjective listening tests, the aim
was to remain impartial and
unbiased — yet try to predict what
66

Ken ( another k) might have
discovered. Sporting HDCD, there
are various dither options which can
be set to try te decorrelate DAC
errors, although with a 16- bit
machine it is the dither applied in the
recording that is critical. Unlike an
outboard DAC, aCD player in non-

on to a more radical investigation...

Maybe this
Red Book-only
machine is last

of its genre,

so would it
measure up to

expectation?
...the aim

here was to
HDCD mode is limited to 16-bit
resolution, where the use of dual 20- perform some
bit DACs is a method to try and
measurements
lower noise and improve linearity to
that would be
both high
enable properly dithered 16- bit
source material to sink deep into the
resolution yet
offer some
noise. We can now reveal how far
this has been achieved.
subjective
So how was the unit to be
validity
measured? Two choices were
available, the first was to use an
Audio Precision (AP) to perform the
usual raft of tests and the second was
to construct a computer- based
measurement system to try out some
searching tests of my own design.
However, in striving for the more
radical approach ( especially on a
tight time schedule) there is danger
of error resulting in false or
misleading data. So a dual strategy
was employed whereby both AP
based measurements and computer
based measurements would be
performed — and all this had to be
achieved without the CD writer
software crashing. Itherefore called
in my colleague Dr Martin Reed to
perform the AP measurements.
Martin has had considerable

The author:
Professor Malcolm
Hawksford of The
Department of
Electronic Systems
Engineering,
University of Essex

experience
with
digital
measurements, having obtained his
PhD while submerged in the multidimensional spaces of Volterra
models.
In the event, the investigation
went far beyond what could be
included with the review as originally
planned. So the results of Martin's
AP measurements were given
alongside Ken Kessler's subjective
review last month; my own
investigation is presented here.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The aim was to perform some
measurements that would be both
high resolution yet offer some
subjective validity. However, in order
to perform accurate measurements in
the digital domain a high- quality
ADC is required and for this Steve
solicited a dCS professional
converter. The main limitation to
this methodology is that it is not
possible to discriminate between
flaws in the CD12 or in the ADC,
although given the pedigree of both
components, we are actually testing a
system that should be close to the
state- of- the
art,
period.
Consequently, you must interpret
the results as a system — albeit a
rather expensive one — thus making
the exercise a rather compelling
study. My feeling from the outset
was that if this system showed
imperfections then we would be
»OUST 1999
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close to understanding and observing
the limitations of digital audio, after
all the dCS is used widely in
commercial recordings. Ifelt the
equivalent of Stephen Hawking, who
had managed to get to the brink of a

that it provides an external input for

clock synchronisation that is buffered
by alow-bandwidth phase-lock loop.
Consequently, by feeding the digital
output of the CD12 into an S/PDIF
receiver chip (itself having aphaselock loop) the 44.1 kHz word clock
black hole — or is that the wrath of
can be extracted and the CD player
Khan — (there's yet another k)?
and ADC forced into sample
Basically, a range of test
synchronisation. This technique
waveforms
were
generated
increases the accuracy of the overall
algorithmically and subsequently
measurement systems as digital
burnt to CD. Forty-one test
processing artefacts resulting from
waveforms were created, although
different sampling frequencies, such
only a subset were used. Each test
waveform was formatted to include a as the breakdown in transform
Fig 1-1: magnitude frequency response, left channel, linear frequency scale
preamble for sample identification, a circularity, are eliminated.
Finally,
it
should
be
noted
that
main sequence of exactly 2^20
each test signal was dithered with
samples ( just over 20 seconds at
random noise pocessing a correctly
44.1kHz), followed by a full
scaled
triangular
probability
amplitude tone burst to enable the
distribution function to enable
analysis system to be calibrated just
measurements deep into the 16-bit
after the measurement data is
quantization noise.
captured. The test waveforms were
Prior to measurement, the
then played on the CD12 and the
complete system was powered up for
analogue output waveform captured
24 hours to let the electronics
by the dCS whose output was
stabilise so hopefully the most
recorded via an S/PDIF interface to
favourable results would be
hard disk ( and no, the type of
obtained. This preconditioning may
interconnect used in this digital
not be necessary in practice, but I
interface is totally irrelevant
wanted to ensure the DACs had
providing no digital error occurs).
reached thermal equilibrium and the
The analysis software was written in
Fig 1-2: inter-channel frequency response error
oscillators and phase-lock loops were
the
MATLAB
environment.
stabilised.
Basically each analysis was defined as
a 'process' which would first read the
preamble sequence for sample
synchronisation, then enter the
measurement data and finally read
the tone burst to enable calibration
of the channel gain. Tests were
performed simultaneously on both
channels of the CD12.
Employing atest sequence of 2^20
samples gives excellent resolution
with aspectral noise floor just above
-160dB for a 16-bit system with
spectrally white dither. For example,
in the frequency domain there are
2^19 frequency bins implying the
fundamental frequency in the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DF!')
is approximately 0.042 Hz.
However, the DFT is a circular
transform, so that when performing a
measurement, the system-under-test
must
be
pre- conditioned.
Consequently, the test sequence of
2^20 samples was repeated four
times, yielding a total of 2^22
samples. During signal acquisition
the second and third data segments
were used to ensure data circularity
and thus prevent time-aliasing
distortion from precursive and
transient filter effects. Isurmised
that after 20 seconds, transient
residue especially due to the lowfrequency roll off within the system
should be low, noting that a rolloff
below 1Hz gives an extended
response. Regrettably, DC coupling
was not an option.
An advantage of the dCS ADC is
NM NEWS & RECORD REVEW
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The first measurement set was to
obtain the frequency response. The
test waveform consisted of asegment
of full bandwidth, full amplitude
white noise equalized to have an
exactly flat spectrum over a data
block of 2^20 samples. The data was
of course correctly scaled to prevent
clipping distortion. The CD12
analogue output was captured over
the full four repetitive segments but
only the second and third segments
used for post processing. The two
data blocks were then averaged to
improve resolution. The left channel

Fig 1-3: error function frequency response, nkht channel

system response is shown in Fig 1-1.
The results reveal the frequency
responses to be essentially identical,
so Fig 1-1 is presented using alinear
frequency scale to show the highfrequency response in more detail.
Nothing exceptional is revealed at
this scale other than a moderate
high-frequency roll-off, though note
that errors in the ADC and CD12
are not discriminated against in this
test so check against Martin's AP
data. This form of transfer function
is probably selected to control
impulse response ringing due to the
abrupt 22kHz filtration. Such a
response is not unusual but could
perceptibly just soften the sound of a
recording.
The inter-channel difference in
frequency response is shown in Fig
1-2. This result is remarkable with
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Fig 1-4: magnitude frequency response (top) + error function (bottom)

*Linn Products Ltd has instituted apolicy that it will agree to loan
review samples to afreelance writer only on condition that he agrees in
writing to disclose w Linn details of any involvement he may have in
consultancy work for any other hi-fi manufacturer. This requirement is
not applicable to members of amagazine's full-time editorial staff
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
in an ideal world the overall system
high frequency deviation only being
filters should have only asmall noise
evident above about 22kHz, however
component but with zero response
as the attenuation band is entered
ripple, or at least a ripple that falls
tiny gain errors have a progressively
greater effect so this result is of below the system noise floor.
The concepts of macro and micro
minimal consequence. Some minor
scale errors can be combined into a
line spectra are evident due to nonsingle graph using a transfer error
linearity, where distortion is exposed
function E(j) defined as
characteristically in this way when
noise testing. This is asuperb result
E(J) -1 and bodes extremely well for
Ga)
accurate stereo imaging ( assuming
G(J) represents the actual measured
appropriate ancillary equipment)
with an ability to present fine
transfer function while the target
response G(f) is the smoothed
ambient detail projected in space.
curve. The magnitude frequency
As an perennial ambassador for
responses I
G (f) Iand I
E (f) Ican
the significance of small errors,
therefore be drawn on the same
which often go unnoticed at the scale
graph [ Fig 1-4] where IE(f)
of anormal frequency response, the
represents the level of the error
opportunity could not be resisted to
signal below the primary signal (
te,
let the measurement system flex it's
that signal linearly distorted only by
muscles and search for the micro
the macro scale frequency response
fluctuations in frequency response
error) together with its frequency
that pervade most digital systems. It
should be noted that with traditional
dependence. In a perfect 16- bit
system, the error signal should fall
measurements, the level of error
being searched is often corrupted by
below -90 dB for all possible signals.
Our analysis treats the error transfer
limitations
in
measurement
function as linear and in the case of
resolution so cannot reliably be
the CD12 this is a legitimate
exposed. Not so with this approach!
approximation. However, the small
My thesis is that general ` macro
spectral line components present in
scale' curvature in the frequency
the error spectrum are indicative of
response manipulates the tonal
mild non-linearity although these are
balance or colour of the sound, but
considered to be benign. Icompared
that fine micro structural variation,
the difference in error function
particularly when it has complicated
between left and right hand channels
form, can add an artificial texture or
grain. Essentially what is needed is a and this gave anoise-like frequency
response as anticipated.
smooth curve to fit the measured
frequency response which then
NOISE AND NON-LINEAR
defines the macro level response. The
DISTORTION
difference between the smooth curve
Non-linear distortion was assessed
and the actual response is then
using three different test signals
calculated to estimate the microstructure. In my opinion, it is a although the method of analysis is
essentially identical for each. As with
missing yet important element from
the frequency response, the
most audio measurement regimes —
processed signals were captured,
although it omission can say as much
synchronised and averaged over
about the inadequacies of the
segments three and four of each
measurement equipment as it does
excitation. The DFT was then
the system under test!
The curve fit in this process uses a applied to the data to reveal the
spectral content of the signal. The
cubic spline approximation and the
first test performed was a silent
resultant error function is shown for
channel test where the excitation was
the right channel in Fig 1-3. It
simply a dither sequence, this
should be noted that the micro
produces a reference level as shown
variations are well within +/-0.005dB
in Fig 2-1, by which to compare the
and consist of ripple plus noise
results of more energetic excitations.
together with low-level transient line
Dither was used instead of digital
spectra indicative of minor nonsilence, as some CD players apply a
linear distortion. This is an excellent
mute when there is no signal to
result and corresponds well to the
enable the best noise performance to
typical ripple levels inherent in
be measured!
oversampling filters. Nevertheless,
The green curve shows the
the fact that oversampling filters are
measured spectrum while the blue
known to embed a sonic signature
curve is that of a perfect 16- bit
means that these small variations
channel with optimal dither. The
together with the slight high
blue curve also contains amaximum
frequency ` macro level' variations,
amplitude sine wave that is defined
are significant. Their reduction or
as OdB ( note, this blue reference
elimination is one of the promises of
curve
is
not
part
of
the
using higher sampling rates, but that
measurement). On first encounter
story is for another time. However,
111-81 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Linn advertises
the CD12 as
being
clockless —
well, strictly
speaking if
it was, it would
not work.
However, this
is marketing
hype to
infer that the
jitter levels
are so low that
the system
performs
transparently
and exhibits
no artefacts
due to
clocking

the noise floor may appear to be
exceptionally low, but what we are
plotting here is the energy per
frequency bin of the noise. The more
frequency bins the less energy each
bin represents. So the theoretical
signal-to-noise ratio ( SNR) of just
above -98 dB with dither (no noise
shaping) is reduced by a factor
square root of (2^20) together with
an additional 3 dB because 2 data
blocks are averaged. This gives about
60 dB additional headroom in the
measurement. If the blue curve were
averaged this comes out at about 157 dB, so the sums more or less
add up. Fig 2-1 shows that the
combined systems of CD12 and
DCS give a noise level only just
above the theoretical ideal curve, an
excellent result. Martin provides
some more direct measurement of
noise using the AP. It became
evident in the tests that there was
some extremely low-level of
interference in the system and this is
revealed by the spectral lines
noticeable up to about 2 kHz. All
these components are below - 120
dB. These could be mains related,
ground loops, PC radiation etc,
cable induction, not necessarily part
of the CD12.

HIGH-FREQUENCY
NOISE TEST
The excitation used in this test
employed high- frequency noise
having a 4 kHz bandwidth ranging
from 18.5 kHz to 22.5 kHz. This
had abrickwall frequency response
and was equalized over adata block
of 2^20 samples to have an exactly
constant spectrum. The noise was
recorded onto CD at the maximum
permissible level. Such a test signal
will produce a multitude of
intermodulation components if nonlinearity is present and the distortion
products will also appear noise-like.
Hence the spectrum of the output
waveform should appear noise- like
but at a level generally higher than
the idle noise level.
Fig 2-2 shows the results obtained
on the left channel. A modest
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Fig 2-1: spectral floor of silent channel (blue = qref)

the distortion may appear significant,
it is at an extremely low level and can
be estimated more or less by the
differential quantization errors in the
20-bit converters. Further processing
could be applied to this result to
separate noise form distortion but
their form is more than adequate for
present purposes.

increase in the noise floor is evident
due to non-linearity, but this remains
low level. However, what should be
judged here is the increase in level
over the idle channel noise, after all
this is anoise test. Alternatively, look
at the spectral level of the high
frequency excitation which is about 60 dB as predicted earlier
considering a block size of 2^20
samples, the spectral noise distortion
should be interpreted with respect to
this level to obtain the signal- to distortion ratio.

THREE-TONE
INTERMODULATION TEST
The second test is more conventional
in that it consisted of three-sine wave
of
equal
amplitude
having
frequencies 100Hz, 18kHz and
19kHz, all recorded at maximum
level with dither. The results are
shown in Fig 2-3.
This test is more revealing as
discrete spectral lines are produced
in the DFT. Many of these
components are just below - 120 dB
indicating differential linearity errors.
Consequently, we would not expect
signals to be drawn out of the DAC
20- bit quantization noise floor.
However, this implies that with
respect to a 16-bit machine signals
can sink about 4-bit into the noise
before becoming corrupted.
Such a DAC performance is
excellent for CD ( which can of
course use noise shaping to enhance
midrange resolution) but would be
left wanting if employed for the new
DVD-audio standard. Isuggest given
the pretensions of the DCS to higher
resolution, this distortion is probably
being created mainly in the CD12
and is not untypical of Burr Brown
20-bit converters, although the test
remains asystem test.

JITTER

Fig 2-2: high-frequency intermodulation noise test, left channel
(blue = qref)

Fig 2-3: intermodulation distortion, 3-tone test, right channel
(blue = qref)

DECAYING SINEVVAVE TEST
The final test of non-linear distortion
used a decaying sinewave, which
decayed logarithmically over a 20
second period from 0dB to - 120 dB.
The usual test result shows the error
in amplitude recovery and expresses
this as the deviation from the ideal
attenuation characteristic. 'However,
because a continuous decay is
employed rather than a stepped
decay as used by the AP, the results
are presented more tisefully by
Fourier transforms as shown in Figs
2-4a and 2-4b.
The blue curve in Fig 2-4a shows
the Fourier transform of the ideal
decaying sine wave, while the red
curve shows the corresponding
measured result. Fig 2-4b displays
the magnitude of the difference
between the two spectra so
represents the distortion plus system
and measurement noise. Although
70

Fig 2-4a: spectrum for decaying sinewave test, right channel
(blue = qref)

Fig 2-46: spectral deviation from ideal for decaying sinewave test

Linn advertises the CD12 as being
clockless — well, strictly speaking, if
it was it would not work! However,
this is marketing hype to infer that
the jitter levels are so low that the
system performs transparently and
exhibits no artefacts due to clocking.
Getting low clock jitter in a CD
player is much easier than with a
transport and external DAC. A lownoise clock can be located in close
proximity to the DACs and all the
other electronics synchronised.
Providing the grounding, screening
and power supply interactions are
minimal, then low jitter can be
achieved. In my view, the real killer
is slew-induced distortion in the IN
stages, which can lead to harsh or
glassy sound.
There are several philosophies as
to how jitter should be measured and
several ' clever' ways of calculating
bandlimited clock jitter to make the
figures look remarkably small. My
approach here is to examine sample
pairs separated over a data block
<about 20 seconds) to see if any
significant relative displacements
occur which add either correlated
distortion and/or modulation noise.
This has to be done in the presence
of a suitable high-level, high
frequency excitation.
Now, having constructed a
measurement regime that captures a
sequence of four data blocks and also
developed software that interrogates
the second and third blocks in
particular, the difference between
corresponding samples in adjacent
blocks can be calculated.
In aperfect world, if the samples
are equally spaced and given the
repetitive block structure, then the
difference should be close to zero
except for system noise. However, if
there is jitter on the output samples
of the Linn CD12 relative to the
samples on the dCS, then an error
voltage proportional to the signal
amplitude and signal rate of change
will result. This method has the
advantage that if the DACs are nonlinear then their distortion will tend
to cancel, leaving only the effect of
sample timing errors.
Tests were performed using the
same high frequency noise excitation
as for the intermodulation distortion
measurement. However, the left and
right hand signals were summed
AUOUST 1999
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Jitter and noise
are textbook.
The error
function
relating to
frequency
response was
also extremely
good, showing
mainly noise
components...
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Fig 3-1: jitter spectrum for zero signal case (blue = qrd)

Fig 4- 1: —envelope of time domain ijipulse response
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Fig 3-2: fitter spectrum using high frequency noise excitation (blue = qref)

related artefacts as per our
measurement procedure, then it is
justified even if the term is technical
nonsense. Ultimately, the marketing
department is dominant.
Finally, to corroborate the
measurements, a jitter audition test
was performed with a music
sequence. Sheila Chandra's `Talking
in Tongues' was selected. The timedomain jitter error was recorded over
two consecutive data blocks and
subsequently re- scaled to a full
amplitude 16-bit signal, the error
signal was then auditioned. Played
loudly, no correlated sounds were
discernible, just noise. QED.

TIME DOMAIN IMPULSE
RESPONSE

Fig 3-3: jitter spectrum using 3-tone test (blue = qre])

together as left and right hand DACs
are clocked simultaneously. Fig 3-2
reveals a slight increase in high
frequency noise compared with the
silent track. There is also evidence
again of spectral lines at lower
frequencies, though these are
apparent on the silent track as
reported earlier suggesting this is
nothing to do with jitter but an
interference problem.
A final
measurement
was
performed using the three-tone test
(100Hz, 18kHz and 19kHz) and the
result is shown in Fig 3-3 exhibiting
a very slight increase in high
frequency distortion. All these results
support
a
state-of-the-art
performance, where in this area the
performance would do justice to the
DVD-audio specification. So, if
clockess implies minimal jitter
NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Afinal
measurement
was
performed
using the
three-tone
test ( 100Hz,
18kHz and
19kHz)...
in this area
the
performance
would do
justice to the
DVD-audio
specification

To show the time dispersion in the
impulse response, asequence of 16
repetitive impulses was averaged and
the envelope of the near sin(x)/x
function calculated and displayed on
a dB scale. Fig 4-1 shows the
measured result together with the
envelope of the theoretical sin(x)/x
function, excellent agreement is
evident. Of course, it should be
observed that this time dispersion is
fundamental and a characteristic
ultimately dictated by the CD
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, both Dr Martin
Reed's Audio Precision tests and my
own measurements show the Linn
Sondek CD12 to have performed
almost flawlessly. My minor
criticisms are concerned with the
shallow trough in the mid to high
frequency response (which includes
a contribution from the dCS)
and the minor distortion
artefacts which appear
around the level of the
least significant bit
yielding distortion
elements
at or
below - 120dB. This
is an excellent result
for Red Book audio;
for DVD-Audio with
pretensions to 24-bit

resolution, there is still some
distance to go. But of course that is
in the future.
Jitter and noise are textbook. The
error function relating to frequency
response was also extremely good,
showing mainly noise components
due probably to slightly inadequate
word lengths in the oversampling
filter, effectively adding quantization
to the filter impulse response.
Although this is stationary and a
linear effect, it adds a low-level
noise-like structure to the frequency
response as our results confirm.
Ideally, Iwould want to see the error
function fall below around -90 dB;
it's not too far awáy!
So Ipredict that the CD12 should
have an almost analogue-like quality
(in the best sense!) with virtually no
textural coloration or sense of
grain/glassiness due to correlated,
low level errors. Dark should be
dark. Maybe an almost perceptible
dulling compared with neutral, but
this is aminor and forgiving feature.
All this assumes you have an
analogue replay system. If your
choice is a digital and active
loudspeaker, or you are a home
theatre fan, then the internal DACs
are wasted. But as this is a selfcontained CD player, it seems
sacrilege to connect anything other
than a gain control and a power
amplifier to the output!
Well done Linn, the haggis must
be doing something right.
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Conducting
astereo
balancing
act, and

Antos: Stwidor e' SimvICBS

living with
a resonant
device
near the
saeakers

hile experimenting recently
with several loudspeakers
in aroom I've mentioned
before as suffering from notable
acoustic asymmetry, Ihad occasion
to wish ardently for changed
characteristics in the stereo balance
control on my amplifier.
The room is too narrow to permit
an appreciable gap between speakers
and side walls, and as the left-hand
boundary is of solid stone and the
other
comprises
a relatively
absorbent wooden partition,
there's a tendency for the
stereo image to pull to the
left. During my experiments
this created aneed to juggle
with angling, distancing, and
such small changes in lateral
spacing as could just be
managed, using as my tool a
mono source whose centrality
and sharpness of image
generally
indicate
the
potential for accurate stereo
staging.
There's
nothing
very
remarkable about this, as I
knew from long experience of
the room that it would be wise
to get the speaker placements right
by some such quasi-technical means
before attempting to judge overall
performance via extended listening.
The aim was simply to pick from
three speaker models the pair which
best suited the location, and for this
purpose avery useful further facility
would have been abalance control
which could pan amono signal from
left to right at constant loudness, so
that the system's lateral integrity
could be judged quickly at any stage.
But this was not to be, as despite
easy access to two-channel mono at
the touch of abutton, the balance
control echoed those found on alltoo-many amps in not maintaining
a steady level during the panning
process. Instead, on moving across the soundstage the signal rises
steadily to apeak of about 3dB in
the middle and then down again.
Assuming the widely used type of
single-knob control which fades one
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channel down to zero at each
extreme, avoidance of a change in
overall loudness while panning a
shared source requires a circuit
which
offsets
the
attenuated
channel's decline by progressively
raising the other's level by 3dB in
order to maintain delivery of the
same total power to the speakers,
thereby
stabilizing
loudness
regardless of image position.
It needs only 6dB of spare gain
and some relevant arithmetic applied
to impedance values around the
balance potentiometer in order to
keep the total power within a0.5dB
band, which surely isn't too much
to ask of any manufacturer with
hi-fi pretensions. To be fair, though,
some more thoughtfully designed
control units do get this right, while
my particular setting-up scheme is
hardly likely to inspire aflood of new
models from the audio industry at
large.
Yet quite apart from that midway
hump, a balancing arrangement
which runs each channel down to
silence can also be tantalisingly
inappropriate in straight stereo
listening terms. Thus
any recording
which
places

'My CD places
Isaac Stern virtually in
the left-hand loudspeaker...'

performers right
out at
the
soundstage extremes can't be
counteracted, as the extremists stay
put (or simply fade away) whatever
one does. For instance, my CD of
the
1969
Istomin/Stern/Rose
Schubert E- flat Trio places Isaac
Stern's violin virtually in the lefthand loudspeaker, with the cello not
far from the right-hand one; but the
violin doesn't respond to aclockwise
shift of the balance knob, while an
attempt to achieve amore believable
image by moving piano and cello to
the left ruins the music's impact by
making the cello too quiet.
Hardly a major disaster, Iagree,
but hi-fi is supposed to be concerned
with the accurate reproduction of

music, where ashift of afew decibels
(or several feet) between instruments
can be important. In short, Iwould
argue that in an imperfect world we
not only need a stereo balancing
facility, but one which doesn't
inadvertently add to the changes of
level required for simple lateral
shifting, and ideally even makes it
possible to bring performers who
hover at the extremes onto the
soundstage without pushing their
compatriots off at the far side.
Now, returning to the location
which prompted all this, Ihave to
confess that despite the above fuss
regarding stereo imagery, Itolerate
a resonant device sitting on the
window sill behind the speakers. It's
an instrument like atiny xylophone
with tuned brass bars set above
tubular resonators, housed in a
wooden
stand
resembling
a
miniature table with astriking-stick
resting nearby for my grandson and
other visitors to try their hand at
playing a tune. But this is difficult,
as it has only five notes and is really
just a set of chimes which sound
pleasant whichever bars are struck.
This is because the notes comprise
amajor triad and the first two notes
of the triad an octave higher, thereby
encompassing all the consonant and
semi-consonant intervals but no
others.
Starting at the G above
middle- C and tuned to
400/500/600/800/1000Hz, it
is slightly sharp against
standard pitch, where the
topmost note in equaltemperament would be B at
987.8Hz rather than my neat
1kHz. Isay `my' deliberately,
as when the device was
acquired many years ago the
bars didn't tally very closely
with the tubes and Ispent an
age filing them into tune. All
five then became so close to
multiples of 100Hz that I
settled for that, which delivered 'just'
intonation into the bargain.
However, none of this would
excuse what some might see as a
serious misdemeanour because of the
risk of sympathetic resonance during
the playing of music. But I've tried
listening to the device at close range
straight after loud climaxes, etc,
without ever detecting any response,
and if a forensic acoustician
nevertheless found that it sings gently
to itself well down in the ambient
noise, I'd plead 'not guilty' to any
charge of sonic negligence. Besides
which, to display an instrument that
looks and sounds attractive and
whose top note has afrequency used
as a universal audio anchor-point
should surely be its own justification.
John Crabbe
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Contrary -.
o
popular
audiophile
opinion,
compression
and limiting
are essential
ingredieffs
in radio
systems.
Here's wty...

*the pascal is a
unit of pressure.
IhPa ()sectopascal)
equals ImiRibar

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail 'ohn_nelson@
compuserve.com

ir

he terms ' compression' and
`limiting' are often heard in the
context of radio communications and broadcasting, usually
preceded or followed by more or less
derogatory remarks. However, just as
low-time private pilots are heard to
discuss concepts such as Reynold's
Number and d'Alembert's Paradox in
a manner conveying that their
understanding is more than atrifle
approximate, audiophiles often seem
not to understand why compressors
and limiters are essential ingredients
in radio systems. As usual, a little
technical understanding helps in
avoiding paranoia.
Readers of HFNIRR will not need
reminding that the dynamic range of
the human ear/brain system — the
range expressed in decibels between
the quietest perceivable sound and the
threshold of pain — is usually
considered to be about 120dB.
Compared with areference level of
one picowatt ( 10- 12 W), avery soft
whisper amounts to about + 30dB and
aTornado in full afterburner is about
+150dB. These, incidentally, are
sound power levels. Sound pressure
levels are referenced to alevel of 2x
10- 5Pa; on this scale the normal
threshold of hearing is OdB and the
Tornado at 30m would be about
140dB. The frequency with which
even professional engineers (let alone
`reviewers') confuse the two is nothing
short of astonishing, as is the inability
to see that watts and pascals* are
different kinds of unit with no absolute
formula connecting them!
Although the human ear manages
this sort of dynamic range quite well,
aided and abetted by avery effective
three-lever automatic gain control
system and some remarkably adroit
signal-processing
ability
further
downstream, achieving a range of
120dB whilst maintaining linearity is
quite a tall order for the electronic
engineer. For the designer of an audio
or radio system, it is the proverbial
hiding to nothing. Reproducing a
nearby Tornado at realistic level would
require an absolute sound-power level
of about 1,000W. However, the soft
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whisper
will
require
a mere
0.00000001W, which unfortunately is
likely to be at least an order of
magnitude less than the noise floor of
any practical system. Even if we decide
that we can do without fast jets in the
living-room, we should recall that a
symphony orchestra playing fff is
generally considered to produce a
sound power level of about 10W.
Retaining the soft whisper as our lower
reference, we therefore still need in
principle to be able to reproduce a
linear dynamic range of about 100dB.
In the real world, however, this
remains exceedingly difficult. The best
78rpm records managed about
25-30dB and the best vinyl recordings
had an absolute maximum of about
60dB. Both were limited at the top of
the range by groove excursion and at
the bottom by noise. The advent of
the CD improved this to about 80dB.
As far as radio broadcasting is
concerned, it can be shown that an
FM system with the values of
deviation, pre-emphasis and frequency
response used in the UK has a
theoretical maximum signal/ noise ratio
of 66dB and practical considerations
reduce this to about 60dB. The
corresponding figures for AM systems,
such as those used for MW and LW
broadcasting, are about 20dB worse.
It follows that even in our high-grade
Band II FM broadcasting system we
have an achievable dynamic range no
better than 60dB, and that the
medium-wave Radio Torpid Gold will
manage perhaps 40dB on agood day.
It is also necessary to remember that
not all listeners to an audio system will
be in perfectly quiet situations. If we
are in amoving vehicle whose ambient
noise floor in terms of sound power is
about + 50dB, it follows that the
bottom 20dB of the dynamic range of
any programme heard via the car radio
or replayed on tape or CD will be lost.
So all in all, achieving our desired
dynamic range of 100dB looks
impossible — even assuming the
neighbours would tolerate the upper
end of the result.
How is this disparity dealt with? If
asymphony concert is to be broadcast,
astudio manager who can read ascore
will be asked to operate the faders of
the desk in such away as to bring up
the pp and reduce the if whilst not
making it obvious. Skilfully done, this
process can indeed be inaudible.
However, automatic control of the
dynamic range is more appropriate in
certain situations, especially those in
which the level of the audio signal is
not known or predictable, or where
there is high ambient noise. It is also
very important that neither an FM nor
an AM transmitter is subject to levels
of modulation higher than acertain
fixed setting. The result in both cases
is gross distortion, out-of-band

radiation and — in the case of ahighpower AM transmitter — actual
damage. So some form of last-resort
circuitry must be provided to stop such
athing happening.
In anormal amplifier, the output
level is directly proportional to the
input level. In the case of acompressor
this relationship holds only up to a
particular point, after which the output
increases at asmaller rate than the
input. This point, and the ratio of
output to input signals, are both
usually controllable. The performance
of the unit is usually defined as the
compression ratio, which is simply the
change of input divided by the change
of output. If increasing the input by
20dB gives achange of 10dB at the
output, the compression ratio is 2:1.
More complex units convert the
output level into aDC signal which is
used to control the gain of avoltagecontrolled amplifier.
A variety of interesting things can
be done to this signal, especially in
terms of time constants which change
with frequency and absolute amplitude.
This is the basis of proprietary
compression
systems
such
as
`Optimod', which will be described in
more detail in next month's column.
However, the upshot is avery close
degree of control over dynamic range.
In combination with different degrees
of 'tailoring' of the frequency response,
the resulting audio can and does sound
very 'loud' and 'heavy'.
Many commercial radio stations
adopt such an approach, which is why
atune over the FM band often leaves
the listener feeling that Radio 3 is
broadcasting at very low level, whereas
what Jack Dee memorably referred to
as ' Horlicks FM' is very much
'louder'. Connecting aPPM to the
receiver reveals that whereas Radio 3
spends much time around 2 and 3,
with occasional excursions to perhaps
5, the commercial station is peaking a
steady 6 with the needle scarcely
moving.
If the compression ratio is increased
to very high levels, the compressor
begins to act as a limiter. This is a
device which prohibits signals from
ever going over afixed level, and one
might argue that it should never be
heard. In practice, of course, it is not
uncommon to hear the audio from a
live OB suddenly ' duck', with aburst
of distortion; there was aparticularly
spectacular case during the 1998
Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols,
when the descant of '
CICome All Ye
Faithful' proved abit too much for
something in the system. It is worth
bearing in mind that every element in
the
programme
chain,
from
microphone to transmitter, has its own
inherent dynamic range and that a
chain is only as strong as its weakest
link.
John Nelson
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fall the signings made by Klaus
Heymann's super-budget Naxos
label over the last few years, one of
the shrewdest has to be David LloydJones, aconductor of vast theatrical
experience and notably cosmopolitan tastes
— everything, in fact, from Russian music
(Mussorgsky in particular), Liszt, French
repertoire, to the standard German
classics. Throw in, too, ahealthy
fascination for 20th-century British music,
Constant Lambert's above all (on whom
more in due course), and it's small wonder
that Lloyd-Jones and Naxos are beginning
to score some spectacular triumphs.
One of my reviewing highlights of 1998
was Lloyd-Jones's Hoist anthology with the
Royal Scottish National Orchestra (which
included, I'd say, the most perceptive
Egdon Heath since Sir Adrian Boult's).
This partnership's Bax symphony cycle
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ratings
Sound

quality

and

performance

are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional star'
denotes

outstanding

quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; III mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown ir , with first UK publication date.

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

B:2

Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 ipm

H : H Historical

C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

was launched with anotably impressive
account of the First Symphony, but the
brand new version of its even more
shattering successor was actually the first
to be set down.
'I wanted to start with apiece that
would make astrong impression on the
orchestra. Bax himself described the
Second Symphony as oppressive and
catastrophic, so it should be pretty
overwhelming. Although he asks for an
organ, he doesn't employ it in asplashy
way: it's used more to underpin the feeling
of cataclysm. When the organ's pedalnotes are grumbling away, there's sulphur
in the air, don't you feel? One wonders
what was going on in the mind of such an
outwardly benign, owlish man. Even today,
the symphony has only been performed a
handful of times. It would go down an
absolute storm at the Proms, I'm
convinced of it.'
Icomment approvingly on the lucidity
of Lloyd-Jones's conception, and his
patient handling of the symphony's
remarkable introduction in particular.
`Well, Ido think it's vital to take alittle
extra time there, because it contains
material that will crop up again at key
moments throughout the symphony. Its
three movements are also very well
balanced. The finale of the First
Symphony, for example, is just alittle bit
of alet-down: it doesn't quite " stack up"
in the way the two preceding movements
do. The Second, however, is very much
"all of apiece", and though commentators
are apt to say that Bax's device of using an
epilogue only really begins with the Third
Symphony, the coda of the Second is an
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Scoring successes on
the Naxos label
Interview by Andrew

'For me,
November
Woods is
the greatest
of Bax's
tone- poems.
There isn't
a wasted
note in it'

P,Jhenbach

epilogue in all but name. And what a
decidedly bleak ending it is, too!
'I think Bax really made asupreme
effort in this work: both it and November
Woods are arguably his two most personal
statements. Some people may even think I
drive this latter piece too hard, but I'm
confident it can withstand such an
approach.
'You know, Bax's musical personality
is very individual indeed. It's not
immediately easy music to find away
through to. On the surface, it's all very
beguiling and lush, but one hopes to
demonstrate that there's areally strong
creative purpose "behind the notes", so
to speak. There's also a temptation u6
luxuriate in Bax's gorgeous sound-wo.. ,
whereas I've tried to bring out more the
music's considerable rhythmic strengths.
'So far, we've set down 3and 5, which
will be coupled with The Happy Forest and
The Tale the Pine- Trees Knew respectively.
Four, 6 and 7 will hopefully follow next
year. Imust say the RSNO have
responded marvellously throughout all the
sessions so far, and my producer, Tim
Handley, could not have been more
knowledgeable or helpful.'
Alan Rawsthome is another underrated
figure receiving the Naxos treatment, and
Lloyd-Jones's very useful new CD with the
Manchester-based Northern Chamber

To be reviewed.
the Naxos
coupling of
Sax's Second
Symphony and
November
Woods is on
8.554093
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Bootleg Dylan
Now Officially
Available
Finally, after months of pacing
Lite warehouse floor and periodic
bouts of brow-thrashing, the Vivante team breathed a
collect i
ve sigh of relief when Classic' announced that, at long last, the
Dylan Albert Hall Nix set had made its tardy appearance. It seems that
the lavish colour booklet was the problem, with The Zim and his various
managers, minders. liggers and assorted acolytes taking forever to approve
the copy.That said, the en.sttlt seems to have been worth the wait and
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Music Interview

POINT
of view

A PASSING ITEM on the
kaleidoscopically stimulating
Radio 4 arts programme Front
Row [20 May] had Norman
Lebrecht and Roderick Swanston
debating a proposal by the
Managing Director of the
Barbican Centre, John Tusa.
Tusa, fed up' after a lifetime of
concertgoing, of just seeing the
conductor's backside', and
orchestral players slinking on
stage anonymously, wanted to
see discreet cameras placed to
capture solo artistry and the face
of the conductor, to be projected
onto an auditorium screen.
Lebrecht instantly declared the
idea already outdated: for him
the ideal would be a television
screen in front of each listener's
seat, with interaction allowing
control over what should be seen
(if anything at all). Happily,
Swanston took the view that live
music should be wholly an aural
experience, as private a
communion as possible. Icannot
think of anything more distracting
(save for the woman in furs
opening her box of Black Magic)
than row upon row of flickering
TV monitors in constant
adjustment by the audience: why,
just because today's kids, as
Lebrecht reminded listeners,
wanted control' and were
Internet obsessed, should it be
desirable to transform the live
concert into some kind of
electronically manipulated
sequence of viewpoints of the
event? Why not stay at home
and watch music videos?
Certainly, Michael Tilson
Thomas's LSO lecture-concerts
at the Barbican, where a large
screen was used to aid
commentary and give later
performance cues, helped
audiences focus on a single
large-scale work. But those were
a unique feature of his LSO
tenure. Setting aside the
prohibitive capital cost implied by
Lebrecht's concept, is it really
the case that concert-goers seek
the invasive viewpoint and find
something lacking in giving
passive attention to the event
(something wholly different from
the hi-fi experience)? Is the
closeup of a trumpeter's face
truly analagous to having
surtitles in the opera house?

Christopher Breunig
I'd be interested in readers' reactions: please write
to 'Views' on this and other musical topics.
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Orchestra [
see reviews] contains no fewer
than three first recordings.
`I'm especially fond of the Concertino
pastorale. One doesn't immediately
associate Rawsthorne with apastoral idiom,
but it's avery charming work — Ilike it a
lot. But the most striking piece on the disc
is the Elegiac Rhapsody for strings written in
memory of the poet, Louis MacNeice. It's
really gritty and features at its heart an
extraordinarily emotional, almost hysterical
outburst of grief. It's not acomfortable
piece in any way at all, especially for the
performers — though Ihave to say the
Northern Chamber Orchestra coped
splendidly.
`Rawsthorne was amaster craftsman, a
composer's composer, if you like. Ilove the
linear quality of his music: it's very clean.
It sometimes lacks charm — and there's a
certain dourness about it — but he was
professional to his bones. I'm reminded of
aremark Rawsthorne made at aconference
about writing music for films. When all the
other speakers had had their say, he stood
up and said: "To write good film music, in
the first place you have to be acomposer".
And, you know, he's absolutely right.
'We are trying to put together afollowup release which would include the
Symphonic Studies — an absolute
masterpiece in my view — as well as the
concertos for cello and oboe, neither of
which have ever been recorded. If room
and time permit, I'm also very keen to do
the Variations on a theme of Constant
Lambert, the main idea of which comes
from Lambert's ballet, Tiresias.'
Mention of this work, commissioned by
the 1951 Festival of Britain, brings us
round to Lloyd-Jones's new Hyperion
recording with the English Northern
Philharmonia reviewed in HFNIRR last
month — asplendid successor to his
magnificent 1991 account of what is
arguably Lambert's masterpiece, Summer's
Last Will and Testament.
'That was another crusade of mine.
Actually, it was during the final session for
Summer's Last Will and Testament that
producer Christopher Palmer first showed
me the full score of Tiresias. Ididn't even
think ascore existed, but it transpired that
amusicologist at Keele University by the
name of John Abbott had managed to
reconstruct one from the two sets of parts
they still had at Covent Garden.
'Eventually, the full score proper did
turn up, so Abbott was able to revise his
efforts further. Before Imade the record, I
also managed to get hold of Lambert's own
piano score, portions of which he sent out
to various colleagues — Robert Irving,
Rawsthorne, Elisabeth Lutyens, Gordon
Jacob and so forth — to help him finish
the orchestration. You see, Lambert was by
now in such poor health that there was no
way he would have met the deadline on his
own. A member of the Covent Garden
orchestra once told me they used to take
bets as to whether he would slump to the
left or the right during aperformance.
They all thought he was sloshed — he
might well have been — but the postmortem revealed he had undiagnosed
diabetes.
`Tiresias is adark, daring score — and
how bold of Lambert to leave out both

violins and violas from his instrumentation.
It's agood piece. One does wonder,
though, what the Queen Mother made of a
scenario involving acharacter who twice
changes sex. There's one scene depicting
two snakes copulating and the scoring is
for two clarinets. At the sessions, the
ENP's principal clarinet jokingly enquired
which was which. Isaucily replied: "Idon't
know, but you're on top!".
'Believe it or not, Ihad the opportunity
to see that first production of Tiresias, but
although I'd already read Lambert's Music
Ho!, Iwasn't interested in ballet at all.
From 1949 onwards, Iwas aschoolboy in
London. Those were exciting times, what
with the the Festival of Britain and the
Coronation. Iwent to the opening concert
of the Royal Festival Hall, which ought to
have been conducted by Toscanini but in
the end was conducted by Sargent — Idid
see one of the Great Man's RFH concerts
with the Philharmonia, though.
`We also had, at long last, anational
opera company at Covent Garden. Even
though they were pre-war productions, I
saw The Ring and Tristan there with
fantastic singers like Hotter and Flagstad. I
also went to Rosenkavalier and Wozzeck
under Kleiber.'
It was as arepetiteur that Lloyd-Jones
joined the staff of Covent Garden in 1959.
'As aRussian speaker, Iwas able to help
on the production of Boris Godunov with
Christoff, and the following year Iwas
fortunate enough to work with Victoria de
los Angeles on Manon. It was dear John
Pritchard who gave me my first
professional concert, performing
Schumann's Spring Symphony with the then
Liverpool Philharmonic.'
Next came four consecutive years at the
Wexford Festival, then aspell at Sadlers
Wells/ENO as Assistant Music Director to
Sir Charles Mackerras. 'Altogether avery
happy and useful time: Ishall always
cherish my years at ENO. Idid avast
amount of stuff, most notably Prokofiev's
War and Peace. Charles had just received
an engagement at the Met, so Iwas able to
take his place — Iwas incredibly lucky.'
And finally, the far-from-insignificant
task of founding Opera North at the behest
of the Arts Council. ` Right from the outset
it was imperative that the orchestra had a
strong, separate identity as the English
Northern Philharmonia, as opposed to just
the Orchestra of Opera North. There was a
crying need in the region for symphony
orchestra to give concerts and link up with
choral societies. Iam, of course, extremely
proud of what the ENP has achieved:
they're avery special band.'
So, any other future projects? A followup disc to the best-selling Holst
compilation, perhaps? 'That would be nice.
Naxos are making noises about apossible
Planets, but the work of Hoist's I'd really
love to record is his 1904 setting for
soprano and orchestra of Walt Whitman's
The Mystic Trumpeter.' Bliss's masterly
ballet score Checkmate is another long-term
desire, 'in its entirety, of course. I've
already recorded the suite for Hyperion,
but there's some superb music tucked away
in the remainder. Lady Bliss, Iknow, is
very anxious that we do this. Hopefully, it
will happen: let's just wait and see.'
79

Record
of the Month
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IC BACH:
Piano Concerti Op.7:1-6
Anthony Halstead (f-pno)/Hanover Band
CPO 999 600-2
Pianto della

Madonna
4

MARIA GRISI INA

KIEHR
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MONTEVERDI:
Pianto della Madonna
Maria Cristina Kiehr (sop)/Concerto
Soave/lean-Marc Aymes (org/dir)
Harmonia Mundi HM 901680

(
62m 47s)

This disc, which has ten motets for solo voice interspersed with two short Sinfonias by
Marini, an organ Toccata by Antegnati and aRicercar by Merulo, to provide elements
of contrast, takes its title from the final piece in Monteverdi's last monumental
collection of sacred music, the Selva Morale (
1640). It comprises a sacred travesty' of
rhetorical music from his opera Lamento d'Arianna, with anew Latin text: the
lamentation of the Virgin Mary on the death of her son - its rhetorical style would
draw in listeners to contemplation and possible conversion.
If readers haven't already skipped on
to the next review, perhaps Ishould
warn that this disc comes in HM's
usual severe style of presentation,
with scholarly notes from the French
offering apretty dry, pretty
indigestible read. Indeed, Ithought,
only something in the face of this
remarkable soprano from Argentina
(later aprotégée of René Jacobs) held
the promise of hope! Pianto della
Madonna proves to be awholly
remarkable first solo recital: the vocal
performances will etch themselves
deep into the mind. Maria Cristina
Kiehr has arobust, open manner; the
notes are always centred,
ornamentation is integrated with
complete naturalness. A feature of her
singing is agolden ` shimmer' to a
note: in fact afleeting trill — you can
hear examples at lm Ois and lm 29s
in track 4, or in the short florid
passage near the start of ' Salve
Regina' [track 9, 48s to 54s].
These motets are projected with
sure expression, shining musical
intelligence. There's acomplete

absence of affectation. At times the
immediacy is almost too intense, eg
`Venite, vedite'. Kiehr commands a
wide range of colour and dynamics,
the voice soars — as in the glorious
ascent at the very end of ` Confitebor'
(something the listener could never
forget) — or can drain away, as at
the words 'mourning and weeping, In
this vale of tears' [track 9, 2m 55s to
3m 10s].
Luminous accompaniments are
provided by Concerto Soave, cofounded by Kiehr: two violins, viol,
harp, lute and organ (sometimes
absent, sometimes solo).
Iknow that for the non-specialist
this is aforbidding musical area, but
Iam confident that, if these tracks
were aired on Classic FM or
encountered in arecord-store, the
reaction would be one of compulsion
and admiration. A remarkable voice;
awonderful musician; excellent
sound — and there's another recital
not too far distant in HM's release
schedules!
Christopher Breunig

AM* 0

(73m 29s)

These are essentially concerti for the
chamber rather than the concert hall:
their intimate nature would be quite
wrong for abig audience, though
apparently authentic horn and oboe
parts have surfaced for some of the
works. Rightly, Ithink, Anthony
Halstead has opted to ignore these
wind parts and play the solos to an
accompaniment of just two violins
and cello, members of the Hanover
Band. The result is convincing. The
dry, limited tone of his fortepiano
tends to dominate the sound but the
strings' contribution is never
obscured. He subdues his tone
effectively in the opening expositions
and elsewhere, allowing the concerto
character to be preserved, very much
in period style, and his tempi in the
minuets of 1and 2 recreate that
alluring Italianate swing that
Londoners of JC Bach's time so
loved.
Overall the sound is excellent. A
close balance establishes the chamber
effect. Ifancy the mics might have
been moved slightly between some
works: 3, for instance, seems to find
more resonance in the fortepiano
tone, but the effect is subtle. As for
the music — utterly charming! If
Halstead and his colleagues, both
musical and technical, wear caps it
would be feathers all round.
Robert Dearling

A:1'

JS BACH:
Mass in b - Choruses J Rehearsal
excerpts
Philharmonia & Ch/Klemperer
Testament SBT 1138

(77m 40s) rec.1961

Suites 1-4 1/CHERUBINI: Anacréon overture 2/GLUCK: Iphigénie an
Aulide - overture/HANDEL:
Concerto grosso in a, Op.6:4/
RAMEAU: Gavotte & Variations
(orch. Klemperer) 3
Philharmorna/3NPO/Klemperer
Testament SBT 2131(2CDs, 138m 26s)
'mono, * 1954/65-72 ,new

ARENSKY:
Piano Music
Stephen Coombs (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67066

(
69m 21s)

The haunting reflectiveness of
Arensky's piano music lies somewhere
between the urbane Cui (his
enchanting E-flat Berceuse, for
example) and the cosmopolitan
Tchaikovsky, whose solo piano music
only patchily achieved distinction. In
the more reflective numbers one
encounters apoise and wistful
introspection reminiscent of Fauré,
yet without his distinctive palette.
Once or twice Arensky employs
fluttering ostinato figures, yet
Mussorgsky's The Seamstress invested
asimilar kind of technique with far
80

greater memorability.
For all that, Arensky's easygoing
charm and sheer professionalism
prove aconstant source of pleasure,
especially in Stephen Coombs's
uncommonly sensitive and intuitive
performances. The Chopinesque
Nocturne, from the Characteristic Pieces
Op.36, is ravishingly phrased, whilst
such as the Schumannesque Op.41:2
Allegro evokes the enraptured mood
to perfection. Once or twice Ifelt the
music could have taken wing alittle
more — the delicate Op.53 Scherzo,
perhaps, or boldly etched Op.41
Allegro molto — but this remains an
enchanting and beautifully played
recital, captured in commendably
clear yet warmly seductive sound.
Julian Haylock

A:1 0

'Would one Sixty-six minutes from the B-minor
guess Mass we never had: not, that is, until
Klemperer's 1967 when acomplete recording was
identity in so made using the BBC Chorus (48
professional singers). It was
unexpectedly
Klemperer's wish to record the work,
sensuous an
although he only gave atotal of four
account of
public performances: that from 1932,
Handel's before he left Berlin, involved 250
opening' singers. In 1961 John McCarthy
prepared the 68 members of the
Philharmonia Chorus, but in the
event Klemperer lacked the energy to
complete the project. [Peter
Heyworth's biography gives arather
different slant to the story: Vol.2,
page 333.] As an appendage to this
first publication we hear scraps of
rehearsal tapes; the conductor says
very little (and his speech was
AUSUST 1999
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little odd. Naturally, in the Polonaise
double we hear just Gareth Morris,
cello and harpsichord. Both the Air
and the Sarabande of 2 have a

impaired) — which tends to cast
doubts upon the old story of the New
York player who stood up and
declared ` Dr Klemps — ya' talks too
much!'. As Alan Sanders notes in the
booklet, tempi were actually faster in
the complete recording; but there's
greater flexibility and expressive
impetus in these earlier excerpts. I
expected very little from such a
sequence of extracts; in the event I
found this disc both involving and
moving.
Speaking in interview [
HFN/RR
April], Neville Marriner recalled 'very
boring afternoons in EMI's studios
with Klemperer doing Bach Suites, for
God's sake...' Here, once more, are
those mono versions — he redid
them far less successfully in stereo in
1969 — together with other pieces,
including afirst release for the
Cherubini overture (announced
unintelligibly by Klemperer on ashort
preceeding track). This was allegedly
withheld because of astudio noise,
here edited away, but one wonders at
the poor coordination at the start.
Klemperer turned down EMI's
request that he record all of Handel's
Concerto grossi. His style is pretty
unmistakable in the contrapuntal (ii)
of this early stereo recording, but
would one guess his identity in so
unexpectedly sensuous an account of
the opening Larghetto — where,
incidentally the continuo sounds
more like alute or harp than
harpsichord? Ilooked up Stephen J
Pettitt's discography to see which
conductors the Philharmonia had
been working with at the time: no
clues there. Testament's remastering,
though, has anasty bright edge
compared with Andrew Walter's 1992
version for EMI.
You only have to dip into the 1971
set of Bach's Suites which Marriner
and the ASM recorded with Thurston
Dart [Argo] to understand why Sir
Neville so hated the Klemperer
manner. Otto -Klemperer was at one
time an advocate of Bach with small
forces using authentic instrumentation, yet here afull body of strings is
used (not all the time, Isuspect),
*É which makes for amassive effect in
the Ouvertures. Tempi, though strict,
are often surprisingly fast; given that
Klemperer's Bach was 'plain-spoken',
t. the sudden pianos in 2(v) sound a

wonderful, simple eloquence. An
interesting set, critically admired at
the time.
Christopher Breunig
8:1

C:1 -3(H)

BEETHOWN:
Symphony 9
Melanie Diener (sop)/Petra Lang
(mez-sop)/Endrik Wottrich (ten)/Dietrich
Henschel (bass)/ La Chapelle Royale/
Collegium Vocale/Champs Élysées
Orch/Herreweghe
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901687

(
62m 29s)

'Philippe Nothing like acontroversy to get
Herreweghe things going. ' Philippe Herreweghe
strives to recapture as closely as
strives to
possible the form and the spirit of
recapture
this visionary work as it would have
as closely
been heard on acertain day in May
as possible 1824'. So say HM in anote on the
the form back of the case. 'A certain day' was
and the May 7 and, according to Prof
spirit of this Nicholas Cook in his 1993
visionary monograph on this work, 'there were
work as it 24 violins, 10 violas, 12 cellos and
basses, and double the usual number
would have
of winds'. Herreweghe has far fewer
been heard
strings and he doesn't double the
on a certain winds. HM also say that ' Beethoven
day in May was very precise in his indications'
1824' about tempi. He did tell George
Smart (conductor and one of the
founders of the Philharmonic Society
of London) that the symphony was to
last 45 minutes. Smart may have tried
to obey (Richard Strauss apparently
did obey at the memorial concert for
Siegfried Wagner) which could be
one reason why the English premiere
was diasastrous.
Herreweghe, of course, takes
longer. And since his orchestra is
smaller than the one used on that
'certain day', the form has been
violated. Moreover, if timing is a
measure of spirit, that's been violated
too. The fact is that no-one today can
capture the spirit of an event that
Early and
previously
unpublished
Klemperer
recordings are
on Testament

occurred 175 years ago, though
Herreweghe (or HM) is not the first
to have pretensions of grandeur about
the matter. There isn't much
grandeur about (
i). Allegro certainly,
but ma non troppo un poco maestoso,
no. While the overall pulse is right, a
relentlessness debases other aspects of
the movement that the qualification
suggests. The winds seem to be
falling over themselves between 3m
18s and 3m 32s, and the
recapitulation is something of adamp
squib: hasty, raspy and small-scale,
the volume also cut back by the
production team. The middle movts
are better, though (iii) isn't moving.
Best of all is (iv), which Herreweghe
holds together very well indeed,
getting the tempo relationships right
and keeping pomposity at bay.
Orchestral and choral work are on a
high level but this cannot always be
said of the soloists. Appoggiaturas are
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absent — strange for aperformance
purporting to authenticity — which
brings us back to the vexing business
of trying to recreate an era that is not
apart of our make-up. Overall,
however, this is afairly good disc, on
the whole credibly well-recorded. Just
ignore the hype.
Nalen Anthoni

A—B:2 0

BEETHOVEN:
Quintet Op.29 J Septet Op.20
ASM Cham Ens
Chandos CHAN 9718

(71m 07s)

The playing on this disc is notable for
acivilised, expressive approach that
strikes me as wholly attuned to the
idiom of both works. Tempi are welljudged so as to allow the requisite
space for the music to breathe, with a
considerable sensitivity to dynamic
nuance. The overall effect is
measured and mature, allowing the
music to speak for itself whilst taking
full advantage of its opportunities for
individual display and — cg, in (iv) of
the Quintet — for the display of
passion and energy.
Comparing this version with the
excellent period-instrument group
Hausmusik in the same coupling
[EMI] Iwas struck by the rather
greater incisiveness of Hausmusik's
approach to both articulation and
tempi; and on balance it is their view
of the Septet that has provided the
greater number of fresh insights. But
this should be set against the
undoubted strengths of the ASM
Ensemble: their unanimity of
ensemble is highly persuasive, giving
the impression of agroup of players
whose understanding of each other's
idiosyncrasies has developed over
time to such apoint that they now
think as one unit. At times Iwas
given pause for thought by violinist
Kenneth Sillito's highly individual
and occasionally wayward manner in
matters of timbre and intonation, but
the expressive intent and authoritative
command of much of his playing is
worthy of note: sample the beginning
of (iv) of the Quintet or his cadenza
in (vi) of the Septet — 4m 37s
onwards.
Elsewhere in the Septet the bucolic
character of the trio of (v) is captured
without the undue exaggeration or
obvious point-making that mar some
performances, and the faster
movements are characterized by a
lightness of touch and awelcome
sense of fun. The Quintet is given a
first-rate performance of great
flexibility and panache that seems to
me even better than the ensemble's
earlier 1991 reading for Philips,
coupled with the two Sextets.
Chandos supply an excellent,
warm-sounding recording. A firm
recommendation in this coupling as
far as modern-instrument versions go,
and afine version of the Quintet that
is more than amatch for the
competition.
John Kersey
A-A•:1*
81

year-old memories. An off-air version
appeared on CD afew years back,
but here at last is one made from the
BBC's own recording. However, the
concert work which above all others
needs asense of spacious grandeur
was captured in mono, and as some
20 stereo versions have now appeared
Icannot regard this as of more than
passing interest. This is not to say
that the performance isn't very fine.
Indeed, Sir Thomas was nearly
always an effective Berliozian, and
here there are many splendid
passages. But apart perhaps from
demonstrating to the odd visitor how
beautifully Beecham handles the
`Offertorium', Idon't see myself ever
putting this CD on for serious
listening.

Double Vision
BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets in F and e, Op.59:
1 & 2
Vlach Quartet
Praga PR 256013
(73m 40s) mono rec.1963/62
One wonders what acollector attuned
to, say, the Emerson Quartet
recordings of Beethoven [DG] would
make of these Czech Radio tapes
dating from the heyday of the Vlach,
of the first two ` Rasoumovsky'
Quartets. Older collectors, of course,
will instantly be reminded of their
Supraphon LPs (which cost all of
17s 6d!) — the difference is that,
here, the notes tell of how the State
penalized Josef Vlach and his
colleagues, attempting to restrict their
musical activities abroad after their
success at the 1955 Liège
Competition, whereas on Supraphon
sleeves one read of the Vlachs
`spreading the fame of Czech
chamber music'. Their tenacity is
mirrored in the way they play
Beethoven: always s̀erioso', often
aggressive in attack. They have no
aspirations to break any high speed
records, although they do observe the
`molto adagio' markings in each
work. The (very real) snag is the
abrasive and resonant sound; some
glorious moments can be appreciated
but these recordings demand great
persistence.
Christopher Breurug

D: 1

BERLIOZ:
Requiem ( Grande Messe des Mods)
Richard Lewis (ten)/RPO & Ch/Beecham
BBC Legends BBCL 4011-2
(78m I6s) mono rec.1959
Beecham's 1959 performance of the
Berlioz Requiem in the Royal Albert
Hall has alegendary reputation,
largely, Isuspect, because with the
tapes sitting in the archives for so
long, it depends on romanticised 4082

revieW
BERLIOZ:
Symphonie fantastique J Overture
Le Corsairel
Bavarian RSO/Kubelik
Orhio C499 991
(63m 12s) rec.1981/62 ' mono
BRAHMS:
Piano Concerto 1 CI Alto Rhapsody'
Claudio Arrau (pno)/Grace Hoffman
(mez-sop)/Bavarian RSO & Ch/Kubelik
Orfeo C500 991
(66m 09s) rec.1964/62 ' mono
MOZART:
Symphonies 40 & 41 Jupiter'
Bavarian RSO/Kubelik
Orfeo C498 991

(76m 15s) rec.1985

Ivividly remember the hyponotic
effect of Kubelik's facial expressions
and arm gestures from my Royal
Albert Hall choir seat in 1948, when
he conducted the Philharmonia
Orchestra in Smetana's Bartered Bride
Overture: the greatest performance I
have heard, anywhere. Thinking of
Berlioz's Symphonie fantastique as
perhaps the finest example of 'visual'
orchestral music ever written, I
wondered how he would fare in this
French masterpiece. The Bavarian
RSO is asuperb orchestra; but, with
Monteux, Munch and Paray firmly in
mind, would he bring out those
inspired ` extramusical' moments and
Gallic qualities with players tonally
attuned to the great German
orchestra tradition? In the event,
Kubelik is too musical, unlike the
wily Karajan who upped the tension
at every climactic point, using the
wide dynamic range of the Berlin
Philharmonic to create his personal
view of the work. Kubelik's ` Reveries'
are restrained, beautiful, but where

Despite the venue, the recording
offers arather dead sound, while the
audience — which is left intact during
pauses and for its applause at the end
— is irritatingly ill-disciplined,
sometimes taking several seconds to
become hushed after movts have
begun. The great brass climaxes come
across surprisingly well, in dynamic if
not spatial terms, but otherwise the
chorus tends to dominate and is at
times rather shrill. This may be partly
due to the remastering, as Iformed
an impression of boost being applied
to the lower treble to counteract a
lack of upper sparkle. But clearly
nothing could he done about the
clumsy fade-up 8s into Richard
Lewis's contribution to the ` Sanctus'.
John Crabbe

H:1 0

are the doubts, the fears? At the
modulation [the outburst of brass
fanfares, 12m 40s into track 1] all
signs of ' Passions' have already
dispersed and Teutonic gloom has set
in. The start of ` Un bal' is ordinary,
unatmospheric — although you hear
all the notes cleanly, his regular pulse
fails to create magical phrases floating
as aweb of gossamer. At the sudden
upsurge before the coda [6m1
everyone wakes up. Beauty, at the
expense of sudden fits of despair,
signifies Kubelik's view of Scènes
aux champs'. Where are ' the Artist's'
fraught expectations [track 3, 8m
44s] or attempts to clear his muddled
vision [with clarinet solo, 10m 12s]?
By 10m 47s, the tempo should pick
up — here Paray on Mercury is
unequalled — but Kubelik starts to
plod, orchestral textures thickening,
the pace at 11m 47s much slower
and downright ponderous at 13m
50s, the lead-in to the coda. ` Marche
au supplice' doesn't come off here
either: the pulse is metronomic,
rather than wild and abandoned.
Munch (particularly on aWarner
video) is chaotic, uncontrollable,
wonderful! Both he and Monteux
(with the Paris Orchestra on Pearl)
reveal distinctive greatness in ` Songe
d'une nuit de Sabbat'. Kubelik is
concerned with clarity and musical
correctness (with tubular bells in
menacing backdrop). The coda
sounds like apassage out of Wagner's
Ring.
Moving back 19 years, the Czech
conductor's overture Le Corsaire is
much more the Berlioz we revere:
vital, very exciting, splendidly
performed. The four final chords are
broken by rest markings, where
Beecham added slurs. A—B:3
C— D:1 E
Apart from some untidiness in the
orchestral exposition, the Brahms
concerto is given atruly magnificent
performance. Kubelik suddenly slows
for the piano entry, where other
conductors pay little attention to the
soloist's wishes, and Arrau, not
making unnecessary slowings as he
MOUSY 1999
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BERNSTEIN:
Serenade/BEETHOVEN: Violin
Concerto
Hilary Hahn ( vIn)/Baltimore SO/Zinman
Sony SK 60584

(74m 36s)

Unusual bedfellows, definitely, but an
astonishingly confident concerto
debut on record from this gifted
young American soloist. A graduate
of Philadelphia's Curtis Institute
(where she was apupil of the late
Jascha Brodsky), 18-year-old Hilary
Hahn teams up with her excellent
home-town band under David
Zinman for an invigoratingly brighteyed, technically immaculate account
of the Beethoven. In its
uncomplicated, ` traditional' way
(Hahn opts for Fritz Kreisler's

did in his studio recordings, allows
the music to unfold in majestic style.
First-movt highlights come at 11m
lOs (the if octaves) [
highlight or
disaster? CB], 13m 23s- 15m 22s
(development), 22m (coda).The slow
movement is tremendously poignant,
and the finale atour de force. Grace
Hoffman's fine singing in the Alto
Rhapsody has Kubelik's finest support.
B-C: 1-1•
The two Mozart symphonies, with
all repeats [
that is: including both finale
second-half repeats, but not the first
sections of minuets after the trio has
been played] have monumental
qualities that lead on to Beethoven: a
most welcome change from today's
watered-down readings on original
instruments. In the G-minor,
Kubelik's tempi for the Allegro vivace
first-movt and Andante cantabile (
ii)
are similar, but he slows for the lead
back to the repeat in the latter, which
makes complete musical sense.
A-B: 1•
Bill Newman
BN and Iare largely in agreement
over much of this material. Even if
Kubelik doesn't bring the same
neurosis or wildness to the Berlioz
symphony as Markevitch and Munch,
his is athoroughly prepared
performance where every note counts
and is felt. In (i) the exposition repeat
is given; the optional cornet parts are
absent from (ii); and in (v) the bells
are heard from off-stage (as BN
suggests) and underpinned by striking
large metal sheets [
JC suggests a
pianoforte was used], it would seem.
The distant effect of the oboe part in
(iii) is beautifully staged. So if the
promise of the opening page or so, so
sensitively conducted, isn't necessarily
fulfilled, this is always an intensely
interesting account of the music — I
liked the way Kubelik handled the
slurs at the start of the last movt: not
too grotesque, not too sanitised.
Ididn't know what awonderful
Mozart conductor he was until the
VPO symphony recordings were
reissued on CD by EMI. In 1980 he
also did 35-41 for CBS/Sony with the
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cadenzas) this newcomer is very
different from the altogether more
sparkily re-creative, thoughtprovoking manner of, say, the recent,
penetrating Zehetmair/Brüggen
interpretation on Philips [
HFN/RR
March]; but Hahn's prodigious
musicality and exceptional purity of
tone — not to mention Zinman's
dapper, unfailingly alert
accompaniment — really do fall most
beguilingly on the ear, and the whole
performance is very easy to enjoy.
The unexpected companion item is
better still: ahugely persuasive
display from all involved. Inspired by
Plato's Symposium, the 1954 Serenade
contains some of Bernstein's very
finest invention, and these artists do
full justice to its eventful mix of

Bavarian RSO. But these studio
versions of 40 and 41 were not only
far less spirited, they contain far fewer
repeats. Iwas also pleased to find one
tiny detail where Kubelik differs from
Klemperer and Giulini, and that's in
the trio of 40, where he parallels
Mozart's grace-note motif announced
after the first two phrases (bar 6) in
the horn parts at 13 after the doublebar line — my score shows this only
for the violins. Although there's
expressive flexibility, Kubelik keeps
the same tempo for Mermen() and
trio sections. Is the 'Jupiter' finale
just too hasty, perhaps? (Try also to
hear Boult's marvellous LPO 41 on
'Royal Classics'; that label has
acquired the four Brahms symphonies
— at last!)
These are midpriced CDs and I
would suggest getting the Brahms if
only for the sake of the Alto
Rhapsody, with the mezzo who sang
in the Rosbaud/Vox Das Lied von der
Erde [' Reissues' Oct '97] providing
wonderful sustained notes, legato
phrasing and accurate intonation.
Hers is adignified, authoritative
account. Perhaps it was Arrau's
spectacular mishits at 11m lOs into
(i), or the clangy, forward piano
balance, or the braking then
impulsive drive of some of his
phrasing, but at first hearing Iwas
prepared to dismiss the concerto
performance altogether. Its positive
qualities emerge particularly in
relation to the studio recording with
Giulini — in (iii) muted, uncertain in
character. Those who had the
misfortune to spend good mony on
the recent Pollini/DG might wish
Maestro Abbado be put on bread and
water for three days and made to
listen. to Kubelik: aconductor who
provides real support for his soloist,
without merely becoming an
'accompanist'.
All these performances reflect his
orchestral seating (which is not as
shown in the booklet photos!), le,
with divided violins and doublebasses rear left.
Christopher Breunig

lyricism, introspection, grace and
playfulness. Certainly, the serene
progress of (iv) is of such exalted
quality as to make Virgil Thomson's
infamous assessment, 'anegligible
contribution to music', seem like so
much spiteful claptrap.
A splendid coupling, in sum.
Superb sound and immaculate
balance, too.
Andrew Achenbach
Hilary Hahn,
only 18,
has recorded
Beethoven's
Violin Concerto

A*: 1* -1 0

BRAHMS:
Violin Sonata 1/BRAHMS et al: FAE
Sonata/C SCHUMANN: 3 Romances

Op.22
Isabelle van Keulen (vIn)/Ronald
Brautigan (pno)
Koch Schwann 3-6554-2

(
59m 34s)

The great 19th-century violin
virtuoso Joseph Joachim is the link
between the works on this CD, which
includes arare complete performance
of the so called FAE sonata written
for him by Brahms, Dietrich and
Schumann. Of course, with individual
movements written by different
composers (Schumann wrote the
intermezzo and finale, while Albert
Dietrich supplied the first-movt) the
work lacks unity. Nor is the level of
inspiration consistently high: Brahms'
fiery scherzo is easily the best
movement. But it's interesting to hear
it played complete, and the present
account is accomplished and
committed. In Brahms's First Violin
Sonata, Isabelle van Keulen plays
with great simplicity and purity,
eschewing heavy vibrato. Yet her
playing is often very powerful, and
she is ably partnered by Ronald
Brautigan who brings out much
hidden detail in the piano parts.
Clara Schumann's rarely heard Drei
Romanzen complete the disc.
Dedicated to Joachim, who was a
regular concert-giving partner, this is
music of winsome beauty and charm,
most beautifully played. The
recording is firm and clean, with
good definition and fine detail, plus a
wide dynamic range.
James M Hughes

A: 1 0

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 7
RSNO/Tintner
Naxos 8.554269

(65m 52s)

Tintner again uses the Haas edition.
There are fewer textual problems in
this symphony but the great
advantage of the Haas is that it omits
the spurious shifts of tempo included
(admittedly sometimes in
parentheses) in the often-used Nowak
edition. The old argument about the
cymbal clash at the climax of (ii)
arises again. Tintner follows the Haas
edition by omitting it, explaining in
his notes that the words 'gilt nicht'
(not valid) are written above it. I
remain unconvinced, especially as
'gilt nicht' seems to not to be in
Bruckner's writing. More importantly,
in the autograph, the percussion is on
83

CHOPIN:
Piano Concerto 1 J Grande valse
brillante, Op.34:2 J Variations on
'Là ci darem la mano'
Emanuel Ax (
pno)/OAE/Mackerras

Fantasia Contrappuntistica/MOZART:
Fugue 1(426 J Sonata 1(448/
REGER: Variations & Fugue on a
Theme by Beethoven Op.86
Andras Schiff & Peter Serkin (pnos)

Sony Classical SK 60771

ECM Records ECM 1676/77
(2CDs, 92m 17s)
Something old, and perhaps
something new: in Max Reger's
Variations on Beethoven's Bagatelle
Op.119:11. Perhaps something
borrowed too. Busoni 'borrowed'
from three solo versions of his
Fantasia Contrappuntistica to produce
this last ( 1924) for two pianos. Those
who treasure Egon Petri's LP of the
1910 version [Westminster, deleted]
will know what to expect. And the
Music Editor says that the same piece
was the choice of ayoung chap, one
Alfred Brendel, for his first-ever
recording. Something blue? No.
There is absolutely nothing here to
give anyone the blues. On the
contrary, two excellent artists and a
resourceful programme show that
excellent CDs are not hard to make,
if the ingredients are right. On this
occasion, ECM have got it right.
First, the old. Mozart's sonata has
atime-honoured recording — by
Lupu and Perahia [Sony] — but
Schiff and Serkin deserve at least
similar status. They prove to be a
synergetic combination, never
outshouting each other (adanger in
four-hand music) and paying careful
attention to the balancing of voices.
Textures are as clear as abell, parts
dovetail to anicety, phrase patterns

three staves: timpani above triangle
above cymbals, and 'gilt nicht'
appears one bar later than the critical
moment, written above the timpani
part. Icannot see that this justifies
the omission of cymbals placed three
staves lower and one bar earlier.
The score's avoidance of spurious
tempo changes suits Tintner. Strict
tempo in Bruckner is unusual and
refreshing. For example: the
convention of slackening tempo at the
third subject is so deeply ingrained in
alternative versions that Tintner's
unvarying pace make this passage
seem relatively swift. Listen also to
the coda of (i) which is rather slower
than in Karajan's 1977 recording, .
then consider that Tintner's and
Karajan's timings for (i) are identical:
clearly Karajan must have lost tempo
somewhere earlier in the movt.
Nevertheless, similarity with Karajan
remains throughout (only Tintner's
one-minute-longer (iii) is more than a
few seconds different).
There is something touching about
the simplicity of Tintner's phrasing in
the first few minutes of (ii) but Ido
miss the cymbal (and triangle and
timpani). Perhaps because such fierce
climactic moments under Tintner are
given an all-embracing warmth, the
84

Mozart's
Fugue is
Andre. Schiff

Peter Serkin

better
known in

ripple and bounce. Don't mistake the
delicacy also portrayed for effete
playing. It is not. The shades, when
required, are pastel, and the
command over their subtleties is
absolute.
Such acommand comes in handy
when Busoni (in Variations 1 & 2 for
example) and Reger (in Varn 4)
demand very soft traceries, which
Schiff and Serkin supply with
remarkable control. If there is
anything lacking, it is afeel for
extrovert bravura which is needed in
Varn 5 and the final fugue of the
Reger. But Schiff is not a ` big guns'
musician and that's that. Other
qualities in his make-up more than
compensate for this loss, and even
some slightly lumpy passages in
Mozart's Fugue do not obscure the
generally outstanding artistry heard
here. The closely balanced recording
highlights flinty tone above forte and
foot noises in Reger. No matter. This
enterprising 'twofer' of superb music
deserves the widest circulation.
Nalen Anthoni

B: 1 *- 1

ear might have welcomed asharp
impact for this very special blaze of
glory.
The scherzo is ideally broad, and
despite Tintner's usual taste for
forceful brass, he ideally underplays
the melodic trumpet part, which can
so often over-impose. His steadiness
helps the quirky theme unfold
logically, and even the discursive trio
retains its shape.
The lack of unauthorised tempo
changes is even more satisfying in
(iv). Here, above all, Tintner's firm
sense of progress is exhilarating: no
droopy ends of phrases, striding full
brass onslaughts, and finally, thrilling
inevitability in the coda with, in
Robert Simpson's words, its 'golden
fanfares'.
The recording is slightly less
detailed but more resonant than in
the outstanding Fifth by these forces:
strange, since it is the same venue.
For some reason the accompanying
pizzicati in the coda of (ii) have no
apparent pitch and occasionally brass
swamps strings (an accurate
representation of concert-hall
Bruckner), but the wonderful string
descents in the coda of (iv) are very
well captured.
Antony Hodgson

the later
version
for strings.
Adagio
and
Fugue,
which
featured
in Agnes
Varda 's
cult film
Le

(
64m 08s)

With typical candour, Polish-born
Emanuel Ax said he looked back on
his 1979 Philadelphia recording of
Chopin's Second Concerto [RCA] as
'kind of boring'. He had turned with
interest to the possibilities of rerecording it on an instrument more of
the composer's time: an 1851 Erard,
found in decay at aschool in London
and painstakingly restored by David
Winston. A year after the Henry
Wood Hall sessions for that Chopin
programme [Sony SK 63371] the
same team was assembled in May ' 98
for this complementary disc. Again,
he is sympathetically partnered by
Mackerras and an orchestra which
has clearly developed since its Virgin
Classics Schubert and Mendelssohn

projects with this conductor. Ax plays
the melancholic A-minor waltz as a
solo interlude between the two works
with orchestra with which the
composer chose to introduce himself
to Paris audiences in 1832.
The rarely heard but engaging
variations on a theme from Don
Giovanni, written when Chopin was
in his third year at Warsaw
Conservatory, come off best: the
growling textures of the OAE strings
are clearly what are wanted for the
introduction, rather than those of the
LPO with Arrau, say (whose 1972
Philips version is in every way a case
of bringing asledgehammer to a
small nut). But although Ax balances
the resolute and poetic in the Eminor Concerto, its longueurs and
repetitious construction are left
exposed — Isuspect because his
piano cannot sustain long phrases or
allow tiny expressive nuances as well
as the modern Steinway. (In the
Larghetto, Iwas much more engaged
by, for example, Argerich's 1964
Warsaw recording, poorly engineered
though that is.) For some, the twangy
*that upper register of the Erard* may, in
characteristic any case, be off-putting, but for this
twang was work there have been numerous
evident in recommendable versions over the
years. The recorded sound is good,
Andras Schiff's
with avery slight increase in presence
superb BBC1
and openness in the Variations.
documentary on
Christopher Breunig
A- B:2/1 0
Chopin (shown
bonheur

in May), when
he played two
pieces on an
Erard grand
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DU KAS:
Symphony in C J La Péri J The
Sorcerer's Apprentice
Orch Nat de France/Slat/an
RCA 09026 68802 2

(7/m 18s)

A strong, purposeful reading of
Dukas's underrated Symphony,
distinguished by some notably elegant
orchestral playing and the Slatkin
customary brand of refreshing
textural transparency. My only real
interpretative qualm concerns the
opening movement, where an
unusually propulsive tempo primo
strikes me as erring just a little
toward the unhelpfully hectic and
brusque — after all, Dukas's marking
is Allegro non troppo vivace.
Otherwise, the sublime central
Andante espressivo esostenuto is
precisely that, its heartache and
tender eloquence gauged with acute
sympathy on this occasion, while the
exuberant finale generates all the
giddy thrust one could hope for.
Perhaps Armin Jordan on his nowdeleted Erato version with the Suisse
Romande Orchestra conveyed even
more of the relentless symphonic
strength of Dukas's noble inspiration,
yet Slatkin's engaging, crisply
articulate performance remains a
praiseworthy achievement for all that.
The dazzlingly translucent
orchestration of La Péri finds Slatkin
well and truly in his element, yet he
keeps afirm grip on proceedings
without any loss of fragrant
atmosphere or intoxicating delicacy.
The Sorcerer's Apprentice is even finer:
awittily affectionate interpretation of
poise and irresistible narrative flair.
The recording is very good without
being exceptional: tuttis tend to
`crowd' somewhat within the slightly
constricted acoustic of Radio
France's Salle Olivier Messiaen, and
the last ounce of tonal bloom is
wanting.
If Slatkin's stylish compilation
doesn't necessarily outrank Jean
Fournet's outstanding, identically
coupled and (alas) currently
unavailable Denon CD in my
affections, it certainly earns ahearty
recommendation nonetheless.
Andrew Achenbach

A- B:1 - 1

GERHARD:
Concerto for Orchestra J Symphony
2(
original version)
BBC SO/Bamert
Chandos CHAN 9694

(
54m 40s)

Roberto Gerhard's daring and highlycoloured Concerto for Orchestra — a
Cheltenham Festival commission, of
all things — was one of the most
striking achievements of British music
in the 1960s. It benefited from a
superb British Council-sponsored LP
by the BBC SO under Norman Del
Mar ( 1968): ownership of that classic
Argo recording passed long ago to
Lyrita, and it's aeons overdue for rerelease. Compared to the LP this new
Chandos CD is better balanced (the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Elgar: ' rediscovered
works for
violin' marks
Bisengaliev's
debut on the
Black Box
label
ELOARt
Works for violin & piano
Marat Bisengaliev (vIn)/Benjamin Frith
(pno)
Black Box BBM 1016
(66m 36s) dist. Complete Record Co
The expression 'salon music' has
often been applied to Elgar's shorter
pieces to their detriment, but when it
comes to the violin, he composed
more lasting melodies than most of
his contemporaries, covering avariety
of moods. The music on this disc
spans the years 1870-1914 and
contains two world premiere
recordings. The first, Etude-Caprice,
like the Op.1 Romance which opens
the programme, dates from his 13th
year. The composer held the
manuscript back, eventually handing
it on to his close friend, the violinist
WH Reed, as late as 1918, requesting

'The
dazzlingly
translucent
orchestration
of La Péri
finds Slatkin
well and
truly in his
element'

Argo, in the demonstration class for
its time, had the percussion too much
to the fore) but, perhaps, less bright
and incisive. Some elements in
Gerhard's kaleidoscopic whirlpool of
virtuoso instrumental effects seem to
come off better now: the percussive
attacks on the wood of the string
instruments, the quasi-electronic
harmonics from bowed cymbals. But
it can hardly be said that the BBC
SO play this challenging score better
than they did 30 years ago. Though
it's apleasure to welcome the work
back to the catalogue in amodern
recording, close listening with ascore
reveals some extraordinary faux pas,
mainly caused by early or missed
entries. The timbales player has to
repeat the bar before Fig.17 to get
back in synch; tpt 2 is abar early at
43, creating an unintended canon by
inversion with tpt 1; at 3 before 53,
the marimba is abar out and the
xylophone just isn't there at all. Most
bizarre of all are the foreign tones
added to the closing chord: perc 1
seems to have misread his unpitched
part for two woodbocks as apitched
third on the glock! Did Chandos's
engineers splice in the wrong takes?
Whereas in the 1960s the Concerto
seemed the last word in outré eardazzling effects, it now impresses
principally as apowerful and

that he make something of it. It is
fiendishly difficult to play. Idon't
know what Reed made of it, but
Bisengaliev informs me that there
exists an Elgar Society recording
which fails to make either musical or
technical sense. His own performance
is areal tour de force.
On the five Etudes Characteristiques
Bisengaliev comments: 'They are far
harder than either Paganini or Ysaye
to perform. When Pinchas Zukerman
programmed two of them in recital,
he changed his mind at the final
moment by substituting something
else!'.
The remainder for violin and
piano, is more familiar: Romance,
Mazurka, Bizarrerie, Idylle, Chansons
de matin/de nuit, La Capricieuse,
Gavotte, Salut d'amore, May Song,
Virelai, In Hammersbach (
the second
of the three Bavarian Dances),
Carissima. Two further arrangements
of solo piano originals, Serenade and
Adieu (
which quotes the main theme
from the Violin Concerto), come by
courtesy of Joseph Szigeti. Each piece
casts its own emotional spell, and the
performances feature some of the
finest rich-toned string playing and
piano accompaniment Ihave heard in
years — this is musicianship far
removed from [the young] Nigel
Kennedy and Peter Pettinger on
Chandos. Chris Craker's recording in
St. Michael's, Highgate is remarkably
good, too.
Bill Newman

A:1 * 0

passionate musical argument. Bernard
Benoliel's notes, which have been a
consistently informative and thoughtprovoking aspect of this Chandos
Gerhard series, give the clearest and
most cogent exposition of the
Concerto's form Ihave seen anywhere
in print. They also make apersuasive
case for the other work on the disc,
the original version of Symphony 2.
This was acrucial piece for Gerhard:
the first in which he combined a 12note series with amatching 12-step
time series determining all the aspects
of awork's duration. The status of
this original version, premiered in
1959, has long been in doubt: in
1967-68 the composer undertook a
far-reaching recomposition for a
much larger orchestra under the title
Metamorphosis, but put it aside, not
quite finished, 18 month before his
death. A completion of Metamorphosis
made by Alan Boustead after
Gerhard's death was subsequently
performed and published (it's also
now recorded on Auvidis-Montaigne
— Tenerife SO/Perez). Yet the
updating of the material to the last
phase of Gerhard's radical style is
problematic; it's not certain that he
intended to withdraw the original
symphony even if he'd completed
Metamorphosis; he may even have
abandoned Metamorphosis, instead,

as amistaken venture. Yet
Metamorphosis has effectively
supplanted the Symphony for the best
part of 40 years.
It re-emerges now as, in its own
terms, arather successful piece:
lighter-textured, fizzier, cooler,
perhaps more elegant than its later
transformation. It has its own sound,
brightest and airiest of all Gerhard's
symphonic works. The intricate
calculation of its serial construction
never vanishes into mere abstraction
because of its colour and rhythmic
vitality. In fact, many personal, extramusical ideas may be hidden beneath
the surface: certainly Gerhard told his
pupil Joaquin Homs that the
Comodamente second section was
inspired by all the small sounds he
had heard in the Majorcan
countryside. This is an eloquent
performance of it, free from the
embarrassments that qualify one's
welcome of the Concerto, and should
be required listening for all
enthusiasts of this still-underrated
master.
Calum MacDonald

'Martin
Jones allows

the listener
to hear all
the integral
parts while
establishing
a feeling of
individuality
for the
various
numbers.
He places
his musical
aims
foremost'

the florid virtuoso element. Martin
Jones allows the listener to hear all
the integral parts while establishing a
feeling of individuality for the various
numbers. He places his musical aims
foremost (he is that kind of performer
on stage, eschewing any extraneous
movement). In addition he treats us
to the Intermezzo from the opera of
the same name ( 1916), the Valse de
concert, Rapsodia aragonesa, Oriental,
Escenas Románticas (
six numbers) and
Allegro de concierto, with all its
contrasted brilliance. His coup de grace
is areconstruction (from the
composer's Duo-Art piano roll) of
Reverie.
He is in superb form during the
complete Albéniz Ibéria — arecent
Purcell Room performance had
glowing reviews too. He 'hears' the
work orchestrally (apoint he made to
me in interview), and his broad
concept throughout the twelve

A- B:1 /3 0

GRANADOS:
Goyescas ( Parts 1 & 2), etc/
ALBENIZ: Iberia ( Books 1-4), etc
Martin Jones (pno)
Nimbus 5595/8'

(
4CDs, 296m 35s)

Both composers died just short of
their 50th year. Whereas the
remainder of Granados's output
derives from his wide knowledge of
folk music and dance forms, his main
work for solo piano was inspired by
Goya's cartoons and engravings. In
each instance, the photo-image
impression stays finely-etched in
manuscript, as it would in the
valuable original or in reproduction,
but in musical terms it comes alive in
the hands and fingers of an
interpreter capable of elucidating its
many-hidden beauties.
Albéniz (who also wrote operas for
the Lyric and Prince of Wales
Theatres, London) was far more outgoing. Ibéria was amore modern
20th-century concept, more analagous
to the panoramic possibilities of the
video camera in the magnificence of
its regional images. But when it
comes to the shorter dance forms and
impressionistic pieces, the two
composers had more in common.
Small wonder the critic Ernest
Newman called Goyescas '
the finest
written-out improvisation'. It also
challenges the performer to find the
right approach, while avoiding
similarity of expression within its six
sections. Quite marvellous, and
authentic in his soft-pedal touches,
was Eduardo del Pueyo [a 1956
Philips recording]; Thomas Raina,
who made acomplete survey of the
solo and chamber works [CRD],
shows too much masculinity in his
otherwise well-considered reading;
and both Aldo Ciccolini and Alicia de
Larrocha [ EMI & Decca] bring out

HANDEL:
Solomon
Scholl/Dam-Jensen/Hagley/Bickley/
Gritton/Agnew/Gabrieli Consort &
Players/McCreesh
Archly 459 888-2

(
3CDs, 160m 08s)

As befits its subject, this is a
splendid, indeed resplendent Solomon
— one of the finest Handel
recordings I've heard in recent years.
The excellence of soloists, chorus,
orchestra, recording and above all
Paul McCreesh's intelligent direction,
re-creating the 1749 original at the
length and in the order Handel
intended, add up to amagnificent
revaluation of this most pageant-like
of the oratorios. And it is, in any
case, the only complete Solomon
currently in the catalogue.
McCreesh has assembled the kind
of large Handelian orchestra we read
about in contemporary accounts but
which `authenticists' tend to baulk at:
8 oboes, 4 bassoons et al. As he
proudly notes in an interview
included with the set, this is
`probably the very first time that
anybody's recorded aHandel oratorio
with a serpent at the bottom of the
winds'. Actually I'm not sure Ican
hear it as any kind of individual
voice, but the resulting orchestral
sound, captured in the wonderfully

numbers has enormous advantages in
'El Corpus en Sevilla', ' El Abaican'
and ` Eritana', where the composer's
virtuoso colourings ring out in all
their splendour. Larrocha, Ricardo
Requejo [Claves] and Rafael Orozco
[Auvidis] run him close in places, but
overall Jones is scintillating.
Two further ' completions' by him
add interest: Navarra, intended for
Book 4, but discarded, and Azulejos,
left unfinished but completed by
Granados. The selection ends with
the well-known 'Tango' (
6Album
Leaves, 1890), the early España
(Preludio', 'Asturias'), ' La vega', a
rather introspective, extended piece
from The Alhambra — Suite for piano;
then come the delightful eight
numbers that make up Suite española,
which require no elucidation.
Hitherto we have had Rena
Kyriakou performing her complete
Albéniz on Vox; now we can sit back

lively ambience of All Saints,
Tooting, has amonumental solidity
and aquite outstanding range of
colour. There's some superb solo
playing, eg, in the lengthy
introduction to the Queen of Sheba's
`Will the sun forget to streak'.
Though Andreas Scholl must be
one of the set's prime selling-points,
his Solomon is abeautiful absence, a
hieratic impersonal vessel of the
kingly virtues, rather than the
charismatic monarch of the liner
notes. Susan Gritton's Queen of
Sheba has more presence (and better
English enunciation) than Inger DamJensen as Solomon's Queen, though
the latter's voice is beautiful enough,
and Alison Hargan and Susan Bicldey
as the two Harlots make the most of
their brief appearances. But in truth
Solomon isn't really asoloists'
oratorio: the weight of interest is
accumulated in the astonishing range
of the choruses, from the voluptuous
nightingale chorus in Act Ito the
hugely exultant ' Praise the Lord' in
Act 3, here placed — as it should be,
but seldom is — at the close of the
entertainment for the Queen of Sheba
rather than at the end of the work as
awhole. Altogether this is some of
the most exhilarating Handel choral
singing I've heard on disc lately.
Ruth Smith's notes on the piece
are abonus: apithy and witty
demonstration of the intimate
understanding of the period which
makes her recent book on the
oratorios such aground-breaking
reappraisal of their relevance as
expressions of contemporary political
and religious debate. McCreesh in
interview is generous in praise of her
work, which has clearly informed his
approach to Solomon as representative
of a ` unique and complex reflection
of part of English cultural history'.
Altogether ahugely enjoyable and
thought-provoking issue.
Calum MacDonald
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and enjoy great playing in Nimbus'
own concert hall at Wyastone Leys.
Finally, though, Imust correct notewriter David Andrew Threasher, who
states: ' unlike Granados, Albéniz left
no commercial recordings of his own
playing'. Cylinders from 1903 exist of
3 Improvisations, and are currently
available on VA! Audio.
Bill Newman

As:1* 0

MAHLER:
Symphony 1
Chicago SO/Boulez
DG 459 610-2

(52m 41s)

We've had five CSO recordings of the
First Symphony: Giulini, Abbado,
Tennstedt, Solti and this mid- 1998
Orchestra Hall production — all of
the final edition, without the
`Blumine' movt. Boulez's is astrong
conception, fairly impregnable to
criticism, as are the orchestral playing
and recorded balances — impressive
low-register impact, too. (Tam-tam
strokes, pp, at the start of (iii), for
example.) When the horn whoops
come in, 14m 25s into (i), Fig.26,
this really does signal asumming-up
of all the first-movt episodes. Yet to
my ears Boulez presents an ' overview'
of the symphony: Idon't feel drawn
into the music as Ido, for instance,
with Solti, whose 1983 Decca
alternative has now become somewhat
unfairly overlooked.
Bernstein with the Concertgebouw
[DG] is slow and heavy in the
scherzo, where Boulez sets afast
tempo. Unexpectedly though, in (iii)
he reaches Fig.13, where the ` Frère
Jacques' tread is resumed, afew
seconds ahead of Boulez [ 7m 13s].
Despite this Ifeel the Chicago
version is slightly too quick, although
the 'Wayfarer' theme after Fig.10,
where two solo violins are divided off
from the firsts [ 5m 30s] is ravishingly
played. As are the trio in (ii) and the
Sehr gesangvoll (
iv) at 3m 44s.
Boulez gives the brass theme in
(iii), two after Fig.14 [ 7m 56s] the
character of aslow chorale, standing
proud — as Mahler instructs —
above the following Klezmer music:
an individual touch. But his
treatment of the earlier ' Mit Parodie'
section [ Fig.6] is comparatively
sanitised.
Christopher Breunig
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MOZART:
String Quartets K575 & K590
Quatour Mosaïques
Auridis Astres E8659

bridged agap between what appears
to be Mozart's first and second
thoughts. But Erich Hobarth digs in,
feeling for
leading his colleagues into asoulful
the music is
interpretation that gives the
genuine,
movement too much weight. It
and as in
exemplifies the mildly insistent andl
(ii) of K575
lumbering style (pronounced in the
they
past but much less so now) that
communiciee seems to be the interpretative
a passionate signature of this group. The close
miking may be partially responsible,
commitmer•
close enough also to capture
that is
breathing noises but, strangely,
not misflattening out the upper harmonics of
conceivec'
the first violin. And the ensemble is
spread right across the stage, which is
silly.
All this is not to say that there isn't
anything of value here. QM's feeling
for the music is genuine, and as in
(ii) of K575 they communicate a
passionate commitment that is not
misconceived. Moreover, their
treatment of the Menuets shows an
unusual desire to avoid the sort of
straitjacketing that the name implies.
Period instruments are still used
(does the viola really date from
1588?) but antiquarian methods of
execution are not evident.
Nevertheless, the absence of an ultracrisp ordering of phrases and the
occasional lack of absolute precision
RECOMMENDATION in articulation — including some
Mahler's First
splashy playing from the cellist in (iii)
Symphony: Chailly of K590 — could be seen as
and the Royal
legitimate expressive devices.
Arguably, these artists are willing ito
Concertgebouw
on Decca
stick their necks out in the interests
of recreativity; and that's apleasure
to hear. Faults notwithstanding, this
disc has much to offer.

'Review

Nalen Anthoni

(
60m)

'This Quartet doesn't really possess a
slow movement, but a 6/8 Allegretto in
C-major in monothematic sonata
form,' says Harry Halbreich in his
booklet note about K590. He is right,
because this is the marking for (ii) in
the first edition. Auvidis however call
it Andante. They are right too,
because this is the marking in the
autograph. QM treat it as such; and a
lightly treading rhythm could have
HI.FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

'Quatour
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MOZART:
Clarinet Quintet/BRAHMS: Clarinet
Quintet
Alessandre Carbonari (c11)/Luc Héty
(14n)/Florence Binder (vIn)/Nicolas Bône
(vIa)/Muriel Pozenc (vic)
Hannonia Mundi HMN 911691

(70m 07s)

This disc is part of Harmonia
Mundi's ` Les Nouveatia Interprètes',
which promotes the talents of young
artists ' under the patronage of ECS'
(the meaning of this abbreviation is
not given). The recording, in

collaboration with Radio France, is
very presentable. The balance is
realistic although the acoustic is
rather neutral: resonant enough but
adding no real warmth.
The performances are calm and
polished; clearly the Italian clarinettist
and his four French colleagues have
the technique to cope with the music.
Both cello and viola are less secure in
their upper registers than were the
equivalent players in the recent
Hilton/Lindsay Quartet version of the
Mozart [ASV], but there is nothing to
displease the ear.
Tempi are moderate with enough
room for expression. Carbonare uses
afew ornaments on repeat, but very
modestly. There is aslight tendency
to round off phrases before double
bars — especially in Mozart (iii), and
occasionally in (iv) also — but no
great liberties are taken. The Brahms
is approached in acalm manner. At
the end of (iii) the opening phrase
returns at its original tempo. This
theme is rather similar to that at the
start of (iv), and Ican only assume
that by playing both at the identical
speed, the interpreters are aiming for
asense of continuity. This is certainly
avalid point of view although this
risks one movement sounding much
like another, especially as the textures
remain the same.
A pleasing, but by no means
revelatory disc.
Antony Hodgson

13:2

NASH:
Symphony 1 '
3 Apollinaire
Choruses 1
BBC SO/Brabbins/ BBC Singers/Joly
NMC DO 55

(
65m 30s)

Peter Paul Nash wrote his Symphony
1 ( 1991) in response to what he saw
as the disintegration of society and
the 'worship of false gods' of 1980s
Britain; this general feeling of
impending social catastrophe was
allied to a specific newspaper report
of the Iraqi atrocities during the Gulf
War that inspired the ending of the
work.
Nash is one of the most
intellectually assured of today's
composers, and his dense, highly
complex post-tonal language, inspired
in part by the patterns of fractal
geometry, needs several hearings
before the shifting sands of the
harmonic outlines coalesce into
something cogent and readily
perceptible. There are two agendas
operating throughout the work —
what Nash describes as an external,
slow-growing organic shape, and a
'virus' that emerges from it and
eventually fatally disables the
superstructure. This 'virus' in turn
brings about the rather unexpected
ending that is alien to the earlier
music; the troubled, uncertain
musical outlines lead to the predicted
catastrophe, but it arises from an
unexpected direction as tonality
begins to assert itself, and the brass,
87

Paderewski's
Piano Concerto

'Nash's
First
Symphony
is a
powerful,
rather
forbidding
composition
that
impressed
me more
each time
Iheard it its thorny
outlines
hide a vital
emotional
core'

side-drum and woodblock beat out a
violent five-note figure, after which a
brief, manic whirling sends the work
into oblivion. Throughout, prominent
use is made of bells and celeste, as if
suggesting acrepuscular, insect-like
world that is set against the
determined force of the string writing.
This is apowerful, rather forbidding
composition that impressed me more
each time Iheard it; its thorny
outlines hide avital emotional core.
The three books of Apollinaire
Choruses (1971-95) for
unaccompanied mixed choir inhabit a
different landscape entirely, and here
adeliberate eclecticism of style may
be observed, with particular
references to Messiaen and Boulez.
This is partly the result of the longdrawn-out compositional process,
during which Nash underwent a
major musical rebirth with 1985's
Earthquake; but is also adeliberate
response to the exoticism of
Apollinaire's language — 'beer and
Gauloises' as Nash desribes it. The
ordering of the brief choruses follows
the pattern of Apollinaire's

David
LLoyd-Jones
RAWIITHORNI:
Concerto for String Orchestra J
Concertante pastorale for flute,
horn and strings J Light Music J
Smite for recorder and string
orchestra J Elegiac Rhapsody J
Divertimento
John Turner (rec)/Conrad Marshall (thy
Rebecca Goldberg (hrn)/Noithem CO/
Lloyd-Jones
Naxos 8.553567

(
63m 36s)

Years ago, an EMI colleague said he
disliked Alan Rawsthorne's music
because it was so serious and lacking
in humour. Ipondered his remark,
concluding that he hadn't bothered to
listen with any degree of attention, or
just wasn't aware of the variety of
changing moods which occur within
88

unsuccessful love-affairs: intoxication,
obsession and inevitably dissolution.
Nash rightly identifies the fear of
solitude as the basis for this ceaseless
ronde; in track 18 he confronts this
explicitly as the imprisoned poet
speaks of being alone with 'beauteous
clarity, beloved Reason' — all the
more telling given Apollinaire's need
to escape such exposure through
drink, drugs and women. The
language is richly varied, suggesting
the blackly comic elements as well as
those of tenderness and tragedy, and
the BBC Singers cope admirably with
some extremely demanding vocal
writing.
This is asignificant issue, wellperformed and recorded, that
deserves to be taken seriously. Nash
himself contributes the excellent and
illuminating booklet notes.
John Kersey
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PADEREWSKI:
Piano Concerto in a, Op.17 J
Fantaisie Polonaise Op.19
Ewa Kupiec (pno)/Frankfurt RSO/Wolff
Koch Schwann 3-6550-2

(
57m I4s)

Both Schumann and Grieg had
written their piano concertos in
A-minor, and when Paderewski
followed suit there were bound to be
comparisons. But although the form
of his opening movement has been
likened to Schumann's in
construction, and the slow movt and
dance-like Finale to Grieg's
poignancy and lyrical charm, the
young Pole's inventiveness comes

individual movement sections and the
way they fitted the instrumentation so
perfectly. Rawsthome, like Elgar, was
amaster-craftsman who saw the
possibilities of developing extreme
clarity of ideas from the simplest
means, through agamut of emotive
scene shifts, to alater complex
development (musical tone rows) that
constantly involved the fascinated
listener. Sadly, today we have to go
somewhere like the Wigmore Hall for
an occasional airing of his music.
Rawsthorne's music (excepting
perhaps the two Piano Concertos),
along with that of his British
contemporaries, is now deemed
unfashionable. Perhaps this third
Naxos release will help to correct this
injustice.
Iwould place the Concerto for
String Orchestra alongside Elgar's
Introduction & Allegro and Bliss's
Music for Strings for its depth of
scoring and span of commitment.
The first movement pits first- against
second-violins in disharmony, no
doubt areminder of the recent
European-Japanese conflicts, while
(ii), Lento emesto, is anostalgic
lament not entirely bereft of acidity;
the Allegro piacevole builds gradually
to aif declamation of faith and
recovery.

through in the ebullient vitality of the
piano writing coloured with
expression of his fellow-countrymen's
feelings of oppression from outside
sources.
This is very much aconcerto for
piano and orchestra, with asharing of
proud hopes and responsibilities for a
bright future, an A-minor devoid of
tragedy and foreboding attempting to
'escape' from worldly tyrannies into
C-major (after exploring related keys)
with afirst-movt close in A minor/
major. Idon't entirely subscribe to
biographer Adam Zamoyski's claims
for Lisztian bravura here, as most of
the writing is highly lyrical in essence.
The stately, serene central movement
(in most people's opinion the core of
the work) is full of optimism, while
the dazzling finale is almost afast
version of the Polonaise.
An even finer sense of productive
invention illuminates the other work
(1893) which declares Paderewski's
intentions of carrying on from

photo: Koch Classics

soloist in

Chopin — especially in the Mazurka
rhythms of the final Allegro giocoso
movement — through to the future,
very different world of Szymanowski.
Again, the pianist-composer shows a
mastery in writing for both soloist
and orchestra that Ifind irresistible.
There have been several other
recordings of both works, but this is
easily the best from the very talented
Ewa Kupiec (whose solo Paderewski
disc, Koch 3-1176-2, is abeauty)
partnered by Hugh Wolff. Why
doesn't she perform these works here?
Bill Newman

A: 1'
1
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Concertante pastorale, written for
performance at the Hampton Court
Orangery, fuses the graceful curves of
solo flute, horn and combined strings
in amiasma of undulating delights.
Light Music for Strings (
in three
sections at just under 4m), is based
on Catalan tunes and reflects
Rawsthorne's responses to the Civil
War in Spain. The Suite —
Sarabande, Fantasia, Air and Jig — is
an adaptation by John McCabe of a
piece for `viola d'amore' [now
thought to have been originally
conceived for recorder] and piano.
The soloist fits the context of strings
so perfectly that Iwonder why school
children are not invited to try their
hand. The two remaining pieces are
contrasting beauties: Elegiac Rhapsody,
dedicated to the memory of poet
Louis MacNeice, is a 10m work of
forceful originality, its part-serial
makeup exploiting two principal ideas
that pattern the ebb and flow of grief,
whereas the Divertimento (
written for
the late Harry Blech and the LMP)
has aspringlike charm — (ii),
Allegretto, is alullaby — and, again,
ends in aspritely jig. Lovely
performances by all concerned, with
an excellent recording from Victoria
Hall, Bolton.
Bill Newman
AUGUST 1999
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SAINT-SAENS:
Cello Concertos 1 & 2 J Romance,
Op.36 _1Symphony in A ( 1854-6)
Torleif Thedéen (vIc)/Tapiola
Sinf/Kantorow
BIS CD-956

(
66m 29s)

BIS
111

4

Cello Concerto 1 J The Carnival of
the Animals - 'The Swan' CI Allegro
appassionato J Romance, Op.36
Suite, Op.16 J Cello Sonata 1
Mischa Maisky (vIc)/Daria Hovora (pno)/
Orpheus CO
DC 457 599-2

Imperious playing from Mischa
Maisky in the First Concerto, crisply
partnered by the Orpheus band, if
ultimately all alittle too charmless
and flashy to give unalloyed pleasure.
Torleif Thedéen and Jean-Jacques
Kantorow take asimilarly refreshing,
unsentimental view of apiece Tovey
patronizingly dismissed as amere
`opusculum', but they wear their
virtuosity far less ostentatiously than
their DG rivals: in other words, one
feels the consummate musicianship is
always at the service of the composer
and not the other way round. The
same team also give atremendously
invigorating account of the littleknown Second Concerto of nearly 30
years later. Finished in 1902, it is cast
in two movements and features at its
heart an especially touching Andante
sostenuto (
linked to the opening Allegro
moderato emaestoso). Their
performance of the Op.36 Romance is
ashade more leisurely than the
Maisky/Orpheus, but both are
sympathetic. Maisky also dispatches a
This RPO/
lively Allegro appassionato, but his
mawkish rendering of 'The Swan'
Beecham
from The Carnival of the Animals is
Sibelius 2 was
not for me, I'm afraid. The BIS
never released in
recording, too, falls far more
the UK, although
congenially on the ear, boasting a
a catalogue
superbly natural balance, whereas
number was
Maisky is thrust slightly too far
allocated;
forward in DG's bold and beefy
Dutton's transfer
sound-picture.
As both previous instalments in
was prepared
BIS's stimulating Saint-Saëns series
from pressings
have already alerted us, Kantorow
manufactured
and his impeccably prepared Finnish
by HMV for
group are superbly persuasive
overseas
purveyors of this repertoire. The
territories. EMI's
prentice A-major Symphony of •
earlier Beecham
1854-6 (the second of Saint-Saëns's
Edition CD with
five) really springs to life here, its
Nos.4 and 6 is
twinkling good humour and
now deleted
Schubertian grace most delectably
quarried. That said, the remainder of
Maislcy's generous programme is also
useful: there's arare and impressively
spick-and-span outing for the
engaging Op.16 Suite of 1862 in its
orchestral guise (the original was for
cello and piano). And last but not
least, Maisky teams up with Daria
Hovora in the fine sonata: abrooding,
muscular account, less immediately
endearing than the wonderfully poised
Isserlis/Devoyon collaboration on
RCA, but impressive nonetheless.
Andrew Achenbach
A*- A:1(•) B:1-3
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SHOSTAKOVIf
String Quartets
Nos 3, 7

,
d

(70m 14s)
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The
SHOSTAKOVICH:
String Quartets 3, 7 & 8
Yggdrasil Quartet
IIIS-CD-913

(70m 27s)

In this, the first instalment in a
Shostakovich quartet cycle from the
inelegantly-named but far from
inelegantly-playing Yggdrasils, there
can only be one disappointment: that
they plumped for the most overexposed of the cycle (the Eighth) to
complete afirst trilogy instead of
going on to the rarefied test of any of
the last five out of the 15. For the
individual instruments so ruthlessly
exposed by the composer in those
harrowing endgames gleam almost as
beautifully as does, say, Truls Mark's
Guarnerius, in the few solo passages
here — notably the nostalgic melody
that overshadows the last two movts

SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 2 & 6
RPO/Beecham
Dutton CDLX 7033
(69m 40s) mono rec.1946 47
The shaping of the themes in
Symphony 2(i) is sensitive in the
extreme and should convince any
listener keen to understand the high
esteem in which this conductor was
held. In later movements the more
complex scoring defeats the elderly
recording and, with the possible
exception of the latter part of
Symphony 6(iv), Beecham's excellent
sense of inner balance is never again
displayed so clearly. In Symphony
2(ü) the recording cannot cope with
such difficult sounds as ostinato cello
and bass figures over dramatic
timpani rolls of varying
intensity. The more
darkly ominous the
orchestral writing, the
more the dryish
recording takes on a
monochrome 'cardboard
box' quality. Beecham is
consistent in his tempi
and only the extremely
slow trio of (iii) fails to
convince. In (iv) the
upper frequencies get alittle
restricted 5m before the end.
Regrettably, at the close, Beecham

of 3. The recording perfectly captures
this sheer tonal sophistication (though
there is the odd extraneous noise in
what Iassume are not live
recordings).
Collectively, the team lacks the
sheer brute force of a Russian group
like the Shostakovich Quartet
[Olympia] in whirlwind scherzos,
which sometimes yap rather than bite,
but make up for it with painstaking
articulation that always goes way
beyond what's on the printed page. I
missed the last degree of hair-tearing
passion in the Jewish theme quoted in
8(ui), for instance, but how perfectly
the four players judge an idiosyncratic
luftpause before it.
If anything, the awesome
withdrawals into near-silence these
players convey so atmospherically are
marginally more effective in the two
earlier quartets. Idon't quite feel that
the cello's heartbreaking reminiscence
of Katerina lzmailova's lovesong —
8(iv) — comes out of asufficiently
intensified darkness; but that's only in
comparison with the supreme
eloquence of what has gone before.
Set this group alongside the efficient,
admirably together efforts of a
musicianly quartet like the Sorrels
[DN is to review their Chandos Britten
CD - Mus Ed], for example, and you
can't help noting in the Yggdrasils a
superior sense of what's really behind
the notes. Ilook forward to more.
David Nice

*/ 1

uses the dull timpani part with its
uninteresting long rolls. Iknow that
the RPO has in its library the exciting
version of the timpani part with its
striking thematic sequences as used
by Koussevitzky, Collins and
Mackerras among others. It is unlike
Sir Thomas to have taken the
uninteresting option.
Symphony 6 is less fully scored and
the recording copes alittle better.
Beecham conducts lovingly, running
the movements closely together,
effectively creating asymphonic tone
poem. For amore firmly structured
'four-move approach try Berglund,
but Beecham has awonderfully
flexible way with the brass. He makes
their thematic moments as eloquent
as those of the woodwind.
Congratulations to Dutton for their
skilful suppression of all but the
mildest surface noise and their clever
disguising of side-joins. Sometimes
the brass instruments have an earcatching 'bite', at other times they are
dull. There are good, strong upper
strings and clear woodwinds but the
bass is closed-in. This recorded
quality does not approach the brilliant
sound of Anthony Collins's Decca
versions made amere six or so years
later, but Dutton have done their best
with technically unremarkable RPO
recordings.
Antony Hodgson
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Pinewood Music

Wilson X-1 Grand-SLAMM Series II
Wilson WHOW III
MUSIC

MOVIES

Why is Pinewood Music the only dealer in the UK to

Try to imagine being on asubmarine in World War

have the legendary Wilson X-1 Grand-SLAMM

II: the boredom, the smell, the rotting food - then
the sudden terror of being depth charged, the creak-

loudspeakers? Largely because the 12 years Brian
Rivas has dealt with Absolute Sounds have been

ing of the hull under pressure, the rupturing of

successful - but also because this isn't just a
business.

panels, the pistol- like crack of bolts exploding as
the boat slips way below its design depth. And the

Like you, Iwant to get into the music as far as Ican

ever-present spectre of aterrible death.

-and that's what Pinewood has always been about:

The nearest you can get is to buy ' Das Boot', The
Director's Cut, on DVD. Wow! Long recognised as

going for the limits, learning by experience, taking a
risk, keeping at the knife edge.
In our 12 years we've been solidly faithful to three

one of the finest war films, it has now been superbly
restored with truly stunning 5.1 sound.

lines: WILSON AUDIO, KRELL and SONUS FABER

The casting and acting are superb, in particular

names that you and Ican trust for matchless per-

Jurgen Prochnow's riveting portrayal as the captain.

formance, build quality and reliability.

Engrossing even on asmall TV screen, the effect is

In addition to the Grand-SLAMM, we also have the

shattering on Pinewood's cinema system with its

fabulous Wilson MAXX for those after that big,

six-foot

dynamic sound. And, notching up another first, we

SLAMMs, WATT/Puppies, Cub and WHOW, all

now have the Wilson WHOW III sub- woofer. Solid
as arock, and doubling as an elegant coffee table,
this gives a new musical dimension to your

driven

WATT/Puppy or, for home cinema, brings that
dinosaur stomping into your living room and under-

screen,
by

Krell

Vidikron

projector,

amplification,

Grand-

including

the

FPB-650Mc monos.
'Das Boot' on this system is emotionally exhausting
- unforgettable, too, with the claustrophobic

pins explosions with subterranean shock.

creaking and dripping all around, punctuated by
blinding explosions.

So when you choose the high end, whether it be a

Go and buy ' Das Boot', then telephone me and we'll

£2000 or a £200,000 system, give Brian Rivas a
call: he's been there, done that - and loves every
minute.

talk about asystem that will do it justice. No need to
be frightened - it may not cost quite as much as you
think.

PINEWOOD MUSIC IS AN EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
KRELL • WILSON AUDIO • SONUS FABER • SILTECH • TRANSPARENT

.
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i,ereerrl,i(),4».rnermy
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
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Classical Reviews
J STAMITZ:
Symphonies - Wolf D4 J Eflat 4 J
flat 5 J F3
ENorthern CO/Ward
Naxos 8.554447

(
6/m Ils)

There are three ways (at least) to
listen to Johann Stamitz's
symphonies. First, how their original
audiences heard them: as groundbreaking orchestral showpieces written
to display the expertise of what was,
in the 1750s, the finest orchestra in
Europe (which, then, made it the
finest in the world); secondly, to
admire the concise, almost terse,
musical language, rapidly-evolving
sonata form, and the inclusion of a
Minuet as third movt. It comes as a
shock to realise that all of Stamitz's
63 authentic symphonies date from
before Haydn's first. Stamitz's slow
movts bear more than apassing
resemblance to Haydn's early
examples, and the profound emotion
of the C-minor Larghetto in E-flat 5
even presages the Sturm und Drang
craze of decades hence. The third
way is simply to enjoy the vibrant
patterns of his melodies and rhythms
and his structural use of crescendo.
This disc, giving the opportunity to
Alun Francis:
appreciate all these qualities, is
particularly valuable since only one of Suk recordings
the four works, Ibelieve, has been
on the CPO label
recorded before (D4, the ' Pastoral'
Symphony). With pointed phrasing,
well-graded crescendi, disciplined
tremoli and prominent wind, the
Northern CO, even though playing
modern instruments, recreates agood
idea of what those early Mannheim
audiences must have experienced. Of
Nicholas Ward's conducting Ihave
only one reservation: the Andantes
might flow alittle more readily.
Otherwise, the spirit of this music is
well preserved and the recording
could be hardly more natural. An
unnamed harpsichordist plays an
intelligent continuo part, shunning the
usually accepted temptation to

September sees the launch
of Decca 's 96kHz 24-bit
remastered midpriced
'Legends' series.

shadow every string bass note, and
even remaining silent for long
stretches of music. Minuets are taken
briskly, with both repeats observed
after Trios except, oddly, in E-flat 4,
perhaps because of the movt's
extended plan.
Could this Vol.2 (Vol.' is on
Naxos 8.553213) be the second of
many to finally release this exciting
repertoire, so long hidden away?
Incidentally, two works here (F3 and
E-flat 5) are alternatively, probably
incorrectly, attributed to Anton Filtz,
to whom Naxos must surely soon
turn its attention.
Robert Dearling

SIM
Praga, Op.26 J Fairy Tale, Op.16
Nordwestdeutsche PO/Francis
CPO 999 576-2

(
54m 24s)

Called alternatively ' Overture' and
`Symphonic Poem', Suk's Praga is a
major nationalistic work celebrating
the Czech capital. It aggressively
introduces the famous Hussite chorale
which Smetana had used in both
Tábor and Blánik, and it is
magnificently projected by heavy brass
in this recording. Alun Francis
handles the work with assurance, not
allowing its sometimes arthritic lines
to move too sluggishly. The pace is
helped along by mobile inner parts
and there is, considering the
orchestra's provenance, some
convincing Bohemian rhythmic
accentuation, notably from the
woodwind and violins.
Fairy Tale is asuite that, for all its
attractive ideas, will never attain the
popularity of other concert favourites
such as those by Dvorak and
Smetana, since it draws its material
from an emotional and intense story,
Radúz and Mahulena, for which Suk
wrote incidental music. Ifind the
music unmemorable (its most
attractive movt, 'Folk Dance', is also
its shortest), which is not to say it is

Rachmaninov
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ICKAIKOVSKY:
22 Songs
Lina Mkrtchyan (con)/Evgeny Talisman
(pno)
Opus 111 OPS 30-219

(74m)

From the opening measures of ' Do
not ask me', it is evident that
Mkrtchyan is afirst-rate musical
actress. Without resorting to the nearhysteria of many of her compatriots
in this repertoire, she can produce the
most warmly-rounded pp (as at the
start of ' Ibless you, Woods') as well
as aringing if (`To forget so soon',
for example) without the slightest
suspicion of shrillness or a 'beat' in
the voice. Although nominally a
contralto, Mkrtchyan clearly has a
range in excess of three octaves that
imparts not only aseductive richness
to the chest register but also a
gloriously smoky quality in alt,
perfectly suited to Tchaikovsky's
plaintive emotional soundworld.
Just occasionally, when the
emotional temperature hits maximum
(as in ` If only Ihad known')
Mkrtchyan's intonation loses focus,
although such moments are relatively
few and far between, and are in any
case interpretatively compelling. The
aforementioned ' If only', for example,
creates amini-masterpiece out of a
song that can feel curiously disjointed
stylistically.
It is amark of Mkrtchyan's
emotional range and profound
projection of each and every setting
that Tchaikovsky's penchant for
starting a setting in subdued mood
and working towards aheated climax
is mercilessly exposed — although
this is hardly her fault! Talisman
follows her every inch of the way, as
well as imparting during the many
preludes and postludes an unusually
potent sense of melancholy.
Even bearing in mind the likes of
Sederstrom [Decca], Rodgers
[Hyperion] and the recently reissued
Tear [Decca/Argo], Mkrtchyan and
Talisman are just that extra bit
special. It is they who above all really
draw the listener into the internal
drama of each setting.
Julian Haylock

A:1(')

VILLA- LOBOS:
Choros 11
Ralf Gothoni (pno)/Finnish RSO/Oramo
Ondine ODE916-2

recordings, the Dutoit

(
61m 30s)

Choros is anew form of composition
which fuses modalities of Indian and
Brazilian music with rhythm and
popular melody; Villa-Lobos

Montréal Daphnis and
Chloe, and Argenta 's LSO
collection 'España'.
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less than well-written. But Ican
report positively on the recordings.
They were made in 1987/88 by West
German Radio and were subsequently
adopted by CPO. Good move. The
sound is outstandingly rich and
sonorous, with ideal atmosphere,
impressive weight in the brass, and
very fme balance — ahi-fi treat.
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composed twelve while in Paris
during the 1920s (there were thought
to be two further ones for orchestra
lost during the Second World War).
It appears that this is only the second
recording of No.11, agigantic work
lasting just over an hour — a 1958
mono version under the composer's
direction, with Aline van Barentzen as
soloist, appears in EMI's 6CD set
CZS 767 2292. Like the visionary
painter Turner, who had unframed
pictures still in storage after his death,
many of Villa-Lobos's compositions
still await cataloguing and
publication, and pianist Martino
Tirimo tells me that he has been
entrusted with the task. Claims that
the composer was influenced by
Stravinsky (chord structures from Le
chant du Rossignol), were offset by
Aaron Copland's comment: 'at one
moment you hear Falla in Brazil,
then Respighi!'. Ilike Eera Tarasti's
description best: ' constantly shifting
musical landscapes that begin to
resemble the endless horizons of the
Brazilian hinterland'. Choros II's
three sections further subdivide to
make nine contrasting movements in
all. The hustle and bustle of people
revelling in their day-to-day existence
of work, play, laughter, religious
beliefs and festivities are on the
outside, while behind the scenes is
the primeval forest of plants and
animals in profusion. The score
includes soprano and tenor
saxophone, in addition to afull
complement of winds, and spotlights
an
giac cello solo in the last part.
D .ring the devotional episodes of
the second section, you sense a
lullaby motif, its gently rocking
melody underlined by soft string
lines, decorated by wind/brass
combinations above. Scene and
substance are subject to constant
change: at one stage, three or four
sharply defined subjects combine in
different metres; and throughout, the
solo pianist — the marvellous Ralf
Gothoni — provides avirtuoso
commentary that urges avery large
orchestra to respond with even
greater feats.
Altogether it is an overwhelming
experience, the magnificence of this
Finnish production furnishing Sakari
Oramo's superb direction of the
Radio Orchestra with aclarity that
completely supersedes the composer's
pioneer effort.
Bill Newman

A.:1* 0

WAGNER:
Die Walküre, Act 1
Polaski/Domingo/Tomlinson/Berlin
Staatskapelle/Barenboim
Teldec 3984 23294 2

(
61m 45s)

There is something very old-fashioned
about arecording of asingle act of a
Wagner music drama, something oldfashioned too about Barenboim's
slightly unexciting yet close-detailed
account of the score of Act Iof Die
Walküre. There are occasional signs
14I-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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in smudged orchestral detail or
awkward vocal phrasing that this is a
live (concert) performance (Berlin
Staaatsoper, as long ago as 28
November 1993), yet the audience is
commendably silent until applause
breaks out at the end. None of the
singers is anative German speaker —
this is less evident in John
Tomlinson's gruff, baleful Hunding
and in Polaski's Sieglinde (shrill at
times, eloquent where one can hear
the words) than in Domingo's
Siegmund (finely, even sweetly sung,
and credible). The recording is close
enough to allow orchestral detail to
emerge clearly, and the sweep of the
strings in the prelude makes afine
first impression. A black mark for no
text or translation, and awarship grey
one where we ought to have been
able to read the wording on the
jewel-case; an insert note in English,
German and French, plus afew
photographs, is no compensation.
Peter Branscombe

have the original: plenty of influences
— Stravinsky, even more Prokofiev —
but amarvellously exhilarating piece.
Both the Naxos and Chandos
productions suffer from their overresonant settings, and Eric Parkin is
more faithful to Walton's indication
that the solo writing is more of an
obbligato than aconcerto part; but
Peter Donohoe is in exuberant form.
Christopher Breunig

WALTON:
Hamlet - A Shakespeare Scenario
As You Like It - A Poem for
Orchestra after Shakespeare
(both arr. Palmer)
Michael Sheen (spkr)/RTE Concert
Orch/Penny
Naxos 8.553344

A- B:2-1 0

'Late in life
Walton had
reservations
about his
1943
simplification
and
revisions,
Naxos 8.553869
(
52m 52s)
so here we
For the most part, this is what I
have the
would call `good BBC lunchtime
original:
concert' standard: Paul Daniel's
plenty of
account of the Spitfire Prelude &
influences Fugue won't make you smile as Sir
Stravinsky,
Neville Marriner's does [Chandos],
even more
nor is it loveable, as the composer's
Prokofiev old Hallé recording [EMI] was. The
composer revealed more depth, too,
but a
in the 1963 first performance
marvellously
recording on BBC Radio Classics
exhilarating
(shackled to amuted Boult account
piece... Peter
of the First Symphony — in any case,
Donohoe is
the series is no longer published) of
in
exuberant
the Hindemith Variations. This belated
form'
tribute to the violist-composer who
WALTON:
Spitfire Prelude & Fugue J Sinfonia
Concertante ( 1927 version) _I
Hindemith Variations J March - A
History of the English Speaking
Peoples
Peter Donohoe (pno)/English Northern
Philh/Daniel

gave the premiere of Walton's Viola
Concerto was also notably recorded
by Sze11 [Sony — no separate tracks
for its twelve sections, though]. And
finally, Carl Davis and the LPO
brought greater style to the March
composed (but in the event unused)
for atelevision series based upon
Churchill's study. Their EMI concert
has ascintillating account of the
Battle of Britain Suite, arranged by
Colin Matthews and subsequently
recorded by ASM/Marriner. Walton's
score, axed by the film company,
yielded A Wartime Sketchbook, devised
by Christopher Palmer: it's on the
same Chandos disc, CHAN 8870.
However, in one piece the sparks
do fly, and that's the neglected
Sinfonia Concertante, recast from
material rejected by Diaghilev and a
portrait of the three Sitwells. Late in
life Walton had reservations about his
1943 simplification and revisions, so
here, as in the Chandos series, we

A-B:1/2 A

Marriner's Chandos issue of this very
same coupling remains one of the
highlights of that company's massive
Walton Edition, and by its side this
Naxos newcomer leaves adistinctly
underwhelming impression. For a
start, the rather dry sound-picture
can't hold acandle to the resplendent
achievements of the Chandos
technicians. Nor does the enthusiastic
playing of the RTE Concert
Orchestra under Andrew Penny's
spirited lead begin to compete with
the sumptuous virtuosity of Sir
Neville's exemplary ASM forces: its
strings in particular are cruelly
wanting the necessary tonal opulence,
neatly though they respond. (The
violins actually cope pretty well with
their taxing cantilena in H̀amlet and
Ophelia'.)
Ivery much like the youthful
ardour and psychological insight with
which RSC-member Michael Sheen
delivers his two Hamlet monologues,
less so the tremulous timbre of the
(unnamed) soprano in the lovely
`Under the Greenwood Tree' from
As You Like It, where Marriner's
Catherine Bon is far preferable.
If you don't yet know these hugely
enjoyable adaptations by Christopher
Palmer, you should make amends
without delay. There's no question
about it, though: the Chandos rival
[CHAN 8842] really is well worth the
extra outlay.
Andrew Achenbach

Sir William
Walton at
his home
in Ischia

_

(
52m 52s)
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WAXMAN:
The Song of Terezin/ZEISL: Requiem
Ebraico
Riedel (sop)/Jones (mez-sop)/Kraus
(bass-bar)/Berlin Radio Children's
Choir/Berlin Radio SO & Ch/Foster
Decca 460 211-2

94

Eroma"

-low A Great
Symphony
Was Written
New York
Rh°harmonic
-EDWARD
BERNSTEIN

(
57m 07s)

Of the 15,000 children interned
within the walls of the concentration
camp at Terezin, all but 100 had
perished by the end of the war. Some
of the Czech children left poems and
drawings which were gathered into a
1962 collection entitled ... Inever saw
another butterfly..., the English
translation of which first appeared in
1964. That same year, commissioned
by the Cincinnati May Festival to
compose awork involving children,
Franz Waxman set to work on a
song-cycle for children's choir, mixed
choir, mezzo-soprano and orchestra,
utilizing his own German adaptations
of eight of the texts. Premiered in
1965, The Song of Terezin is a
powerfully dramatic outpouring, by
turns haunting, poignant, oppressive
and harrowing. Sample, if you will,
the unearthly opening of (iv),
`Vogellied' (` Birdsong'), or the whole
of ` Dachbodenkonzert in einer alten
Schule' (' Concert in the old school
garret') to hear Waxman's powers of
imagination at their most fertile.
The work's freely expressionistic
idiom — with Schoenberg and
Zemlinsky the most prevalent
influences — may surprise those who
only know its creator from his lush
Hollywood film scores. Waxman was,
in fact, an ardent champion of the
contemporary scene: in 1947 he
founded the Los Angeles Music
Festival, where he conducted many a
world and American première. His
pupil Lawrence Foster directs a
passionately communicative account
of this deeply moving and striking
composition.
By contrast, the Requiem Ebraico of
Eric Zeisl ( 1905-59) exhibits amore
formal — dare Isay, conventional —
air. The promising Zeisl had been
awarded the Austrian State Prize in
1934 for his Requiem Concertante, but
the 1938 Anschluss forced him to flee
his native Vienna for Hollywood (via
Paris and New York). He embarked
on this heartfelt setting of the 92nd
Psalm at the end of 1944
immediately after learning of his
father's death at the hands of the
Nazis. Zeisl's tenderly expressive
inspiration transmits asoothing,
consolatory and above all
compassionate glow that should
endear it to many, especially in a
performance as richly convincing as
Foster's.
Here, as elsewhere, the sound
frequently approaches demonstration
standard. Another rewarding
coupling, then, within Decca's
enterprising (but now, if rumours are
true, soon to be scrapped) Entanete
Musik series.
Andrew Achenbach

NO. 3
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BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 3 ' Eroica' U How a great
Symphony was written'
NYP/Bemstein (1spkr)
Sony Classical SMK 60692
(64m 13s)

® 1964

BERNSTEIN:
Jeremiah Symphony U Symphony 2
- The Age of Anxiety U Ihate
music!' J La Bonne Cuisine'
Jennie Tour& (mez-sop)/Philippe
Entremont (pno)/IVYP/Bemstein
(dir/lpno)
Sony Classical SMK 60697
(73m 09s) Z1962/65 ' new
BERNSTEIN ON JAZZ
H BRUBECK: Dialogues for Jazz
Combo and Orchestral/HANDY ( arr.
Antonini): St Louis Blues Concerto grosso
Dave Brubeck Qt/NYP/Ilouis Armstrong
Quintet/Lewisohn Stadium SO/Bernstein
Sony Classical SMK 60566
(75m 10s) rec.1956/'1960
One of Bernstein's most invigorating
classical releases with the New York
Philharmonic, this 1964 Eroica (fast
tempi in outer movts; repeat in (i); a
scherzo which looks forward to the
mood of the 'Pastoral') was first
issued with asupplementary 7in disc,
Bernstein's quarter-hour analysis of
the opening movt, illustrated at the
piano. I'm glad to find it restored
here. The playing in the symphony

Eduard van
Beinum,
and
prototype
Graham
Norton
doggy- phone
(possibly)

isn't always tidy, but far better to
have Bernstein at his most exuberant,
phrasing extravagantly, rather than
posing as ` grand old ambassador for
music' with the Vienna Philharmonic
[DG]
B-C:1(*)
Made in the Berlin Philharmonie,
Bernstein's 1977 re-recordings of his
own first two symphonies for DG,
with Christa Ludwig and fellowcomposer Lukas Foss as pianist, and
the Israel Philharmonic, were also
coupled on one disc in the 12CD
reissue set 'Bernstein conducts
Bernstein'. Many will put up with
less sophisticated engineering in
favour of the tauter rhythms of these
earlier performances — the CBS
version also has the mezzo who took
part in the 1944 Pittsburgh premiere
of the Jeremiah. ( The Age of Anxiety is
the more interesting work; both DG
and CBS recordings are of the 1965
revision.) A year earlier Tourel sang
the five verses / hate music! as part of
her NY debut recital; they recorded
them together along with Bernstein's
'Four Recipes' in 1960, but this is
their first release.
B/C:1-1*
Bernstein singing in Swahili was
certainly new to me. It comes as part
of ajazz collection, which starts with
Bernstein's illustrated talk based on
his 1955 Omnibus television
programme `What is Jazz?', covering
types of jazz; jazz elements; popular
song; and improvisation. He explains
blue notes, breaks, form in popular
song and takes apart ' Sweet Sue' to
show precisely which elements create
'jazz'. At the end of alive recording
of the arrangement of St Louis Blues
you can hear rapturous speeches by
Bernstein and Armstrong (where,
notwithstanding Sony's listing, LB
refers to the 'New York
Philharmonic'). The four-movt
Dialogues is by Dave Brubeck's
brother Howard and is yet another of
those then fashionable fusion pieces
— by 1954 the Swiss composer Rolf
Liebermann had completed his
Concerto for jazz Band and Symphony
Orchestra [
Thorofon CTH 2331].

n

Christopher Breunig
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BRUCKNER:
Symphony 7/TCHAIKOVSKY:
Serenade for Strings - Waltz
Concertgebouw/Van Sewn
Dutton Labs CDK 1205
(64m 15s) mono rec.1947/48
Ihad booked to see Klemperer, who
was indisposed. In his place, Eduard
van Beinum conducted one of the
two most memorable concert
performances of the Eroica Ihave
heard (Tennstedt the other).
Regrettably he lived to make only a
few stereo recordings and so his
earlier work has largely disappeared.
This is not the Bruckner Seventh
which Decca finally released as an
`Eclipse' fake stereo LP, then briefly
on CD, but a 78rpm set from six
AUGUST WM
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years earlier (here reissued with its
old Tchaikovsky filler: acharming
bonus). The sound is inevitably
somewhat dim, yet immediately
striking are the wide dynamic range
captured by Decca and the fine
qualities of the orchestra: contrast the
VP0 in the contemporary Karajan/
EMI recordings. It would be
interesting to read an authoritative
history of the Concertgebouw during
and shortly after the period of the
German occupation of Holland.
(Van Beinum became Mengelberg's
assistant in 1931, succeeding him in
1945.) In large part, of course, what
we hear stems from van Beinum's
strict rehearsal techniques, taking the
music apart and reassembling it. Here
the music mostly flows forward easily
without loss of nobility; Tinter's
timings [Naxos] are substantially
longer in all movts. Haitink's 1967
recording suggests the influence of

van Beinum's tempi, although the
older conductor's expressive surges
and sudden brakings do not reflect
today's Bruckner style. Seamless joins
between the fifteen original sides, but
a2s pause between (i) (ii) is surely
niggardly.
Christopher Breunig

H:1

CRUSELL:
Clarinet Quartets 1-3
KaniKriikku (clb/Avanti! Quartet
members
Ondine ODE 727-2

(
65m

45s)

s 1989

Two decades ago the name Bernhard
Henrik Crusell ( 1775-1838) was
barely known. In 1980 New Grave
allotted him barely three inches of
column-space. After all, he was
Finnish, and there was only one
Finnish composer, wasn't there?
Now, Crusell's attractive music is
readily available on CD, and even if

'Review

RECOMMENDATION
Osmo L'iinskii is
clarinettist with
three Finnish string
players, in afine
BIS recording of
the three Crusell
Clarinet Quartets

there is no trace in it of `Northland's
dusky forests' or Sibelius's murky
meteorology, it makes for easy earlyRomantic listening. He wrote best for
his own instrument, the clarinet, and
these quartets show that he was
determined to give it the lion's share
of any melodies that were going.
Kriikku deals sympathetically with
this tuneful music which, in truth,
says little that cannot be gleaned
more readily from late Mozart. Ifind
this surprising when one remembers
that Crusell numbered amongst his
composition teachers Gossec, one of
the most original voices of his time.
The recording is clear enough but
the clarinet, doubtless in line with
Crusell's intentions, is far too closely
balanced, thus reducing the value of
its interplay with the strings. A disc
for specialists, clarinet-lovers or, with
treble reduced to tame the clarinet's
dominance, quiet late-night listening.
Robert Dearling

PRIDE OF PLACE here belongs to
Antal Dorati's first- ever complete
recording of Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake
with the Minneapolis Symphony
Orchestra ('documented here in its
entirety in the original form in which
the composer wrote it', in the
conductor's words) made at Northrop
Auditorium in December 1954.
Dorati's early career with Ballets
Russes made him the obvious choice
for the three great Tchaikovsky
ballets, and despite later stereo
remakes of The Sleeping Beau,
[Philips] and The Nutcracker
[Mercury/Philips], his pioneer
productions are unsurpassable in
panache, clarity and authenticity.
Unlike the 1940s Swan Lake excerpts
Dorati made with the London
Philharmonic for HMV, where ROH
slower speeds applied, the overall
pace here is appreciably faster, in
keeping with Russian traditions, the
whole of Act 2 engendering an
excitement hard to resist. Further
comparisons with modern stereo
recordings suggest that Svetlanov
[BMG/Melodiya], Slatkin [RCA] and
Sawallisch [EMI] all yield to Dorati's
wonderful overall feeling for dramatic
unity [
462 950-2, 2CDs, 133m Ois,
mono]. The transfers supervised by
Wilma Cozart Fine are superb, but I
was unlucky in that booklet pages 9
and 12 were blank — hopefully other
copies will be complete. C(H): I* El
Dorati's Rimsky-Korsakov
Scheherzade is his third recording. I
have afondness for the earliest, again
with the LPO on HMV 78rpm [8
Dante-Lys], but his first mono LP for
Mercury ( 1953) had that tremendous
atmosphere of biting trombones and
fine shaping of themes slightly
missing in this streamline
Minneapolis stereo remake
(rec.1958). The couplings, all with a
responsive LSO (Watford Town Hall,
1960), reflect mixed fortunes: in
Sibelius's Valse triste he suddenly pulls
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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back instead of making agradual
slowing prior to the middle section.
Liszt's Les Préludes is magnificent, but
Sinetana's The Moldau is given wilful
vibrati at each repetition of the
opening main theme. Iremember
taking Dorati to task at the time. His
reply: ' Ifound it interesting to do
these things for the recording, but I
wouldn't perform them like that,
live!' [
462 953-2, 76m 44s].
B-A:1 -3
In 1961, Dorati, ten years at
Minneapolis, handed over to Stanislav
Skrowaczewski, whom he unfairly
pronounced ` adull conductor'. I
didn't agree, although their styles are
very different. Skrowaczewski's
Schubert disc: Symphonies 5 & 8,
Rosamunde - Overture, Entr'acte 2,
Ballet 2 (rec.1962/1), has limpid
charm at the expense of Viennese
nuance, delicate shadings and
sustained drama. Performances are of
the highest order, the approach linear
as opposed to teutonic, but Ido miss
the composer's repeats in both
symphonies [462 954-2, 73m 54s].
B-C:1-2
Frederick Fennell and the Eastman
Wind Ensemble offer an unfailing
combination of precision and musical
expertise. Perhaps their biggest
recording challenge was Mozart's
Serenade in B-flat, 'Gran Partita', in
March 1958. Fennell opted for
contrabassoon to pair with two
bassoons, further adding acontrabass
clarinet for 'timbre'. Despite a
disgruntled review in The Gramophone
when the LP was first released (where
the contributor preferred Jochum's
DG recording), the effect is magical!
The stately unfolding of movements
and the finale's rhythmic jocularity
are beautifully handled. Richard
Strauss's early Serenade and Milhaud's
exhilarating Suite Française are
worthy companions [
434 399-2,
71m 43s]. B(C ): 1*

C:1 0

ELGAR:
Enigma Variations/BRAHMS:
Symphony I
Czech PO/LSO/Stokowski
Cala CAC') 0524 (76nt 20s) rec. live 1972
The Brahms was taped at the RAH,
a repeat programme celebrating
Stokowski's 60th anniversary of
working with the LSO. A year after
the concert was issued in a ' Phase 4'
set, it was remastered as asingle LP
with improved sound. However, when
listening to the performance on CD I
became annoyed that the betweenmovt noise had been edited out. I
had to be reminded by Edward
Johnson (who writes the note for this
David Mellor sponsored recoupling)
that I'd complained of this when
reviewing the Decca reissue [
HFN/RR
Nov ' 74]. Imention it again only
because I'm quoted (but slightly
misrepresented) in the Cala booklet.
However, it remains ' a richly
satisfying' version and is here
preceded by just as absorbing a
realisation of the Enigma Variations
(just missing AA's recent Gramophone
survey — an exemplary piece of
writing), recorded on avisit to
Prague. At the time Stokowski, then
90, had had anasty fall en route and
missed one rehearsal. What was
accomplished was quite remarkable
and endearing, especially given that
the work was unknown the players.
Christopher Breunig

A:1 0

Bill Newman
q5

Gordon (tenor) and Don Fagerquist
(trumpet), personnel is unknown.
To finish, Sammy Davis Jnr sings
'The Ballad Of Johnny Cool' (Van
Heusen's lyric restages Brecht's
'Mack The Knife'), a fabulous taste
of the tuxedo histrionics ripped to
shreds by rock (and refitted for
today by ex-Take That entertainers).
A:1 0
MICHAEL BISIO &
JOE MePHEE
ZEBULON
CIMP # 179
Peter
Brâtzmann's
design for
Little Birds

PETER BRCITZMANN/DIE
LIKE A DOG QUARTET
LITTLE EIRDS HAVE FAST HEARTS
No 2
FMP CD101

'May's
cartoon
swing is
supported
by crisp
electric
bass and
socking
horn
charts'

(72m 42s)

A decade after Last Exit burst on
the scene, it's become evident it was
saxophonist Peter Briitzmann who
defined their sound. True, his Die
Like A Dog Quartet — Toshinori
Kondo on electronically-treated
trumpet, William Parker on bass,
Hamid Drake on drums — don't
wreak death-metal soundquakes, but
they do achieve the heightened
drama and free-jazz pulse that lifted
Last Exit above athousand other
wall-of-noise extremists. Bass and
drums go for an African vibe,
catching the actual sonorities of kora
and manga rather than world-flavor
substitutes. Brórzmann and Kondo
squeal and flurry like the coevals of
Ayler and Cherry they are. Rough
and ready presentation — recorded
live in Berlin in November 1997 —
belies a sleek and finished musical
concept. Superb. A:1* 0
BILLY MAY
JOHNNY COOL
Ryko RCD10744

(31m 45s)

Billy May played brass and arranged
for Charlie Barnet, Glenn Miller and
Woody Herman. By the 1950s he
was at Capitol,
arranging for King
Cole, Peggy Lee and
Sinatra (
Come Fly With
Me). In 1963, he wrote
this music for the film
Johnny Cool, a
throwback to film noir
directed by teen-beach
supremo William Asher.
May's cartoon swing is
supported by crisp
electric bass and
socking horn
charts; its
nonchalance will
enchant easylistening ironists,
though even with
short running-time
May's melodic
lack-of-invention
becomes airless
and irritating.
Apart from Justin

(68m 43s)

In 1996, the duo of Joe McPhee
(tenor) and Michael Bisio (bass)
recorded Finger Wiggles, a set of
their own tunes, plus standards by
Omette, Monk and Van Heusen.
Pleasant enough, it was too
derivative of Albert Ayler to
convince [
HFN1RR Sept ' 97]. On
this, McPhee drops the Aylerish
vibrato, and the pair now sound like
they're playing for real rather than
for some putative audience (Charles
Gayle's?). They've also dispensed
with tunes, instead using initial sonic
gestures as springboards (
ie, they are
'free improvising'). Wise move.
Everything is much more immediate:
outer-edge voicings tremble on the
brink of control, introducing
heightened drama and tension. On
'Something Different', McPhee's
solo tells a story, and it's one all his
own. CIMP's purist recording brings
the music straight to your room.
Mighty. A:1 0
EUGENE CHADBOURNE
WORMS WITH STRINGS
Leo LR264

(
66m 48s)

A dozen fine musicians play
Chadboume's charts. At first it
sounds like aLo Fi project: a
pleasantly tweezed and twanging
soundtrack, raising memories of the
Magic Band and campfire jams.
Then you start to notice
clawhammer felicities and zipping
motifs that could only come from
the leader's virtuoso banjo. Brent
Dunn's bass looms like a gift from a
prior era of jazz immediacy, and
Ted Reichman's piano delivers cutup boogiewoogie to prick the ear.
Don't be fooled by Chadbourne's
oblique tack: this bristles with the
kind of instant invention that keeps
jazz voracious. A/C:1 0
ONE WORLD ENSEMBLE
BREATHING TOGETHER
Freedom Jan FFJ-CD001

(
77m 29s)

Now that the David S Ware Quartet
has signed to Sony and pulled a
sizeable audience to the Royal
Festival Hall, maybe the power and
integrity of Free Jazz will find new
ears. Boasting some of the music's
best players (Daniel Carter and
Sabir Mateen on saxophones, Yuko
Fujiyama on piano, Susie Ibarra on

drums and the shamefully underrecorded Wilber Morris on bass),
One World Ensemble are well
poised to further the cause.
Audiophile recording — mics
courtesy Tim de Paravicini — makes
their instruments sound polished
and beautiful. They begin gently,
Fujiyama's piano trickling like a
fountain in a Zen garden. ' Blues
Too' feels like ablues, even though
structurally it ain't. ' Dances For
Duke' leads into the closing 17m
'Valley And Mountain Orchestral
Expanse', a crescendo of excitement.
As Morris says in the delightful fiveway interview in the booklet, he has
been studying this music since the
1960s and has got ` pretty good at
it'. You can hear the musicians
listen to each other and pass ideas
around. People who find European
Free Improvisation strident or
perverse will warm to this ensemble:
Breathing Together is apt. A:1* 0
KENNY GARRETT
SONGBOOK
Warner Bros 9362-46551

(59m 43s)

Kenny Garrett has a cloudy,
parping, limited tone on alto. His
intonation is also frequently suspect.
Saxophonists as diverse as Jackie
McLean and James Chance
demonstrate that ' out of tune' can
deliver intense expression, but in
neo-classicism it's different: failure
to hit the right notes produces a
blurred photocopy of bop mastery.
Garrett's band of Wynton Marsalis
alumni (Kenny Kirkland on piano,
Nat Reeves on bass and Jeff Watts
on drums) rush through the
proceedings with the usual neoconservative inability to listenup to
the total ensemble sound and
respond to it. Fiddly. A:2
DR SAMUEL .
1 HOFFMAN
AND THE THEREMIN
MUSIC OUT OF THE MOON/
PERFUME SET TO MUSIC/
MUSIC FOR PEACE OF MIND
Basta 30-9093

(
3CDs, 53m 53s)

In 1928, the Russian scientist Leon
Theremin invented an instrument
that was played, not by physical
contact, but by moving one's hands
within two electromagnetic fields.
Miklos Rozsa employed one for
Hitchcock's Spellbound and
Shostakovich for Alone [see HFN/RR
April, page 74]. Harry Revel's
Hollywoodesque muzak provides a
background for Samuel Hoffman's
swooping Theremin lines. Originally
issued as LPs in 1947, 1948 and
1950, the original sleeves are
miniaturised in all their kitsch glory
to house three shortlength CDs,
and boxed with an informative
booklet by Albert Glinsky.
Unfortunately, over-reliance on
heavenly choirs means that the
electronic whistle is frequently
indistinguishable from the female
MUST 1999
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voices, and apart from the gizmo,
the music has scant interest. If you
look forward all year to the
soundtrack of aTV Christmas (Cary
Grant, snowflakes viewed from cosy
interiors, piles of gifts), this
expensively-recycled bit of tat is
aimed at you. A:3 0

STEVE LACY
SAXOPHONE SPECIAL +
Emanem 4024

(76m 54s)

After playing with leaders as diverse
as Rex Stewart, Cecil Taylor and
Thelonious Monk, NYC's leading
soprano saxist Steve Lacy settled in
Paris in 1970. These are recordings
made in London in 1973 and 1974.
Lacy brought along two regular
band-members — bassist Kent
Carter and altoist Steve Potts — to
play his compositions with the
cream of London's free improvisors.
It's as if Bebop had suddenly
regained its dotty freshness:
provocatively complex heads are
played with disregard for harmonic
orthodoxy. On ' 38', ' Flakes' and
'Revolutionary Suicide', drummer
John Stevens and guitarist Derek
Bailey make hilariously unruly
interventions, though they cannot
upset bassist Kent Carter's fabulous
sense of swing. The remainder was
recorded at Wigmore Hall. A
soprano quartet (Lacy and Potts
joined by Trevor Watts and Evan
Parker) is backed by a ' noise
section' consisting of Bailey's guitar
and Michel Waisvisz's Dr Who
Theme-style synthesizer. The music
is pottier still — jumpy, swinging
and very very funny. Priceless!

A:1 0
FRED VAN HOVE
FLUX
Potlatch P2398

(2CDs, 95m I3s)

In the 1950s, Belgian pianist Van
Hove played bop. In the early ' 70s
he was part of a storming trio with
Han Bennink and Peter Brützmann.
His technique is prodigious, but on
the evidence of this solo set (two
improvised performances recorded at
Les Instants Chavirés in Paris), he's
better in company. ` Dérive' has an
inauspicious start, with a trite
rhythmic jangle moving up and
down the keyboard. Later there are
hints of Cecil Taylor's antagonistic
swing — the sense of determinate
musical problems to be worked
through — but soon Hove is
indulging chords and low clunks as
if we should applaud any arbitrary
effect he stumbles on. He reaches
inside the piano and scrapes and
twangs to no particular purpose.
`Ruwe Ruimte' has a more
promising start: sheer velocity forces
some effort. However, as Van Hove
runs out of steam and resorts to
bored-sounding motifs that ripple
aimlessly up and down, and then
some over-theatrical thunder, it
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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emerges that he's a mercurial
accompanist without a robust
enough identity to cut it solo.

A:2 0
RAPHE MALIK
CONSEQUENCES
Eremite MTE013

(65m 53s)

Raphe Malik is a stunning
trumpeter. His blasts and runs
inevitably occupy the centre of any
ensemble. Playing at the Fire In The
Valley Festival at Amherst,
Massachusetts, in July 1997, he
received magnificent support from
William Parker (bass) and the late
Denis Charles (drums). Malik's
tunes — ' Dominant Predicate',
'Ditch Weed', ' 3X Twice' — are full
of atmosphere and emotion. Sabir
Mateen's chuckling alto suggests a
music led by the garrulousness of
the horns; his witty interrogations of
Parker's chord choices are dazzling.
Soloist excesses are absorbed into
loping beats and toe-tapping
interludes. The Eremite label
continues to document the
expressive jazz — vocalised and blue
and true — which terms like ` bop'
and ' free' fail to distinguish.

A:1•
MIKE PIGGOTT QUARTET
BLUES FOR STUFF & STEPH
DOI 0432001

(
50m 59s)

Name-checking Stuff Smith
alongside Stéphane Grapelli
indicates a laudable ambition to go
beyond Palm Court fluff. Violinist
Piggott has an attractive, gritty tone
and delivers his Stuff and Steph
licks with aplomb. Veteran jazzer
Brian Dee plays harmonically
decisive piano, John Rees-Jones
sturdy bass. This retrospective
quartet have an unsentimental
firmness that lifts them above tribute
coasting. A: 1 0

KOCH-SCHUTZ-STUDER &
MUSICOS CUBANOS
FIDEL
Intakt CD056

(
63m 50s)

Three years ago, Hans Koch
(woodwinds and tapes), Martin
Schütz (electric cello) and Fredy
Studer (drums) played some
pleasingly aggressive fusion on
Hardcore Chambermusic [HFN/RR
Nov ' 96]. Fidel is a collaboration
with Cuban musicians. The trio's
steely grasp of rhythm makes their
contributions hard-cornered and
splintering, avoiding worldmusic
blancmange; the congas and
timbales sound strangely abstract
and horizontal. This has the sense of
simultaneous musical event —
pockets of alien rhythm — that
characterise effective Free Jazz and
Drum'n'bass. Schutz comes up with
some cello riffs of hair-raising
coldness and brutality. Solid.

A:1 0

GOOD NEWS FOR vinyl diehards:
the Impetus label still harbours backcopies of some releases. The trio
Detail were Frode Gjerstad ( tenor),
Johnny Dyani ( bass) and John Stevens
(drums). They recorded Backwards
And Forwards [
Impetus IMP 18203,
43m 03s] in 1982. Though all three
players brim with groovy licks, they're
so enamoured of their trialogue, so
sensitive to each glancing connection,
the music appears to halt and hover in
a honeyed glow. Free Jazz melts into
Free Improvisation and no-one can
spot the join. Kjell Jensen's production
(Staccato Studios, Stavenger, Norway)
is appropriately deep and detailed: a
staggeringly lovely album (other music
from this session surfaced as Okhela
"To Make A Fire"
on Affinity). A:l•
In 1986, Detail
Plus added in
Bobby Bradford
(cornet), Harry
Beckett ( trumpet)
and soon-to-bemega Courtney Pine
(tenor, bass
clarinet, flute). Ness
[IMP 28509, 2LPs
97m 04s] presents
one disc of the
unaugmented
Detail: Johnny Dyani's singing tone
John
and caressing touch wondrously
Stevens:
framed by Gjerstad's breathy tenor
on
and Stevens's flickering cymbals. The
Backwards
second disc presents Detail Plus in
And
London. It's jazzier, with beautifully
Forwards
open, speculative playing from the
horns. Without the pressure to act the
hardbop soloist - this is sextet
ensemble blues, like something Dolphy
or Mingus might try - Pine riffs
gorgeously on bass clarinet. If it
hadn't been for such distractions as
Steve Coleman's M- Base fusion,
Wynton Marsalis's retrobop or
worldmusic ethno-tinkery, this is a
path the 1980s Jazz Revival might
have taken: unshowy, blue and
improvised. Poignant. A:1
Also recording in 1986, drummer
(and one-time HFN/RR contributor)
Ken Hyder and Tim Hodgkinson
resisted any return to jazz on Shams
[IMP 18616, 41m 15s], with strident
improvisations recorded at Ferens Art
Gallery in Hull. Unfortunately Tim
Hodgkinson - Henry Cow's most
astute musician, and a fascinating
electronic keyboardist - hasn't the
chops on sax to cope with a drum
titan of the stature of Ken Hyder.
Disappointing. A:2
A better example of Free
Improvisation is Quiet Violence's
Requiem [
IMP18405, 45m 30s]. John
Russell's stabbing guitar meets the
Pierrot. Lunairestyle wailings of Gillian
McGregor. Junya Kawasaki is also on
the record, though it's the other two
See CD
you notice. Russell keeps to a limited
Service
range of notes, his acoustic riffing
for
providing a scintillating backdrop for
prices
McGregor's theatrics. Unusual. A:1
97
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Rock/pop

TEICAS
!HUSH
(50m 37s)

Mercury 538 972-2

Sharleen Spiteri has now appeared as asubject on Stars In Their
Eyes, the sad TV show where wannabees do impressions of
celebs. Sharleen is doing some impressions of her own, given that
The Hush sounds like one of Janet Jackson's better releases and
'When We Are Together' could have been lifted off aSuprernes
album. Open the booklet, and - just like Jacko's sister - you get
softcore water- soaked pics of her, with no band members in sight.
Breathy and sexy as aporn flick, it almost makes you wonder
why SS hasn't yet gone solo. Hard to believe that 10 years ago
Texas foreshadowed the Sheryl Crow sound.
Sen Kessler
1111A•:1/2 •
Texas have come up with agreat idea, issuing aGreatest Hits
album at this stage of the game. Okay, so these tracks, apart
from the part Chinese take-away that is 'In Our Lifetime', haven't
charted in single form yet. But, give or take the odd slice - the
Danzigers-meet-Gary Numan instrumental that is 'Zero Zero', for
instance - they will. Sharlene Spiteri nails it exactly when she
hails the album as Texas's own Rumours. The truth, no more, no
less. All it needs is lots of exposure to American ears and, heighhc, The Hush could be the biggest thing to emerge 'ram Britain

CASE

'This should

PERSONAL CONVERSATION
Def lam 538 871-2

(
51m 14s)

You can't judge a record by its
cover. With its sleeve depicting a
tattooed hulk of a man clad in vest
and woolly hat this should have
been a rap attack. The usual tirade
of insults aimed at ho's and
bitches was expected. But Case is
nothing but a sweetie, a romantic
soulman who grew up listening to
Marvin Gaye and Donny
Hathaway. 'That's the kind of
music Iwant to make,' he tells
HIM NEWS & Magi WM
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have been a
rap attack.
But Case is
nothing but
a sweetie, a
romantic
soulman'

since the Titanic left the Harland & Wolf yard to take up acat eer
as an inept ice-breaker. Imagine, Diana Ross, Abba, atouch of
Prince, lotsa swoony tunes and an image guaranteed to adorn
every style magazine. Okay, the final ' Day Before IWent Away'
is dead dozy. But with the ears stuffed with the choice candyfloss
of ' Day After' and the supersmooth 'Sunday Afternoon', no-one is
going to complain.
Free Deliar
A:1
According to Phil Sutcliffe in Mojo, '
Texas have never played
more coherently and fomder-bassist Johnny McElhone's first
solo production is a svelte masterwork.' It made album of the
month at CD, with four stars (excellent) and an assurance that
'it's acrowd-pleaser whose at-home breeziness and aplomb
increase its urgency to entertain'. Adrian Thrills of the Daily
Mail declares 'beautifully sung and produced, it is their most
proficient album to date,' but in awarding it three stars ( pretty
good) and dubbing it 'all Spiteri and too much polish', Hear
magazine actually gets close to aconcise definition of an
album which, because it tries too hard, ends up falling short of
the heights scaled by its multi- platinum predecessor White On
Blonde. Spiteri is, undeniably, in good voice, and the sound is
luscious, but it feels to me like an exquisite production in
search of some great tunes.
Johnny Black
A:2

anyone who'll listen. So that's the
way of things on this, Case's
second album. Supersmooth
vocals, well-padded by harmony
back-ups, strings and all the things
that add up to prime-time
seduction. The equally soulful
Joe's on hand to duet on 'Faded
Pictures' and all-in-all, Personal
Conversation is an earworthy record
that might have been even more,
had ' 90s songwriters possessed the
nous of those who supplied Gaye
and Hathaway before they caught
that final Soul Train.
Fred Deliar

A*:1-2 •

DEF LEPPARD
EUPHORIA
Bludgeon Riffola 546 244-2

(51m 02s)

Yet another Lep disc with ' ha' as
the last three letters of its title. Does
this guarantee extra sales? Are we
really such suckers? All such
speculation, however, is rendered
redundant when the album kicks off
like Maradonna wearing rocketpowered titanium boots with
`Demolition Man', then somehow
maintains the power while slowing
the tempo for ` Promises' which also
features some impressively
99

Live stuff

stratospheric high-harmony vocals.
The truth is, Leppard is a metal
mutha with a tuneful pop band
inside struggling to get out. On
'Back In Your Face' they sound
uncannily like the Glitter Band, and
with ' Goodbye' they do the powerballad thing with aplomb aplenty.
Don't let it worry you that most of
the titles (Paper Sun', ' It's Only
Love', 'Day After Day' etc) have
graced more memorable songs in the
past, and you'll find that, taken in its
own context, this is apretty damn
fine piece of work.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

KEVIN DOHERTY
STRANGE WEATHER
Key 01CD

'IN CONCERT' IS A BURGEONING category
all its own, with every genre represented. A
result of all the archive dredging going on to
expand the track count of re- mastered titles?
Maybe they discover these live tapes while
searching for out- takes. For technoid, try
Gary Numan's The Radio One Recordings
[Strange Fruit SFRSCD 081 * 1From 1979.
Other Beeb'd acts include punk heroes
Generation X. Live at the Paris Theatre '78
and '81' [
BBC/EMI 499 4022 M], the folk flavoured balladry of Gallagher & Lyle's In
Concert [
Strange Fruit SFRSCD 059 .]
from1973-8, and space- rocking headbangers
UFO in Session and Live In Concert
[BBC/EMI499 4032], from 1974-77.
Unrelated to radio are the recently discovered 1970-71 Canadian gigs by
British blues patriarch John MayaII, issued as
the double disc Rock The Blues Tonight
[Indigo IGOXCD 102 *] and featuring
Sugarcane Harris and a brace of Canned
Heaters, while the some period yielded
Reverend Gary Davis: Live At Cambridge
[Catfish KATCD 115 MI For sheer misery,
you can't beat indie gloomsters Joy
Division's Preston 28 February 1980 [
NMC
FACD 260 I]. Those who preferred the US
version of punk/New Wave to the British

Leppard is a
metal mutha

Bullseye Blues 9573

with a

Two years on, and it's another
extra-funky Funderburgh bluesfest
featuring the estimable Sam Myers
on vocals and harp. Like 1997's
That's What They Want, his Bullseye
debut contains enough originals to
side-track criticism, while the
standards show such impeccable
taste that you don't mind another
droplet in the flood of 'blues for bar
denizens': Willie Dixon's 'Young
Fashioned Ways' and Buddy Guy's
1100 Bill' are standouts, as are cuts
from the pens of Walter Jacobs and
the recently-departed Jimmy Rogers.
OK, OK, so there are too many
discs like this out there, what with
Dave Hole and Paul Lamb doing
the same this month, but it beats
the hell out of most rap albums.
(Note: There's ahidden track —
and it's one of the best on the disc.)

pop band

inside
Doherty was odd man out in Irish
struggling
folk supergroup Four Men And A
to get out'
Dog. The others were dyed-in-thewool Celtic folkies and superb
players, but Doherty drew from
wider sources. The resulting albums
were often charmingly
schizophrenic, switching suddenly
from jigs and reels to Hank
Williams-styled country ballads or
New Orleans stomps. Having fallen
in with what's left of Dylan's former
backing group, The Band, Doherty
now steps out as a solo performer
with an album recorded on their
home turf in Woodstock. The first
Funderburgh:
few songs are uncertain, but
another extraDoherty finds his feet with the
wistfully lovely ' Mary J', and when
funky bluesfest
the beautifully understated eroticism
of ' Feel Skin' is followed by the
jaunty country-swing of 'All
Aboard', Doherty is clearly on a
roll. The accordian/piano input of
producer Aaron Hurwitz adds
colour to Doherty's impeccably
etched line-drawings, but even
without them this would be an
impressive album. Given time to
develop the relationship, The Band
may have finally found a songwriter
as impressive, in his own way, as
their original mainstay Robbie
Robertson.
Johnny Black
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A:1 •

Ken Kessler

ANSON FUNDERBURGH &
THE ROCKETS
CHANGE IN MY POCKET

'The truth is,

tuneful
(
48m 46s)

should investigate Johnny Thunders & Sylvain
Sylvain almost- New York Dolls'
Sad vacation [
Receiver RRDCD 009Z •],
live in Sweden in 1984. Former glamster
Steve Harley is back with a new ' unplugged'
album, Stripped 7c The Bare Bones [
Burning
Airlines PILOT 43 6] recorded at the Jazz
Café, London, while folkie Ralph McTell's
comeback is also heralded with a new live
double CD, Traveng Man [
Leola Music
TPGCD 16 6], recorded at the South Bank
Centre last December. Hot tip: it's the kind of
purist recording which dazzles audiophiles.

Ken Kessler

(
45m 17s)

A:1 •

BOO HEWERDINE
THANKSGIVING
Black Burst BLACKCD 002

(45m 10s)

Hey, we can always do with an oasis
of subtlety in aworld overrun by
sampling, maximum SPLs and crass
marketeering. Where Hewerdine fits
into the fragmented, bitter scene
c.1999 is hard to say because of
mild schizophrenia: his sparseness
recalls certain indie efforts, but his
songs ooze melody beautiful enough
to make you gasp. And at atime
when the rock press delights in
championing stupidity, xenophobia
and a lack of talent, his third solo
does an even better job than ex-pat
lain Matthews of blending UK roots
with US fillips. Read the lyrics on
their own, listen with your eyes
closed, dig out your headphones.
Thanksgiving is a keeper, one to
savour for its charm alone.
Ken hessie.

A:1 •

DAVE HOLE
UPWER THE SPELL
ProVogue PRO 71202

(64m 32s.)

For curiosity value alone — the
world's most famous Aussie blues
player? — Hole deserves your
attention. But once you get past his
origins, you realise that this is one
ferocious practitioner of the slide
guitar. We've lost Stevie Ray, EC is
way too mellow — there are a dozen
reasons to encourage Hole. But the
real trip is that this set shuffles along
like it was made by aTexan, or, at
the very least, aYank. There's a
rich, darkness familiar to fans of the
Fabulous Thunderbirds or Omar &
AVOW 111111

NM NOSS aRECORD REVIEW

Rock/pop Reviews
Perhaps, but there are moments —
especially Lamb's Hohner-bashing
— which wouldn't embarrass Magic
Dick. Understated
and classy rather
than boozy and
brash — maybe
Lamb should cock
an ear to the swing
revival?

RON SEJL•MITH
WHEREABOUTS
Interscope 490299-2

Ken Kessler
A:1-2 II
NEW RADICALS
MAYBE YOU'VE
BEEN BRAINWASHED
TOO
MCA 111 858-2
Dave Hole: world's most
Famous Aussie blues player?
The Howlers, while the plucking
recalls Rory Gallagher. But Hole
adds his own deft touch; as the
main criticism of the blues by nonbelievers is satney-ness, you can
revert to his nationality as aTrivial
Pursuit teaser. None will ever guess.
Ken Kessler

A-A•:1-2 •

PAUL LAMB & THE KING
SNAKES
THE BLUE ALBUM
Indigo IGOXCD 521-2

(63m 38s)

Just why British bluesmen are out of
fashion is a mystery, especially when
it was the British blues movement of
the 1960s (as much as it was Messrs
Hammond, Butterfield and
Musselwhite across the Pond) that
revived the genre. Lamb and crew
have no more nor less authenticity
than early Fleetwood Mac or even
Nine Below Zero, but they cook at
least as much as George Thorogood.
A back-handed compliment?

(54m 18s)

Lamb:

understated
Loved the hat, loved the single.
Come the year's end, 'You Get
and classy.
What You Give' will be adjudged
among the most potent tracks to
Ron Sexsmith:
have been edged in our direction, no
uncertain wobble
doubt about it. And any album that
begins with a female percussionist
around the notes
emoting ' Make my nipples hard —
let's go' is certainly worthy of some
attention. So is singer-songwriter
Gregg Alexander, the chap with the
chapeau and the creator of two
previous solo albums, apop genius,
'Any album
as some claim? Well, no. But he
that begins
donates a fair line in interesting
with a
lyrics, comes up with the occasional
female
hook of consequence and will
receive further recognition from
percussionist
singles-buyers if and when such cuts emoting
as ' IDon't Wanna Die Anymore' or
"Make my
the catchy but cynical 'Jehovah
nipples hard
Made This Whole Joint For You'
escape to make it on their own. On
- let's go" is
second thoughts, maybe Jehovah will certainly
never be allowed into awider world.
worthy of
One F-word, a 'pissed' and a 'deep
some
shit' don't really promise Top Of
The Pops exposure. Oh well. Life's
attention'
hardly perfect.
Fred DeIlar

A:1 •

Soundtracks
SUMMERTIME means the year's hottest films and,
Stateside at least, the Adam Sandler comic vehicle
The Waterbcy [
Hollywood/Edel 0100922 HWR
has been a smash hit. No arguments with the
score: the Doors, Creedence, Lenny Kravitz, Rush,
Joe Walsh and other rock delights. Ditto for youth
flick Varsity Blues [
Hollywood! Edel 0102052
HWR], with rather more 'MTV-friendly' material
from Green Day, Foo Fighters, Fastball and others.
Vault-wise, Ryko has issued four more MGM
classics. For war film addicts, the scores to A
Bridge Too Far [
RCD10746 III] and Battle Of
Britain [
RCD10747] are both accompanied by
CD-ROM extensions, the latter with unreleased
score material. Jazzers are well- served by the
soundtracks to rWant To Live! [
RCD107431, with
both the Johnny Mandel score and the complete
Gerry Mulligan album on the same CD, and
Johnny Cool [
RCD10744], boasting Sammy Davis
Jr, Sinatra, Peggy Lee and Nat King Cole.
Under the re-recorded scores banner are
Superman: The Ultimate Collection [
Varèse
Sarabande VSD 5998 11], with new versions of

the themes from every Superman iteration, a 2CD
John Barry feast, Zulu [
Silva Screen FILMXCD
305 0], tributes to Bernard Herrmann, Citizen
Kane [
Silva Screen FILMXCD 308] and Stanley
Kubrick, Dr Strangelove [
Silva Screen FILMXCD
303], and Hit rr [
Varèse Sarabande VSD
05957 It], with 14 current faves, including ER,
Ally McBeal and Friends. Gem of the Month? A
gorgeous, digi-packed, deluxe edition of Ghost
[Milan/BMG 74321 34278-2 111].
Ken Kessler

Acclaimed by Dylan, Elton and Elvis
Costello, Canada's singing bikecourier delivers his third (official)
album and, apart from more lushly
orchestrated
arrangements, it's
pretty much business
as usual. Ron still
emotes yearningly
about his aching
heart, his lost loves
and his melancholy
memories. A new
vocal influence,
Harry Nilsson,
seems to be creeping
in, especially in the
languid slow-rolling
'Riverbed', and it's
perhaps significant
that, like Nilsson,
our Ron boasts a
beautiful timbre to his voice allied to
a tendency to wobble uncertainly
around the notes as if he's not quite
sure of the tune. At his best,
delivering a thoughtful lyric like ` In
A Flash', it's possible to forgive
Sexmith anything, but there are
times when it's easy to wish Ron
was more tunesmith than Sexsmith.
Johnny Black
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A:2 •

TOM WAITS
MULE VARIATIONS
Epitaph 6547-2

(
70m 42s)

Swordfishtrombones was the last
album on which Waits attempted to
come to terms with his audience.
After that he became increasingly
ornery, forsaking anything that
might be construed as amite
commercial. Thankfully, Mule
Variations, his first album in six
years, reverses the trend and is
almost house-trained. Not too much
you understand. Nobody expects or,
indeed, wants any such thing from
the man who once claimed ' Ithink
my main instrument is vocabulary'.
In many ways, he's emerged with a
blues project with atouch of
Hammer horror. ' Eyeball Kid', a
dark rumble about a character born
on December 7, 1949 (Waits's date
of birth) is merely ' Sixteen Tons'
revisited, while ' Black Market Baby'
has an affinity to ' House Of The
Rising Sun'. But `What's He
Building', a story to frighten the kids
to sleep, owes little to anyone,
except maybe Stephen King. There
are other aspects — Waits edging
into romantic territory (really!) with
'Picture In A Frame', or reminiscing
in wistful mode on ' Pony', which
concludes with a line about a dog
curling around his feet. But this is a
man who could make ' Old Shep'
sound like something dragged from
the Mississippi Delta. So everything
stays wonderfully abnormal.
Fred Deliar

1041 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
39m IIs)

A:l• •
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Rock/pop Reissues
tracks do date back to ' 64,
and, yup, they show
remarkable prescient taste:
Dylan, Davies, DeShamion,
and — of course — Sonny
Bono. A-B:1-2

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
& DOUBLE TROUBLE
TEXAS FLOOD
Epic 494129 2

(
59m 09s)

COULDN'T STAND THE
WEATHER
Epic 494139 2

ARTHUR CRUDUP
COOL DISPOSITION

(
55m Ois)

Catfish KATCD119

SOUL TO SOUL
Epic 494131 2

(57m 22s)

IN STEP
Epic 494132 2

(70m 13s)

In the tradition of earlier CBS,
Sony and Epic Legacy releases
— the Byrds and Spirit spring
to mind — the deluxe treatment
for four of the late, great
bluesman's albums. Each has
been digitally remastered, but
more importantly, each bears
bonus material, new liner notes
and extra photos. Vaughan,
who died too young in the

SMALL FACES
THE DARLINGS OF WAPPING
WHARF LAUNDERETTE
Immediate/Sequel NEECD 311
(2CDs, 143m 22s)
ME YOU AND US TOO
Repertoire REP-4818-WG

(
56m 19s)

As predicted, more of the
Small Faces flood. Sequel's
2CD set is subtitled 'The
Immediate Anthology' and
features 50 tracks, their first
group-sanctioned 'best of' in a
superb package and
representing probably the
nicest one-shot purchase so far.
Repertoire's, from the same
period, offers 20 tracks of a
more obscure nature, including
unreleased tracks and rarities.
You'll want 'em both if you
love this supreme Mod outfit.
A*:1 - 1* • A- B:1-2 II
THE ARANBEE POP
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
TODAY'S POP SYMPHONY
Immediate/Sequel NEBCD 411
(36m 27s)
Another go-round for this
curio, previously out on C5 in
1990. But this one sports a
bonus track, so collectors
won't be able to resist. 'Under
the Direction of Keith
Richards', lame orchestrated
versions of Sixties hits; see
Lord Sitar below. As:2-3 •

BEST OF

pat. But, unlike too many,
cheapo sets, this one's sound is
terrific and the packaging
doesn't feel shoddy. Classy
stuff, begging the question:
why wasn't she abigger star?
A-A*:1 - 1 *

CHUCK BERRY
THE LATEST AND THE
GREATEST/YOU NEVER CAN
TELL

BCO INNICD 428

(
66m)

BGO's fourth Berry two-onone, this pair dating from
1964. OK, se it's post-golden
era, but the first features a
smattering of earlier classics.
Patently released in recognition
of the respect held for Chuck
by then-new wave of British
invaders. Non-essential, but
still worthy. A-B:1 - 2 •
GLEN CAMPBELL
THE CAPITOL YEARS: ' 65-77
Capitol EMI 7243 821834 2
(2CDs, I25m)
Sublime double CD covering
his most successful period.
This wizard sessioneer and
sometime Beach Boy had a
slew of magnificent
pop-country hits, and they're
all here: `By The Time IGet
To Phoenix', 'Galveston' and
44 others. A-A*: •

CHER

EMI 7243 499900 2
(67m 26s)

Yet another collection covering
Immediate's soul-singing exAla MEWS & RECORD REVIEW

A: 1

BANG BANG: THE EARLY
YEARS

PP ARNOLD
Repertoire REP 4821-WC

traditional rock manner of an
aviation accident in 1990, has
areputation that grows rather
than diminishes with each
passing year: there's nothing
off- kilter mentioning him in the
some breath as Hendrix.
Fabulous stuff, from aman
who kept the blues alive during
amost unbluesy decade.

(54m 05s)

18 vintage cuts from the
ageless diva who had last year's
best-selling sisgie. Yup, these

AUOUST 111.

(
61m 41s)

From one of Elvis' mentors,
superb rural blues hallmarked
by Cnidup's nasal vocals. As
seminal an ingredient in the
DNA of rock'n'roll as Hank
Williams or Robert Johnson.
H: 1
BO DIDDLEY
RIDES AGAIN/IN
THE SPOTLIGHT
BG0 BGOCD 424

THE WEAVERS
GOSPEL
Vanguard VCO 79503-2

(
38m)

Intriguing compilation by those
audiophile folkie faves,
concentrating on the more
spiritual numbers in their
repertoire, live and in the
studio. However dated these
hootenanny versions of songs
like `Michael Row The Boat
Ashore' seem to modern ears,
the sound is, uh, revelatory.
A':1 •
STRANGLERS
RARE, LIVE & UNRELEASED
1974-78
Castle ESMCD 715

(67m 35s)

From 1963-4, abrace of
Diddleys, revealing yet again
how a man can make a career
from a single riff. Music not
quite as great as Bo would
have you believe, but seminal
rock'n'roll nonetheless.
A- B:2 •
LORD SITAR
LORD SITAR
Zonophone 7243 493616 2
(40m 44s)
A 1960s curio, which — like
Klaatu — became acult item
because of purported Beatles
connections. George's love for
India, afew Fabs covets —
easy to imagine. Instead, it's
hits of the day played on
sitar... would you believe: '
If I
Were A Rich Man'? As:2
THE SEEKERS
COME THE DAY

(
73m 02s)

Interesting collection from the
punk heroes, with three demos
from 1974, four demos from
'76 and ten live tracks.
Sonically, it's bootleg quality,
but collectors won't care.
D:1-3

TAMPA RED
VOICE OF THE BLUES
Catfish KATCD 116

(
71m 52s)

Pre-war recordings from
another highly-influential rural
bluesman, with a nascent
C&W feel. Less intense that
Johnson or Broonzy, at times
almost sounding like a hillbilly.
But the guitar work? Chillin'.
H: 1 •
HOUND- DOG TAYLOR
AND THE
HOUSEROCKERS
DELUXE EDITION
Alligator ALCD5605

(
61m 45s)

Nice digi-pack with both the
mono and stereo versions of
their third, ` Georgy Girl'sporting, 1966 release.
Luscious AngloAussie folkies
successfully masquerading as
US hootenanny fodder.
A-A*: 1 •

Or Alligator's way of thanking
the man who put the label on
the map. This remastered set
contains tracks from his four
LPs plus some previously
unissued material, all of it wild
bottleneck blues from aplayer
known for his penchant for
cheap guitars. Ear-blasting stuff
28 years ago, and now a fitting
testimony 24 years after
Taylor's death. A-As:1-1 a•

RITCHIE VALENS
THE VERY BEST OF

TWICE AS MUCH
SITTIN' ON A FENCE

EMI 7243 499769 2

Repertoire REP48,20-WG

(
62m 21s)

(
58m 58s)

With DelFi approval, a fine
28 track set covering the alltoo-brief catalogue of the first
Latino rock star, now
remembered mainly for dying
with Buddy Holly and the Big
Bopper. Surprisingly nasal,
dated, cliché'd rock'n'roll from
the late 1950s, and definitive
proof that death is an amazing
career move. But this Very Best
Of does have its moments.
B / C:2

Immediate NEMCD 413

(
78m 48s)

Like Marianne Faithfull, Chris
Farlowe and others, a 1960s
British act benefiting from a
Stones-penned hit. The 28
tracks here — their complete
output of two LPs and non-LP
tracks — show this duo
capable of matching their more
famous rivals, cg, Chad &
Jeremy, Peter & Gordon, et al.
Pretty pop oozing innocence.
A- B:1-2
Ken Kessler
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HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0) 1
234 741 1
52
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £70.00 El
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber D /steel D mounting £ 10.50 El
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360:run x
345nun, h/d)
£70.00
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00171
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00 CI
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x165mm, h/d)
£99.00 0
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 0
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00 CI
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £12.000
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing £ 13.00 CI
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00
per 100 £ 19.00 0 per 500 £90.00 III
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£13.00
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.00 El

VARIOUS
DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 0
Jumbo £65.00
DH Squares: set of three £25.00
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.00 D
large(three) £10.00
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 O
Big Feet 63trun dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£60.00
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00 0
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 III
large ( 12mm) pair £ 14.00 El
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 D
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts •
£14.00 0
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 El
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 El Ready built unit £95.00

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.000 Ready built £370.00 El
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £ 15.00 D
five litres£35.00
Ringmat: 3nun XLR Ùniversal' £47.50 El
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.000 per 100 £38.00 0
per 500 £180.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in,
sealable tops, per 50 OM CI
per 100 £9.00 El per 500 £40.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
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(black) £47.00 0
(chrome) £85.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer £85.00 El
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 El
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 130.00
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 III
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50
slim double pack of 5 £6.50 CI Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 ID
RATA 'Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00 CI
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £15.00 El
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 I=1
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£ 13.000
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat Midi: improved CD
overlay for better sound £20.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 D
X-CAN valve headphone amp £130.00
VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00 CI EL34WXT £8.00
5881/KT66 £7.000 6550/KT88 £ 15.50
O ECC81/82/83/88 £6.00 D EL84 £3.50
D EL84M £7.00 El EF86 £8.00 FTI
GZ34 (China) £12.500 PCC88
EL509/519 £ 18.50
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes OM El
pre-amp tubes OM
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk) £ 100 El
High Performance Audio Amp lifters by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 El
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 CI
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set 12 each £ 17.00
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 El
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00 0
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00
High Performance Loudspeakers by

Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 O (h-bk) £50.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 El
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.00
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 0
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £ 15.000
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk) £7.00 D
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 0
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.0011

CATALOGUES
Accessories Club full review catalogue 0
Book, technical CD and software catalogue
D Audiophile LPs/CDs

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Ftadex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 0
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 D ready built £75.00 D
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 CI
Built unit
£295.00 El
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.000 per two-pair £110.00 Ill
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00
Built unit
£399.00
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
230/230V Euro/UK £400.00. O
110/110V USA/etc £450.00. ID
110/240V or 240V/110V
£450.00. 0

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR
• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £ 198.00
2-way £99.00
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.00
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)
D
***

THIS MONTH'S ***
FEATURED ITEMS

Radio Designer's Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F Langford-Smith £35.00
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair,
Andrew Emmerson £20.00 D
The LP Is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles
£8.00 El
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £ 17.00
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £ 17.00
MAW ION

H141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

READER SERVICES

HOLIDAY READING
THIS bunch of literary offers kicks off with arguably the all-time reference book
for circuit designers — at least those rooted in the thermionic era. Originally
published in Australia as The Radiotron Designer's Handbook, it appeared in the
UK in 1940 but by was later expanded and enlarged to become the Radio

Mend«

Designer's Handbook, 1953 edition, which — with later revisions — is the
basis of the ' Classic' offered here (
Newnes, 1498 pages, hardback, ‘35).
Essential. In Electronic Classics: Collecting, Restoration and Repair, by
Andrew Emmerson (
Newnes, 414 pages, softback, L20), television, wireless, and
telephones are lovingly deconstructed in this informal guide to finding, buying
and restoring classic hardware. Very comprehensive reference glossaries and
appendices, including Internet contacts. The LP is Back! (
Audio Amateur
Press, USA, 160 pages, softback, ‘8) is acelebration of the vinyl record, with
reprints of definitive texts including DIY projects for building your own
tonearms, seismic platform, and even avacuum cleaning machine. Chapters
include Theory and Care (including in-depth coverage of pick-up errors and
stylus profiles), and Electronics (including 78 disc and valve phono stages). A
goldmine of all things vinyl! John Linsley Hood's Audio Electronics (
Newnes,
2nd edition, 350 pages, softback, ‘17) provides acomprehensive look at the
underlying electronics that drive audio technology, from
tape recording, through tuners and

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+441011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES

radio receivers to amplifiers
and loudspeaker
electronics. Also

• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each

covered in this
second edition are
digital techniques

• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed

• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each

directly relevant to
optical disc formats,
NICAM and digital audio

Classical - Schiff/Serkin ( ECM)

broadcasting.

£19.99; Stokowski/Brahms ( Cala),

For more depth and theory,
Linsley-Hood's The Art of

Beecham/Berlioz ( BBCL) £ 10.95
Jazz - Peter Briitzmann,

Linear Electronics (
2nd

Musicos Cubanos £ 12.75;

edition, Newnes, 350

Eugene Chadbourne £9.99;

pages, softback, ‘17) is
filled with highly-

Dr Samuel JHoffman £ 21.75;
Fred Van Hove £20.95

readable technical theory
and practice, illustrated
throughout with diagrams
and schematics. By
concentrating on linear rather

Impulse vinyl £7.99/2LP £ 11.99
Live Stuff - Strange Fruit CDs
£9.99;
Indigo CDs, Receiver CDs £13.45

than digital electronics, agreat
amount of ground is covered. A

Rock reissues - Glen Campbell
£12.75;

most useful work of reference.

Small Faces £9.99

ACCESSORIES CLUB St CD SERVICE

ORDER FORM

e
.

SHOSTAKOVICH
Strin g
The Yliens,1 Quartet

Rock/pop - Def Leppard £ 12.99

Name

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Address

Postcode

)

below
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number •
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form (tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; Fax: +44 (0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 ( 0) 1234 741152;
web site address, vAvw.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area (tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: (tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

Aida _
9Liion,

PASSLABS

Introduces the

Medea-444( 34
Valve Preamplifier

NOT EVERYONE WANTS
THE WHOLE TRUTH
••

•

,

•

...WU. Sat.
S

I

Critically acclaimed for the past 18 years, these preamps have
become the benchmark of class A single-ended valve designs
FEATURES INCLUDE:
•Dual Mono Circuitry
•Military Spec Components
•Regulated High Current Outboard Power Supply
•Premium Imported Valves
•Precision Stepped Attenuator Volume Controls
•Moving Magnet or Moving Coil Phono Stage
•Zero Feedback High Level Section
•Automatic Muting with Separate Mute Switch
Distributed exclusively by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
94 Church Path Deal Kent CT I-1 VF.I
Tel/Fax: 01
304-382037
E-mail: sounds@transp.globalnet.co.uk

*PICTURE SHOWS X0 PRE + DI DAC ON COPULARE STAND

BUT FOR THOSE WHO DO - THE NEW

PASS X0

)10W
I

ECH

N

OLO

O

LES

BEAUTY and the BEST

LINE PRE- AMPLIFIER WILL OBLIGE

FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE AMAZING
PASSLABS RANGE AND ANY OF THE
OTHER PRODUCTS LISTED BELOW CALL*

Lill
Distributors of fine music products
PASSLABS • EGGLESTON WORKS • HALES
COPULARE • BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
HOVLAND • WISDOM • ADVANTAGE
LIZANNE HOUSE MOUNT SION TUNBRIDGE WELLS
*T. 01892 539595

F. 01892 616517

"The transparency of this integrated
amplifier during rapid dynamic
variations will startle the listener.
This is the sign of a truly great amplifier."
Prestige Audio Video, France, Dec/97

For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Pork, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
Email: premier@path.co.uk

HURRY 1-1 THERE'S NO TIME TO LOSE!
Complete the form now, detach and return
in an envelope (no stamp needed) to:

LINK HOUSE
FREEPOST 1359305 Bristol BS32 OZZ
Name (mrition-ti)
Address
Post code
)Day time phone number
CI Yes, Iwould like to subscribe by direct debit to HiFi News
at the specially discounted rate of just £ 9.75 (please tick).

Instruction to your Bank or Building
Society to pay by
Direct Debits

'

DIRECT

OrIginator
Identification Number 11WillASISI
Full name and postal addres5 of your Bank a- 3uibing Society

It doesn't matter if you're subscribing
to HIFI NEWS for the first time, or if
W
you're already asubscriber, you can
Eco
still take full advantage of this

N

To the Manager
Bank or Building Society
Address

it.
Marantz
CD11100
CD Rexocciee

Post code

itaV

tremendous offer.
Yes, simply by completing
the form right now (no
stamp needed), you'll save
a massive £ 14.95! But hurry

Name(s) of account holder(s)

st • •

•

•

£7.45 OFF

-offer ends 6August 1999.

12 ISSUES

Paying your subscription by
Direct Debit makes a lot of sense.

mrA..

ett

•

d.

•«tker,

11111111i
Just by filling in one small form
your subscription will be paid
automatically, but you can cancel it whenever you
want. And of course, you'll save a
lot of money!

The usual subscription price is
£37.20, but you'll pay ONLY
£29.75 (saving you £ 7.45) AND
we'll send you a
PLUS FREE special HIFI NEWS

BINDER
WORTH

£7.50

binder to keep
your magazines in
absolutely FREE.

Link House Magazines Ltd reference number

ch sort code
from top right hand
comer of your cheque)

LIU—UU

Bank or Building
Society Account
number

LIUDDIJULILI

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Flease pay Link House Magazines Ltd Direct Debts from the
account detailed on this instruction subject to the conditions
assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee.

Signature
Date
Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit
instructions for some types of account
104/DO

THE DIRECT DEBIT

GUARANTEE

This guarantee is offered to all Banks and Building

Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme.
The efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored
and protected by your own Bank or BuRding society.
If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change
you will be told of this in advance by at least 14 days as
agreed. If an error is made by Link House Magazines
Limited or your Bank or Building Society you are
guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your
branch of the amount paid.

RETURN THE FORM NOW!
OFFER ENDS 6 AUGUST 1999

You can cancel aDirect Debit at any time by writing
to your Bank or Building
Society. Please also send
acopy of your letter to us.

DIRECT
Coe b it

Please note that Direct Debits can only be paid
through a UK Bank or Building Society.

http://www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

XA RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPE C ALUMINI UM
FRONT PANEL.

M ILLED METAL KNOBS.

RUGGED ,NON- RE SONANT
METAL CASEWORK.

JUST IMAGINE HOW GOOD
THE ELE CTR ONICS MUST BE .

MUSICAL FIDELITY
I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, AND CD PLAYER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 0181 900 2866.

specialist guide
DEVON & CORNWALL

CHESHIRE

.Sounds
6
Per ection

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Warrington, WA I3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

GREATER MANCHESTER

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN

Hearing is Believing

Arcam

CLOW

BASS

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos

Aucliolab

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

Castle

TDL • Mission • Copland •

30 years of Excellence
55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01) 2889449/2888477

Merétnan

AUDIO COUNSEL

Ftega

12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

Epos

Technics

TURNTABLES - Moth, Michell. Nottingham Analogue. Roksan. Rockport.
VDI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Vega, SME. Wilson Benesch,
Mott Analogue. VPI. Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring. Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus. DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion. Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research. KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio, J13.. Ruark. Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire ( Bob Carve), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs. Yamamura. Frameworks.
Partington, Base, Understands.
KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE.
DUNGANNON BT70 lAR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://wanv.KronosHi-Fidernan.ca.uk

Choose from the
finest

N

I

AUDIO COUNSEL
14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

011>H<V5 AVI>10

Don't forget the
HiFi Show
Now at:
Novatel Hotel
Hammersmith
London
September 23rd-26th

,freutdcads

test

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Aude Alchemy • Audio Analogue

•Audiomem • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmemer
• (abase • Conrad-Johnson • Croft • DM • E.A.R. • Electrocompaniet • Farrell
•Fallen Sude • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Groat • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Vaigt • Magnum • Mercian • Musical fiddly • OCM • Oracle
•Ocelle • °Melon • Papworth • Pass lobs • Purist • Project • Pemachord
•Pink Triangle • BED • Sequence • Stan • Teac . Triangle • Trichord Research • Totem
•him Research • Yamamura Churchill • IBA and Mfrs
fire Ma crt/nrotallarsere • Part muliange jarthhe,
Call For list of part exchange bargains
Derssaarsthr or
I, Sbâti 15 frill Me Weis ItharnyersoorkrrernhatoYients
5mins from .127 of the M6
,

01
EVENING

AM4i 0VCV \

CA4 WELCOME
OME

HULL

THE

LINN
MUSICAL FIDELITY
OPERA
TALK ELECTRONICS
LAVAR DIN
CLASSE

HI- Fl SPECIALIST

AUDIOVECTOR
QUAD

1014821

Once is not enough

891375

We at Audio Venue are not inter-

2George Street
Hedon, Hull, HU12 8JH

CR DEVELOPMENTS
HELIOS
JAMO ( CONCERT ONLY)
138iW ... AND MORE...

ested in making the quick,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long

•HOME CINEMA

term repeat customer.5o whether

•TV & VIDEO

you are buying, selling, exchanging

•MULTI-ROOM

SURREY

or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000
EASTBOURNE GREEN ST 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

to your otrs

aérn

egespok•e Amelia VismAl C.or\smitm\rs

13 All)P.
.,„• „,

,

0161 428 7887

ROOM

set lire,

•HI-FI

0161 633 2602

AUDIO

SOUTH COAST

eL

must

Sony

MIDDLESEX

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

J

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc...etc...etc

Classe

Open: Tues - Sat I
0am to 6pm. Thur -Fri I
0am to 9pm

NORTHERN IRELAND

•Nairn Audio • Audiolab •

AUGUST 1999

Tel / Fax 01E31707 4E349
mobile 0975 471 426
email ; auclioventie@vosanet.co.uk

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINS • IDE we:
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGS • ROTH.
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n iueiiryY
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street. Hampton Wick, Kingston upon
Thames, Surrey KTI /DA. Tel: 081-943 3530
Open Tues - Fr, 10.300m - 7.00pm/Sat roam - 6pm

specialist guide
LONDON

tee O'Brien Hi-Fite
Est 1966

•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLJN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • ROGEFtS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

.111M=1111

„ididt2

I

V

...

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

0% Instant Finance Available

AUDIO AN al Os it F.

Bah

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9-5.30 TuesSat
Tel: ( 0181) 946 1582
Fax: (0181) 946 0331

GREATER LONDON

SOUTH EAST LONDON

efilezflPFFM
27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
Tr 0181-567 8703
AAVIKAPOLLO,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE, RAW,
BANG Er OLUFSEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, COSMIC, CREEK,
DENON, EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, OREI1E, ORIGIN LIVE,
QUAD, PRIMARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER,
SONIC UNK, SOUNDSTBE, STANDS UNIQUE, STRAIGHTVVIRE,
SUPRA, TAG MCLAREN, TARGET, TEAC, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

88W Speakenexkoding N'aubins 800, CR Desekipmenls, Wilson Audio,

martin legal,

Sows Faber, Lioso. Epos, Rank, d.p.o, Myryad, Aldornia, Creek,
SME, QT Produch, N.VA, REL, Role Damn, Celestial, Rose, Mamma,
°Poke, • muds more.

New

Noire CD3

Meridian 501 pre
Rowland Model 1pwr Amp ( said slate)

£499

(Ex Dan)
IS/H)

Londe, 120S, Block (mire inc al new sakes) . 13/T11

£ 99

3,300
£
£ 1,795

Mad Order »cobble ********.*****

1141EPEST FREE FRMINCE

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
Fil-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
MCA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our

Tel: 01582 764246

FREE PARKING

fifth flamboyant year

0171-924 2040

ARCAM, ATACAMA, Ay),
BANG & OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
OED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TEAC.

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

Mackin tor PR( WESSIONAI. MONITOR C().
RIK/RD. ma-itia
CLEARA UDR). VII NORDOST. LAVERDIN. BRYN-TON. TAR(;11'. titA
I
INIQUE PI JNIUS, GRYI.HI

Andog Audio

AUDIOJOY LTD.

(HiFi Specialists)
849 fligh Road, Iondon N12

Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

£299

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- lime Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

HI-FI & TV

82 The High Street

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

ilARRENDFN LID

£2,000 £ 1,595
£550

M• Ai Fe Oere ems ensue, seeded soil boned end Welsh
ermilecemer
premed Weise onee.« al 2ewes and spas yews, &peen upen le pealed
*********.4***

82

IS/H) £,000 £ 1,503
£580

Epos 12 Speakers ( mint, boned)

£475

... 0 l,35) £ 1,175

(Ex Dens) £695

Denon 1A200A kaer ployer
Copeland 288 CO ploy.

studio

095

IS/HI

Meridian 566 DAC (new boxed) save £200

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS
GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

il INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

e

ORANGES
& LEMONS

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

£575

IS/HI

Pink • Ordinoll DAC d lien

Now

Mx Dens) £2,700 £ 1,750
(S/Hl

Unison Simply 4on, Amp

,

then contact:

Bang & Olufsen Centre

3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theo, Copeland, hnk •, And. Reseords, Meridian, &Khoo, Hi 0,

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

d
n

Front End Problems?

0181-688 6565

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Celesbon A3 Speakers Rosewood/mint

COPELAND

lEM)1\(,

Specialist audio consultants for North London
For equipment that rounds natural and musical. Ring for friend&
advice, demos and price quotes.
TeVfax 0181 363 4963

7days 10am- lOpm
E-Mail doceaudiojoy.demon.cmuk

E0(kISTSOF

ROTEL,1W \ H \ NI) \ NTZ

ww.audiojoy.demonxo.uk

Stu( kist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

SUFFOLK

16 -18A Eldon Street, Tonton), Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 1370437

studio

NORFOLK

atc
audio physic
chord company

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
110

den sen
harbeth
ACCI_. _
BANG

1 ENERGY ARCAM AURA
OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

lyre
michell
nordost
nva

si• nais
hi-fi for grown-ups

royd

1 73 622866
fax 01473 631588

sumiko

BADA BONDED DEALER
81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL:0171 624 8855
FA/40171624 5116

sugden
totem

ern o

trichord

enciésIgnals.uk.çom
.signals.uk.cbm

and rrici'€.

ham heath Ipswich IP5 3UA

AUGUST 1999
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specialist guid
YORKSHIRE
PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe.

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

Ocelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, ()retie. Stands Unique,

Cable Talk, EAR Exposure, (ora, Harbeth. Myryad, DPA,
XTC 8 many Others.

THE EAST COAST'

PREMIER AUDIO

For frielldi ad, ice ol to airallge
u, dellionstiation of . onlir 01
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ZEN AUDIO
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By Appointment Tel: Wakefield ( 01924) 255045 ( Anytrmel
Serving the Yorkshire Area
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Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations 8Free Installation

WEST SUSSEX

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850
E- Mail: infogaudioreflections.co.uk

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS
Musical Fidelity. TAG McLaren, Electrocompamet. ProAc. Roark, Castle, TEAC, Unison
Research, T A. Impulse Horns, Mondor Audio, Harth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios, Blueprint, Audio Analogue, Exposure, Living Voice, t[ensen,
Celeshon (ASeries only). Opera, Audio Physic. Thchord Research. Nordost, Stands Unique,
Stu Electrostatics, Ortofon, Goldring, Yamaha AV, Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations, Home Thal, Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee. Access. Visa, Finance available.
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BADA & CEDIA

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audelab, Rega
Arcam. Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rote!, ATC

Nairn...Meridian...Arcant...Tag Maclaren...
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Marantz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978
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152a High Street. (
Sharing ASDA Car Park) Elloxwich. Walsall.

Teac...Mission...Stands Unique..
and much, much more.
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
(4
40,

I3.A.1211\

Audio Research Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store,

1.•••411011

Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

APR 0% Written details on request
Licensee Credo Broker.

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOUR BRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON C,OLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 892 8,1L

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 510

VISA - ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 329F

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 4.44968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL: 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
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reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
IMF TLS80II, KEF 105/4, Ditton 66s
mint, Meridian 200/203, Deltic PDMII,
Revox A77 high speed, TEAC A3340,
Thorens TD124, M/FA F22 remote pre,
all mint, boxed, as new. Marantz 71
pre/15 power very rare, Lux PD 300 vacuum, tel: 01992 718265. (H1994)
REL Stentor Mk 2, one year old, rosewood finish, excellent condition £875
(£1900 new), tel: 01604 645590.
(H1995)
DLP 600 Time Equalisation for SL600
and SL600 si speakers available due to
speaker change, excellent condition
£150, tel: 01284 703217. (H1996)
A selection of used and ex-demonstration equipment, amplifiers, both valve
and solid-state. Also asmall selection of
speakers, tuners Call us now with your
requirements tel/fax: 0151 343 0007.
(1-111001)
Harbeth Compact 7ES black ash (see
June HFN/RR) £985, matching stands
£95, both new in boxes. Target EIR50
heavy-duty 20in stands £ 100. Ship UK or
USA pay $ or £, Mark 44 (0) 1705
525275
or
MDeBiasseleaol.com.
(H11003)
Acoustic Energy AE2s Loudspeakers
plus stands £399, tel: 01457 83 4465.
(H11008)
Elite Rock turntable, Excalibur arm, AT
0C3, external power supply £650. Hi-Q
balanced phone head amp £250 Elite 600
pre- power amp 85 wpc re- built by
Manticore, superb sound £400. Ortofon 1
x 05 AT cables, tel: 01302 370578.

Lowther Acousta twin speakers wanted,
made 1960salso wanted working drawingsleaflets Lowther drive units twin
speaker feet and drive unit screws, tel:
Jeff 0181 924 0207.

(H11025)

Pink Triangle Da Capo, high-end digital-to-analogue converter, unmarked and
totally mint, highly detailed and smoothly integrated presentaion, boxed £750
ono, tel: 01332 874286.
(
H11039)

Audiolab 8000C pre-amp recent service
boxed excellent condition £265 01204
811021.
(H11026)

Castle Harlech speakers, cherry wood
finish, 2 years guarantee left £500 ono,

Rogers Studio 9 £550, Studio 7 £350,
Studio 3 £200 Epos ES30 £ 1500,

For sale mint condition Audio Analogue
Bellini pre-amp £350, financial reason
for sale, tel: 0116 2675113 email

Myryad T40 £200 Rogers unique ProLogic receiver £200 others available also
servicing and spares, Mitcham speakers,
tel: 0181 648 0743. ( H11027)
Rote! RA935Bx amp £ 120, Triangle
Zephyr speakers £250 (700), Aiwa tape
deck ADF410 £70, Pioneer surround
amp US P200 £60, all excellent boxed,
tel: 01454 260103. ( H11028)
Audiolab 8000 pre-amp Boxed manuals
£500 Linn Keilidh speakers including
plinths, vgc £375, tel: 01759 373133.
(H11029)
Linn Kairn Pro SPS pre-amp with latest
slimline power supply, remote, boxed,
instructions, 2year guarantee remaining,
£950 ono mint condition, sale due to
upgrade, tel: 01785 823104. (H11031)
Technics ST-X9OIL tuner, SL-PJ37 CD,
RS- X501 double cassette, SUX501
amplifer, SH-E66 equaliser, SB-CD977
floor speakers, very light use, excellent
condition will not split £400 ono, tel:
01702 479873. ( H11032)

tel: 01933 674425.

(H00440)

pandaeonet.co.uk. (H11041)
Gyrodec, RB300 arm, Goldring 1022
GY cartridge, 15 months old, mint hardly used £750, tel: mon-fri 9.30am
4.30pm.
(
H11042)
Marantz CD12 - LE Transport Trichord
3 re-clocked, Kimber 8TCM mains
cable, immaculate boxed manuals, K
Ishiwata signed certifcate, no. 22 of only
500 made, at £750 a bargain (K.
Kessler's ref), Transparent reference
Digital cable RCA £500 (£799), tel:
01483 282537 eve or 0831 623725.
(H11043)
Bang and Olufsen Beomaster 2000
£175, Becord 2000 £75, Magnat Monitor
A speakers £75, all in excellent condition, tel: 01235 533302. (H11044)
Quad ESL-63 speakers on stand and
deliver stands. Serviced by Quad, moving abroad so must sell £ 1500, tel: 0181
300 4150 or 0410 617738 not evenings.
H11045)

(H11009)

Shure's latest cartridge V 1
5XMR, factory fresh and unused, surplus to my needs
£170, van den Hul 102 interconnect latest type five metre £ 100, tel: 0181 325
2585.
(H11033)

Beatles Mobile Fidelity box 14 records

Musical Fidelity X-DAC (£300) £ 150,

(H1965)

and booklet mint, noe or never £7000, tel
0032-2-7682639. (H11014)

X10 D (£ 120) £60, Marantz CD75
(£300) £75, Naim NAP 140 Avondaled

SD Acoustic SDI speakers 3 way triwirable, very efficient 90dB+ vgc £450,

Sonus Faber Guarneri, ser no. 482, perfect £4750 ono, tel: 01903 723031.

£300 old style, all boxed, good condition,
tel: 01608 650331 651032 eve.(H11034)

Cyrus 2 tuner, mint boxed remote £ 150
ono. Leak Troughline, stereo, teak sleeve

(H11022)
Conrad Johnson MF2300 power amp

Garrard 401, SME 3009, Shure
M75ED, plinth and cover, one owner
from new, immaculate £275 ,te1:0181

eve.

250 wpc £ 1500. Conrad Johnson PU11
pre amp £950, MIT Terminator 24 speak-

651 2525.

(H11035)

er cables 2m £75. MIT Terminator 2
Interconnects £40, tel: 01582 581113.

Quad 34, 405-2, fully serviced, boxed,
one owner, excellent £375, also Quad 34,

(H11023)
Nakamichi 680 really mint manual £360
hardly used. Leak Stereo 20 + variscope
stereo pre-amp plus Troughline II tuner

306 boxed excellent £375, tel: 01904
488266.
( H11036)

(mono) all refurbished to highest standard including transformer rewind £385,
Technics classic tuner ST3500 mint £40.
600+ hi-fi magazines, late 1960s to present, vgc approx 230 kg, collect, offers
please, tel: 01392 860182 (evenings).
(H11024)
112

Naim NAT 01 Tuner £950, and an Audio
Innovation 1000 pre- amp £350, tel:
01273 555774. ( H11037)
Audio Synthesis DAX ultra Analog, balanced outputs optical, co-ax,AES inputs,
superb detail and authority £650. Orelle
Orator speakers with Partington A7-60
stands £400, will split, tel: 01372 450620
eve.

(H11038)

Stax Signature headphones and SRM
TIS energisers, pure valves, mint condition, £545 no offers, Russ Andrews Preamplifier £500, tel: 01204 413211.

vgc £95, tel: 01246 209578 day, 280755
(H11046)

Martin Logan SL3 Electrostatic spedkers (black) £2200, 2x3Omm cream marble plinths £70, 2x6ft Kimber 8TCM
PowerKords £ 160 1/2 m pair. Madrigal
CZ Gel balanced interconnects £ 160 1
m
pair, Transparent Musiclink plus SE
Interconnects £ 110, tel: 0831 623725
day, 01483 282537 eve. (H11047)
Castle Kendal speakers, mahogany finish £3000, one year old, reason for selling is to upgrade, tel: 01252 658133.
(H11048)
Celestion SL6000 subwoofer system
wanted, with or without SL6005, tel:
01782 535652. (H11049)
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Meridian 206B, 263 4E CD Interlink
upgrade, vgc, boxes, manuals £400, tel:
01743 3443 344605. (H11050)
Meridian 207 CD and pre amp £375,
KEF 10412 and Kube £750, Regar
Planar 3, A & R P77 £50, Pioneer 790
tuner £20, Wall mounted turn table stand,
£5, tel: 01494 758743. (H1933)
Some Frontiers SF CD1 Stereophile class A
rated CD player, gold faceplate, 18 months
old, immaculate, low hours, boxed, high
build quality, lovely musical sound £2100
(£3500), tel: 0181 852 1238. (H11051)
Heybrook Sextets, walnut £575 ono,
Meridian 201 preamp ( incl. remote) £280
ono, Technics SL I20 direct drive

Celestion SL5000 Hybrid ribbon loudspeakers, real walnut and black anodised
finish with matching Celestion K stands
(essential), mint cond, boxed with manuals
£550 (£ 1300), tel: 01444 234803. (H11063)
Unison Research Mystery One pre-amp,
boxed, excellent condition £ 1100
(£1800), tel: 01422 832836 after 6pm.
H11065)
Audiolab 8000S amp (700) £350, Arcam
Alpha 6 CD player (600) £300, Rega
XEL floorstanding speakers ( 1040)
£695, Michell Iso phono stage (500)
£250, CableTalk Reference interconnect
(150) £75, tel: 0171 613 0136. (H11066)

Wilson system, X1 speakers, 16 months
old, latest spec mint, crated, special finish, amazing sound £ 11,500 ovno. Jadis
JA amplifiers re-valved, serviced phone
Basis debut gold standard turntable,
boxed £2600. SME model 20A turntable,
complete with SME V gold print arm,
last Mk 1 turntable, manufactured purchased Feb 1999, unused, boxed, upgrading to model 30 £2600, tel: 0181 438
0053 or 0171 729 6117
Papworth M 200 monoblocks - 250 wpc
'S' version. The ' S' version consists
fully-balanced, high-grade silicon steel
output and mains transformers, all sig-

turntable £ 120, Harbeth HL extenders
(bass speakers/stands) £ 195 ono, tel:
01892 536919. (H11052)

Audio Note Meisau phono 300B amp,
mint £3,500 new, £2,000 ovno, tel: 0181
239 0409.
(H11067)
Classic Tresham DR102 power amp, great

nals paths hard-wired in silver wire (no
PCBs). All components Vishay or

Quad 44 £250, 405/2 £200, Mission
PCM II £ 150, Sony STS ES £ 150, Sabre
£150, Sony Pro Walkman £200 ( inc.
mic), moving house and downgrading,
tel: 01462 85194.
H11053)

sound, power to spare 100wpc Mosfet
with free Linn interconnects (2 sets)
£250 ovno, tel: 01491 64030. (H11068)
Leak Stereo 20, Haiden Boardman rebuild,
mint £300. B&W speakers in yew wood

sound and look superb. Pristine condition, very little use, full warranty from

Quantum Minstrel Line integrated Hybrid
amp, solid-state front end, 5881s with cookers power section, speed with smoothness,
superb sound, boxed £500, tel: 01483
798081 music lovers only. (H11054)
Linn/Naim hi-fi, Sondek, Ekos, Arkiv,
52, pair 135s, Isobariks, Arcam 2 box,
CD player, Denon tuner, Nakamichi cassette deck £ 12000 ovno AU Al+ tel:
01371 873101. (H11055)
Cyrus DAD3, only 10 hours use, mint,
boxed £375 or swap Meridian 200 transport, tel: 0116 2849634. (H11056)
Spacedeck Spacearm tracer one, three
weeks old, Conrad Johnson DF2 CD new
1st Audio Triode outboard power supply,
Vanguard Trigon phono, one month old

Ashcroft. Matched Svetlana EL34
valves. Fully balanced throughout. These

Papworth, retail at £6000, accept £3,500,
tel: 0181 679 9770. (H1968)

with plinths, boxed £700 ono. Heal
monoblocks, serviced £ 180 ono. Leak
Stereo 70 original condition, original box

WANTED

and instructions, excellent condition £90

WANTED 1980s, silver-faced Pioneer

ono, tel: 01942 707751. (H11069)
Quad 66 system with rack and stand, 67
CD £440, 66 pre-amp £330, 66 tuner

DT500 timer SG9800 Graphic, RG2
Dynamic processor, TX 7800 tuner or

£220, Meridian 603 pre-amp, DAC £550,
Meridian 605 mono amps £750, tel:
01703 561132. (H11070)
Electrocompaniet AW120 DMB power
amp, balanced class A, mint, 30 days old
£1600 (£2695), Electrocompaniet EC4.6
preamp, remote, balanced, 30 days old
mint £ 1000 (£ 1700), tel: 01308 868044.
(H11071)

camber speakers, upgraded five tier,
stand sign stand, Target turntable sup-

any models similar to above, tel: 0181
864 9185.
(H11064)
WANTED Quad ESL 63s and Chord
CPA
2800/SPM800 (or
Quad
66/66FM/606 or AVI or Meridian equivalent) and REL sub-woofer, tel: 01243
576073.
( H1999)
WANTED Meridian 201 CD, 16-bit
preferably, with remote control, please
call 01305 851566. (H11000)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion tor one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.

port, new, serious offers only, tel: 0181
276 2780,01992 634990 eve. (H11057)
ATC 50ASL, black, latest spec with
stands £3900 ono, boxed, manuals,
optional dedicated Mana stands available

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note: telephone or product eeeee once numbers count as one word ( eg Pioneer 0400 . two words).

£250, also van den Hul The Second carbon fibre, 2m, balanced XLR interconnects £270 ono, tel: 0171 5845784 or
0171 5894840. (H11058)
Marantz CD17 KI, black, mint, boxed £700,
Musical Technology speakers, as new, were
£500 sell for £300, Tannoy M £50, Alpha 8,
mint as new £200 ono, all boxed, tel: 0956
527528 all in full working order. (H11059)
B&W P5 speakers mint cond £425, tel:
01902 835459. (H11060)
Spendor SPI speakers, exc cond, plus
stands, classic monitors £ 110, tel: 01483
575280.
(H11062)
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AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

LTD.
the world

SILMICO ( Silk Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)
The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advahced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that
require the finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low (third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen-Free Copper.

Valve Enthusiasts!

High voltage Elna Cerafine LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100nE
REL AudioCaps film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC.

e!
vine and vi!- it us in roon
Hi Fi Show Sept 2
-and made hi-fi loadspeadit

Solid State and Loudspeaker Builders! DACTCT1
Attenuators, Sanyo OS-CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
series, REL MultiCap— , 99.99% Long-Grain pure Silver wire,
Vampire- OFC connectors. Air core inductors would with OxygenFree Copper wire, also COROBAR8 OFC Copper iron dust core
Iductors Cariclock hrph 00, ,er resistors

other services include
* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - 1
w/ I
m, Phase, Inpedance

For further details on components we stock, request our 1999 Catalogue priced f2.50
(UK) and £3.50 ( overseas)

* Vintage loudspeaker up- grades aspeciality
Please call for your

AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 % die Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804
E-mail audiocom@scotnet.co.uk

loudspeaker intOrmation pack & price list.

EUROC

1(asterCard

or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

SWITCH

58 Wilton Rd, Southampton, Himpshire S•015 5SZ
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cost E price E

CDS & DACS
AlTIS rd transport & dm. He end yankee stuff valve amps
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL
ROMAN CASPIAN td player, 3months old
ARCM ALPHA 5
AUDIO NOIE dar Iognature
LINN ILARIK cd player
SUGDEN auchnon cd ex dent
HELIOS SIARGATE en dun

1000
900
400
1500
650
2100
.300
700

MARANIE CD94 mk11/(DA 94
TEE P500/1500 transport Adm.
DEMON DCD 1300
(INN OARS CD apprœ 5ran old
ARUM ALPHA 5

... 1650
...4000
1200

1710
.
500
630
200
600
ISO
490
1875
ISO
.
240
525
1000
750
. 2100
550
20(1
750
000
710

GAMIIA SPACE RE [ ERE NCE 3006 lute level Integrated amp
inn Trtanium golden dragon valves and YAIC valves ..................._ . 4000
BEARD PSOOA valve pre inn phono
lill0F1 SERIES Ypower amp
650
GAMMA AEON monoblorks ong semis - 100s spear _ ................. 5000 e
MORE EIDELIT1 3008 ongle ended steno power amp .
2000
BEARD EIBA 100 hne Integrated
1500

9000

COUNIERPOINI SA100 Mbnd power amp.
AUDION PREMIER SILVER KNIGHT preamp inn phono

1500

1500
400
100
2210
900
600
800
200
2500
/50
1000
1400
800
1200
350

LUMLEY POI valve toe pre inch umbel no mc

LOUDSPEAKERS

Tel/Fax +44I0H379 650744

1000
2200

DENSEV
13.200/11-300 pre/ower, ex dem ............. .
CHOSEN 1120/030 pre, pone, ex din ................
13411 500 2S0watts per channel

2000
2100
/00

2500
175
1500
450
.610
200
1100
1800
525

masove heatunks, stereophrle
2100

PIUSHA1 lIDEL111 the preamprephoon poner
RIGA UEDA cot amp er dom
PRIMAR( A20 Integrated ex dam
AVI PREAMP

6S0

1200
... . 210
310
250
300

110

525
600
_250
NAJD IWO 3- way acme CMIWItf new
350
QUAD 44/405 II
.. 400
ISO
QUAD 31,303
150
THRESHOJ) 1300 150 wan per channel power amp
3600
1200
1350
DENSE N 8200/B300.
.. 1800
800
2000
000
/ SO
MERIDIAN 101 pre iwth nun boards and extra cd Input ....................
.
100
SANSUI AL 0111 100 WATT JAP INIEGRATED _ ......................
200
350
ISO
KENWO0D KA.Y7700 maroon beasne dolby AV amp
600
100
TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES

SOLID STATE AMPS
2100 .. 1100
....... .. .400
.900
..410
200
PAIR SOO
250
200
900
3200

2500

LOWTHER twin mantas oui 41 pmee
ROW MINSTREL
CADENCE ES demo:mate topfmed.

email: emporium@direon.co.uk
MARC LEVINSON 38 pre

800

GIOOPI valve phone preamp

ALCHEMIST FREWODIN pre power.. _________
ELECTROCOMPANIE 1ELEETRO 21 watt dass Apower amp....____
US PA Ipower amp detailed sound
AUDIO ECLAT poi lor MAIM
PS AUDIO PLUS Cpower amps pair bridgable
la ISO vans per rhannel
NIA P50 pre with mc input and nvo pv.r, old style
IWA SO wan stereo power, amp, old style
MrINTOSH C28/11(2105 pre power, enormous mn hemp blue fronts
IldNIOSH11(250 stereo
state power amp

KOf TSU BLACK
IHORE NS 10126/S11E3009 imp

28 ST NICHOLAS ST. DISS. NORFOLK IP22 3LB

MOTH 60watt MO box amp.

VALVE AMPS

SOUND AUDIO YP3A lcr,, valve pre
COUNTERPOINT SA 1
1enormous line level valve pre has 17

THE
EMPORIUM

LOIN 11'1 .
anob modal. pc
SME 31.1 pecral van den hull silver erred.
series YIn-anngs. and IInterconnect
CLEARAUDIO with parallel arm and BITA renndoot
SLATE A11010 phnth lor ! Wrens 10124
!DOREN\ D 160b/maymare ann
SISTEMIIECI 110/900
( INN AM mth bank plus arm
VOID 154.DI(light oak) with R8300 O goldnng cartridge
PINK TRIANGLE nth brass Helms arm & *IFS
loin Ip12 inch valhala psu
LPI2 with PINK [MINK poi
SOUTHER TRIQUARTE SU1 parallel tradung ano

ALIANTE MOD

spec)

DAL1 GRAND COUPE. gorgeous stand mounter ex dom
ORIGIN ['YE RESOLUTION ern deduated stands

1210
1000

SPENDOR SPI, br otro
MONITOR AUDIO 1200 gold
CADENCE AICA, mating looks and sound
1/dINO/ RECTANGULAR GAF horn loaded ern IS" GOLDS rnint
IANNOT HU red ongle dnve und........................... .... .
TANNOT D700 senous modern floontanders
OPEM P9(88*

800
10000

210
100
1200
/00
310
200
300
1710
430
1100
650
800
SOO
400
3000
3100
.. 000

2100
100

rockport STEE RGT
APERTURE LANG/A SIGNATURE 9200.
191. 20011 ..........._____
UID CALLAS SIGNATURE FLOONSTANDEAS..
0000E BANDORA light oak

1400
275
405
300
000
2000
325
1500
/50

16000
3000
410
2500
. 1350

CASSETTE DECKS/TUNERS/REEL TO REEL
100
LEAK STEREO TROUGHLINE mth STUDIO 12
120-140
DEVIDLIN 104 FM tuner
. 120
119001377 high speed one owner from new with serwce history. .. 600
All 12000912 TUNER
MADAN!? model II ma both tuner

900

600
100

PIONEER 11707 reverse reel to reel.

200

... 350
. ....... 1000
2100
1400
300
.
100
025
:SO
SOO
. 300
300
SOO
310

VINTAGE
LEAK T1.12+ singles Tradable
LEAD DEIS 20 very nne example
Fit NUS poor mont rebuilt
QUAD II monoblocks
GARRARD 301 resprayed beautiful
THORENS ED 124 mk 1
DADFORD SUES
JORDAN WATTS 4" lull range speaker modules
LOWTHER P/140 with new Silver Yone rods
DECCA KELLY nbbon rweeten

..
100 to ISO
....
210
.. 1000
. .400 500
... 200
.
ISO
600
parr 75
parr 800
.
ISO parr

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED
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HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVEW

for sale trade
A LWAY

HEATHERDALE
PRE— OWNED
EQUIPMENT
NUMBER POWEitiçoiw)
FROM

Call now for your free brochure
quoting ref: ABHNO899

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Kendal, Cumbria, LAS 9AS
-) 1539 823247 www.russandrews.com
;
11
abt1099@russandrews.com

NEW
Ex-demonstration

SPEAKERS
AERIAL ACOUSTICS (Piano Black)
AUDIONOTE ANEJSE (Rosewood) Fveneer
CASTLE Harlech unshed in Rosewood
CELESTION Kingston speakers with stands
ORTON 15 Speakers
IMPULSE 85 Speakers
KEF 104 Loudspeakers
ELI) Research speakers
MILLER 8KREISEL MX100 Subwoofer
MIRAGE M-Isi ( Piano Black) MINT/BOXED
MISSION 782 Loudspeaker with stands
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer ( Rosewood)
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 ( Rosewood) MINT
ORCHID PLL1 wilh stands 3years old (£6000)
RUARK Talisman II (Mahogany) 4years old
SOLSTICE MD Speakers with stands .
THIEL 7.2's (BIRDS EYE MAPLE) EX DEM

PRICE
M995
13995
£575
£1395
£195
£895
£450
£250
£795
f3995
1150

1295
£2500
11995
£395
£495
£10995

AMPLIFIERS

Absolute Tune-ups
Molly of

re-align any Ingh-end equipment

Oh u'

undertake rebuild. wIth seleeted audior ,111,components and can also otter a \ JD..
Ma1C11111g >VI" ICt' F\pt•C tonly
Absolute Sounds

the I
N

Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 79o: tà

The Precision Si Interconnect is an ofc,
fully insulated directional cable employing twin
sheath Gold Plated plugs.
Available from Precision Audio at £30
inc p&p. 01206 853287.

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMTOPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG Li WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($34.96 INCLUDES S + 11) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL

NEWFOAM

3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifi 0 NEWFOAM.com
VISA MC AMEX DISC

+800 4639-3626
'his is a Free call to the 1Sla
1as + 54011 2329-3(i2O

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns

Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

AUDIOLAB 800A integrated amp
£245
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocs
£
3395
AUDIONOTE Ongaku
£34995
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp
£895
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 stereo amplifier BOXEDLIANUAL
£995
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amp NEW
£720
JADIS JA80 Monoblocks
£2995
JVC 7050 Power amp
£695
LUXILUI MO 3600 6188 Stereo Pone arie£ 1295
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp
£495
MARK LEVINSON ML3 Power amp£1995
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 monoblocks
MINT BOXED (£13000)
£4995
TECHNIQUES Stiv85A Stereo Integrated amp
£95

PRE AMPS

ARAGON Aunum Pre-amp
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre-amp
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Revision A (Bieck)
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
FINESIRA Pre-amp 8PSU
NARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
MARK LEVINSON 380s Pre-amp
NAllil 325 Pre-amp with Hi-cap

f895
£1095
£2495
£1995
£1495
£
595
£1495
£3995
£450

DAC'S

£
5745

MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC EX DUI
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
VAC DAC 221 (FIND)

£195
£895

CD PLAYERS IS TRANSPORTS
ACCUPHASE DP7OV CD Player (MINT/BOXED)
ALTIS CDT III CD Transport EX OEM (£5000)
AUDIOMECA CO Transport
CALIFORNIAN AUDIOLABS DAC with AESEIU 8ATfT
MARK LEVINSON 30 5f31 5Transport 8DAC

£1995
£3500
£595
£995
£12995

MISCELLANEOUS
CREEK MM Phonostage 8PSU, boxed
f85
NANA Sound Frame
£75
MARK LEVINSON 25s Phonostage 8PSU EX DEMO
£3495
MIT 750 Plus speaker cable 5metre pair
£495
MIT MI5 2MTR Interconnect
£200
IMXAMICHI 100OUL Gold LTD Edition MINT/BOXED/MANUAL £3995
REVOX P099 MC Tapedeck (Trolley Mounted)
£1495
SYNEFIGISEC Research resolution reference MC blue
15m balanced interconnect
£695
TARA LUG RSC Master interconnect 2m balanced
£495
lEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES ATONEARMS
CONRAD JOHNSON MOTIF MP11 Phone Stage
GOLDMUND Mena T/Tableff3F Arm
HELIUS SILVER WIRED TONE ARM
LINN LP 12/Lingo/Naim - AIM Triable
MICHElL GYRODECK with Odyssey Arm
API 19 Mk3 (Dark Oak) Air Tangent/Koetsu Black
VPI TNT Triable/Grasshopper CART/SPJ Arm

£459 £
L31
86.9)
£27
29
9 £ 239
“

Denon DM03 system

Visit our Website •

£65

Mr J Seeley, Southampton

HERE ARE JUSTA FEW EXAMPLES

WITH GUARANTEE EXPORT
FACILITIES AVAILABLE
http://www.hifi-stereo.com

"By far the most cost effective
upgrade ever, Iwish Ihad done
this years and thousands of
pounds sooner."

a Large Selection of
Budget Hi -Fi Bargains!

£850
£8995
£995
£1495
£995
£1800

Denon DM5 system
Denon DM7 system
Maranta Venus system

£700 £475
£799 £649
£500 £375

Teac 500 system
Audiolab 8000A amplfier
Audiolab 8000LX amplifier

£470 £350
£648 £548
£2000 £ 1600
£1200 £850
£2200 £ 1700
£1998 £ 1698

Cyrus Pre-amplifier
Cyrus aPA7 mono blocks
NAD 208 FIX power amplifier
Pink mangle Litaural CD Player
Copland CDA 288 CD Player

£699 £499
£500 £400

Quad 77 (Bus) CD Player
Monitor Audio PMC 700 loudspeakers
Pro-ac Tablette 50 (cherry) loudspeakers
Castle Severn II (walnut) loudspeakers
Mission 773 (cherry) loudspeakers
Yamaha DSP6000
Pass Aleph 5 (class A amplifier)

£600 £450
£580 £475
£350 £280
£10000 £7500
£3150 £2500

Wilson Benesch Orator cherry no grilles
Naim CDX CD Player
Naim Credo loudspeakers ebony
M + K MXI50 Subwoofer

£2900 £ 1900
£265 £ 1804i
£1250 £950
£1500 £ 1150

AMPLIFIERS-S/H

£75
£250

A & R Cambridge A60
A 8t R Cambridge C200/SA150 Pre/Pwr
Audiolab 8000A (DNIN)
Fully upgraded to current spec
Aura VASOSE-X
Beard P100 100wpe Pwr amp
Cyrus Iand 2amps

Several from

£320

Kenwood KA54OR

NAD 3020A Integrated
NAD 1000pre
NAD 3240 Power Envelope Integrated
Naim Nait I
Nytech CPA602/CP122 Pre/pwr
PS Audio Elite
Rotel BX935
Yamaha DSPE200 Processor
CD PLAYERS - DACS S/H
Arciun Delta Alpha CD
£250

£125
£175
£360 £175
£110
Marantz CD36
£120
Maranta CD52
£70
Maranta CD56
£85
Maranta CD65
£199
Mission daD 7C1)0
£140
Mission PCMII
£95
Philips CD1 210
£195
Philips CD850 Mk2 (Trichord clock upgrade)
Rotel RCD865
.£300 £120
£165
Rote RCD965BX
£178
Yamaha CD3050

Arcam Delta Black Box
Kenwood DP7060 CD

LOUDSPEAKERS - S/H
It&W 2000IFS Centre Speaker
Mission Argonauts
Musical Fidelity MC2
INS1ANT CASH LOAN SCHEME
AGAINST QUAUTY S/H EQUIPMENT
-ASK FOR DElAILS-

£4995

TUNERS
ROTEL RT850 AL Tuner

f95

WE NOW OFFER U% FlIWICE (sublect to status)
FEEL FREE TO ARRANGE AM AUDITION OF OUR PRODUCTS
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS
MARE LEVINSON, ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS AND MUCH MORE.

Ell

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH MAST ER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME

VISA

202 FINDON ROAD. FINDON VALLEY. WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX
TEL: 01903 872288

BN14

FAX -01903 872234

OEJ
MOBILE 0860 66001

£295
£198
£695
£145
£175
£85
£145
£145
£138
£300
£450
£170
£149

TRADING
STATION
22a LINCOLN ROAD
PETERBOROUGH
Tel:01733 343469

£95
£240
£195

THE FINEST SELECTION OF PREVIOUSLY OWNED
HI-FI IN THE COUNTRY - AND ALL GUARANTEED!
TURNTABLES / ARMS
AR Legend No arm
Garrard 401 + SME 3009 + V15 ( 3speed)

£148
£228
£135
£165

Eons CQ30 + SME 3009 ( 3speed)
Garrard 401 (chassis only)
(iarrard 301 (chassis only)
Revolver BX-Helius
Pink Triangle LPT + Rok.san Tabriz
+ High Spec PSU

£220
£320

£ 1095

Thorens TDI26 Mk III ( 3speed)
Goldring Lenco 85 - white
GoldringfLeak GL75
)rtofon 130 Transformer
lion LPI2 + Grace + AT ( MM)
I.inn LPI2 + Lingo + Wok LVII + K9
I
inn LP I
2 + Basic Plus
Linn LPI2 + Wok LVII + ATOC9
Linn LPI2 + Wok LVII + Sumiko
Blue Point Special

£230
£75
£70
£150
£425

£2300 £ 1150
£ 1600 £595
£2500
£2250 £950

Luxmun PD555 + SME III ( Vacuum platter)
Belt Drive - Accepts 2arms - 33/45/78 £ 1468
ra Pamasus
£878
One/Hadcock 228/Dynavector 20a £220
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
with mentor arm
£2300 £ 1298
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Wok LVII
£ 1395
FOCtlb

Oracle Alexandra MKIII (cut for SME)

£748

Ortofon T- 3(X) Transformer £9(X) £495
Pink Triangle PT2 Teak ( SME cut)
£348
Resolver / Helios Scorpoin / P77
£249
Rieksan Xerxes + Artemiz + AT 005 £ 1700 £758
Roksan Xerxes + Air Tangent 1B

£35(X) £ 1995

Luxman -

£548

L100 Int amp Mint-absolutely Classic rebuild

Cyrus 2 ( Integrated)
Linsey Hood '
75' ( integrated) needs attention
Linn LKI Pm

£150
£85
£250
Leak /1800 receiver
£90
Marantz SC22 ( pre) + 4MA22 ( mono's) £2800 £ 1795
Meridian 201 Pre
£760 £395
Meridian 501 Pm (ex-dem) £740 £597
Michell Argo + Hera
£900 £595
Michell Engineering Alecto(mono power amps)200U1295
Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 ( It) £750 £475
Musical Fidelity Elektra £20+E30 £900 £550

udiolab 8000 LX
odiolab 80(X) PPA-Phono Stage
Atidiolab 80005 In) amp
Krell 3001 integrated amp
Krell KBL Pre amp
Aletaaxs Charisma Pre
Audio Synthesis Passion ( passive pre)
( rus Pre-amp
Rotel RC850 (
pm)
Rotel RC970BX ( pre)
I.ecson AC I ( pre)
Sumo Athena III ( balanced pre)
Sumo Andromeda III ( balanced pre)
Sumo Polaris Ill power amp
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
Copland CTA301 Pre ( Ex-dem0
('upland CTA401 Integrated ( Ex-dem)
('upland crAsol Power ( Ex-dem)
Copland CTA504 Power ( Ex-dem)
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem
»PA Renaissance ( Ex-dem)
1) naco STI20 (Classic circa ' 76)
Pioneer A300 ( Integrated)
Pioneer A400X ( Integtrated)
Exposure X ( In°
Exposure XXI RC ( Pre)
NI Acoustics A800 ( 2500 watt)
Goldmund 6B ( Ex-dem)
11 armon Kardon AVP I
aProcessor
rus PSX-R ( PSU)
Sony F440E ( Integrated)
Cambridge Audio C75 Pre
Ileyhrook Signature pre/power + PSU
Meridian 605 mono amps 150 wpc - bal
Quad 306 power amp
Leak Delta 30
1.1 , 1.5B + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr)
Linn Kaim Phono Pre
Linn LK2 - Power amp - up to 280 spec

£295
£525
£ 195
£359
£429
£365

£470 £378
£900 £648
£700 £528
£2590 £ 1995
£4995 £ 1375
£1800 £895
£425
£600 £425
£625 £95
£110
£85
£P0A
£P0A
£950 £695
£1000 £495
£1249 £849
£1698 £ 1069
£1420 £999
£1999 £ 1389
£499 £397
£595 £447
£278
£120
£150
£195
£999 £625
£12.000 £4298
£3124 £ 1799
£2000 £495
£328 £210
£120
£780
£998
£2000 £ 1345
£220
£75
£3800 £ 1498
£1198
£ £375

£275
£550
£800 £425
£580 £415

Nairn Nail 3amp
Roksan LI Pre + PSU

£1100
£225
£225
£325
£1250

Rotel RC972 Pre
Rotel RB971 Power
Rotel RB981 Power
Sonograph SCI Pre
Sugden Optima 10 ( 2X7Ow Intgd)

£758
£ 173
£ 173
£273
£450

£770 £448
£499 £397

"Thorens TTP2000 Mk IPre ( Ex Dem)

NAD 2700 HX Power 140WPC
Naim NAC12

£295

Thule PR200 (pre) + 2xPA200 ( power) £2700 £ 1398

£165
£195
£495
£220

Anion Tycho Power + Passive Pre £ 1895 £ 1095
Audio Innovations Classic Stereo 25 int£

£449

Naim NAC32.5
Naim NAP 160 Power Amp - old style
Naim NAC42.5
Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim

NAC62
NAC22
NAC42
NAC92
NAP90 ( new Style)
NAP110

Naim NAPI40 (Old Style)
Naim NAIT 2

£460

£599 £497
£1700 £695
£4700 £ 1900

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE

£150

Audio Innovations Second Audion Monos £3299 £ 15
51
38
8
1
Audio Innovations Series 800
10th Anniversary Edition
£898

£145
£195

Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)£
Audio Note Meishu
£2750 £ 1
15
21
9
8
8
)

EPOA
£370
£200
£450
£298

£750

"Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem)
YBA pre amp2-very high spec
l'rimare series 928 - pm

Audio Research V140 ( Mono-blaocks) £9000 £3998
Audio Research D200 Power ( Ex dem) £3248 £ 1997
Solid State
Audio Research D250 power
£7000 £2498
Audio Research SPI4 pre amp(silver)£ 1495
I.Mson Research Simply 4P Int£ 1595 £ 1095
Beard BB100 integrated amp
£695
EAR 859 integrated amp£ 1295

NVA

£695
£597

£265

Rappaport Pre 1 ( pre)
Rappaport Amp I ( Pwr)
Musical Fidelity PI73 pre + PSU

Musical Fidelity A100 ( integrated) £225
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre
£379 £248
Musical Fidelity 2a Pre
£299 £ 178
Musical Fidelity MVT pre amp
£465
Musical Fidelity P270-Power Amp 150-wpc
£695
£300 £175
Musical Fidelity El int amp
Myryad MP100 Power (EX-dem) £599 £443

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Adeom GTP500Mk2 + GFA545Mk2 Pre/Pwr
Aream Zeta 1 ( Ex-dem)
£999
ream Alpha 9Power
£400
ream Alpha 10 Amp as new
£800
ream delta 110 Pre
£700
udiogram MB I(
Integrated) Ex-dem
£495
udiogram MB2 ( Integrated) ex-dem
£599
udiolab 8000A
£500

Quad 44 Pre ( Beige)

EX-FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE
TDS Second State Mono
Power amps - pair

£6400 £3200

tudion Sterling Integrated£ 595 £398
.1%antic SPA II Vintage Valves£ 1
Beard P505 MkI1 ( pm amp)
Croft Series 5 ( Power)

£
4
£4,9
655
8

amplifiers we have ever seen!
TSS Second State Stereo Pwr
£3700 £ 1800

Conrad Johnson ('VII
£2000 £ 1398
EAR 549 ( mono block power amps) £6220 £3998
Grant GIOOAS ( Pwr) + GIOOPB (('re) £2000 £65))

TSS Second State Stereo Pre amp
TSS Integrated State It-amp
EMOTIVE STATEMENT

.ladis DA30 DeLuxe Int ( Black) Ex dem £3490 £2699
.ladis DA60 Int ( Black) Ex -dem
£4483 £3759
Jadis JJP200VT Pre Ex-dem
£4778 £3759

Probably the most beautiful solid state

£1000 £500
£ 1500 £800

integrated CD player
£2120 £1100
NVA A60 Power - As Newold style case
£495 £325
NVA AP20 Power - As New
£210 £150
NVA old style AP30 integrated - chrome
-new
£460 £275
NVA P90 pre-amplifier
£460
NVA AP50 integrated amp - New old style case
£610
NVA AP4O-P50 Pre-power s/h
£449
NVA A80 Mono amps ( new) 1pair £ 1460

£275
£360
£ 150
£950

EX•FACTORY STOCK DUE TO DOWNTURN IN FAR- E 5,1
EXPORT MARKETS - SO STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILARII I1

I.uxman LX33 (
Integrated)

£698

Luxman CL32 ( Pre) + 3600 ( Pwr) 50+50 watts
Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers) £4400
Papworth Audio MI00 monoblocks£ 3600
"tube Technology Prophet/Genesis £4800
Leak TL- 50+ Monos complete overhaul

£ 1498
£2898
£2600
£2398

.Audionote - otto SE-line Amp

£495
£ 1200 £895

EAR- 509-Mk11 monos 100w pc

£3500 £ 1995

& R Cambridge Alpha Tuner

TAPES AND TUNERS
‘vantic BM611 Valve Tuner Circa 1960 ( no dec)
Leak Delta FM Tuner
leak Delta AM/FM Tuner
£550

£148
£65
£75
£328

Myryad T/40 (ex demo)
£399
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp £500
Pioneer RTUll V.& '/1
track 10" R to R

£294
£295
£595

Magnum Dynalab FT' I
Nakamichi 1A-3 ( lot)
Nakamichi 603 Pwr
NVA P50 ( Passive Pre)
NVA A7- ( Mono's)
Ones A30 Series 2mm Integrated
Pink Triangle PIP Pre (3box)
Pioneer C-90 Pre
PS Audio PS IV ( Pre)
PS Audio 6.1 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio 6.2 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio 4.6 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio 5.6 Pre ( Ex-dem)

£150
£290
£250 £ 150
£448
£170
£2400 £ 1398
£295
£298
£799 £499
£899 £599
£998 £649
£998 £649

PS Audio Delta Power (Ex-dem)
£1499 £999
QED A270 Integrated
£225
Leak variscope pre-amp (cracked perspex)
£60
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
£P0A
Quad 405 Power-amp
£195
Quad 33 Pre
£65
Quad 34 (
Grey & Beige)
£220

£75

Quad FM3
Choice from £95
Rev ox A77 htrack
£P0A
Revox B77 Mk's 1 & 2 (Call for details)
£P0A
Sony TCK 611S
£330 £218
"fandberg 3034 ( silver)
£278
'theta Lynx Tuner
£500 £324
Yamaha 800 AM/FM Tuner
£175
JVC I695U - reel to reel
Rotel RD95S Cassette

£158
£95

Nakamichi MR2 Cassette Deck
Trio KT 815 Tuner-mint
Revox G36 Reel to Reel
Pioneer RT707-7' Reel to reel
Sony WM6- pro Walkman

call
£228
£498

%ream Delta 100Cassette Deck

£849 £548

£498
£198

that thousands of satisfied customers prefer to shop this way!
CD PLAYERS - DACS
Accuphase DP75 CD Player £5995 £3998
Accuphase DP65 CD Player £4700 £2998
Alchemist Nexus APD32A Cd Player £600 £425
Arcam Delta Black Box (DAC)
£ 148
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)
£248
Arcam Delta 170 (Trans)
£ 198
Audiolab 8000DAC
£ 1000 £300
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695 £498
Audio Alchemy DACMAN ( Ex dem) £ 149 £ 117
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN-BOX (EX dem) £229 £ 177
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
£238
Audio Research DAC1 20 bit ( Ex-dem) £3740 £2199
Audio Research DAC3 Mk2 ( As new!) £3999 £3269
Audio Research DAC5 (ex-dem) £2335 £ 1999

Sony CDP970
Sugden SDA-1
Yamaha CDX-390A CD Player
Technics SL-PG 200A
Theta TLC
Theta Data Basic - Transport
Theta Gen III Dac
Theta Cobalt 307 DAC ( New!)
Theta ProPrime DAC ( Ex-dem!)
Theta Basic II CD Trans ( Ex-dem)
Arcam Delta 703 cd player
Audio Alchemy V3 Dac + PSV
Pioneer PDS-505 precision CD player
Arcam Alpha 8SE cd player
Sony CDP-XA 30ES - asnew
Wadia 16 cd Player - dig pre + vol hosed vgc

California Audiolabs Delta DAC ( Ex-dem)£1100 £859
California Audiolabs Sigma 2DAC ( EX-d) £995 £789
California Audiolabs Alpha CD Trans £ 1800 £ 1359
California Audiolabs Aria 3CD Player XD£2489 £ 1599
California Audiolabs Icon 2CD Player X £ 1197 £899
DPA Little Nit 2 ( DAC)
£250 £148
£195
Denon DCDI560
Denon DCD1500 Mk 2CD Player £500 £195
Jadis 1D2 CD Trans ( Ex-dem) £4490 £3299
Kinergetics KCD30 CD Player (EX-dem) £ 1900 £1059
Linn Mimik CD Player
£875 £555
£125
Marantz CD50
Marantz CD63 Mk11 KI Signature £400 £295
£230
Marantz CD80
Marantz CD95 Transport £ 1500 £845
Mark Levinson No.39
£5000 £3998
Meridian 200
£818 £425
Meridian 203 DAC
£560 £295
Meridian 206

£995

Meridian 263DAC
Meridian 206 Delta Sigma CD

£650

£495
£395
£595
£795

Meridian 606 DAC
£ 1500
MicroSeiki CD-M2
£2800 £1445
Micromega Microdrive (transport) £800 £398
Micromega Microdac (Dac)
Micromega Stage 2CD player.

Nakamichi OMS7E11
Nakamichi DR3 cassette
Naim CD1 CD player

£85
£100
£230 £ 178
£2397 £ 1398
£2795
£699 £539
£1449 £ 1249
£2307 £ 1689
£750 £350
£900 £525
£500 £328
£600 £400
£600 £458
£300 £3298

LOUDSPEAKERS
A FEAST OF APOGEE
Apogee Centaur Minor
Apogee Centaur (Ex-dem)
Apogee Column ( As new)

£1345 £847
£2300 £ 1399
£1900 £ 1199

Apogee Mini Grand ( Mint)
Apogee On Wall ( Mint)

£7598 £4499
£3000 £ 1999

t* *****

Apogee Full Range ( Ex-dem)

£17000 £8999

QUITE LITERALLY A 'WALL' OF SOUND
tudiostatics ES 100
It & W 20001F5 Centre
& W Silver Signature Fabulous!
Cambridge Audio R50 (Trans Line)
Castle Durham ( Inc stands - Ft/wood)
Castle Howard ( Rosewood)
Castle Pembroke ( Black Ash)
Celestion CS7

£2400 £ 1698
£220 £ 1080
£6000 £2498
£495
£245
£1399 £878
£200
£195

Celestion 3000 ( black)(ribbon hybrid)
1)iesis Solitaire

£495
£150

£225
£395

DCM Time Windows
Duntech PCL500

£245

£150
£345 £ 188

Epos ES11 Rosewood

£350

Mission PCM Il CD
Monarch DIP Jitter Buster
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC

£198
£800 £528

£98

Epos ESI4 Ex-dem
Epos ES14 Black + stands

£1100
£348

Epos ES30 Rosenut NEW
Gale 301 ( Black)

£2000 £1298
£300 £175

Pioneer PD703
Pink mangle Da Capo
£ 1500 £975
Pink Triangle Digital Package - Cardinal transport

Ileybrook Quartet speakers + stands
Ileybrook HB200 (teak)
Horning Aganthan bronze

£428
£2703 £ 1697
£250 £ 159
£498
£140
£3500 £ 1650
£1100

£777 £499
£1449 £899

KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
1.inn
I
inn

PS Audio Reference Link PRF/DAC
Balanced (Ex-dem)

£4500 £2899

Linn Kan ( black)
CALL - Various available
Magna Planar MG2.5 ( New)
£ 1998 £ 1199

PS Audio Lambada CD Trans (ex-dem)
QED Digit Reference .

£2250 £ 1439
£450 £284

de Capo DAC + battery psu
£4500 £call
PS Audio Digital Link 2DAC ( Ex-dem) £599 £399
PS Audio DC 3DAC ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio SL 3DAC ( Ex-dem)

CALL THE ' FI' FINDERS
Can't find what you want?
Rare, Classic, Special...even New!
Whatever you want, we'll find it
for you...and at the best price!

107 speakers + cube
Q70 ( Black)
105 ( Walnut)
Coda ( black)
Tukan ( black) mint
Kaber (black)

£5250 £2699
£368
£675 £474

£750 £498
£378
£130 £80
£650 £468
£2200 £ 1098

Meridian DSP5000 Rosewood
Mission 707 ( Walnut)
Mission 733 ( Black)

£2498
£ 100
£ 155

Mission 770 ( Mahogany + stands)

£228

Monitor Audio Studio 60SE New/BlkfRose£5000
Naim SBL - Cherry ( Latest) £2030
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem) £2750
ProAc Tablette 50 Signature (Ex -dem) £899

£2995
£ 1378
£ 1497
£P0A

ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex-dem)
ProAc Response 3.5 (Cherry)

BUSINESS HOURS:TUESDAY - SATURDAY 9.3 Oam - 5.30pm

CLOSED MONDAYS

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI ILZ

(01733) 555514
FAX(01733) 358141

ALL MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

£4250 £2997
£4250 £2800

MAIL ORDER
All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed
ProAc Response Two (black)
Quad ESL57
Quad ESL63
Quad ESL,63 ( Ex-dem)

£1700 £995
from £395

Rogers LS33/AB33 ( Black Ash)
Rogers LSI (Black)
Royd Minstrel ( Walnut/Black)

£1428
£120
£240 £ 168
£288
£1790 £ 1299
£1195 £775
£400 £225
£200 £ 140
£185
£750 £498
£185

£3449 £ 1698
£3449 £ 1997

Snell K II
Sonus Faber Electa (Black) Ex-dem
Spendor PS2/3
Tangent RS2 + Stands
Tangent Monitor 2 ( Rosewood)
Tangent 607 Mk11
Tannoy 638 Plus ( Rosewood)
Tannoy 605 ( black) + stands
TDL RTL2 (black)
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units
Wharfdale Harewood + stands
Wilson Witt Mk1 ( Ex-dem)

£300 £ 175
£3400 £ 1998
EPOA
£8888 £6497
£199 £ 128

Mission 732 Speakers Blk
Kef 104-2 Speakers Teak

call
£995 £648
£400 £225

Acoustics Energy AE1 Speakers
TDL RTL3 Speakers Rosewood
IMF - TLS80 Lightly marked
Sonos Faber - Minima Amator Spkrs

£395
£1500 £995

Meridian M2 Speakers TEAK
Meridian M100 Active Speakers
Genoca Pro - LX5 Ribbon mini monitors £ 199
Pro Ac Super Towers - Black
Key Model 2Rosewood-vge

£495
POA
£145

£675
£ 1850 £1250

PART EXCHANGE
EVALUATION
Ask about the best Trade- In
price against any NEW product

MISCELLANEOUS
Audio"Alchemy Clearstream digital Lead £200 £ 128
DBX228
£98
Essex Digital Correction for Celestion SL700£750 £250
Helios Orion arm
£548
Siltech 560 Balanced cables 1mtr pr £ 1600 £600
Stax SR Lambada SIG+SRMI Mk2
Electrostatic Headphones)

£ 1695 £895

XL0 Signature 2.1 Balanced Interconnects
1.0m pair: (£675) £448
0.5m pair £485 £398
Rotel RN560 Dolby Noise Reduction System £75
Cogan Hall cables - digital speaker interconnects £P0A
Mana 3layer reference stand - Superb £500 £350

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION
So that you get the Best Price
without any of the hassle !

VISITORS WELCOME AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

Note; All previous prices as shown are either the former manufacturers' list price when new; prices customers paid for their equipment ( receipted) at the time of purchase; or the estimated price of comparable equipment/models at today's value

After twentyfive years, and with three specialist stores, we know

IAN HARRISON HI-FI

TEL: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

rstauni\c.SU\D1NS

9am-9pm

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE RRP
CARTRIDGES & STYLI
DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROMAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
MG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

TONEARMS
ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES
SME
TECHNICS
MICHELL
HIFI
FURNITURE
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
PROJEKT
SOUND
ORGANISATION
CABLES
SONIC LINK
AUDIOOUEST
AUD1O-TECHNICA
VAN DEN HUE
GOLDRING
OED

TEST CASSETTES

BLANK TAPES/

TEST CDT

DISCS

CASSETTE DECKS COMPACT DISC
PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
TASCAM
PIONEER
TEAC
TAU AM
SONY
FOSTEX
MINI DISC
SONY
DENON
CDR
PIONEER
REEL-REEL
STUDER
TASCAM

TDK

SONY
DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHIl ¡ PS
AMPLIFIERS
DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS & OTHERS

ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

TEST RECORD
DEMO CD'S

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHIUPS
CREEK
,

AMPEX

SONY
JVC
*PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL SCOTCH
FOR DETAILS
BASF
FWI

ACCESSORIES
DISCVVASHER MAXWELL
MILTY
SONY
OED
GOLDRING

ANTIFERENCE
MAXVIEW

TDK

PIVOTELU

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING, GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
cables
audioquest
cable talk
chord company
dom
heybrook
ixos
kontak
Ifd
nordost
ortof on
qed
sonic link
trichord
van den hul
xlo
headphones
beye ,
grado
sennheiser
stax
stands
frameworks
sound org'n
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
target
hardware
atc
audiomeca
audio physic
densen
harbeth
miche'
nee,
ova
royd
sugden
tea,
totem
trichord
iPSWI

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-Opm INCLUDING SUNDAYS

accessories,
cables, gadgets
and hi-fi by post
STAX SALE!
dramatic reductions
on the entire lambda
nova range. call for
details.
phone, fax or write for the
price list / newsletter or
visit the website :
www.signals.uk.com

VZSA

E

hi-fi for grown-ups

ch ( 0 14 7 3 )

6 2 2 86 6

fax ( 01473 ) 631588
email :
enq@signals.uk.com
signals
ma rtlesham heath
Ipswich
suffolk W
W
W .
signals.u4(.4„com

SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH CABLES
YOUR CABLE FOR LIFE
(The one you have been waiting for)

The Reviewers' Choice is Clear
"Digital Cable - The AES/EBU terminated version of this data link
reigned supreme over all others I have tried" - Jonathan Scull
(Stereophile)
Power Chords - "Remember the difference you heard the first time
you replaced your zip chord with real speaker cables? This is bigger"
whenever Iremoved the couplers from my systems, Ifound myself
shaking my head and wondering, Have Ibeen listening to this? Brian Damkroger (Absolute Sounds volume 20)
"One of the best sounding speaker cables I have heard" This
interconnect is "wideband" ultradynamic, colourful, detailed, lots of
air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de midrange
resolution and texture, highs as sweet as your equipment can dish out
-is (
Stereophile Vol. 22. no 4)

Send for an Explorer's Guide for details of the full range

avail.

OFFERS - LIMITED PERIOD

plitiers and

60% trade in allowance on MIT & Transparent cables.

Ken Ke's

series ( Class A rated)
players - featured in
Show report.

Call for details, nearest dealer and Price List (
U.S.MRR_P)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (
London)
Sole Distributor (UK) ULTIMATE SONICS
Fax: 0208 6992446.
E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
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Lintone Audio
SELECTED lSEE) EQI. IPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Artam Doh. llo Po. AmpMor
Ary.no het., , thannel Dolh, Pro Amo
o, doe'', ' omen,'
An:am Delta 2q1, Amnia.,
Arearn Delta NO Power Amphfier
i
,, r.-, l,
i.,0110
Arcarn Ikka 170 CD Tramiblack hara tDACS ...
oocal,
i.,000
Arran Alpha 7 CD Player
looM1 ..f.25000
Arcam Alpha hAmphlier ..
4used) . S250.00
AVI Nunrumm Loudspeaker, .(marl) ..1293.00
Amholah MIAS
*tee)
.£450110
Autholah /1000A Amphlier
£2411110
Audamatu Xl Imahmaken...... +lea dem )
117111 1m
('arak Mon Loudspeakers
Mewl
It-to 00
Cyms IAmphlim
.(med)... 1,000
('ynts I/AD lQ CD Player
Mrred) . 1000 00
Cyrus Power Amphfier...
.(merD ..CII, no
('yrml-M7 runty
loapmure CD Mayer.

Mod) .£300.00
omen
.
S693.05

Cameo Cenhe Speaker
KFIE Q IS Imakikak'1`

Anew)
Weed)

tifIllb

lhmky 1('70 Pawye Pm Amplifier
Merriam MI Pro Lome IS. Amplifier...
Merukan 21111/251'franspon/DA(' CD Player

t299.95
blow

deg deer) -------- 129)41)
lmed) -Obi»
Omega _Mono

Menthan Sil Ice AmplIfie

.(ataed)

149100

mixemega Stage tCD Player

nmed) .£45000

Na.... NAC 42 Pre- Amplefeer.

4w4).. .£ 130.00
¿web).- . 040.00

•

(' Ill

MMM.

Moore, A4011 Amplifier

damel)

t150.013

Murk lemplar Imadspeaken
MmeD .f.3300/
Ruark Swerahman latuahmaken
.Med)
.£20000
Sony 1011111 Pon DM Recorder
bead)
_
Mom)
H(11.oualaprakeNStarah
Hued) .£400.00
lannoy 1,11101mahmaken/Stanals
Owe
2320no
Roams SI 1,70 CD Player
-( eed) .Oliono
weedy _awn°
In Am, 51 PM, CD Player
In hat.. St ' AMO, Amplifier
£ 140.00
I
milord 15hat IMc DAC ('omm.
dem)
£799.00
Web.. I
2 DM
onvem
4mern _wow
seen. Der A21170 Dolby Ample.
.(ernd) ...oso nu
•
N5Itaal I
otahmaken
Awed)
Lamm)
STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, AUDIOLAB, CYRUS, KREI.1,
RUARK, OPERA, RUARK, MARANT7, MICIIEI.I.E, CASTLE,
TEAC, KEF ETC, ETC.

A UDIO M ATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
LISJ
Alchemist Forseth pre « power
£2398
Alchemist Waken Anniversary Mk 11
£579
AntheM CD player (
5star What Hi-Fi)(ex/d) £1699

SALE
PO A
PO A
£1250

Apogees ribbon monitors (new & ex/d)
£999
£699
Audiomeca hAephisto CD Ircreport £2403 £ 1250
Audio Reseksrrh 0814 pee (boxed)
£3303 £ 1095
Audion Black Shadows 845 vahoe monobioda
SA000
PO A.
Audio° Silvernight 30013 monoblocla
£2250
PO A
Chario Academy 1solid walnut (ex/d)
£1299
£800
£1649 £ 1100
Chario Academy 2solid walnut (ex/d)
Chorlo Academy 3J (ex/d) floor stamina.
solid walnut speakers
£5999 .£2699
Conrad Johnson MU 55 wive amp
£1995 .£ 1195
Ear 859 pwr amp
£ 1700
£750
Ear 834 Lpre
£449
£235
Genesis Gen 500 spics in Butt Active Boss
(ex/d)31115211
111CO3
.
1.6499
Genesis AMP1 spk (ex/d)
£90Z0 £3999
Krel Kay 3001
£2495
PO A
Krel Kay 250A
£3149 .£2149
Macintosh C26 pee
£395
Macintosh 21130 (looks Ike 275)
£450
Micromega TDrive & TDac & xfo cable .£2150
£999
Nakamichi 1Scans
£200
NOkamiChi LX5 cans.
£350
Quad 77 kg. Carbon
£7013
£150
Restek 6ch. pvrt. amp
£900
£595
Revox H1 cass
£ 1150
£650
A NEW RANGE OF AUD1ON AMPS ON DEM'THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOWEN DREAMS
CADENCE ES IM Irs !BIEN & BE PERSUADED.
On Doro- Alchemist. AnMem. Audlomeco. Auction Volvo AIMM.
Cadence Sulu_ Charlo. D.RA . Monarchy. °Makin. WO Triangle,
Project

TSonic Ranters. biome Spks.. trilogy Valve Amps.van der Hui.

—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on, LintoneaudioN virgin.net
7-11 Park Iaft, Calehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167

atv
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

Fax 0191 477 2771

•Service itr Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
-Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
.Valves tested

M ADISOUND

Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

lemur SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Hens WD6 IWE
pm Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE,
L-P•

seas

Fumn-ewm_mm

aEi=7--= 'ir7

Solen Inductors

C

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

*

ECURSE

CVNAUDIO ®

Fe,151FM

CIÍOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

ACOUSTIC PANELS

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

Ratline cable

scart-speak

ffEwN LEAF!
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mad irlfo@rnagissund.com
Web Page http rwww mailisound corn
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COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
UBES
Cal, write, fax or emad for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our welesite et:
Ittp://www.fotwyne.con
fotwyre@fatwyro.con

THE
CABIE
COMPRI191

/1-iarrucl

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
Mond Orte Tumtable SME Armboard supply ( 1295
Oracle Delphé Mk2 Turntable Meson Ann,
rust sernced and Includes mod squad supply
£695
Mcrornega 3.1 CD Transport
£895
valeta Bloc Some Class A %afro, 2Box Preamp
also includes MC Stage, bargain
Excellent. £ 1495
Vecteur Amin 935 Class APower Mos. creamed 2
also evadable
Also Excellent £ 1195
MrFEIeMythePreaIr912A
f150
Osad 606 PM« Arno
f350

UST
5111 £ 1995
Sill £2000.
S/11 £ 1500
S111 £5000
SM £4000
SIN £300
S111 £690

Jacks JP80 Oahe Prearnp
Superb.. £3500 SAI
£8200
Audo Research Classic 150 Verse Mono Power Amps
choice of 2pairs evadable .1hay servized
£4995 Sill £12000
Artemis ECO Signature Speakers 8Signature Bass Modules
Stands finished in Cheerywood
Stunning.. £8995 B/D £17800
Osad ESL 63 Eledmstatic Speakers
Front .. £995 Sal
£2800
£1400
SD Amebas OBS Speakers Walnut higrdy modified
£495 Sill
£9900
Krel (PS 201CD Player, latest boards
Superb.. £4995 SM
JAI Labs Grande Ulopia Speakers, Cherry 8Porsche Blade
rare chance loe these sweet) Sonic beasts
£22995 S/I1 £42000
Krell M010 CD Turntable
£2495 S/H
£7990
Para Note M7 Sew Phonostage MM. made to go
with one and only Ongaku
£4995 SA1 £13000.
Proac 3.5 Speakers, LI Oak
£2295 S/11
£4700
Monitor MEN Studio 50 Speakers, Chenywood
F2500 Sill
£5000
Arsam 170.3 CD Transport
£325 SIFI
£750
AMIM Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150 Sill
£450
Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and PSXR supply. 3months old £895 SIII
£1229
Cyrus ACA7 Pre arnp and PSXR supply, 3months old
£795 Sill
£1129
Cyrus Paw Amp, balanced with PSXR
3complete lares evadable, 3months old
£600 Sill £830
Cyrus Hatt 8Tee stand and base. 3months
WOO S/11 £466
Peskin 754 Freedom speakers. Primavera. 3months £995 S/11 £ 1496
May do aconoielle deal on Abeam Coos system above. Retail price e £6835
complete and e3months old.
Cello 8.1 20 Bd DAC 8Power Supply
Superb £2795 SAI
f6000
Genesis Digital Lens, new. unused
£995 New £ 1700
Genesis VSpeakers, Wads & Puppies on Sleroide and
canes MO R/C any lee Seno Bass, new. unused and fineshed
ei Saps Rosewood, 1pair cede be qurnk
£7995 New £ 15000
Audio Research VT 50 Vase Amp. 1year old
£ 1595 SM £2950
Lumley Megeoe Al150 Sigredure Valve Mono Amps
£ 1695 S/11 2950
£
Muse 18 Sutrreoler Rosewood
Brdliant. £ 1995 Sill £4000
Avante Garde Trio Hom Speakers, Ceramic White £7500 S/11 £ 17995
Cello Mob Sude Pre Amp, penult outputs, preneum CD
premium aux. premium WC and premium MN
plus 13200 inputs Ihe Beer
£7995 Sili £28,000
Cello Audo Palelle, latest spec
Superb. £7995 SM £22,000
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps. choice ol 2wadable and
we also Mato Bridgeable
BaO £4995 SIN £ 10.200
Kiel KRC-2 Pre Amp, balanced FVC
£ 1995 Sill £4,190
Mondor Amin 20SE Speakers. Piano black
£ 1495 S/11 £2503
Proac Response, 3Speakers, Loht Oak
£ 1695 SIM £3300
Easel air reference CD Transport • DAC
1week old, probably the best in the wodd
£8995 EAD £ 15,995
Avalon locero II Speakers Light Oak, stunning £6995 S/11 £ 17,000
Gokinend Studo Turntable T3F Mn. Last version
£3995 Sil-) £ 10,600
Wadia 16 CO Player deal vol. excellent
£ 600 S/11 £7395
Nakarnichi 700 2XE Casselle Deck classic £695 Sill £ 1600
Stan Guars° II CD Player, excellent
£ 1095 S/I1 £3000
Gryphon Ltd Edition Pre Amp
£2995 S/I1
C8000
Cadence ES Dedtcstaac Hybnd, stunning £ 1495 She £4500
Knell KPS 31 CD Player, 3monde old
£2795 Sill £5490
Aoito Physirs Yoga Spielers, Cherrmeod
£2200
Airtangent Ivey automatic Lenear Tracking ami
£1895 S/11 £4f0111.
£ 1295 SM £3198
Krell Shdlio 2DAC AT&T balanced etc
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Creel blade
£895 WI £ 1600
Cary 305E Tnode 30013 Inlegrated Valve Arnp
£ 1995 Sill
W000
Mark Levinson 90353 Stereo Power Amp 1week dd.
any wed for Hi Fi Show so lull 5year warranty and there e
2evadable Mono Bridge% be quid,
£5600 EA) £8495
Mark Levinson No39 CD player
Superb.. £3995 E/D £4995
Lumley S170 Stereo Vale Amp Riede Switchable
£995 EA) £2225
Aurio Note Ongaku The one and only
£ 15,995 Sill £57.000
kb KNAPE Line Pre Amp • Phan° Stage
£ 1995 Sill
es328
Jadis JA500 4Chassis Mono Valve Power Mips
£ 95 Sill £20990
Transfeguration Supreme Cartridge Latest
£795 S/11 £ 1795
kb ( SA 250 Power Arlo
£2995 Sil-) £6600
Krell IrSt, Lne Pre Amp Mk2
£ 1295 WI £22913
Re« H1 Cassette Deck
£695 Sill £ 1150
Meridian 200203 Trans/DAC Tncord, ........ Reduced . £695 Sal £ 1660
Meridian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote... Reduced . £695 S/11 £ 1665
Cary 243 Power Amp Triode
Reduced . (795 S/H £ 1495
£595 Sill £ 1200
Cary CAD 550 CD Processor Pre Amp
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduced. £ 1995 S/H £550)
Audo Research V70 Power Amp
Redwed. £ 1799 5/11 £4400
Aude Research LS7 Pee Amp, Latest
Reduced. £ 1095 Sil-) £ 1696
Alon 4Speakers Back Ash
Reduced. £ 1295 S/11 £3850
Bummister 850 Mono Power Anoe Rare
(2 paer air)
Reduced. £ 1795 5tH £5350
Burmeister 838/846 F1iono/Une Pre Amp Gold
Reduced. £ 1295 Sli £3500
Gartland Weis 3Prayer Amp ............. Stunning. £ 1995 Sill (5150
Steered:, Speakers • Bends Piano (Watt Berner)
£ 1395 S/11
f2350
Snell A34 Box Loudspeakers (Ask PO)
£2995 Sill £8995
Rama 8261 Tuner
£750 SAI
f1145
Reim H6 RDS Tuner
£550 Sill £ 1000
Threshold Fol 10E Pre Amp Phoncitine
Reduced £ 1595 Sill £4990
Threshold Fee 10 Pre knp PharelineESucealies Redwed £ 1295 Sill £4250
YBA 2Poem' Amp Latest
£895 SM £2150
Equation 2Speakers Blade 9000
Excellerd. £ 1295 Sill £3.930
Oracle Alexandria Turntable Prelude Mn
f495 SM £ 1390
Audo Synthesis Mobbed Sony CDX 303EX AT•T Mel
OSal 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Be
£995 Sill £2515
Tno LOIT Tuner (Classic) ( Sequerra Better) ,
£895 Sill
Loads
Robertson 4010 Power Ano 2available £495 Sill £995
Micromega 2.1 CD Transporl ( Excellent)
Redwed. £ 1295 S/11
12500
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Arnp • Supply
£450 Sill £ 385
Cabasse 135 Speakers VDU wired • &bye Equaliser
£ 1795 SM £4600
Theta DS Pro Basic 2DAC
f995 Sal £2299
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccurn Hold Grande
£ 1395 Sill £4400
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395 S/11 £ 1500
Cal Tempest 2CO Player
£ 1000 S.11 £394:0
kcarn Delta 1100 Pre ArnpiDAC Blade Box 50
£250 S/I1 £750
Arum Black Box 5DAC
£200 Sill (450
Taney 638 Profde Speakers
C295 5/11 £600
Mantel II Bodnar:ratio Panel Speakers, Black
£350 Sill £ 1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS

f

ALL

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
IPT

specialist guide
UK's leading supplier of Audiophile Vinyl and CD, related equipment and accessories
PO BOX
TEL
PREMIUM DISCS

AND

21

LISKEARD PL 14 5YP

01579 363603

FAX

01579 363604

ACCESSORIES

SALESALESALESAL
HUGE REDUCTIONS ON
AUDIOPHILE LPS & CDS!!
Mo- Fi, Decca, Alto, DCC, Living Stereo, etc

PHONE FOR DETAILS.
SALESALESALESALE
"SOUNDS LIKE A THOUSAND POUNDS"
In acandid interview, abreath of fresh air in the cliquey Hi Fi
industry, Dr Udo Zucker, the man behind the wheel at TAG
McLaren, discussed his new cables and precisely echoed the
path we followed in the development of our Petros and Stratos
cables, especially the importance of the termination: solder and
plugs! See The Gramophone, June 1999. "For acable selling at
£200, we have only £40 available to make it." This is common
to the entire cable trade, not arip-off. Simple arithmetic
compels the marketing costs to be more than doubled to the
consumer by the dealer and VAT margins. (Typically
presentation, advertising, etc actually cost another £40, which
the dealer almost doubles and the Vat-man takes another
£29.80).
Our £40 sells for £65 because it comes in amicro-seal pouch
in aJiffy- bag. Direct from factory. Of course, that would be
irrelevant if the sonic performance, build quality or longevity
were inferior. Direct selling precludes dealers, for obvious
reasons, but also regular review by magazines for less obvious
reasons.
Word of mouth began 3years back from my initial "database" of
customers, indeed the impetus came from my need, as a
dealer, to release the performance of equipment without the
rule to spend at least 10% of the system cost. There is no
doubt that Home Cinema and pure sound imposes long
interconnects and short loudspeaker cables. The latter are

more lossy, and amplifiers sound much better away from the
source equipment and close to the loudspeakers: more lifelike,
impact, and clarity.
Here is anew trick to save money and make aneat harness. To
partially bi-wire, use asingle cable with aYjunction about 8"
from the speaker terminals. We have tried it with Audio Note's
amazingly priced AN- D cable and it is certainly better than the
speaker manufacturers' jump links. That tip came from a
customer.
We offer insight and supply of most accessories and cables,
the best of which are Audio Note and MIT! Honest assessment
given in respect of our own creations, of which my co-designer
and Iare justifiably very proud. They are, and remain as
follows. Oh, the headline came also from acustomer!
STEREO 1 metre INTERCONNECTS
Petros Blue
Petros Blue+
Petros Blue+ Silver
Stratos Transparent

£48 (
for 1/
2 metre, £
40)
£58 (
for 1/
2 metre, £52)
£65 (
for 1/
2 metre, £58)
£120 (
for 1/
2 metre, £
99)

DIGITAL RCA (or XLR CONNECTORS)
Petros Blue+
Stratos Transparent

£35 (
for 1/
2 metre, £
26)
£59 (
for V2 metre, £39)

Details and second-hand list of cables from Audio Note to
Van den Hul mailed daily or online www.audiosource.co.uk

Phone 0141-357 5700. Fax 0141-339 9762. Email jack@audiosource.co.uk

508.24

Meridian Audio, the company vvl-o
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit
unmatched performance

24bit precision

41.
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STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire JE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934
http://wwvv.meridia
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SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* One specific Slate was chosen alter extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS
1 1

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: • Mann Malcolm Stewart HiFi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players. Offered complete or Plinth Systems only.
THE REVIEWERS The Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Alan Skein, HiEtype Jaguar." Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, HiFi World. '
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous.' K.K. HIFi News R/11. '
Ihave been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment.'
Dominic Baker, HiFi World.
OUR CIJENTS "
The results Iget are really unbelievable and Ihave tried some of the best turntables around (Linn
LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for amarvellous piece of art. Mr Teilinger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate
Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic. Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham.
"When Ifirst put up the Slate Audio 3011 must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green,
Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould
very highly recommend any of your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh. "
I
must say Peter that you have done an incredible job, they really are quite fabulous." Viscount David Linley.
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THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.
THE POWERHOUSE

QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "
KILLER" K.K.

THE TABLESTROBE & HANDSTROBE DEADLY ACCURATE QUARTZ REFEMIVCED STROBE GUNS, WITH STROBE DISC. PERFECTLY PITCHED?
QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELEC7ROSTA77C SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK TO LIFE
STORMFORCE MY ULTIMATE STATEMENT ON THECLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRIC& HOUSED IN SOLID MARBLE, THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 lt.) 1999 STATUS. BREATHS NEIV LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC .LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN UPGRADE YOUR V15111 W1771 OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @ FOR EMT, 7D124, GL88/GL99 ETC ALSO MARBLE MOTOR BOARD FOR SME2000.
BI- HEAVEN ADVANCED DUALITY OUTBOARD CROSSOVERS FOR ALL TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS IN MARBLE AS YOU WOULD EXPECT BI-WIRED? OF COURSE!
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300 FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 ( 1999 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

"ENHANCED CLASSICS, STILL LEADING THE WAY"
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601
E

ultimate listening pleasure
rence for other active crossovers.

• Individually calibrated in our workshop

"...the sense of being
there was so strong
that Ineeded to open
my eyes to convince

your loudspeaker.
Analogue phase linear.

•

User adjustments
-Instructions supplied.

•More accurate than the best
loudspeaker computer software.

• Built using

8101
1.01IS

audiophile

components

1

•

16

Fully alterable for future
loudspeakers.

• .4vailablefor 2 way. 3 way
satellite and subwoofer systems. •

•

Specifications:
<0.0002% Distortion
I OdB SS Ratio
<0.5uS Rise Time
0Hz to 450kHz Banchvi

\sail:11111 CACIUM% CID

FLOM

Al 1)100DLINKS
7 Fairmont Crescent. Scunthorpe. North Lincolnshire DN 16 ¡ EL
TEL (+44) 01724 - 870432

FAX (+44) 01724 - 875340

Virtuoso

fully horn loaded speaker
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Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 6RD

1284 811891

Fax 01284 811791

E-Mail 1)BSaudio@AOLC

demo software and tarformatican from Audumattra's websate at

COMPONENT CLEAROUT!
Cost
Price
Synergistic Research cables null range available)
POA
Z System Rdp 1Digital preamp (almost new)
£5,000 .....£3,500
Sonic Frontiers 2 Mk 11 Dac.HDCD, boxed as new (balanced optioni £5,495 ....£2,600
Audio Research LS5 Mk Ill ( Preamp)
£5,001) .. —£3,000
Theta Time
£300 £ 150
Preamp SP 1.5
Theta Pro Basic Dac
£1,500 ........£600
Theta Universal Transport
£2,500 £950
Sonic Frontier 3 Dac
£6,999 .._.£4,000
Audio Synthesis Dec ( Bax)
£2,000 £550
McCormack Power Drive 175‘n
£2,000 ......_.£950
Meridian 203 Dac DNA
£500 £ 150
Marantz CD 85 (Tricord upgrade)
£700 £350
1nterconnects/Accessoriet
Kimber Cable PSB
metre)
Audioquest Lapis - 1metre pair
LAT 200 Mk 11
Blue Silver (spk) 3 m pair
Audioquest Emerald
Audioquest Midnight Speaker cable - 3m pair

£80 £50
£399 £200
£100
£250
£259 £150
£500 £300

Call 0181 699 2446/0956 805 572 or 0181 594 6641/0956 969282
E-mail: sales@ultimate-sonics.com

"Never before have Ihad in my living room such an
immense feeling of listening to the real thing. Never
before has my own system been able to communicate
what is in the music so clearly, directly and with such an
emotional response......how can it be that such aspeaker
manages to make the music real. Real in away that I
have not heard from the latest, greatest and best hightech [speakers] ..." for the full text of this independent review,
contact us below:

Beauhorarm
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, TN35 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel: 01424 813888 Fax: 01424 812755
eMail: ThomTrans@beauhom.u-net.com
website: wwwbeauhorn.u-netcom

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Cr
-) CIiDararuce

Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
EAD 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre amp
Atoo PW1 Subwoofer (Passive)
Gale 401
Kinshaw Overture Phono

£
£
£
£
£
£

Our
Original
Price Retail Price
295.000
995.00
895.00 £ 2495.00
895.00 £ 1895.00
295.00 0 750.00
250.00 £
195.00
395.00

Audio Research LS5 mk II
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Audio Research LS7
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Boulder L5AE
Exposure XIV pre IX psu
Unison Research Mystery One pre
Krell KRC2
Krell KRC HR
Arcam Alpha 9pre amp
Audio Research LS2 (£ 1500.00 upgrade)
Meridian 501.2 (New)

Copeland CSA 14 Integrated (Silver)
Restek Extract Monoblocks (180 watt)
Mark Levinson 331
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Michell Alecto Stereo
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P
FM Acoustics 611X Resolution Power
Audio Research M300
Naim NAP 250
Lamm M1 Monoblocks (100W)
Quad 77 Integrated (Quadlink)
AVI 2000 Monoblocks (As New)
EAR 519
VTL 225 Monoblocks
Audio Note Kassi
Audio Note Kagon
Exposure Dual Reg IV x3
Krell 505
Arcam Alpha o10 power amp
Audio Research V.T.60
Meridian 557 (as new - uncollected order)
Exposure Super XV integrated
Exposure XV integrated
Aura Evolution A100
Exposure XII psu

1799.00
2250.00
1850.0
995.00

£
£
£
£

7000.00
4000.00
4000.00
3000.00

1100,00 £
220.00
650.00 £
795.00 £

1900.00
1200.00
1500.00

1495.03
4995.00
2200.00
2495.03
795.03

4000.00
8500.00
2900.00
4000.00
1495.00

750.03
495.00
500.00
895.00
1295.00
195.00

0
£
£
£
£
£
0
£
£
£
E

1245.00
800.00
900.00
1400.00
2300.00
400.00

495.00 E 700.00
1095.00 £ 2000.00
mom E1490.00
495.00 £
800.00

£ 795.00 £ 1195.00
£ 1995.00 £ 3500.00
£ 3395.00 £ 5000.00
£ 9995.00 £ 18000.00
£ 995.00 £ 1500.00
£ 7995.00 21000.00
£ 2650.000 3400.00
£ 2995.000 5000.00
£ 500.00 £
950.00
£ 4995.00 £ 10000.00
£ 1995.00 £ 4000.00
£ 995.00 £ 2250.00
£ 3250.00 £ 4790.00
£ 550.00 £ 900.00
£ 8995.00 £ 12900.00
£ 2750.00 £ 6700.03
£ 8500.00 £ 14500.00
£ 695.00 £ 1295.00
£ 695.00 £ 1250.00
£ 14995.00 E22000.00
£ 4995.00 £ 12000.00
£ 1150.00 £ 1800.00
£ P.O.A. E P.O.A.
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£ 895.00 £ 1400.00
£ 2695.00 £ 4699.00
£ 2250.00 £ 5000.00
£ 12995.00 £ 30000.00
£ 29500.00 £ 80000.00
£ 895.00 £ 1800.00
£ 2250.00 £ 3690.00
£ 450.00 £ 60100
£ 1095.00 £ 2000.00
£ 1100.00 £ 1400.00
E 450.00 £ 795.00
£ 350.00 £
750.00
£ 19500 £ 350.00
£ 495.00 £

Pergm
Amplifiers
Jeff Rowland Consumate + Phono (3box) £ 3995.00 £ 8000.00
McCormack Micro Line Drive
E 35000 £ 595.00

çfhoi1C'e
g
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Wilson 3/2 (Black)
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Thiel CS1.5
B & W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Quad ESL 63 Black
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Roksan ROK 1
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano +
Stone base (Piano Black)
Wilson System V.1. (Black)
Rogers LS3/5A Black (NEW)
Rogers AB1 Sub (NEW)
Monitor Audio Studio 505E (Black Laquer)
Linn Khelids (Oak)
Ruark Accolades Passive/Active
JM Lab Spectral 909.1 (External Damage)
Rogers LS55 (New)
Aliante Spazio
Kef C95

(
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£ 5995.00
£ 4250.00
£ 11500.00
£ 1595.00
£ 1895.00
£ 995.00
£ 1895.00
£ 4500.00
£ 295.00

£ 15000.00
£ 7000.00
£ 19000.00
£ 2700.00
£ 4000.00
£ 3000.00
£ 3200.00
£ 6500.00
£
600.00

£ 1700.00
0 12000.00
£ 575.00
£ 39500
£ 3500.03
£ 395.00
£ 1495.00
£ 595.00
E 330.00
£ 250.00
£ 250.03

£ 2200.00
£ 18000.00
£ 798.00
£ 598.00
4799.00
£ 750.00
£ 2699.00
£ 1375.00
£ 430.00
£ 500.00
£

Players
8( IDACS

Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
McCormack DAC-1
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
DPA PDM 1mk Ill
Audio Alchemy DDS 11 Transport
Naim CD2
Krell KPS 25s
Krell KAV 300 CD
Maranta CD 17 KI Sig (Black)
Quad 77 CD Player (Quadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 203 dac
Krell KPS
Pink Triangle de Capo/Cardinal
DPA Renaissance C.D.
Audio Lab Transport 8000cdm
Audio Lab Dac 8000 dux
Arcam Alpha plus
Teac VRDS Ti

£ 150.00
£ 4250.00
£ 150.03
£ 450.00
£ 4995.03
£ 2995.03
£ 11500.03
£ 1500.00
£ 895.00
£ 550.00
£ 395.00
£ 1695.00
£ 13995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 795.00
495.00
1095.00
225.00
6995.00
1495.00
495.00
900.00
550.00
195.00
250.00

£
£
£

5000.00
300.00
995.00
8000.00
5800.00
24000.00
3995.00
109500
1000.00
900.00
2200.00
19995.00
3500.00
1195.03
700.03
1900.00
500.00
1200000
2331.00
800.00
1400.00
900.00
500.00
500.00

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Choice
STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy,

Rockport,

Alon,

SME,

ATC,

Soundstyle,

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hul,

Graham,

VP!,

Helios,

XLO,

Lavardin,
Michell,
Musical Fidelity,
Oracle analogue
and digital,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,
and many more.

f0 In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment
1E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
-10 Generous part exchange
-10 Show room/dem room

10

Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

10 All credit cards inc. Amex
1E) Mail order
-1E) Export service
10 Finance arranged subject to status
-10 Widest range available
10
lû

Voyd Reference/Reference Power supply/
Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10 limited 4. P/S £ 11500.00
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU £
650.00
Musical Fidelity Ti FM Tuner £
150.00
Ortofon MC30
£
450.00
Piere Lurne JUSL5
£ 1500.00
Forsell Air Force One
£ 11995.00
Linn Klyde
£
450.00
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
£
850.00
Transparent Musiclink Reference (RCA- RCA) £ 1000.00
Transparent Musicwave Ultra BiWire 3.6mtr £ 1600.00
Linn LP 12/ARO/Armegeddon/PrefixJ
Hi Cap/17 Dll
£ 2500.00
LFD MC1 Phono mm/mc
0 550.00
Lyra Parnasus (NEW)
£ 1200.00
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear
Audio Insider Reference (Wood) £ 8995.00
Basis Debut Gold/Graham Model 20 (Ceramic) £ 7500.00

tel 0181
fax 0181

£ 5700.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1620.00
£ 17000.00
£ 3500.00
£ 3000.00
£ 2000.00
E 4190.00
£ 7000.00
£ 400.00
£ 3300.00+
£ 700.00

-Ceti ai ity
Speakers

New in
This 'Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Krell (MA 100 mk II Monoblocks
e
Musical Fidelity F19
0
Krell KSA 80B
Krell KSA 50 mk 11
£
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Krell PAM 5
£
Quad 34
£
EAR 802 (inc phono)
£
Musical Fidelity F25
£
SPEAKERS
Infinity Reference 28
£
Meridian D.S.P. 6030 Active SPK
£
Martin Logan Stylos
£
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
£
AE 2 (Piano Black)
£
C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Meridian 500 Transport £
Meridian 562 V
£
Audio Lab 8030 DAC
£
Audio Lab 8030 CPM
£
Audio Lab 8000 CDM & 8000 DAC
£
Maranta 63 Ki Sig
£
TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE
Audio Lab 80001 Tuner
£
Linn LP12/LVlIl Lingo Cirkus K9
£
Audio Research PH3 Phono Stage £
Meridian 504 Tuner
£

£ 2495.00
£ 650.00
£ 1095.00
£ 10995.00
£ 2000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 1195.00
£ 2203.00
£ 4995.00
£ 295.00
£ 2250.03
£ 595.03

392 1994

392 1959
e-mail choice

Unbiased advice
Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales

£ 22000.00
£ 1200.00
£
300.00
£
650.00
£ 4500.00
£ 25030.00
£
600.00

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal

£
£

and wants - will put you in touch

2200.00
3300.00

£ 4000.00
£ 900.00
£ 2000.00
£ 16000.00
£ 12500.00

system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. Its about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

& 0181

hifiemsn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

a fresh
musical perspective

KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

GALLOWAY

AUDIO

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.

TELEPHONE
01563 574185
FACSIMILE
01563 573207

NAGRA
AUDION BASI
AUDIO PHYSIC
TARA LABS
PI
NKTRIANGLE ELECTROCOMPANIET SUGD
ORACLE
ELEMENTAL AUDIO JM
CAD
TOTEM BORDER PATROL - VI NG VOIC SIRIUS
Demonstration By Appointment
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Your HiFi
will only sound as good 1,1
as its weakest componee
Enhance your listening pleasure
with an upgrade from

AU DIOCOM

AMP

mg,
•

CD
PLAYER

•

•
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spc-AKens
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• •
• •

DAC

•

•

•

For Further Details Contact Auciiocom
Tel. 01834 842803
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

AUGUST 1999

e-mail: audiocomia scotnet.co.uk

Fax. 01834 842804
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ASPIRATIONS AND PRIORITIES
Newsletter # 164 (yes, we really have achieved this verbosity since
November 1979) was to feature an incredible £ 7,000 digital
processor until conscience pricked, reality intervened a month after
praising a newly launched a £ 14,000 pre-amplifier. The Fl in Hi Fi
should not designate Formula One performance and prices. The last
thing we want is to intimidate people, and no one need apologise
for seeking my advice on a small accessory or component at any
price. It is true that Ienjoy the pricey side of high-end, but Iassert that
this qualifies me to advise on lesser ( le. Realistic) equipment because
Ihave a goal and reference point.
Musicality is achievable at all price levels, and arguably much more
elusive in the Fl systems. The reasons are synergy and critical
resolution lost in signal transfer. In two words, Compatibility and
Contamination ( mains, EMI, RFI, vibrations, etc, etc).
As a consultant of more years experience than Icare to admit, Isee
my job as budget management at all levels. No one need apologise
for limited funds, it just means other priorities. HiFi should be high
priority, but not fanaticism. In a real sense, my job is to save client's
money, save expensive mistakes. As my clients know, Isometimes
suggest more costly proposals, but just as often Isurprise them with
cheaper options Ibelieve to be better.
Right now Iam part-exchanging fewer and pricing down the price of
CD players because of the recent enhancement in quality for lower
prices. See last month's used Theta prices, which made waves. The
Audio Note Zero series is the main culprit. To recap, a high quality
transport for £399 and DAC processor with the dream combination of
24 bit/96kHz with analogue output in the valve domain! And on the
complexities of future formats, please send for my free Information
Sheet which tries to rationalise the dilemma of what to buy and when
to buy. "Present Certainties and Future Potential." With respect to
manufacturers and journalists, a lot of confusion is created by
ignorance and (vested) interest. Here are two key but tricky questions
to test expertise: will a DVD machine which currently plays a 24/96
DVD play a DVD-A? And on its rival format, the Sony SACD, will an
SACD player play a 16bit (current) CD ... or a DVD? The practical
value of this information sheet is to suggest a number of practical
upgrade paths after discussing the theory of the rival formats.
You can hear 24/96 on dem at the Salon, alone in Scotland, the
future of 2-channel stereo sounds good. Note that we are
demonstrating the Full Monty, not 24 bit downsampled. To process
List

Now

Systemdek IC< (walnut) with Linn LVX arm, mint and
even throw in astarter MM cartridge.
Perfect £ 740

£250

this, the electronics have to cope with the ration of one inch in a
journey of 131 miles: that is the finesse of resolution analogue
die-hards ( me too) did not anticipate! Here it is!
If you still think that digital is for computers, analogue for music, then
use that computer to visit us online. Surf the bargains before others,
read the Newsletter one month in advance! You know our quality is
guaranteed and our prices are causing waves. If you equaite
analogue to excellence what do you do for a recordable medium?
You search for a Nakamichi Dragon or CR7second-hand for up to
£1,500. Last month we were embarrassed by the demand. The new
Nakamichi distributor said a Dragon would cost over £8k to retool and
manufacture! So they have no plans. Iwas contacted by the so-called
Nakamichi Veterans Association, ex-employees of the original
company in Japan who state that they can arrange personal import
of about twenty CR7and Dragons in mint condition, hardly used or
even unopened. Price should be around my target of £ 1,250. Please
note, absolutely no connection or intention to grey- import the current
products manufactured by the company formed some time after the
demise of the Nakamichi family concern. Please phone for details.
Last month, in praise of pre-amps, Isuggested that a good pre-amp
in line enhanced the signal, thus even for a one source system (CD)
a pre-amp is more than a selector and volume control. Passive preamps are not satisfactory, and the reason is more than the ability to
drive cables and awkward loads. With DAB (digital tuners) and other
digital formats. A pre-amp may be needed as a selector, volume
control, but please regard our under- priced pre-amps as an
opportunity to enhance your system; invest now, prices will never be
lower. The Levinson No 32 has gone into September delivery, as we
write in early June, because people can hear the unprecedented
preformance, but affordable pre-amps deliver musicality at any
budget level, or they destroy it. Which brings us back to the point of
this month's bulletin.
At The Audio Note Salon, musicality is our goal at all price points.
Many components are impressive, but not seductive. They have their
own sonic signature. In choosing cables and components, choose
neutrality, allow the scale and timbre of the performing musicians to
come into your life. When you get it right it is a humbling artistic
experience, like standing before a natural or architectural monument
to cMlisation. As the Indian guru Osho warns all who will listen,
modern man is the most detached from existence in the history of
our race. Make music not war!

Older products eclipsed by current products like Audio
Note CD-3upgraded with Black Gate etc (£ 1,599)
Levinson No 39 (£4,995) and NEW Audio Note CD-T
transport costing £399 and DAC-0 £369 24 bit/96kHz. The
new Levinson 360 processor offers rewritable
architecture and current resolution up to 192 kHz!!!
Phone, write or e-mail for free information sheet
Digital Formats: Present Certainties and Fultin3
Possibilities.
Mark Levinson No 39 CD Processor; player, transport DAC
digital inputs, analogue pre-amp stage
output.
Mint ex-dem £4,995 £3,650

LFD LS-2Line Pre-amp, prophet without honour at home,
acclaimed overseax, another case of what a line pre-amp
can do for you system, under half list price! Ex-dem, mint £ 1,599
£799
LFD PA-2Stereo Power Amp 2x80 watts, real quality,
surely a unique opportunity as LS- 2, new and fully
guaranteed.
Ex-dem, mint £ 1,599
£799
Mork Levinson 10-A Pre-amp with phono stage, top of the
tree at this reduced price? It's true!
Mint £2,400 £1,099
Pass Labs AlephPline pre-amp, remote, fully-balanced,
12 months old. Unique opportunity.
Mint £3,895 £2,495
Pass Labs X-Zfine pre-amp, sie and balanced,
X-series.
Mint x/d £2,550 £1,495
Sonus Faber QUID Integrated amplifier, was £ 1,200
perfect magnificent bargain.
Excellent £ 1,200
£495
Sonic Frontiers Line One pre-amp, super company, very
distinguished product sexy style and remote!
Mint £2,499
£950
Sugden Symmetra Monoblocks, classy class-A,
reliability.
As new £ 1,495
£750

AMPLIFIERS

SPEAKERS

Conrad-iohnson Premier 14 r/c, phono, beautiful pre-amp
vacuum tube legend, rare opportunity, very new. Mint, box £4,495 £2,750
Conrad-johnson Premier 11A, beautiful sound and looks
in champagne gold, avalve legend„
2x70 watts.
Mint. box, valve coge £3,500 £2,250
The Gryphon Limited 75/100, State of the Art Pre-amp
with phono stage, dual monoblock construction
musically right convincing. One for £3,500.
Mint boxed, accessories unopened £8,500 £2,750

ProAc Tablette, cherry wood, mint the ultimate mini
speaker with a big sound, an LS3/5a
that breathes.
Mint ex-dem
Plc Response Two, mahogany.
Fine, eh
PSB Stratus Mini 1Sterophile award 1997 design, Piano
Lacquer with stands, first time in UK!
Mint review pair
Zingali Overture, 4horn floorsiander, iwing
presence,first come at this final
reduction
Mint ex-dem

ANALOGUE

DIGITAL

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Bow Technologies, LFD,
Living Voice, Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, PT, Pass Labs,
psb, ProAc, Zingali

£599
£1,995

£399
£799

£1,390

£690

£4,390 £2,990

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6- month
parts and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.
Export and home dems by arrangement.

The Audio Note Salon is four dem rooms at 5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow GI 2 9HA, or visit us online a www.aucliosourceco.uk
IF I

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX

(
0)141 339 9762

E MAIL

Jack@audiosource.co.uk

PRESTIGE - £2250
Designed by Wilmslow Audio
Immitated by others.
Don't accept second best.
Phone today for your free catalogue giving details
of our full range of loudspeakers and accessories
50 Main Street Broughton Astley Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Additional Demonstration facilities available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone to 01942 521771 to book you appointment.

Wilmslow
Audio

111031ter.a
malfrirrerle
&HOME CINEMA

28 QUEENSWAY. HORSHAM, WEST SIIRSrX. TEL 0140
.rMAiL. h*
SIRIUS AMI LII II !.3
B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
dCS ELGAR 24BIT/192KHZ DAC
BASIS/AIR TANGENT
ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
GRAAF • BLACK DIAMOND RACING
TARGET • SENNHBSER
PATH PREMIER PRODUCTS
PROCEED AMPLIFICATION

22931 FAX O14O

21

• REVEL LOUDSPEAKER:,
•NEW • HEYBROOK
•MW:HELL • TEAC • dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER
•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•MARK LEVINSON
•NACRA PL-P PRE/RAPA & VPA PPOWER AMP
•SONY, REF. SELECO PROJECTORS

FIETBREEK HEYLETTE SFEAKEM (
2ml XII
£1M
FEYERX1( FEYLO LCUCISPEPILERS 14391 AD £2S5
SYRIADI CRC 'CRYSTAL 0/S.1519 )03 _ £250
SONY VPL.W4133 CAA LCO PRSJECIER 15500) 71) £3995
SCNY WLS510 SVGA PRCLEOTOR 155111) RD £3995
BASIS 2103 R. 14995)/1995]] ARM OB95) XD £ 1495
OPERA DUETTO LOUDSPEAKERS 13951 Al
£345
NAI)19:13 PFE.AMP SH
£ 125
MAD 77 INTEGRATED 15951 KD
£395
MEGMYLANAA MG2 7MS SPEAKERS 2995) £ 102
MICRO( IRICCE VALVE PEE-4NP 19951 XII
f4.95
AS37n MODE VALYENCEFE, .0e/Ell MI 113031e £ 795
,
11111 Re RAMER
pn

1(11.16D 33
due 1
.13 MIR MP
CAS111 SEVENN P.EJ iseope ,
MISCAL i
IXLPY X4.50 MPS I5X11 RD
miss sou 51DAI SlenixFsivalme
ZINUS FAIMI EiECTA AMATO:9512Rn 91
OLIRA FA 103 Nei 13501 91
ACIPHASE OP 70 (50E01 SAL .
TEAC A8X79 BALANCE) NIEGRA111) ME 16991 )10
SA0146 CO PLAYER 9I995191
grur—esEcF.713/ CO RAYER pan sH
5190191 F11ÇYF22 PFE AMP 113:0191
SUFIC PM ODE FOMR MP (995)SH

£S5
£S5
£395
f350
£1495
£1495
0390
Cime
0399
£1995
f2495
f695
F4115

NEW REVEL STUDIOS AND SUB.15 NOW ON DEMONSTRATION PAIN PROCEED AND LEVINSON
AMPLSICADON. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINT/ENT. OPEN MONSAT 10AM TO 7MIA.

ORGANICA1.1.
AMPLIFICATIO
BECAUSE Ml
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INGREDIENTS
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or colouration'

DBS AUDIO SELF-BUILD LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking for superior sound from your hi-ti and not afraid of abit of woodwork?
_woe

If the answer's yes, you could save ff.fs. and enjoy your music more
by making apair of our self-build loudspeakers ( as featured in HiFi
News and Record Review and de,igned by David Berriman).
DBS7 and DBSR and DBS&S. are designed to the highest standards
with novel technologies, high-quality drive units, crossover
components and •cables of the- type found in the most expensive and
competent commcnial models_
So why wait? Just ring. fax or E-Mail us ( including your postal
• address) for further inforruation. Overseas customers welcome,
VISA/ACCESS-accepted
STOP PRESS
Hear these remarkable loudspeakers (by prior
arrangement Iat our new Bury Hi Fi Listening Room.
DBS Audio. RO, Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
1P28 61tD

Phone 01284 811891

C1_10

Fax 01284 811791

E- Mail DBSaudio@AOL.COM

1)11.57 compare, well with speaker. at EI.O.O0 and this would he armed their
I/0.11d retail price ( also
Va
i
la Al, hand-buili ea order at f999 per pair).

259

Phone or fax .01931 712822
for acatalogue
PAUL HYNES DESIGN

SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design

Professional modifications

resulting in a much greater accuracy in data retrieval and conversion processes.
Features comprehensive circuit topology using push-pull techniques and series mode

Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in
the field of analogue and digital electronics. Upgrades available to all

oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises a very high speed IC to provide a
precision square wave clock signal

types of audio equipment.
• CD

Players/Transports & D-Aconvertors

Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplies

: Greatly improved resolution and detail.
r: Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence.
High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all listening levels.
Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
: Spacious 3-D presentation of vocals and instruments.

•Pre & Power amplifiers,
Power suppliers, signal de coupling,

volume control

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products
request acopy of our FREE catalogue. (Overseas: £3.50)

The SUPERCLOCK is available exclusively trom AudioCom (
UK) and can be fitted to any
CD players/transports using the following frequencies: 11.2896MHz, 16.934MHz &
22.5792MHz. Modifications are carried out at AudioCom ( UK). Akit

using leading edge components

Tel 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804 E- Mall. auchocom@scotnet.co.uk

is also available with instruc-

H N

lions for the technically competent

Closing down sale of Far East distributor's stock
Thousands of brand new, rare CDs. LPs & Cassettes.
Not to be missed, at very reasonable prices, while
stock last.
Excellent, unusual and varied classical repertoire plus
popular, jazz, country, etc. Also audiophile/collectors
LPs, plus cleaning and record/CD preservation products, alignment protractors, arm lifts, CD improvement
aids accessories etc.
For details, quote HFN and contact
Carrick Marketing, 48, Bridgehousehill Road,
Kilmarnock, KA1 401:).
Fax/Tel: 01563 524320
E-mail: jcarrick@btconnect.com
HTTP://www.carrick-marketing.uk.com

A VERY SPECIAL
THANKS TO
MANA ACOUSTICS
FOR THEIR SUPPORTS
OVER THE YEARS

GT

WE SERVICE AND

DIO
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EYE 1E441 01895 833099
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..Sound & Music System
This exceptional private sale includes Audio
Palette, Audio Suite, Encore No4 Amplifier,
and Stradivari Grand Master Speakers.
£55,000 ( negotiable) includes Master Supply,
Cello Spring Cables and additional cabling.
Listed in 1996 at $ 145,000.
0171-538 0050

lutp://,t.m.glaudio.com

SELECT AUDIO

A WARM THANKS

(LonDon)

CAMDEN PALACE

TO ALL AT
PEACH AT
EVERY FRIDAY
(KEEP IT UP)

(SIMPLY THE BEST)

***************** 0181 986 8788 *****************
JEFF ROWLAND ML2 AND BPI BATTERY
£3,750
JEFF ROWLAND CONSUMATE AND
PHONO STAGE MK3, 3 BOX
£3,000
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE INC
PHONO BOARD AND REMOTE
£ 1,300
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS
£800
APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND X/0
£3,000
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
£300
COUNTERPOINT SA220, 220 WPC
£ 1,200
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE DAC
£2,700
BAT VK5, VALVE PRE REMOTE
£2,400
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
NAIM IBL BLACK
£350
NAIM 62, HI CAP, 250 NEW STYLE
£ 1,300
ACCUPHASE D450 POWER AMP 200 WPC
£2,000
AUDIOLAB 8000C AND 8000P
£550
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al EX DEM
£300
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 VALVE, PRE REMOTE
£400
MORDAUNT SHORT MS817, CHERRY
£400
*********** 10AM-7p1v1 CLOSED WED ESZ

£7,500
£10,000
£3,500
£3,000
£10,000
£900
£3,000
£5,000
£4,400
£850
£850
£2,700
£3,750
£1,250
£500
£900
£900

sun **********
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audiophileusa.corn
Addictive web site for LP CD Accessory 8c DAD fans. We email superb monthly lists of new
and used jazz, rock. folk, audiophile, blues and much more. Knowledgeable, friendly staff.
Great service, unbeatable prices. Free monthly flyers that keep you up to date with new
releases as well as outstanding condition used 1ps, plus special offers! Here's atiny selection
of what we carry

Bookmark our web site NOW!

MILES DAVIS: BITCHES BREW ( MOSAIC 6LP)

$ 108.00

JACINTHA: HERE'S TO BEN (GROOVE NOTE) 1806 $27.99

SPRINGSTEEN: BORN TO RUN ( CLASSIC LP)

$26.99

MUDDY WATERS: FOLK SINGER ( CLASSIC) DAD $27.9

SON VOLT: WIDE SWING TREMOLO (WARNER) LP$12.00

DCC LPs & CDs

PAUL SIMON: SONGS FROM CAPEMAN (WARNER) $ 14.00

CLASSIC RECORDS

BOB DYLAN: LIVE 66 ( CLASSIC) 2LP BOX

$56.00

MOBILE FIDELITY 24KT GOLD CDs

$23.00

ROBYN HITCHCOCK: STOREFRONT (WARNER 2LP) $ 16.00

ALLSOP ORBITRAC

$33.00

MARIAH CAREY: # 1's ( COLUMBIA) 2LP

CARD AS SWEEP RECORD (NEW VERSION)

JEWEL: SPIRIT (ATLANTIC) 2LP

$ 16.00
$ 12.00

$ 19.99
$26.99

$ 18.99

CLASSIC/CHESKY DAD ($$$$ LOWEST PRICES)

EXPERT PACKAGING, WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

aUdiOphileinternational
11355A PYRITES WAY#1, GOLD RIVER, CALIF. 95670.USA
TEL: (916) 858 8383 FAX: (916) 858 8385.TOLL FREE ORDERS ( 877) SPIN LPS-US ONLY

VISA/MC/AMEX/DINERS

For September we hope to include feature review coverage
of the new Quad 99 system, plus the new Rega P25 turntable
complete with the new RB600 arm and Super Elys cartridge,
speakers from Ruark and Ventas and the spectacular
Egglestonworks Rosa ( held over from last month). We'll be
reviewing amplifiers by Sugden and ATC, and some exciting
CD players too. Feature articles include coverage of the
Frankfurt and Belfast hi-fi shows, and aspecial report
following some in-depth listening to master recordings,
revealing the sound of Super Audio CD, as well as alternative
high- resolution audio formats... September's
music section kicks off with aspecial profile of
Samuel Rivers and his Freedom Jazz label, which
records to audiophile standards on equipment by
Tim de Paravicini.
In the review section, coverage of recent releases
ranges from DG's de- luxe Johann Strauss set to
the latest audiophile vinyl releases. Finally, there
will be another superb hi-fi prize on offer in next
month's £2000 free- entry competition. The
September issue goes on sale Friday, 6August.
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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finale
work
otherwise
remained
remarkably free of sell-by dates. A
small mark of their genius came on
'Do You Know The Way To San
Jose'. The melody is bright and
rhythmic while the words are bitter
and disillusioned, but it never
seems like a mismatch. The songs
were so consistently strong that
even athrowaway Dionne Warwick
B-side, ' Close to You,' went on to
become astandard.
Hollywood called. ` Arne,' the
themesong of Michael Caine's
odyssey through swinging London,
The title usually falls in the chorus,
was a perfectly realised piece. The
but the title of ' I Say A Little
spiralling melody might have been
Prayer' appears in the middle of the
devilishly difficult to sing, but it
verses. Through all the unorthodox
harmonics, tempo changes and
perfectly captured the movie's
bitter-sweetness. ` Raindrops Keep
subtle internal rhymes, Bacharach
Falling On My Head' came from
never loses sight of the melody, and
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid.
those melodies are uniquely his. A
The steppity-step rhythm mirrored
Bacharach song sounds like nothing
the movie's turn- of- the- century
but aBacharach song.
setting, but its harmonic complexity
Now aword on behalf of the oftand internal rhymes made it an
forgotten Hal David. He was the
eminently modern piece. ' The
lyricist who rhymed `phone ya' with
Look Of Love' was originally
'pneumonia' and wrote the finelywritten for the soundtrack of the
chiselled lyrics that complemented
James Bond spoof, Casino Royale.
Bacharach's melodies. They met in
1957. That year, Bacharach wrote a In every case, the songs have
film score for The Blob with veteran
outlasted the movie. Even a
rejected movie song, 'Wives And
tunesmith Mack David, who
Lovers,' not only eclipsed the song
introduced him to his younger
eventually chosen, but became a
brother, Hal. At the time, Hal was
standard.
better known than Bacharach,
Bacharach
and
David's
having written hits for Frank
partnership faltered in the early
Sinatra, among others. Bacharach,
1970s. David went on to write `To
the son of a New York journalist,
All The Girls I've Loved Before'
was working as an arranger for
and became president of the
several lounge acts. He and David
American performing rights society
began working together, and scored
ASCAP. Bacharach endured along
immediately
with ` Magic
dry spell that ended when he
Moments' and ` Story Of My
married Carole Bayer Sager.
Life.' They then went in
There were a few more hits,
different directions for a
notably ' Arthur's Theme' and
while. Bacharach wrote a
`That's What Friends Are
few more hits, such as Jane
For,'
but
David's
Morgan's `With Open Arms,'
astringent wit was sorely
while working as an
missed.
orchestrator and arranger
Bacharach
and
for Marlene Dietrich.
David are probably
David wrote rock ' n' roll
the last chapter in a
songs. Directing aDrifters
story that embraces
session in New York,
Rodgers and Hart,
Bacharach discovered
Lerner and Loewe, and
Dionne Warwick singing
George
and
Ira
backup, and decided to
Gershwin. As Bacharach
produce her.
himself admitted recently,
Bacharach and David
acts are too self-contained
reunited in 1962 to write
today, producing fewer
for Dionne Warwick. Their
records and writing their
work suddenly grew more
own material. Still, he's cool
daring, taking advantage of
again. And he mastered the
Warwick's nimbleness, her
nigh- impossible
mix
of
vocal agility. In trying to write
simplicity and sophistication
ahit or two for her, they were
that underpins all the songs
suddenly writing songs that
that will still be recorded and
everyone wanted. There
revered when we're receiving
were a few concessions to
music through cranial
passing fancies, like the
implants.
bossa nova rhythm of
Colin Escott
'Walk On By,' but their

Choir, the Bay City Rollers, Benny
Goodman, Frankie Goes To
Hollywood, the Pretenders... and
on, and on, and on.
All the really great composers
have disregarded norms. Instead of
classic pop's neat eight-measure
phrases that resolve themselves into
32-measure packages, Bacharach
structured 'Wives And Lovers' as a
78-measure piece. 'Do You Know
The Way To San Jose' has an
eight-measure intro, a 32-measure
vocal part, and asix-measure outro.

There've
been ups
and downs,
but Burt
Bacharach
is still a
songwriter
to judge
all the
others by

JUST OUT are four
mid-priced A&M sets,
to join the Hood of
Dusty Springfield and
Carpenters reissues
bursting with
Bacharach classics.
Reach Out [
WA 394
131-2] and Make It
Easy On Yourself
[394 188-2] were
first released in 1967
and ' 69 respectively,
and contain 11 early
hits apiece; Butch
Cassidy & The
Sundance Kid [
393
159-2] is the Oscarwinning soundtrack
From ' 970. If you
prefer instrumentals,
look no further than
The Best Of Burt
Bacharach
[540 452-2] with 20
tracks, every one a
schmaltz treasure. For
hits by the original
artists, check out The
Look Of Love: The
Burt Bacharach
Colledion, athreedisc set from Rhino
[R275339].
Ken Kessler

L

et's rewind twenty years.
Elvis Costello is snarling
away at or near the top of the
British charts; Burt Bacharach is in
the American charts with `The Bell
That Couldn't Jingle'. Who would
have thought that 20 years later,
they'd be working together and
smiling together (or that Costello
would be smiling at all). This is the
stuff you simply have to live long
enough to see.
In truth, Costello has moved
further than Bacharach, and the
reason is that anyone who truly
fancies themselves asongwriter has
to come to terms with Bacharach's
legacy. Sooner or later, most
songwriters will want to write
something comparable with `ISay a
Little Prayer,' Do You Know the
Way To San Jose,' or ` I'll Never
Fall In Love Again'.
Once those songs have been
parsed and deconstructed, you
realise what lies behind their
deceptive simplicity. The words
seem to be directed effortlessly by
the melody, or vice versa; shifting
time- signatures reflect subtle
changes of mood and emphasis; the
magic is worked subliminally.
The good news for aspiring
songwriters is that Bacharach has
written some wretched songs at all
stages of his career. `The Bell That
Couldn't Jingle' is a case in point
CA Christmas bell was crying and
Santa heard it sayff just can't seem
to jingle, Ican't go on a sleigh').
The bad news is that Bacharach has
also written ` ISay A Little Prayer'
and two dozen other classics, and
he's asupremely gifted orchestrator
and arranger of his own work. His
music embraces every development
in popular music this century.
There's a formidable amount of
knowledge in those three-minute
symphonettes, and that's why the
list of those who have recorded
them is a true Who's Who of
popular music. There's Elvis (both
of them), Sinatra, the Beatles, Phil
Collins, Aretha Franklin, the
Stranglers, the Mormon Tabernacle
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In the crowded selection of high- end loudspeaker
companies, aclear choice is illuminated by
Revel's unique development and manufacturing
process. No other company so rigorously explores
the way you hear, and how aloudspeaker will
interact with your room. Research has shown that
what you hear when listening to music at home is
the result of not just the direct sound from the
speaker, but also the sound from around the
loudspeaker that reaches the listener via
reflections off the ceiling, walls and floor.
Revel's psychoacoustic research has aprofound
impact on the way we build loudspeakers. Revel's
research and design process is so significant that
the Academy Advancing High Performance Audio
and Video selected it for the coveted " Golden
Note" award for " Most Innovative Technology".
Our revolutionary approach to loudspeaker design
means your better insured to enjoy your music
and movies in your home over awider range of
listening positions.
The new Revel Salon breaks new ground in both
transducer technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using laser
interferometry, to the durable. high gloss paint
finish, to real wood veneer or aluminium side
panels. to the proprietary transducers designed
and built in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the Revel Salon .
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to audition
them for yourself, to see and hear the most
technically advanced and musically accurate
loudspeaker systems available.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441136 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier©path.co.uk
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are not likely to fi

nt it - ever"
iewing the Chord SPM 1200B
'Gromophone Magoz.re F,t) 1994,

The new Chord SPM 1200C

Only Chord could better
the SPM 1200B.

e CHORD •
Audition the Chord SPM 1200C at:

The SPM 1200C.
Chord's 3rd Generation
Power Amplifier.
The Best. Perfected.

London & South

Midlands

Musicial Images

Leicester Hi Fi Company

Covent Garden

Leicester

Tel : 0171 497 1346

Tel : 0116 253 9753

Musical Images

Music Matters

Edgware

Birmingham

Tel : 0181 952 5535

Tel : 0121 429 2811

Phase 3Hi- Fi
Worthing
Tel : 01903 245577
Progressive Audio
Rainham
Tel : 01634 389004

West
Chord Electronics Ltd. The Pumphouse, Farleigh Bridge
East Farleigh, Kent ME16 9NB, United Kingdom.
Tel: 01622 721444. Fax: 01622 721555.
email: sales@chord.softnet.co.uk

Grandix Sound & Vision
New Malden
Tel:01813360012

Tel : 0121 742 0254
North
Doug Brady HI- F1
Warrington
Tel : 01925 828009
Audio Reflections
Wakefield
Tel : 01132 528850
Northern Ireland
Moores Hi Fi
County Down

Audio Excellence
Swansea

Tel : 01247 812 417

Tel :

Scotland

I
792 474608

Audio T

Robert Richie Hi Fi

Reading
Tel : 0118 958 5463

Montrose
Tel : 01674 673 765

